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Third Generation CD
For aproduct to qualify as
HiFi product of trie centLry,
it's performance must be
exceed our expectations. It
must score aten in visual
design, ergonomics, vide
in possession, intuitive daily
use, reliability and battleship
construction.

\

The Mikado is like afine
watch, definitve rot
disposable; you will run . tin
for the next generatron.
in aworld exhausted by
superlatives, Grypnon
defines and ¡delivers the
promise of high-end audio,
in kvo words — wiIhout
copfpromise...

cpustics
e.
ygshino
iyra
michell
primare
simon yor<e

sme
sugden
sumiko
trichord

4

Open: Monday to Saturday
3fbors
5Demonstration Rooms
2 Home Cinema Rooms
10 mins from Glasgow Airport
Local Transport available
Free Parking
Part- exchange welcome
UK Next-day delivery
World-wide shipping

InControl
Two-box pre-amp rfier

We understand that choosing
Hi-fi is avery personal thing.
Un.co CD
Valve CD Player

audio philosophy
ayre acoustics
bow
gryphon audio
mark levinson
prima re
shanling
sugden
unison research

IS'
,
F
6
,

art audio
atc

New Gass', One
Integrated Arnp, 70w

5
-11.80C
Integrated Arrp, 35w

rg,
7%
se

Friendly and helpful advice.

Range of credit facilities now available including finance.
MasterCard

Logos
integrated Amp, 110w

InPower (each)
Class AMoncé4ock, 80w

SCP-T2DOC
Varve SACD/C0

CD-T100
Valve CD Rayer

Unison Research

The Mikado qualifies in all
these and in one further
parameter: until now
16-bit CD has been the
weak link in any audiophile
system. Gryphon's unique
monoblock DAC uses one
channel to retrieve the plus
and minus phases cf the
delicate signal, fully balanced
class Acircuitry with athird
generation upsampljnq
provides high-end viri¡I
sound without the clicks and
pops. Heresy? CD remains
he universal format, and
the Mikado is the first player
to render obsoiete SACD.
DVD-a and even vinyl. Don't
just take our word for it. Six
Mikados sold — six
superlative words of praise
from our lucky customers.
The Audio Salon and our
customers enjoy an oldfashioned view of selling and
buying equipment.
(The Hi-FiShop.com is our
safe and su penar service
for distance selling; see our
separate ad ar dwebsite).

audio philosophy
ayre acoustics
bow
e.a.r/yoshino
gryphon audio
mark levinson
parasound
pathos
primare
shanling
sugden
unison research
vac

Unico Linephono
Integrated Amp, 80w

art loudspeakers
atc
gryphon audio
proac
stax
zingali
atc
parasound

primare
proac .
zingall

\np..150w

audiosource
furman
gryphon audio
jps-abs

kempelectroniks
proac

bcd

custom design
grand prix audio
obelisk audio
soundations
stands unique
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Welcome
British hi-fi doesn't come much more 'traditional' than aTannoy Dual
Concentric, because the concept dates back to the early 1950s, and the
Prestige models — long sold mainly to Anglophile audiophiles in the Far
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Art Editor • René Andrew
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East — are the most traditional of all. But appearances can be deceptive.
Apolicy of continuous development and improvement means that the
Tannoy Kensington [cover story, page 24] is actually afar more modern
work of the speaker designer's art than you might think.
As Ivor Humphreys explains, the Dual Concentric does have an ability
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to fill the room in away that differs strikingly from the behaviour of

Technical Advisers
Martin Colloms
Malcolm Hawksford
Angus McKenzie MBE

Test [ page 18]. Here David Allcock and Keith

Consultant Technical Editor
Keith Howard

room-correction system.

conventional speakers. But if you've been through
the mill of hi-fi upgrading and feel that your room
is the barrier to ultimate music enjoyment, look no
further than this month's HiFi News Definitive
Howard relate their experiences with what they
both agree is one of the most exciting
developments in hi-fi for avery longtime, the TacT
The biggest news for the record industry right
now is the UK and European launch of Apple's

Consulting Editor
John Crabbe

iTunes service [ page 7], but if you're an
enthusiastic audiophile there is agood chance

Senior Contributing Editor
Ken Kessler

you're more interested in high-quality vinyl than
low-cost downloading. Now at last, as promised in
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the April issue, we're able to bring you aspecial
offer on the fabulous John Lill piano recording of

As promised,
we're able to
bring you a
special offer on
that fabulous
John Lill piano
recording

Schumann's Faschingsshwank, engineered by
Tony Faulkner in pure analogue and pressed on 180g vinyl. It's now
available to all bona fide HFNreaders at aspecial price— £ 19.95
instead of £ 24.95 — from leading audiophile software distributor

Publisher
Angela O'Farrell

Vivante. Call Vivante on 01293 822186 or e-mail sales@vivante.co.uk
and quote the ISSN number that appears on this page. Thanks to Tony

Group Art Editor
Patrick Morrissey

Faulkner and Vivante for making this possible — and look out for more
amazing analogue recordings soon.

Chief Photographer
Roger Phillips

Finally, congratulations to the winner of our May issue AVTech
competition, in which we gave away the stylish Primare DVD30
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universal DVD-Video/DVD-Audio/SACD player, worth £2000. The lucky
winner is Mr PBenning of Kent. And don't forget to enter this month's
competition, on page 46 of this month's even more spectacular edition
of AVTech, to win afabulous I
nFocus Screenplay projector.
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aided by an
HFN exclusive review in August 1984, of the ' new' Radford STA25
Mk IV. With Arthur Radford's blessing, this was manufactured in
the same way as the original 1960s classic ( which reached Mk Ill
before production ceased), even down to the grey paint. Ironically,
perhaps, this was also amoment when really cheap amplifiers
(solid-state of course) started to get better. Afour-way group test
found that the respected Harman-Kardon PM620 had now been
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—
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or Ine Audd B111.11 of Drculateons
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overtaken sonically by the now sadly-forgotten QED A230, as well
as the seminal Mission Cyrus and Rotel RA- 820 designs. It was
already becoming clear that only Far East manufacture could keep
wn, but ' UK design' had become avital ingredient.
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Marantz flexes its

Will the £ 1000
Alan's Morissette joins Wilco and

Kontrapunkt C

monoblock muscles

Lamont Dozier in our rock round- up

prove to be yet

with the SC- 7S1/

another class act?

MA-9S1 combo

hardware

43

18

Tony Bolton checks out the £750 S-5 floorstander

MD S-5

Here's atransducer that's nothing if not revealing.

Definitive Test: TacT RCS 2.2X

Adigital pre-amp that promises room correction

software
66

Classical

Joseph Calleja, Live Haydn Creation, Budget

that really works. Subjective review by David

45

Allcock, technical review by Keith Howard

Five-channel cinema sound sound from just asub

'Light Classics' winner, Vivaldi String Concertos,

and two sats? That's what KEF's KIT100 promises

British Light Classics compilation

24

Tannoy Kensington

KEF KIT100

when UniQ meets NXT. Ken Kessler explains

Amarriage of traditional looks with tried-and-tested

Schumanr, adouble helping of Brahms, RPO

71

Jazz

technology, Tannoy's exquisite Kensington speaker

49

leaves Ivor Humphreys is highly impressec

Jonathan Gorse is bowled over by this bargain

on SACD. Jndersound II with DuvaVHeward/

powered subwoofer and satellite speaker system

McPhee, William Parker's Fractured Dimensions

28

T+A 910 S

Acoustic Energy Aego 2

Basie at Newport, Brubeck and Herbie Hancock

Aturntable with amodem? Not quite, but Andrew

51

Harrison enjoys first-class, pain-free sound

Andrew Harrison cues up the latest addition to

The latest from Alanis Morissette, aself- penned

courtesy of T+A's 21st Century record deck

Ortofon's lauded Kortrapunkt family of cartridges

set from Motown Legend Lamont Dozier, Up at the

32

53

Marantz SC-7S1/MA-9S1

Ortofon Kontrapunkt C

73

Rock

Lake with The Charlatans, and Miracle Mile

Campaign Audio cables

The Japanese company celebrates 50 years in

Wise up to these rewarding wires — but be sure

75

business with some no-holds barred amplfication.

your system's up to scratch, mys Tony Bolton

Ken Kessler gets to grips with seven slices of virgin

Ken Kessler is not short on superlatives

36

Musical Fidelity X-Ray V3

ME's X-Series is now in its third iteration, boasting
spanking new casework, to boot. But can the V3
spinner come up trumps? David Allcock finds out

38

B&W 704

54

vinyl courtesy of audiophile releases from Hendrix,

Spendor S5e

turn heads — David Berriman hails the S5e

features
58

much-loved CDM NT range. Ivor Humphreys takes

Asystem with asound so at one you want to hug

alisten to the £ 1400-a-pair 704 floorstancers

it, and that, says its owner, is what hi-fi's all about

Magnum Dynalab MD 106

HP Lovecraft, Clapton, and the Yardbirds

All the naturalness o old, but with acrispness to

The 700 series is B&W's replacement for its

40

Audiophile

76

Sweetspot: Question of texture

regulars
7 Sources
Atrio of new products from Naim Audic; Tivoli and
Monster court Apple; and CEDIA 2004 report

17

Barry Fox

Two thousand releases on SACD, plus the system

The Feature: From vinyl to CD

to frustrate illegal music downloading using decoys

At £3600 it may be, er, exotically priced, but

Ever wanted to copy your precious LF' collection

Alvin Gold reckons that radio doesn't get much

onto optical disc? Keth Howard explains wiat gear

65

better than this triode- based analogue FM tuner

you'll need, and how to get great results

The moronification of radio

Johm Crabbe

Get the latest info online www.hifinews.co.uk
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Bargain cinema
from Acoustic
Energy courtesy
of the Aego 2

T + A's thoroughly
modern turntable

American
'GA

Acoustic

83 views

90

Your chance to have your say

Save money, dud get HiN delivered to your door

84

98

Hot 100

Our regular guide to the ultimate wise buys in hi-fi

89

S-5 speaker

Ken Kessler

Thoughts on the studio wizardry of Todd Rundgren

The Market

At a glance...

Classified private hi-fi sales and wants ads

Audio bargains from HFAls mail-order service

Next Month

The lowdown on September's issue

122

Back Issues order form

Get that vital missing issue by post

108

Accessories Club

121

Subscription order form

Development's

18 Definitive Test: TacT RCS 2.2X
Feature

digital amp with room correcticn
24 Tannoy Kensington loudspeake 28 T+A G 10 S turntable
32 Marantz SC-7S1/MA-9S1 amps

Re-record...

36 Musical Fidelity X- Ray V3

Not fade away
Even die-hard vinyl supremacist ,
are many practical reasons 101F collection to optical disc. b,
•
to go abord it? Keith Howard expiam, what gear youll
need, and how to get gr at results
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What's happening in the world of hi-fi

Sources

New Naim gear comes X-rated
Three new Nairn products were on
show for the first time at the High
End Show in Munich in May. The
new Naim CD5x, NAC112x and
NAP150x are claimed to deliver a
little ' x-tra' performance over their
predecessors— the CD5, NAC112
and NAP150 — despite the fact that
the paper specification of each
remains the same.
Improvements in the CD5x
include an improved Philips
VAM1202/12 CD transport, anew
CD tray PCB, anew analogue output
stage on its own separate PCB,
switchable DIN and phono outputs,
an improved power supply, and
CD-RW compatibility. There is also
aPMD200 digital filter and HDCD
decoder, with 24- bit dual- mono
Burr- Brown DACS ( as used in CDX2
and CDS3). An RC5 socket allows
for easy use of an external remote
control, and an optional RS232
connector allows for external
system control. The CD5x
continues to be upgradable by the
addition of the FlatCap 2or HiCap
rack. The volume control of the

level. The NAC112x can be

supply to improve the performance

NAC112x uses aNaim-designed

powered from the supply provided

of aconnected 112x, and anew

new main board, anew display PCB

resistor ladder to allow two-way

by the NAP150x and then later be

rear panel layout. The CD5x,

using SMT for lower noise, two

feedback of level for mu ltiroom

upgraded by adding aFlatCap 2or

NAC112x and NAP150x are

switchable DIN or phono inputs,

control systems. This resistor ladder

HiCap power supply.

available from Naim retailers in

power supplies.
NAC112x upgrades include a

NAP150x has anew toroidal

June 2004 at prices of £ 1450,

RCS socket, optional RS232

also allows each input to have a

connector, and new rear panel

different sensitivity, allowing

transformer for improved

£680 and £800 respectively.

layout for ease of use on aNaim

different sources to match in sound

regulation, up- rated pre-amp power

wvnv.naimaudio.com

Download for 79p: Apple launches iTunes in Europe
Just over one year after the US

playing on up to five Mac or

version was launched, the iTunes

Windows PC computers.
The numberone online music

Music Store has come to Europe.
At apacked press conference in

store in the world has finally come

Billingsgate Market on June 15th,

to the UK, France and Germany,'

Apple founder and CEO Steve Jobs

said Steve Jobs. With ahuge

unveiled the online music shop,

catalogue of over 700,000 songs,

available with immediate effect in

breakthrough prices of just

the UK, France and Germany. The

and £0.79 per song and seamless

0.99

rest of the continent will be served

integration with Apple's wildly

on apan-European basis from

popular iPod, we think this is the

October. Individual song prices are

digital music store that Europe has
been waiting for.'

fixed at 79p each in the UK, or

20% higher in the UK than either

0.99 for all other countries.

the rest of Europe ( with its uniform

Jobs also demonstrated AirPort

VAT taxation) or the United States.

Express, aportable wireless station

The news comes after months of
speculation over the relative

As reported in July [' Apple

that allows streaming audio to any
hi-fi system for £ 99. AirPort

difficulties in tying up the more

tinkers with iTunes service', p81,

fragmented European music

the Apple music shop provides

Express uses the 802.11g

industry, and concerns about

music tracks compressed in AAC

protocol, and includes optical

pricing policies. With the US

format at 128kb/s, with Digital

digital as well as analogue audio

iTunes Music Store selling tracks

Rights Management that allows

output via a3.5mm socket.

at $ 0.99 each, Apple has

burning of tracks to CD- R,

Apple, 0800 0391010,

inexplicably priced songs around

unlimited uploads to an iPod, and

www.apple.com/itunes

www. hif inews.co. uk
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Lexicon launches its first AV receiver
This year's CEDIA 2004 show at
the ICC Centre in Birmingham saw
Lexicon unveil its first AV receiver.

1exicon

In the new RV-8, Lexicon has taken

• e

the processing capability of the
MC-8surround sound processor

• e •

O 0

and bundled it with 7x140W of

e a

amplification. The RV-8features

050
•

• 0

dual 32- Bit SHARC Hammerhead
processor, twice as powerful as the

e e

SHARC processors found in the

ê

e

•

•

ese

e

e e

MC-8, eight analogue inputs, each
with acorresponding digital input,

•

an m- m phono stage with pure
analogue bypass, an AM/FM tuner
with 40 presets and up to two

seemingly every surround sound

composite video outputs. The

expansion slots for such things as

independent, multi channel

process in current use along with

video circuits are said to have

FireWire inputs and has flash

SACD/DVD-A inputs with bass

Lexicon's proprietary Logic- 7

sufficient bandwidth to allow

upgradeable firmware to allow

management and time alignment,

system for creating multi-channel

progressive scan video and even

further surround sound modes to

supported by their own custom

material out of stereo sources.

High Definition video from sources

be added as required. Control of

Video is handled by an up-

such as Euro 1080 to pass without

this unit is achieved via asupplied

loss of video quality.

learning remote control.

DSP chipset.
All digital- to-analogue

conversion system allowing

processing is carried out at 24/192

composite and S-video sources to

resolution, while analogue-to-

be up-converted to component

digital inputs use a24/96 process,
with both D- Aand A- Dconversions
using Delta/Sigma architecture.

Rounding out the feature set is a

The price is £ 5995 and

two-way RS232 control for

projected availability is

video, allowing only asingle set of

integration with Crestron/AMX

August/September.

cables to be run to the primary

control systems and two 12V

CSE Distribution, 01423 359054

display, while the second zone has

trigger circuits under software

The RV-8holds THX Ultra 2

S-video and composite, with the

control. The RV-8has adegree of

al See page 15 for David Allcock's

certification while supporting

third zone supporting only

future proofing with two internal

report on Cedia UK 2004

Tivoli has iPAL for Apple's iPod...
Tivoli is the latest manufacturer to copy the

New ViperBudget
coiled for attack
TCI's ViperBudget is anew audio

styling of the phenomenal successful Apple

interconnect that slots into the TCI

iPod. The iPAL is aversion of the Tivoli PAL

range between the more affordable

Radio, finished in amatching pearl-white

Tiger, and the £ 70 Viper. Costing

finish, with asilver back, just like its more

£50 for a1m length, the Budget is

famous MP3 player predecessor.

designed for use with components

The iPAL includes amini jack-to-jack input,

costing up to approximately £ 750.

allowing you to use your iPod ( or similar) as a

It uses the same cable as the

source and the iPAL as amplification. Selling

Viper - abalanced twisted- pair

the combination as astylish, portable and fun

construction with afoil screen

way of listening to your MP3 collection, the iPAL

covered by aplated braided screen,

looks to be one of the more useful iPod

in an outer polyethylene insulation.

'accessories' on the market, if not the cheapest,

This is terminated by the same gold

with its retail price of £ 140.

phono plugs used on the cheaper

Ruark Acoustics, 01702 601410, www.ruark.net

TCI Tiger. The cable is terminated

...and Monster gets abite of Apple too

configuration to give claimed

in the same pseudo- balanced

Cable giant Monster has anew

onE ¡ Pod; iCable ( £ 25) connects

link aPowerMac G5 to an AV

range of accessories to cash in on

an iPod to apair of phono sockets;

receiver or processor; iCable

the success of the Apple iPod. The

iSpeaker Portable (£ 50) is aset of

Ethernet (£ 15- £ 20) is aCat 6

£20 iCarPlay connects an iPod to a

lightweight, battery- powered

cable. Even iClean display cleaner

car cassette player while the

loudspeakers.

is on offer.

iCharger (£ 15) is adock and car-

Other new Monster accessories
connect i
Books to your TV, or digital

allows you to plug aguitar, keyboard
or mic in to acomputer.

CD-sized carry-case also with dock

cameras MP3 players and printers

connection; with iSpl itter (£ 10)

to aMac. The iCable Fibre Optic

Monster Europe, 01923 431634,

plug two sets of headphones in to

(£35) is an optical audio cable to

VAVW. mon stercable.c om
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Want more? The £ 15 iStudioLink

charger. The iSportCase (£ 15) is a
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maximum sound quality.
ICI, 07710 196949

www.hifinews.co.uk

For Sale
PERFORMANCE MULTI- CHANNEL
MUSIC/HOME CINEMA SYSTEM
containing four components, all
virtually brand new, complete with
original packaging & manufacturer's
warranties: high-fidelity CD player,
DVD (Audio & Video) player, SACO
player and a comprehensive AV
processor. A bargain at £2,995
the lot. (
Same price as the Linn
UNIDISK SC player I've replaced
them with). For more info/specs
etc... phone 0500 888 909 and
ask for Ivor. I'm also open to offers
for my rather attractive multi- shelf
equipment rack.

Simply
stunning.

The Chord
Choral Series.

horal. Small, but perfectly formed.
A discerning range of compact
system components that will captivate
you, delight you and intrigue you.
•'
DAC64' Digital to Analogue Converter
•'Symphonic' Phono Stage
•' Prima' Pre-Amplifier
•NEW 'Mezzo 50' Power Amplifier
•NEW 'Blu' CD Transport
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile products, please contact
us on 01622 721444, email
sales@chordelectronics.co.uk, or visit
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

O CHORD!)
Chord Electronics Limited

Sources

Meridian drives DVD-A transport Shorts
Meridian Audio has announced

CAMBRIDGE Audio has

details of its latest addition to the

expanded its Azur line with an

G Series range - the G98 DVD-

entry-level CD player and amp,

Audio transport.

the 340C and 340A, both at
£150. Richer Sounds, 0870

Each GSeries component
features intriguing new industrial

900 1000, www.cambridge-

designs by Meridian co-founder

audio.co.uk

Allen Boothroyd, including fullwidth, all- metal construction and

DENON has anew DVD video

optional rack mounting capability.

player, DVD-1710 at £ 130,

The sleek finish, available in

with PAL Progressive scan.
Denon UK, 01234 741200

pearly silver or all- black, is

www. denon.co.uk

complemented by Meridian's
traditional black glass accents

CTS is reportedly claiming

and anew user interface accessed
by the softly- lit front panel, rotary

play all CD and DVD optical discs

the ability to decode film

patent violation with the use of

volume control and customisable

including hybrids; apowerful

soundtracks, enabling external

open- source libdts' software,

key layouts. Sounds appealing?

multi-format video processor with

upsampling to 24/96. The

seen in the media player

Features of the G98 include:

HDMI/DVI digital video output; a

suggested retail price of the G98DH

VirdeoLAN Client. VLC allows

video scaling/resolution

unique MHR SmartLink which

DVD Audio transport is £ 3350.

tie playing of DVD and othe •

enhancement for single, high

connects high- resolution digital

Meridian Audio, 01480 445678

MPEG video - including DTS

quality path to display; the ability to

signals to Meridian systems; plus

www.meridian-audio.com

and AC- 3 sound - on Mac OS
X, Linux and Windows, without

Elac's XL Set II stands loud and proud

concern for region coding.
www.wdeolan.org

Anew and keenly- priced system

the XL Set II's satellites use alloy

DTS has announced new pro-

from Elac promises 5.1 sound

cone woofers and wide- dispersion

audio encoding solutions,

from adistinctive setup. The XL

dome tweeters. The dedicated

including a48kHz/5.1 plus

Set II sub- sat speaker system

centre speaker also has awall-

96kHz/ES encoding. There is

comprises four two-way satellites,

mount supplied. Finally, Elac's

also a RAID facility, using

acentre with twin mid/bass

111.2 active subwoofer features

Apple Xserve system, called

drivers, and a100 watt active
subwoofer.
The sytem also offers easy

overdrive protection and
claims bass response

NS X Encode
www. dtsonline.com

down to 30Hz. Prices are

expansion to 6.1 and 7.1

£500 for abasic Elac

Hayden Laboratories has

configurations, and

XL Set Il system and £ 75

changed its name to Denon

upgrades via the F20
Micro Tower or 24CM

each for additional
satellite loudspeakers.

UK, to reflect the core business
of the former Nippon Columbia

Plasma Partner

Elac, 0800 652 5002,

sJbsidiary. Denon is now run by

speakers. Meanwhile,

www.elac.com

ID&M Holdings, which now also
owns Marantz and McIntosh.

Big bass from aB&W bubble?
B&W is amanufacturer keen to break the rule that
small enclosures don't produce extended

bells, which use their spherical shape to resist
underwater pressure.

bass. Measuring just 340 x290 x

The PV1 is said to have such an inert

350mm ( hwd), the PV1 advertises

cabinet that even when playing at

aresponse as low as 21Hz
(-3dB), with performance
similar to that of B&W's

loud volume levels it can hardly

Denon UK, 01234 741200
www.denon.co.uk
NXT has licensed its flat
speaker technology to Matta'
Inc, makers of children's toys.
Expect to see exciters in Barbie
nd Fisher Price toys soon
www.nxtsound.com

be felt moving.
Some features, such as the

THE DIGITAL CONSUMER
- ECHNOLOGY

HANDBOOK

existing ASW subwoofer

two stiff, long-throw drivers,

model line-up.

are similar to more

is a new title from Newnes

The design is said to be a

conventional B&W subs, as

which aims to give a

response to traditional

is the powerful, 500 watt

comprehensive guide to new

subs, which use strong drive
units and plenty of power to
shift air, but in which internal
back pressure may deform the
cabinet and distorts the sound.
The inspiration for the PV ( standing
for pressure vessel') came from diving

www.hifinews.co.uk

amplification provided. The
aluminium enclosure,
available in silver or black,
also acts as aheat sink. The PV1
subwoofer retails at £ 950.
B&W Loudspeakers, 01903 221800

devices, standards and future
directions, with engineering
details on every digital
consumer device'. ISBN
3750678151, 656pp
www. bh.com/newnes

www.bwspeakers.com
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Meet the
experts

Linn goes Exotik with 5.1 pre-amp

Once again the Hi Fi Show &
AV Expo confirms its preeminence as the UK's major
international exhibition,
welcoming UK and overseas
trade visitors as well as
consumers.
As we go to press the
exhibitors confirmed so far
represent well over 140 brands
and product lines, ranging
from some of the world's most
outrageous high- end systems to
breathtaking AV and cinema

At around the same price as the

Pro- Logic II. An integrated balanced

long-standing Kairn stereo control

line driver allows use with [ inn's

of progressive scan video

unit, the Exotik is [ inn's new pre-

Knekt multi- room system. The

technology, and there's afull range

amplifier - now featuring

Exotic is priced at £ 1750. An

of video and audio outputs,

multi-channel capability. In its

upgrade is promised to to turn a

including component outputs and

basic guise it is an analogue

standard Exotik into an Exotik-DA,

S/PDIF and TosLink digital

passthrough-style unit, with six

although no pricing details have

connections. The Unidisk SC can

unbalanced inputs, one of which

been released, nor for the complete

decode up to eight secondary

has six-channel control for 5.1

processor version.

sources like DVD-A. Adigital version

setups. We've recently learned
that TacT will be fielding an
amazing system including TacT
room correction system, TacT
true digital amplification and
top- of- the line Da li speakers.
Kicking off the Trade &

Linn has also launched the

of the pre-amp is planned for

Unidisk SC universal disc player.

September this launch, the

Compatible with CD, Super Audio

Exotik+DA, which will include on-

CD, DVD-Video and DVD-Audio

consoles. The DVD player makes use

sources, and surround decoding
options include DTS, Dolby AC- 3,
Pro Logic II, and AAC.
The unit comes with an RS232
control interface to connect

board processing for DTS ( inc

discs, the Unidisk SC, unlike the

'seamlessly' with Knekt multi-room

96/24, EX Matrix and Discrete), AC-

first Unidisk players, can be used as

systems. The Unidisk SC is available

3, MPEG Surround and AAC

amulti-channel processor, offering

in black or silver finishes, and costs

Press Day ( Friday 24,
September) will be the Show's

Surround; stereo sources can also

digital decoding via its external

£3000 in the UK.

be processed by the Exotik+DA to

invitation- only breakfast event,
with a keynote speech from
one of the best-known and

inputs, for secondary sources such

Linn Products, 0141 307 7777,

create surround effects, using Dolby

as satellite televsion or games

www.linn.co.uk

Obituary: Erik Smith

respected figures in the
industry today, Ken lshiwata.
In his global role as Brand
Ambassador at Marantz, Ken
Ishiwata is perhaps uniquely

The respected

Philips' 16-volume LP

classical record

Edition precursor to

producer Erik Smith

the CD Edition for

well- placed to give us an
illuminating overview of

has died from

which he was

cancer, aged 73.

responsible; and in

consumer electronics business

Like the engineer

and the changing marketplace
of today and tomorrow.

1978appeared as

'Wilkie' he worked

harpsichord soloist in

first at Decca, and

another early Mozart

On the public days, visitors
are invited to the Show's openforum Meet The Experts panel

later for Philips

programme.

where he became

Recommended to

artistic director.

lohn Culshaw by the

sessions, when a distinguished
team of journalists and
industry figures will tackle
questions from the floor. And

whose Mozart and

don't miss the Wi-Fi Lounge, a

recordings he produced, has spoken

Smith's role to plot the stage moves for

special feature organised with
the UK's leading internet

of 'an English nonchalance'

early stereo opera productions with

concealing emotional depth and a

Culshaw ( he can be seen on DVD as

Mitsuko Uchida,

passion for music.

you hands-on experience of a
whole range of exciting new

The Hi Fi Show and AV Expo

Erik Smith

Erik Smith joined

Schubert piano solo

magazine, WebUser, bringing

wireless and web- based
technologies.

„mist Julius Katchen,

The son of the German conductor

Decca in 1957.1t was

part of the Solti Vienna Ringproject
team); soon he was producing opera

Hans Schmidt-Isserstedt - whose

recordings independently - notably

mid- 1960s Beethoven symphony

Peter Grimes, with Britten

cycle he produced - he was anotable

conducting.

is open to the public from
10am-6pm on Saturday 25

scholar, dedicated especially to
Mozart. In fact, he prepared the

Khachaturian's ' Sabre Dance', there

and Sunday 26 September, at
The Renaissance Hotel and the

dances and divertimenti from the

are innumerable fine recordings to

'London notebook' which launched

Erik Smith's credit.

From Haydn operas to

Events
24-26 September 2004
The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo,
Renaissance Hotel and The Park
Inn ( formerly Le Meridien),
Heathrow, London, sponsored by
HiFi News. Call 020 8774 0847
or visit www.avexpo.co.uk
23-24 October 2004
Home Entertainment Show,
Renaissance Hotel, Manchester.
Call 01524 36991 or visit www.
home-entertainment Show.co.uk
5-7 November 2004
What Hi Fi? Sound & Vision Show
2004, Novotel London West
20-21 November 2004
Scottish Hi Fi & Home Cinema
Show, Marriott Dalmahoy Hotel,
Edinburgh. Call 0141 221 0221
or visit: www.scottishhifiand
homecinema.co.uk

Park Inn ( formerly Le
Meridien), Heathrow, London.
For more information
visit www.avexpo.com.
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Authorised Stockists
Aberdeen Ho'burn lii-Fi, 01224 585713 * Basingstoke Audio T,
01256 324311 * Beckenham Musical Images, 0208 6633777 • Birmingham
Music Matters, 0121 4292811 * Bournemouth Movement Audio, 01202
529988 • Brentwood
Audio T, 01277 264729 * Bristol Radfords,

Product of the Year 2002-2003
What HiFi Sound & Vision ( 11L Loudspeakers)

0117 9441010 * Cambridge Hughes Ltd. 01223 461518 * Canterbury
Canterbury HiFi, 01227 765315 *Cardiff Sevenoaks, 02920 472899
*Carlisle Practicle HiFi 01228 544792 * Cheadle Audio Counsel,
0161 4916090 *Cheltenham Hutchinsons, 01242 573012 * Cheshire HiFi
Stereo 0161 9735577 * Cornwall R.J.F., 01209 710777 *Coventry

Frank

Harvey, 02476 525200 * Crewe Sound of Music, 01270 214143 . Darlington
Music Matters, 01325 481418 * Edinburgh HiFi Corner, 0131 5%7901
•Edinbtugh HiFi Comer, 0131 2201535 * Exeter Howanis, 01392 258518
*Falkirk HiFi Corner, 01324 629011 * Gateshead
Lintone Audio,
0191 4772771 * Glasgow Glasgow Audio, 0141 3324707 * Glasgow HiFi
Corner, 0141 2265711 * Guildford
P.J. HiFi. Ltd. 01483 504801
*Hampshire

Hampshire Audio, 01962 854466 * Harrogate I
iiFi Hut,

01423 810990 * Hastings Adams & Jarrett, 01424 437165 *Hereford
English Audio, 01432 355081 * Hove Sevenoaks, 01273 733338 * Hull Zen
Audio, 01482 587397 * Inverness Telly on the Blink, 01463 233175
*Lancaster Romers HiFi 01254 887799 * Lancaster Practical HiFi,

Product of the Year 2003-2004
What HiFi Sound & Vision ( 11L Loudspeakers)

Separates System of
the Year 2003-2004
HiFi News (99Series and 11L Loudspeakers)

01524 39657 * Leeds Sevenoaks. 0113 2452775 • Leicester Sevenoaks,
0116 2536567 * Lewisham Billy Ver, 0208 3185755 * Lincoln Sevenoaks,
01522 527397 . Liverpool Sevenoaks, 0151 7078417 * London Bartletts,
0207 6072296 * London K.). West One 0207 4868262 * London Spatial
Audio, 0207 4365358 . Macclesfield Dooleys, 01625 423158 • frfaidistone
Home Media Ltd., 01622 676703 * Manchester Practical
0161 8398869 * Montrose Robert Richie, 01674 673675 • New Malden
Unilet Sound & Vision 0208 9429567 * Newbury B&B HiFi 01635 32474
•Newcastie Global IiiFi Centre, 0191 2303600 * Newcastle (metro)
Lintone Audio, 0191 4600999 * Norwich Martins HiFi, 01603 627010
*Nottingham John Kirk, 01159 252986 . Nottingham Sevenoaks, 01159
112121 * Oxford Audio T, 01865 765961 * Preston Sevenoaks, 01772
825777 . Reading B&B HiFi, 01189 583730 • Rugby Sounds Expensive,
01788 540772 . Salisbury HiFi, 01722 322169 * Scarborough Zen Audio,
01723 350850 • Sheffield Moorgate Acoustic., 0114 2756048 * Shrewsbury
SMC Sound and Vision, 01743 232317 *Solihull Music Matters, 0121
76520254 . Southampton Sevenoaks, 02380 337770 * Staines Sevenoaks
01784 460777 • Stourbridge
Music Matters, 01384 444184 • Sutton
Coldfield Music Matters, 0121 3542311 sltinbridge Wells Sounds of
Music, 01892 547003 * Warrington Doug Brady, 01925 828009 * Watford
HiFi City, 01923 226169 • Weybridge Sevenoaks, 01932 828525 * Wigan
Adventures in HiFi, 01942 234202 * Witham Sevenoaks, 01376 501733
•Wolverhampton Sevenoaks. 01902 312225 * Worcester Worcester
01905 612929

QUAD
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd, IAG House, Sovereign Court,
Ermine Business Park, Huntingdon, PE29 6XU
Download brochures and reviews from www.quad-hifi.co.uk,
Tel :- 0845 4580011, Fax :- 01480 431767

UJ UJ LU

crys to I
coble.com
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Live from Birmingham: CEDIA 2004 show
The custom install show decamped from the south coast hut was still full of surprises, as David Allcock discovered
replaceable outer panels. There are also

After several years at its original home in

simullaneously. This unit can also store aCD

Brighton, his year's custom install industry

collection in compressed or uncompressed

matching centre and surround speakers to

show, organised by CEDIA UK ( Custom

format and supply two rooms with independent

allow afull surround sound system to

Electronic Design & Installation Association,

audio. Further expansion is available with the

assembled. With asuggested price of £ 5000

UK) was held at the ICC in Birmingham,.

NS200 client, which can not only play any CD

for apair of the 6200 with subwoofer

held in the system, but also show any

pedestals, these packages will be up against

and dealer training seminars with ashow

programme held on the internal hard disc, the

some significant competition, but they could

displaying all the latest products for today's

whole system being driven either via the front

represent an interesting alternative to

custom installers. But among the usual

panel or via its on screen display. Projected

established high-end floorstanding systems.

selection of dimmers, curtain controls and

release dates are suggested as being Spring

sophisticated whole- house control systems

2005mn the UK.

The event offered the usual mix of installer

For those looking for the ultimate in
expensive bass reproduction, Red Line had the

were afew products of possible interest to the

Velodyne Signature 1812, atwo-way

audiophile and home cinema community.

subwoofer with a450mm driver supplemented

The shock of the show was anew AV receiver
from Lexicon on the CSE stand. This staunch
proponent of separate processors and power
amplification has finally bitten the bullet in
typical Lexicon style, looking at what everyone
else has been doing then attempting to do it
bigger and better. [ See story on page 8.].
Also new from distributor CSE were the

00000000000000000000
feemeeeefeeeeee
000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
0000000000000000000
00000000000000000000
0000000000000000000
000eb0000000000000000

by a300mm driver, each driven by a1250W
digital amp. This behemoth features servo
control on the drivers and abuilt in eight- band
parametric equaliser. It weighs 175kg and

oe,00000000000000000
0000000ts000000000000
00000000000000000000
oocs0000000000000000

compact ' Z' series components by Parasound.
Currently there is astereo pre- amplifier, stereo
power amplifier, tuner, and phono stage, all in
compact 238 x44 x250 mm (whd) cases with
remote control of the pre- amp and tuner.

NS- S100
Network Multi- Media Server
(Prototype)

clockwise from top: the Pioneer sound
projector, producing ' surround' from just one
array of drive units, Velodyne's inexplicably
two-way Signature 1812 subwoofer, Atlantic
Technology 6200, and Denon's NS100/200
multimedia server/client
costs £ 10,995. Nordost, not content with
Staying with CSE, the company has now

At'antic Technology is

using its exotic Valhalla brand of cable in

added Revel speakers to its line-up. Revel has

back in the UK, courtesy

mains cables, has now introduced amains

been without distribution since the demise of

of the Multi Room Company, which intends to

distribution system developed in conjunction
with Isotek. The ' Thor', as it has been dubbed,

Path Premier earlier this year, so it was good to

carrythe full range of Atlantic Technology

see the brand back in the UK, with the new

speakers and AV products. While many of the

marries Isotek's know-how in mains

F32 floorstanding loudspeakers, M22

speaKers are in-wall designs, and so targeted at

distribution with Nordost's exotic cable

standmounts and matching C32 centre

the custom install community, Atlantic's 5.1

construction, allowing mains for even the most

channel speaker.

and stereo systems show considerable

complex system to be delivered over Valhalla

potential, especially the 6200 and 8200

cable from wall socket to speakers.

Denon was showing the new 2805 AV

Astar wiring scheme with sophisticated

receiver and prototypes of the NS100/NS200

systems. These use aseparate control head

server/client multi- media system. The NS100

unit and subwoofer pedestal — like the NHT T5

server uses apair of 160GB hard drives with

system reviewed in July — plus an outboard

looks aserious bit of kit. One thing's for sure,

dual FM tuners and analogue TV tuners,

dedicated amplifier. The 6200 and 8200 are

with aprice of £ 2000, it's aproduct for the

allowing the NS100 to record two programmes

supplied in numerous finishes, with

most dedicated of Nordost ' power users'!

www.hifinews.co.uk

shielding certainly ensures that the ' Thor'
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www.usheraudio.com

6 key elements to Contemporary Art

AtbERIELJ

X-616
Dimensions(w x d x h,cm):65x35x2

h,cm):35x65x11(

CP-6371
Dimensions(w x d x h,cm):35x65x127

The Six:
. Top mounted tweeter avoiding diffraction for
more natural sound imaging.
. Elegantly sloped cabinet design to enhance
sound dispersion and time phase coherency.
. High-grade mirror-imaged finish on gloss black,
gloss sliver, gloss white.
. High-grade furniture-quality real wood tweeter
cover and wood side panel reinforcement.
. Base chamber design, to increase weight by
fill in leads or sand and better bass control.
. Design by Dr. Joseph D'appolilto

CP-6381
Dimensionsfw x d x h,cm):35x65x127

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai- Fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Tel:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-23711053 E-mail:usherems11.hinet.net

Opinion

Barry

Fox

S

ACD has now notched up 2000 releases, and to mark the
occasion someone kindly sent me the SACD version of

Jamie Cullum's Twentysomething.
Personally Ireckon it doesn't sound so much like jazz that
people who don't like jazz won't buy it, just as Dire Straits was

rock for people who didn't like rock. Let's hope Cullum does for
SACD what Straits did for CD, and not what they later tried to
do for DCC. An SACD publicity note inside the sleeve promises
'the ultimate audio quality ( because) Direct Stream Digital
(DSD) technology reproduces the original sound without any

Napster server is not invoked in the download process.

distortion... Nothing will ever sound the same again'.
The music sleeve notes are pretentious and uninformative

Gnutella works differently. The Gnutella server contains no
index of songs. Instead it maintains an up-to-date index of the

with lots of silly posed pictures and astring of in-crowd
'thanks' from Cullum to everyone and their dog. But Iread on

Ican't be bothered
to download music,
but people do, and
the University of
Tulsa has just
received a patent for
asystem that stops it

Internet addresses of PCs with Gnutella client software that are

and found afascinating quote

currently on line. The searching PC then polls all these active
addresses, looking for one with the song available, sets up a

from producer Stewart Levine in
almost un readably small print.

direct connection and downloads it direct.
Universities and offices. try to stop people using their PCs in

Was the text too small for Sony
and Philips to read before choosing

this way by installing firewall software to block suspect traffic.

Cullum's album as an SACD

audio and video material. Tulsa says blocking can also ' easily
be rendered ineffectual' by changing the sharing software. The

promotion? Read for yourself: ' This
album was recorded and mixed
entirely in the analogue domain... I
have extensive experience in both

But this also stops legitimate downloading of copyright-free

long-term solution, says the patent, is to use decoy files. This
tactic will keep working, regardless of changes made to current
sharing software or the launch of new systems ir. the future.

formats [and] analogue tape gives

The Tulsa software searches for popular downloads and

it awarmer and also clearer, more

automatically constructs phoney files with index headers that

realistic sound... additionally, since

follow standard formats for all the current sharing systems.
These decoys are then made available for download, but contain

it was recorded almost entirely live,
there wasn't any need for the
infinite amount of tracks that

deliberate digital errors wh ch download slowly and then do not
play music or video. ' This frustrates users, discourages the use

digital affords... the analogue format has worked just fine since

of search engines and makes systems like Napster and Gnutella

the days of Louis Armstrong onto the Beatles, and through to

decidedly un useable,' says the patent. Tulsa claims its system

the White Stripes. Don't fix it if it ain't broken.'

can make 80% of downloads atime-wasting decoy.
Finally, watch out for the DVD of Tommy, the 1975 Ken

Meanwhile, the University of Tulsa has just been granted a
patent in the USA ( 6,732,180) for asystem that stops people
downloading music and movies. Personally Ican't be bothered
with downloading — the quality is poor and Ijust don't have the
time. But alot of people do download. The patent also usefully
explains the basic difference between Napster and Gnutella, as
away of showing how the new idea from Tulsa can be used to
foil other existing systems and new systems not yet invented.
Napster users put ' client' software on their PCs, which talks

Russell movie, due out on June 14th. Tommy was special
because it was the first cinema release with true five-channel
surround sound, using apre- Dolby system called
Quintaphonics. This had been cooked up by sound engineer
John Mosely for Ken Russell and Pete Townshend. Mosely
adapted the old Sansui QS quadraphonic system then being
used to make surround LPs, and used it with magnetic three
channel movie tracks. Re encoded Left Front arid Left Rear

any MP3 music, just an index of the MP3 music stored on all

into one track, Right Front and Right Rear into another and
Centre Front dialogue into the third. All tracks were full range,

the PCs round the world that are using Napster software. When

with no 0.1 sub woofer.

to acentral Napster server. The Napster server does not store

aPC user enters asearch word — and the patent significantly
gives former anti-downloaders Metallica as an example — the

Tommy was premiered in 5.0 surround at the Leicester
Square Theatre, now the Odeon West End. But the system
never worked reliably and Quintaphonics flopped. More on how

Napster server delivers alist of all the PCs currently on line,
anywhere in the world, with Metallica songs to share. The PC
user then downloads direct from one of the PCs that have been

the original recordings were re-mastered for DVD next month

listed as on line and with Metallica songs available. So the

restoration has worked.

www.hifinews.co.uk

when atest pressing has shown how well the Quintaphonics
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Upgrading your system? Try fixing your
room instead with TacT Audio's
room correction system:
subjective review by David Allcock,

etslagie ,
:ampsie

technical review by Keith Howard

TacT RCS 2.2X pre-amp/room correction system
PRICE £ 3195 as tested
CONTACT

TacT UK

TEL

08709 100100

WEBSITE

www.tactaudio.co.uk

I

nthe audio business, truly revolutionary components are
rare. The TacT RCS 2.2X room correction system is such a
product, and one of the most sophisticated and powerful
digital components I've ever encountered. The 2.2X is
in essence adedicated audio computer. Under the lid
can be found a four-input analogue pre-amp, a fiveinput digital pre-amp, an up-sampling 24/192 DAC, a
24/192 ADC, atwo-way digital crossover, aparametric
16-band equaliser, and aseparate tone control.
AUGUST 2004 hil-FINews

Oh, and then there's its main selling point, the room
correction system. Many companies have promised
room correction, but few have managed to deliver a
system that's truly versatile. The measurement process
is a major problem because the microphone used to
give the pre-amp the information it needs to optimise
the sound heard at the listening position must be
positioned very accurately. Then there's the fact that
the data generated by the microphone runs into tens of
megabytes. This is where most systems fall down, as
the dataset captured is so large as to make it unusable
by all but the most powerful computer systems.
TacT Audio has overcome this by using internal
DSPs within the RCS 2.2X, controlled from a host
Windows PC (sorry Mac users, but right now the TacT
software is only available for PC), pre-processing the
data set which is then passed to the TacT software
www.hifinews.co.uk
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running on the PC. This arrangement means that the
correction data can be calculated by ahumble 500 MHz
PC packing 128MB RAM — in other words, the system
can be run by afairly old PC or laptop.
You might think that aflat response at the listening
position is the ideal, but most people would find aflat
response to have too much high-frequency information
and make the system bright and forward. To counter this
the TacT has asystem of response curves — 40 present in
the standard system — and each able to be tailored to the
listener's requirements and saved in the system's memory.
Nine independent memories means asingle RCS 2.2X can
cater for multiple speaker systems.
If you need more than nine settings, an almost infinite
number of extra curves can be set up and saved to aPC to
be downloaded as required. This feature is areal bonus as
many of the room correction systems available today

www.hifinews.co.uk
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require the measured data set to be calculated by the
manufacturers, often at extra cost, so experimentation to
obtain the best sound is either an unrealistic, or very
expensive, proposition.
To ensure future upgradeability, the DAC, ADC and
DSPs are all on plug-in cards. Although the current items
all work at 24-bit/1921cHz, with 48 bits used for RCS and
parametric equalisation, these items can be replaced as
more sophisticated versions become available, protecting
the purchaser against obsolescence.
The RCS 2.2X was also supplied with apair of TacT
W410in subwoofers, each of which sports two 10in
drivers in aported enclosure. Completely passive , these
subwoofers are designed to

Put quite simply, the
sound when using the
TacT was the best I
have ever heard in
my listening room

be used only with the RCS.
The digital crossover is
used to blend your main
speakers with asubwoofer,
or preferably two. While
most subs can handle up to
100Hz, the TacT-supplied
subs employ lighter cones,
allowing them to easily
extend to over 400Hz. This

allows the crossover point
to be set much higher, and as the crossover is digital you
can use some very steep crossovers — up to 60 dB/octave —
which in the analogue domain would give you massive
phase problems. The outputs are provided on both single
and balanced analogue outputs, along with digital outputs
for TacT digital amplifiers.
The idea of a parametric equaliser will still send
shudders up the spines of many readers, as analogue

phase and timing relationships, destroying any attempt at
constructing asoundstage. However, when implemented
digitally, ahigh quality parametric equaliser is auseful

equalisers were notorious for doing more harm than good,

tool for surgically-correcting aberrations in either
recordings or systems. The equaliser in the RCS 2.2X is

especially when it came to the damage they inflicted on

very versatile, haying 16 separate user selectable bands,

Many people, even afew top-drawer people,
said it couldn't be done, ' it' being successful

the room acoustics research programme being

full-range DSP room correction. Audible
artefacts would outweigh the benefits, they
said; better to restrict attention to low-

of Denmark — an experience that alerted him to
the beneficial effect of side wall reflections and
the negative influence of floor reflections.

frequency room mode correction and leave the

There were various false starts until in 1998
Lyngdorf sold NAD in order to set up TacT with

rest of the frequency range to its own devices.

run by KEF, B8,0 and the Technical University

accepting digital inputs and generating digital
outputs, either via AES/EBU balanced
connections or S/PDIF. But most users will
want to include the optional ADC module to
provide compatibility with analogue sources,
and the optional DAC module that allows
connection to analogue power amplifiers.

Well, they'd all better think again, and start the

Dr Radomir Bozovic (' Boz'), aDSP expert he

process by listening to awell set-up RCS 2.2X,
preferably partnered with TacT's own digital

These modules now offer state-of-the-art

had originally met in 1993. Together they
planned to create ' the world's best-sounding

performance, confirmed by my measurements

amplifiers and W210 subwoofers. They will, as

audio products', one of the aims being to
develop an effective room correction system.

Idid, find it alife-changing, not to mention
life-enhancing, experience.
The path to achieving DSP room correction
that truly deserves the description audiophile
has been along and frustrating one. For Peter
Lyngdorf, the motivating force behind TacT's
room correction development programme, it
began in 1992 as aresult of extended
conversations with Marty Borish, president of
NAD, acompany in which Lyngdorf was then

TacT's first room correction pre-amplifier, the
RCS 2, appeared in 2001. Last year
its successor, the 2.2X, was
launched, bringing with it significant
enhancements. The optional A-to- D
and D-to-Aconverter modules were
much improved and the RCS now
supports sub-sat speaker systems — a
significant enhancement because it

the majority shareholder. Borish had previously
been at Acoustic Research, where Bob

allows apair of subwoofers, one per

Berkowitz and colleagues had attempted to

corners behind the main speakers,

develop the first commercial DSP room

Lyngdorf claims improved time

correction system (the stillborn ADSP) in the
late 1970s. Borish's recollections of that
programme inspired Lyngdorf to pick up where

domain performance from this.

the AR team had left off. Around the same

At its most basic the RCS 2.2X
functions as adigital ' pre-amplifier',

time he also had the opportunity to sit in on
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channel, to be placed in the room

MEASUREMENTS

of the ADC's signal-to-noise ratio ( just over
118dB with the input shorted) and the IM
distortion performance of the ADC and DAC
stages, spectra for which are shown in Figures
Fig 1: ADC's signal-to-noise ratio
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were Townshend Audio, with DCT-100 balanced cables
between the TacT and power amplifiers, Isolda DCT

Buttons sit flush

each adjusting centre frequency,

with the brushed

bandwidth (the shape of the curve,

metal fascia,

from almost vertical to shallow)

speaker cables bi-wiring the main speakers and Chord

adding to the
Tact's quality

and amplitude. There are nine
separate memories for different

Company Odyssey 4on the subwoofers.

feel. Prices start
at £ 1900 for
digital-only twochannel version;
£2600 for four-

combinations

of filters,

all

of

INSTALLATION AND CONFIGURATION

which can be called up at the touch
of a button and overlaid on the

The TacT subwoofers were placed into the front left and
right corners of my listening room and connected to the

room correction settings.

Bryston 3B-SST, while the SL-3speakers were hooked up

There's also a DAC, capable of

to the 14B-SST. These two amplifiers were then connected

channel version
(required for

accepting up to 24/192 sources,

to the RCS 2.2X via a balanced connection. Next, the

and for lower sample rates inputs

turntable was connected on one analogue input and the

separate

can be up-sampled to 24/192.

subwoofers); and

There are five digital inputs: three

Shanling SACD to the second input while the Katana was
used with adigital input. Once the whole system was set

£3195 fullyloaded with
four-channels,
ADC and DAC

S/PDIF

inputs

on

RCA,

an

AES/EBU balanced input and a

up, the RCS 2.2X was connected to alaptop PC running
TacT software, and the measurement process started, with

TosLink optical — all able to be
individually configured for up-

aseries of 50 impulses being used to measure each speaker

sampling rates. Meanwhile, the
four analogue inputs (three single-

curve overlaid and, after some subtle modifications to the
curve to optimise its shape in relation to frequencies over
5kHz, the correction curve was then calculated. This takes
into account not only the frequency response of the main

ended and one balanced) are all
digitised to 24/192.

and subwoofer. The resulting response plot had atarget

The TacT was installed in my

speakers and subwoofers at the listening position, but also

reference system with a Musical
Fidelity X-Ray V3 and Inca Design
Katana CD player, Shanling SCD-

the time domain, allowing the RCS to compensate for the

200T SACD player and Tri Vista 21
DAC. A Basis Gold Debut Standard
turntable with Graham 2.0 arm and

different location of the subwoofers relative to the main
speakers, giving both the same acoustic position.
THE SOUND
With the parametric equaliser set flat Icued up atrack and

Lyra Argo cartridge hooked up to aKlyne System 7PX 3.5
phono stage provided the analogue source. Power was

sat back. It took just seconds for a huge grin to spread

provided by Bryston 3B-SST and 14-SST amplifiers while
MartinLogan SL-3s were used as main speakers. All power

improvement to my listening experience. Quite simply,
the resulting sound was the best Ihave ever heard in my

was filtered through an Isotek Substation and Qube, with
mains cabling courtesy of Isotek Elite series. Interconnects

bass frequencies. The new configuration of my system

1and 2respectively. Note that the DAC
spectrum includes the distortion contribution of

across my face. This system was making a radical

listening room. The biggest improvement concerned the

same setup problem, related to my initial choice
Ihave strong views about how to get the best

the measurement ADC (the input stage of aLynx
L22 sound card) yet the highest amplitude

from the room correction element of this unit.

distortion residual is still way down at about
—110dBFS. The 2.2X's ADC module achieves a

powerful has ample potential for screwing up,

Anything deploying signal processing this

of crossover filter order.
For reasons Ican't recall, but which may have
something to do with this option appearing at
the top of the filter selection list, Ihad opted

rather than improving, the sound, and my early
experience was blighted by precisely this

for 10th-order high-pass and low-pass filtering

similar level of performance. For chip watchers,
the ADC stage uses an AKM AK5394VS A-to- D
converter and four Philips N5532A op-amps,

problem.
Although the RCS's ability to open out the

ring severely, so that if you mute the subwoofer
feed, the sound from the main speakers is very

and the DAC aWolfson Microelectronics
WM8740 D-to-Achip with the same Philips

sound dynamically and spatially was evident

obviously coloured. At the listening position this

from the outset, Icouldn't escape the fact that
the sound was cleaner in bypass mode. With the

ringing doesn't matter since it is cancelled out
when the subwoofers and main speakers are
operating together, but off the listening axis the

op-amp complement.
On digital sources, jitter rejection is

processing switched in, temporal details were

accomplished in two stages, first by an AKM

blurred — an effect particularly

AK4114VQ digital transceiver chip and then by

noticeable on strummed acoustic
guitar. Ialso found that, contrary to

an Analogue Devices AD1896 asynchronous
sample-rate converter. As Figure 3shows,
together they achieve aremarkable performance,

Peter Lyngdorf's advice to use ahigh
crossover frequency between the subs

Fig 2: IM distortion for ADC and DAC
o
-20

this spectrum resulting from playing aCD
containing a16- bit J-test signal through a
Pioneer DV-939A DVD player. In the past I've

and main speakers, Ipreferred it at

found the Pioneer to develop aspray of jitter
harmonics skirting the central peak but here
they are almost entirely suppressed, the

became worse.

remaining equally spaced spectral features

effects which everyone in this field

being part of the test signal.
On this evidence the RCS 2.2X offers

acknowledges must be avoided with

-120

digital room correction systems. But
then it dawned on me that the blurring

-140

and my preference for alow crossover

-160

first-rate performance as amixed
analogue/digital pre-amplifier, even before you
consider its room correction capability.

www.hifinews.co.uk

100Hz. As the crossover frequency was
increased, the blurring problem
Iwondered at first whether Iwas
hearing the dreaded pre- response

frequency were symptomatic of the

initially. As you would expect, such sharp filters
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Inputs abound to

converted the SL-3s into a four box system using them

the rear of the
TacT, with even

purely as an electrostatic panel with the subs crossing over
at 325Hz. As the SL-3bass driver usually works under

analogue inputs
being digitised to
24/192. And if it
all looks daunting,

250Hz it was effectively unused. Its optimised position

dropping up to 8dB, once rectified, made the whole bass

and incredibly steep crossover ( 10th order) gave aperfectsounding phase and time relationship

region more powerful and dynamic. The power of the

My listening room has a dominant mode at 29.5Hz,
corresponding to awavelength of 19ft, which is exactly the

remember your
dealer should help

distance from the front of my record storage cabinet at the
back of the room to the front wall. This results in lower

with set-up

textures and micro dynamic shifts within the music could
be heard clearly. The 9dB cut applied to the 29.5Hz mode
opened the bass up while a 42Hz and 62Hz notch,

frequencies loading up the room, making low frequencies
muddy, lacking in texture and suffering from compressed
compressing dynamics. Now, with the RCS 2.2X in the
system, the lowest registers were clean, fast and highly
articulate, allowing the lowest frequencies of harp and
timpani to develop within the room, while the most subtle

-90

timpani could be felt as much as heard, possessing atactile
presence in the room that was adelight to hear.
Even though the correction applied to the midrange was
far less than that applied to the bass, the combination of the
room correction and the removal of the bass frequencies
from the main speakers resulted in afar cleaner and more
lucid midrange, the subtle inflections in the voice of
Hayley Westenra on her debut Pure [Decca 475330-21
sounding obvious. It brought about one of those rare
moments when you no longer have to try to put yourself at
the original musical event — the system put you there.

4th-order filtering Ifound made the
sound worse, to such an extent that
Iquestion the wisdom of TacT
offering these higher-order options.
My recommended set-up
procedure is as follows. Choose an
initial target function such as

processing. With this benchmark in place you
can then tweak the target function to your
heart's content to achieve the tonal balance you
crave — usually alittle bass lift, below 100Hz,
will be required whatever you contrive higher up.
Figure 4shows the target response Isettled on
(green line with red setting points). Experiment

TACTA1 and use this to design

(once) with aflat target response, if only to

-120

correction filters with 2nd-, 4th-,
6th-, 8th- and 10th-order crossovers

convince yourself that the result sounds horrid.
Using this procedure Ireckon you'll get close

-130

set at 100Hz, each being assigned a
different preset. Now do some

to an optimum setup in minimal time, and with
little chance of setting off down blind alieys.

iL

listening to establish your preferred
filter order — I'll be surprised if you

-140
-2k

1k

0

1k

2k

relative frequency (Ite)

Fig 3: The jitter rejection

3h

select anything above the 4th- order

The 2.2X's finish and build quality are

option Next, calcula:e aseries of

immaculate. Iparticularly liked its well-weighted

filters using your preferred crossover
order hut with crossover frequencies

multi-turn volume control which, when the RCS
is used in combination with TacT's own digital

path leng:h and so the time delay between main

ranging from 100Hz to 300Hz in 25Hz steps,

speaker and subwoofer changes and the ringing
no longer cancels. This means that, although

power amplifiers, brings aprecise and weighty

once again assigning these to different presets.

feel to volume setting that is reminiscent of the
best flywheel frequency controls found on FM
tuners. Mostly Iliked unit's user interface too,

the direct sound is unaffected, the early

Listen again to decide your favoured crossover
frequency.

reflections are coloured. This is what causes the
blurring Iwas hearing and my preference for low

with different target functions, although the best

Only now should you begin experimenting

crossover frequencies, where the longer

bet is to design your own. By shaping the target

wavelength minimises the off- axis phase

function so that it follows the trend of the

although the cheap- looking plastic remote
control handset rather lets the side down.
One enduring annoyance Idid experience was

disparities. Selecting 4th-order crossover slopes

response measured at the listening position, the

instead removed the problem entirely, and with

occasional, apparently mains-related, sound
dropouts. Peter Lyngdorf suggested Iuse

tonal balance will be close to that you hear with

these Isettled on a250Hz crossover point as
providing the best clarity. Anything above

AES/EBU balanced digital interconnections to

the correction bypassed, which is the best way
to appreciate the influence of the RCS's

obviate this problem, but this option isn't always
available from digital source components and
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Switching to something a little more
energetic, Ipopped an SACD recording
of Destiny's Child's Survivor on SACD
[Columbia COL 501783 0] into the
Shanling. Not only was Ivery impressed
with the analogue-to-digital conversion
in the TacT — you could clearly hear the
differences between the CD and SACD
layers — but the ground shaking, driving
bass line of ' Bootylicious' was more
open, each note existing in its own space
and without notes running together.
What's more, the soundstaging was
phenomenal. The stage was simply
our PC connects
to the amp via the
RS 232 interface

huge, and deeper than anything I've
heard to date, with alevel of solidity that

makes you want to get up and walk
around the musicians. Iam convinced
that the solidity and size of the
soundstage is adirect result of the accurate reproduction of

tracks to identify which driver was in operation. Iwould
go as far to say that apair of MartinLogan SL-3s with a
Bryston 3B-SST and aTacT RCS 2.2X is far preferable to
the SL-3s with a 14B-SST, and the cost of the two
combinations is almost identical.
For analogue enthusiasts concerned about sending their
precious vinyl through an ADC/DAC , asingle bar of 'Take
Five' from the Dave Brubeck Quartet's nine Out [
Classic
Records CS 8192] will put their minds at rest. The high
sample-rate ADC and DAC avoided many of the artefacts
heard when recording vinyl at CD's sample-rate and
bit-depth. The smoothness and liquidity of vinyl is not lost
through the TacT unit, while the clarity, air and openness
that has always been the trademark of the finest vinyl
reproduction is maintained. Indeed, Dave Brubeck's piano
took on aclarity and naturalness that was beyond anything
I'd heard in my room — or from any other system for that

the bass frequencies and the removal of room problems.
The parametric equaliser also proved useful with this
recording, as the standard CD release has an overly
energetic high frequency, but a3dB cut centered around
7kHz with avery wide bandwidth brought this nicely
under control without damaging imaging or musicality.
Ialso ran the TacT in 2.0 mode, without the subwoofers,
and while the effect was not as dramatic — the bass lost
some of its power and dynamic impact — the result was far
and away the finest sound I've ever heard from apair of
SL-3 speakers, with even their bass drivers delivering
cleaner, more powerful bass than I'd thought possible. The
panels still gained in air and transparency, making the
already excellent transition from panel to dynamic driver
even better, and making it virtually impossible on many

the TacT items, like any other, are sensitive to
the quality of digital cable you use. All Ilearned
from substituting the one AES/EBU cable Ihad
to hand was that in raw sound quality terms it
simply wasn't in the same league as the TAG
McLaren Audio and Chord Company Signature
S/PDIF interconnects with which Idid most of
my listening. Whichever interconnect option you
choose, of course, the dropout problem I
experienced simply shouldn't manifest itself, so
Ihope this is something TacT ill fix soon.
In its way the Windows-based set-up software
is impressive too, although its complexity is
likely to faze any non-technical audiophile and
there are afew quirks involved with ensuring
reliable RS232 communications with the 2.2X.
(If you use the RCS with TacT power amps, the
daisy-chained control connections have to be
broken, and you may also need to disable the
remote.) For many users Iwould describe the
set-up procedure as intimidating were it not for
the fact that their dealer should do the job for
them. Unfortunately this complexity goes with
the territory of ambitious room correction,
although awizard-based approach could help

My room has adominant mode at
29.5Hz; now the lowest registers
were clean and highly articulate
matter — while Joe Morello's drum kit boasted awhole
extra level of detail and dynamic range.
With high-end prices such as they are you can spend
£3000 on aset of cables or aDAC, but remember, no DAC or
cable I've ever heard or seen measured can correct an 8dB
aberration in asystem's frequency response in aroom. If
you are thinking of spending even £2000 on an upgrade, an
audition of the RCS 2.2X is mandatory. It's likely to do
more for recreating the musical experience in your room
than any other upgrade Ican think of.•
David Allcock

relates, arevelation. If Ihad to limit myself to a
single word to express what TacT's brand of
room correction brings to the party, I'd call it
scale. Spatially and dynamically it makes the
sound bigger, but with no loss of precision. You
can hear into the recorded acoustic — real or
contrived — with greater clarity and ease, and
the stability of elements within the sound stage
is rock solid.
Pinpoint stereo imaging isn't something I
normally put high on my list of requirements,
but with the RCS doing its bit you can't help

musically persuasive outcomes whatever the
source material. Most audio systems sound good
on certain tracks; very few avoid apratfall if you
go looking for material less to their liking. With
the RCS 2.2X working its magic, it isn't just
that the sound improves — the core musical
experiences does too, and it's retained with a
rare consistency. al
Keith Howard

but notice that
virtual sound
sources which

100

previously had a
less than distinct
position within
the stereo image
are now bolted
down firmly.
All this sounds

100

very audiophile,
very hi-fi, but the

the software appear less daunting.

major impression
the 2.2X makes

LISTENING

on you is,
without question,

Iwon't add much to what David Allcock has to
say about the 2.2X's sound which is, as he

amusical one. In
particular, it

www.hifinews.co.uk

helps achieve what many of us still believe to be
the ultimate test of any hi-fi system — a
fundamental equanimity that results in
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Fig 4: The chosen target response, green line with red setting points
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Tannoy

ensington
High class and with exquisite
sound and balance, Tannoy's
traditional looking Kensington
floorstander exudes quality

Tannoy Kensington
PRICE

£ 6500/pair

SUPPLIER

Tannoy

CONTACT

01236

WEBSITE

www.tannoy.com

4 20199

0

rice in a rare while a loudspeaker finds its way into my listening
room for review that I'm genuinely sorry to see depart. Devoted, as
Iam, to the Quad ESL- 63, Iusually find that even if Ienvy some

aspects of the rival sound — usually better bass extension, often agreater
dynamic range — it leaves me feeling short-changed in terms of realism,
lacking the transparency through which the performers on agood recording
become almost aphysical presence and the hall acoustic tangible.
Naively,

I'd anticipated

nothing particularly special of the Tannoy

Kensington, although Iwas keen to hear an example of the famous Dual
Concentric drive unit in my own home for the first time and to find out how
it would behave in yet another cabinet.
Ishould have asked myself why Tannoy persists with such aged technology.
After all, the ' 63 is basically arefinement of the original Quad electrostatic
and that 1957 design is still much revered. The Dual Concentric is ten years
its senior, so there must be good reason for its longevity.
Clearly it's only the concept which is so old. Implementation has changed
over the years, as new materials and manufacturing processes have been
developed. The unit has gradually evolved to the work of engineering art it
now is. For those who need areminder ( and even for those who don't!) it's
worth delving alittle into the concept. Most audio enthusiasts know what the
Dual Concentric is but not all are conversant with the niceties. It all stems
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Auditions
loudspeaker

The 1100m.in-tall
Tannoy Kensington
sports a 10in
version of the
company's now
fanions Dual
Concentric Driver

ecourtesy of bar Mojama 020 8688 5913
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Leh and above: the Dual
Concentric Driver with
removable baffle. Right:
afifth speaker terminal
is for earthing the
speaker chassis

drivers can

be very persuasive

high temperature capable adhesive, cured to

indeed, and there are many designs

ensure stability at high operating levels. The
magnesium alloy diaphragm tweeter is hidden

out there that produce arrestingly
good results.

away at the back of the assembly. The whole

Tannoy's Dual Concentric places
apressure dome tweeter behind the

structure is built into amassive cast chassis.
Tannoy uses two basic bass loading techniques

magnet assembly, its output being
channelled through to the same

for its Dual Concentrics. The top-end models still
use a folded-horn cabinet construction, formed
by a cleverly contrived array of internal panels.

point by aspecial ' tulip' vvaveguide.
This waveguide has an exponential
horn profile that is continued by the

from the idea of apoint source, one of the holy
grails of loudspeaker design, which the ' 63 is
alone in emulating among its electrostatic peers
and which JBL, Altec, KEF and others have

low-frequency cone,
providing
optimal
acoustic
impedance
matching to the room. However, the
discrepancy is half awavelength at the crossover
frequency ( 1.1kHz) so by simply reversing the
polarity of the tweeter, the system as awhole is

pursued with varying degrees of success over the
years using moving-coil drive unit technology.

almost perfectly in- phase. With crossover
parameters correct, the composite is perceived
as agenuine point source.

Because the audio band is so wide it is
impractical to cover it adequately with a single
movirg-coii drive unit, so two, three, sometimes

The Dual Concentric driver is made in various
sizes, to suit different applications. The biggest

more are employed, each configured specifically

Prestige models — Westminster, GFR Memory and
Canterbury — employ a 15in monster. The

to cover only aportion of the spectrum. Problems

Kensington, one of three newcomers and sitting

It's only the concept which is old. The
Dual Concentric has gradually evolved to
the work of engineering art it now is
tnen arise in knitting it all together, not least
because the sound emanates from different
physical locations in different frequency bands.

Alcomax 3 ( Alnico) high-energy magnet assembly

In the crossover region(s) there are special
difficulties because adjacent drivers output the

which provides for both drivers. The magnet's

and directivity problems are common and are
diffcult to overcome sufficiently well to convince
the ear that this composite sound is realistic.
However, given judicious driver placement and

mechanical construction — shunt member, low
carbon steel pole pieces — apportions flux
appropriately, ensures unsaturated operation and
provides heatsinking.
The LF cone is apaper pulp type, dope treated
in the usual way to suppress internal resonance

time alignment through the use of stepped

modes. It has atwin- roll fabric surround and a

baffles or by the addition of time-delaying

pleated woven rear suspension. The voice coil is
afour- layer copper construction, bonded with a

passive networks, the results using spaced
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basically reflex loading — where angled, slotted
vents at the side corners of the baffle substitute
for the tubular port more commonly employed.
The tall ( 1100mm), substantial ( 105 litres)
cabinet looks like a throwback to traditional
cabinet-making, styled, as ah ithese models are,
like something made in the middle of the last
century — a sort of retro nouveau with the
emphasis firmly on retro. The construction
methods are of course up-to-date. The carcass is
made of mahogany-veneered 18mm birch ply
and is wider than it is deep ( 406 x338mm). The
baffle and rear are stiffened by an 18mm particle
board open brace which runs the height of the
cabinet and is profiled to accommodate the rear
of the drive unit. This brace is strengthened in
turn by horizontal stubs set at roughly one-third
and two-thirds along its length. The cabinet is
lined with absorptive fibre wadding, which
extends to cover the rear of the port slots.
The crossover is split for bi-wiring and

closer to the middle of the range, uses a 10in
(250mm) version. The driver sports a massive

same signal. Interference effects, discontinuity

Most of the remainder, including the Kensington,
use what is termed a Distributed Port system —

accordingly there are five very superior terminals.
Five? Yes, the fifth is for an optional, but
recommended, earth connection from the driver
chassis back to the power amplifier. Tannoy
further advocates the use of screened cables.
Link leads are supplied for those who prefer the
use

of

single-wire,

rather

than

bi-wire,

connections, which is how Iran them for much of
my listening.
The Kensington has front panel controls
beneath the removable baffle cover which permit
a degree of tonal adjustment to suit different
rooms and furnishings. They are labelled Energy

www.hitinews.co.uk
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and Roll Off. The former has five positions and
adjusts the output level of the high- frequency
compression driver in ashelving manner over the
range lkHz-20kHz, while the latter increases or
decreases the HF slope. The speakers would
normally be adjusted separately, in situ of
course. They are best placed away from the room
boundaries and toed- in so that their axes cross a
little way in front of the listener.
The review system comprised aMeridian 588
CD player, 502 pre-amplifier and Ventas P400

Cros. - section of amod amn

power amplifier, the amp combination later being

Dual Concentric driver

swapped for the ESLAB DX-P10/DX-S80 pairing

fabovel shows the

reviewed last month. By chance, the first disc I horn- loaded tweeter
mour teil concentrically
played was a new acquisition: the Naxos
recording of John Rutter's Requiem, recorded

with the bass unit. The

here for the first time in its chamber version

flare of the tweeter's horn

(Choir of Clare College, Cambridge with members

is effectively maintained by
the bass unit's cone profile

of the London Sinfonia, 8.557130). Fabulous
music- making and a cogent and wonderfully
focused recording, it transports us into the lovely
acoustic of Douai Abbey, Berkshire.
What astonished me at once was the sheer

that suits the driver, complementing it and never,

transparency of the Kensington - rivalling the

as it were, answering back. Few ported cabinet

amplifiers. I'm simple enough to find difficulty in
believing that cabling can make a significant

Quads in the precision of its soundstage and in
the depth and effortless layering of the image.

design achieve this so well.
Ibegan with a winning recording, then, but

difference, but Iwas not alone in hearing it here.
Given they can, the verdict here contradicts

I've not before heard anything quite so coherent

working through my usual test ( and testing) disc

expectation. Caveat emptor, as they say.

from abox loudspeaker. Choral singing is one of

of excerpts did

no more than confirm the

As Iimplied at the start of this review, the

the best tests of aspeaker in my book, exacting

excellence of the sound, and Isoon found myself

Kensington is one of a very small number cf

in terms of tonal balance and articulation. We

picking through

discs in

my collection at

The sheer transparency of the Kensington
astonished. I've not before heard anything
quite so coherent from abox loudspeaker
sense at once any system-generated ' character' -

random.

be it chestiness in the midrange or unnatural

orchestra and full orchestra - all had acorrect

sibilant emphasis - yet nothing Iheard here gave

sense of scale with no exaggeration and no

me cause for doubt. The Kensington doesn't lack
in personality, but positioned carefully and with

sense, either, of constriction.
Switching from classical

its controls set optimally it manages the trick of

Morris's Blue Valentine [
Jazzhouse JHCD 038],

being sympathetic yet never intrusive.

another fine recording, with an extremely tactile

Ilove, too, the subtly extended bass. Clean

Piano solo,

string quartet,

to

Sarah

presence, especially clearly wrought

string

Jane

in the

and robust, it is much tighter than Ianticipate of
reflex loading, a characteristic immediately

opening two, and last, tracks, where it's just

evident in its disinclination to dwell at any

in sibilant attack, and atruly propulsive transient

frequency. This is clearly a loading technique

edge to the plucked strings. And so it went on.

voir:e and guitar. Again there was that confidence

An observation and a peoposal: the former is

I

P

Controls beneath

that the speakers ee best used without their

the removable

grimes for serious listening. Tannoy recommends

Àle

REST 1C.V.
// wie/few

.'

,.,//, .1

front baffle

this and Iconcur. Left in place there is adistinct

covers allow

compromise in transparency, though the sound is

tailoring of the
sound to suit

no less coherent.
The proposal - and the prompting for this

different rooms

qu.te shook me - is to suggest scepticism about

nd furnishings

the need for bi-wirirg. Iwas loaned avery high
quality set of cables to try with the Kensingtons

.U1

loudspeakers that Iwould say have truly graced
my listening room in the quarter century that I
have been writing about audio equipment. Set up
carefully and driven with a top quality power
amplifier and front end components, it is capable
of coming within a whisker of emulating that
'open window on the event' which, for me at least,
is what high fidelity is all about.
luor Humphleys

Technology
The Kensington is atwo-way floorstanding design
employing a 250mm Dual Concentric drive unit.
Enclosure volume is 105 litres with reflex loading
provided by slots ( distributed port) at the baffle
edges rather than the familiar tubular opening in the
baffle or rear panel.
With an advertised nominal impedance of 8ohm
(minimum 5.5 ohm) and good sensitivity of 93dB for
2.83V at 1m. it should be an efficient design, and is
suitable for amplifiers rated at between 50W and
225W pei channel ( into 8ohm).
Treble adjustments provide shelving of ± 3B in
1.5dB steps above 1.1kHz, and aslope of + 2to —6
in 2dB increments, hinging at 5kHz. The split
(bi-wirable) crossover provides second- order rolloffs centred on 1.1 kHz and features low loss
components, including polypropylene capacitors,
air- cored inductors and Van den Hul wiring.

Features

but they arrived aweek or so after the speakers
had been installed. Had Ihad them from the

Phase coherent, point- source dispersion

start, the tone of this review would possibly have
turned out as muted as the sound became.

III Subtly extended and responsive LF response

My modest Supra multi- stranded single- wire
connections - more than adecade old - were far

II High replay levels without evident compression

better. Iwas of course usmg extremely capable
\\

t
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»
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This new turntable is so bang- up-to-date,
it's even got amodem socket...
elli11111111111111111
T+A G 10 S

heyday. But this new product certainly isn't one of

PRICE

£3249

those cynical marketing exercises, where a
familiar company introduces a re-hash or re-

SUPPLIER

BBG Distribution

badge of other people's designs, just to get aslice

CONTACT

020 8863 9117

WEBS IT E

www.taelektroakwitik.de

of the new vinyl pie. Some interesting ideas are
incorporated into the G 10, making this a deck
that warrants serious attention.
In fact the G 10 is in part an anniversary

I

‘ twas acurious thing to make the discovery
that one of Germany's premier high-tech
audio electronics brands had designed a

turntable. It ever there was asign that vinyl is as

product, as T+A, like several other well-known
hi-fi names that started life in the late 1970s,
celebrated 25 years in the business last year

sonically valid :oday as it was when CD started to

when the new ' 10' range launched. But as with
the T+A V 10 valve amplifier [ reviewed in

take over in the 1980s, this could be the proof
(not to mention the ever swelling disdiay racks of

February by KK], this new product has obviously
been designed from the ground up around

vinyl in some high street record shops).

modern technologies, rather than as a simple

While most companies that have a20- plus year
history in the hi-fi industry have scaled down or

commemorative souvenir of abygone age.

stopped production of the 'extinct' technologies,

synchronous motor with onboard electronic power

like turntables and valve- based electronics, T+A

supply, and comes complete with tonearm and
cartridge; either a T+A-modified Rega RB300

Eiektroakii.stik has surprised the world by reembracing them. This is especially noteworthy as
TA never made aturntable during the format's
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It's a belt-driven turntable, featuring an AC

arm with

C10 m-c (£ 3000). As an option, a phono stage
can be included right inside the chassis, just like
Naim's Prefix for the Linn LP12. The model
supplied for review was the G 10 S, with SME
arm, Benz C10, and with the built-in PH-G10
phono stage. This phono stage is hosed on T+A's
PH 2000 design, and costs an additional £249.
It has four DIL switches to adjust input
impedance and sensitivity for each channel,
accessed from the deck's bottom plate, and is
adjustable from 15 ohms to 650 ohms, and
100pV to 2000pV ( m-c); and 120pF to 500pF,
and

lmV to

10mV ( m- m). Other optional

accessories include a brass centre weight, a
cleaning brush that traces the groove while
records are playing, and aPerspex dust cover.
Most eye-catching is the plinth on which the
deck is built, giving the G 10 the look of astudio
console product. The leftmost knob turns the unit
on — either always on, or into an ' Auto' mode,
whereby the matching V 10 amplifier can switch

Benz C5 high-output moving- coil

on the G 10 from standby, so long as the two units

cartridge (£2300), or SME M2 9in arm with Benz

are connected by aso-called R Link lead. This is

www.hifinews.co.uk
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right-hand knob selects the speed, either 33rpm
or 45rpm. A backlit display in between indicates
speed again, and ' LCK' lights up to show when
the speed has stabilised after first spin up. I
asked T+A about 78rpm playback, and was told
that this could be arranged by special order.
A look inside the plinth of the G 10 tells an

almost mechanically silent.
Turntable designers are always faced with the
choice between AC or DC motor. The decision
made here will have dramatic repercussions on
the final ' sound' of the turntable. At one time, AC

interesting story. Unlike most other high-class

motors were the most popular choice for belt-

turntables in circulation, the G 10 has no
separate sub-chassis. Where many turntables

driven turntables, as they were cheap, easy to

combine the spinning platter and arm assembly
on their own platform, with some form of

control ( rotational speed is locked to the input AC
frequency, for example, 50Hz mains), and they
provide good torque to power- up heavy platters

solid, fixed plinth design, with motor and main

when necessary.
But DC motors for belt-drives are avery valid

platter bearing attached to the chassis top plate.
This makes asturdier unit that's much easier to

option, in part because of the unavailability of
some of the better examples of AC motors, but

set-up and maintain, as there are no springs or

crucially because the brushless DC motor doesn't
suffer from the 'cogging' noise of the AC type.

compliant fixing to the main plinth, the G 10 is a

rubbers to manipulate and reset periodically, with
all the associated voodoo for tuning the
suspension for best performance. The drawback,

eigo

assemblies; motor vibration is dealt with at the
source itself, by engineering the AC motor to run

This noise can result in insidious low-level motor
vibration, badly fogging the sound, and it's exactly

Rear view shows
SME arm mounting
and ( to the right)
that 12111 socket

Zt4
j1
44‘11Se44%4449
/
444.‘
a telephone-style wire terminated with RJ11

of course, is the issue of vibrational isolation.

the thing you must keep from being conducted to

plugs, giving the G 10 the semblance of having a

There are two main concerns here for any record
player — external vibration from the environment

the sensitive pick-up stylus as it tries to read the

(through the floor and to alesser extent, acoustic
energy from the air), and more perniciously,
unwanted vibration from the motor itself. One of

induced movement.
T+A's approach with the G 10 is similar to that
seen on Rega turntables, with the fixed motor

the earliest successful strategies to deal with this
was the suspended sub-chassis design of

fashioned to run quietly by ensuring its input
power is optimised for minimum vibration. In

Acoustic Research, adopted by Thorens, Ariston,

T+A's case, this is achieved with the help of the

Linn and many others. While this does reduce the

company's experience in DSP electronics. [ See

modem socket around the back. Sadly, no
internet connectivity options have really been
included with this model... The front panel's
Supplied with the
G 10 Sversion is a
T+A-badged Benz
pickup cartrid e

record groove, with an absence of any non-groove

As an option, aphono stage can be
included right inside the chassis, just
like Naim's Prefix for the Linn LP12
effects of motor frame vibration conduction via

'Technology'.] The main platter is machined in

the deck chassis, there is often still unwanted

one single process from a large block of
aluminium, a process that also includes the

energy transmitted through the rubber drive belt,
from the motor pulley and into the platter. T+A's

www.hifinews.co.uk

solution reduces the impact of external vibration

turning of the central bronze bearing, giving
exceptionally good alignment and balance for this

by siting the deck on four shock-absorbing feet

important assembly. The bearing itself is an
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"Halcro's dm58: The Best Amplifier Ever!"
Stereophile Magazine, October 2002

The Absolute Sound ( USA)
"Golden Ear Award, 2003"

Stereophile ( USA) named the

Halcro dm58

"Amplifier of the Year, 2002"

"Product of the Year, 2002"

FM Fan (Japan)

Hi Fi Review ( Hong Kong)
named the Halcro dm68
"Product of the Year 2001"

Stereophile ( USA) named the

Halcro dm58

Audio Best Buy 2001
The Halcro dm68 was named
"No 1in power amplifier
in all price categories"

Radio Technique (Japan)
Best Stereo Component
Grand Prix 2001
Halcro dm68 was awarded
"Grand Prix Award for No 1power
amplifier in all price categories"

The unbiased truth.
The award winning Halcro amplifiers produce uncoloured natural sound,
as the artist intended. Halcro technology is state-of-the-art and is
designed by physicists, not hobbyists. The technology has been
recognised by cdnnoisseurs throughout the world as the most
important break-through in the solid state amplification industry
in the past 30 years. Unlike some manufacturers Halcro does not
impart our own taste on the sound. such as exaggerated bass.

"They are truly the closest design yet to the ideal of a straight wire with gain.
They simply present truthfully what was recorded without editorializing. As a
recording engineer Ibelieve that is the highest praise one can bestow on
any audio component."

Peter McGrath - Recording Engineer, Harmonia Munch.

If you have a love for fine music and a desire to listen to the music, not the electronics, then audition Halcro.
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Audio Reference Import & Distribution
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the care and attention that's gone into the T+A
turntable unit itself. Iwas less confident of the
fitted Benz cartridge; perhaps this pick-up needs
much longer to run-in, but the impression was
that amore rounded sounding cartridge suited the
deck in place of the admittedly fast and crisp
Benz Ace variant.
Iwas especially impressed by the ease with
which the G 10 S could be pressed into service
without the normal painstaking stringing together
of cartridges, arms and phono stages - this is a
drop- in line- level solution, like the Pro-Ject Debut
Phono, only with sound quality to match its
£3000+ price tag. And that amount of money
gets a lot of vinyl playback fun these days,
toppling any consumer digital format in pure
musical quality. IIII
Andrew Harrison

Technology
The motor is the heart of aturntable's sound. Here
we see alow- voltage AC synchronous motor driven
by asynthesised waveform. It's a24-pole/12V unit.
but T+A has set the actual drive voltage to around
5V. This gives the minimum possible torque to drive
the platter, with the benefit of reduced vibration.
Lothar Wiemann, T+A's head of R&D says: '
We can
make use of the minimum torque condition, because
we

have

precise

processor- controlled

driving

voltages, generated from astabilised DC supply. In
a "normal" design with a motor depending on the
mains voltage aminimum torque design would not he

inverted type, with

Platter- off shot

possible because then under low voltage mains

reveals drive pulley

conditions the motor would not turn evenly any more,

and main bearing

upward pointkig spindle, which
bearing. Like the Transcriptors and Michell decks,
the G 10 uses brass weights distributed around
the perimeter of the platter, although these are
much shallower than in the GyroDec style, and
are actually flush below the removable top platter
section, fashioned from clear acrylic. Viewed
from the side, they can just be seen through the
upper platter's circumference as it revolves.
As supplied with SME arm, Benz m-ccartridge
and built-in phono stage, the G 10 S showed a
remarkably clean, unsullied sound with no real

or stop completely.'
Additionally, the angle between the two driving

supports the platter on an oiled ball
veracity of the supplied cartridge,

phases, as well as each phase's amplitude, is

leading to an exchange for a

individually adjusted in the factory for each motor, to

Kontrapunkt A. In place of the faint haze and
just- perceptible CD- like spit was anew sense of

cancel out production tolerances, providing avery

flow and smoothness that the G 10 had already

provides the power supply's reference frequency,

hinted at. With a substitute cartridge it gave a
calmer, sweeter sound, to make the complete G
10 a highly accessible means to hear records

frequencies that can drive the motor — principally

smooth running motor. An 8MHz quartz crystal
stepped down to a discrete series of much lower
25.6Hz for 33.3rpm and 34.57Hz for 45rpm. At

cleanly, and with no fuss.

initial start-up, the power supply provides avery low

Worth mentioning is the G 10's quietness - it
runs mechanically silently, without intrusive noise

frequency waveform, just 1% of the target frequency.

Worth mentioning is the G 10's quietness,
with even disc surface noise and vinyl
'roar' pushed down to near- inaudibility

which is then ramped up within 6 seconds to the
final frequency. Despite the possibilities available
with microprocessor control, there is no mechanical
feedback system, to keep final speed in check. '
We
have chosen not to incorporate a mechanical
"overall" feedback from the platter speed to the
motor ( which on first sight might look agood idea)',
added Lothar, ' as these systems are prone to very

coloration or flaws. It had aslightly dry character,
adding no euphonic bloom or richness to the

from the deck itself, and the sound it produces is

low frequency modulation effects of the rotational

subjectively entirely free of rumble, with even disc

speed. In our opinion it is better to exchange the belt

recording - just atidy, articulate presentation. It

surface noise and vinyl

roar' pushed down to

when it is worn and slip occurs, instead of trying to

described a marginally smaller soundstage than

near- inaudibility for most records.
While the G 10 may be adistinctively packaged

eliminate slip- induced RPM variations by feedback.'

the Michell Orbe or Roksan Radius (when used
with the remarkable GSP Era phono stage, to be
reviewed in full soon), and did not have the same
sense of extended, effortless bandwidth as those
turntables have when fitted with, say, any of the
Ortofon Kontrapunkt range. The reduced low-end

II ' One- box' record playing solution

acloser look for its audio performance. If you're
looking
for
first-class,
pain-free
record

MI Sophisticated electronic power supply

reproduction, T+A has it wrapped up with the G

response and marginally forward upper mid, plus

10. The SME M2 arm was anatural companion,

prominent sibilance, made me wonder about the

the day-to-day cueing precision of this arm suiting

www.hifinews.co.uk
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turntable that breaks some of the norms of record
player aesthetics, don't let that distract you from

Ill Easy to site and maintain
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Marantz

SC- 7S 1/MASS
pre/power amplifiers
Marantz marks its 50th anniversary with spanking new
flagship amplification in the spirit of old favourites, the
Model 7pre- amp and Model 9power amp

Marantz SC-7S1/MA-9S1
PRICE

£5000/£6000

SUPPLIER

Marantz

CONTACT

01753 680868

WEBSITE

www.marantz.com

Although it produced official re- issues of its

H

ow important is Marantz's latest foray
into the true high- end arena? Let's put it

this way: the company sent Ken Ishiwata

Century. All- balanced, solid-state, funky new

classic valve electronics afew years ago, Marantz

meters, useable with multi-channel set-ups —

wanted to mark its 50th Anniversary with all- new

about all you can say regarding the lineage is that

You'd never mistake the Marantz for a
valve design: it's simply far too quiet,
too well-behaved, and too serene

along to check the installation. It gets no scarier

models harking back to the company's birth, but

than that, for lshiwata is The Man, and Iwouldn't

the combo is stereo, champagne- coloured, and

they couldn't very well reissue a recent, er,

have been allowed to review the new SC- 7S1

reissue. So the decision was made to apply the

Stereo Preamplifier and

has blue lights a'winking. The spiritual link,
though, is simple: no-compromise.

spirit rather than the form of the original Model 7

MA- 9S1

Monoblock

Power Amplifiers, if the system didn't pass his
scrutiny. It was like taking adriving exam.
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pre- amp

and

Model

something that

would

9 power
be

amplifier to

undeniably

21st

Externally, both are disarmingly minimalist,
despite being jam-packed with mouth-watering
audiophile-grade

componentry

and

complex

www.hifinews.co.uk
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circuits. Common to both are the fully- balanced
operation front-to- back and use of the latest
evolution of Marantz's exclusive HDAM ( HighDefinition Amplifier Modules),

because Marantz has developed a floating control

player, the SME V arm, SME 30 turntable and

bus system' with the aforementioned level trim
capability. How I'd love to hear adozen of ' em...

Koetsu Urushi Black through the EAR 324 phono
stage — also balanced — and Wilson WATT Puppy
System 7. All wiring was the latest Transparent

for exceptional

Reference, and Iavoided any tweak accessories.

response.' Both products boast massive power

Marantz MA-9S1 Munchlock Power Amplifier
An equally impressive beastie, asingle MA- 9S1

supplies ( see Technology panel), heavy-gauge
internal wiring, extra-thick circuit boards with

stands 46 x 19 x 44.5cm (w,h,d) and weighs
78.91b. A pair is not to be approached glibly. Its

Listening
The Marantz system has a distinct sound that,

large circuit traces and extensive internal
shielding. Their chassis are machined from

front panel contains asexy, blue- lit power meter
reminiscent of the new Aston- Martin's dials, and

though subtle, will immediately signal to the

aluminium alloy, and, yes, they both sport round

there are only three controls on the front: choice

meters on their front panels.

of balanced or unbalanced input, power on and
meter on/off. The back of each monoblock

deceptive, not-what-you'd-expect character, too
clean and precise to be mistaken for valves and

Marantz SC-7S1 Stereo Preamplifier
Impressive from the minute you unpack it, the

contains two pairs of multi-way speaker terminals
and the balanced and unbalanced inputs. Oh, and

too sweet and silky to herald the presence of
solid-state circuitry.
What compounds the act of trying to assess it

SC- 7S1 measures 46 x 13 x 18cm (w,h,d) and

being rated at 300W into 8 ohms, 600W into

is an absence of misbehaviour thanks to the vast

If the Marantz exhibited one trait that
convinced me of its greatness, it was the
soundstage. The set-up simply has it all

'Jurassic' Krells, which I'm fortunate enough to
have savoured recently in the SME Listening

dynamic range, resolution, clarity and transient

listeners whether or not it's friend or foe. It's a

power reserves. In many ways, it reminded me of

weighs a confidence- building 46.31b! That's
more than most companies' power amplifiers

Room. Because the Marantz amplifiers have no
operational limits to speak of in real terms, there
are few sonic clues to the nature of the amplifiers'
topology, especially the lack of occasional
clipping when overdriven — quite simply the best

4ohms and 1,200W into 2ohms, the MA- 9S1 is

indicator of tubes or tranny comportment.
Another benefit of the zero- compromise design

weigh. Its other measurements, too, border on the
fantastical. A frequency response from 3Hz-

unlikely to meet aspeaker it can't whup.
To pass muster with Marantz, Iused the system

here is the way the amp was unfazed by speaker
load, cable changes, proximity to other hardware,

with components familiar to Ken Ishiwata and

choice of mains cable — you name it. And that's

150kHz and reported better-than-100dB channel

Marantz's Neil Gill, who also joined in for my SATs

separation are joined by S/N ratio of 103dB for

(Subjective Audio Trial). Sources included the
Marantz CD12/DA12 in balanced mode, as
modified by KI, Audio Research CD3 Mk 11 CD

why you'd never mistake it for avalve design: it's
simply far too quiet, too well-behaved, too serene.
What does this mean for the music? Voices are

balanced operation and 105dB for unbalanced.
Meanwhile, the 8-gang linear volume control

warm and clear, with only the most minuscule

operates in 0.5dB steps and there's level
trimming of +/- 6dB to match all sources and
amps within 0.5dB.
Minimalist almost to the point of being naked,
the SC-7S1's front panel contains arotary source
selector ( marked ' Balanced', ' SACD/CD', ' Line 1',
'Line 2' and ' Tape'), a power on button below a
meter that reads out signal output level in dB, a
rotary volume control, and buttons for applying
attenuation of - 20, -40 and -60dB (as when
changing LPs!) and display on/off. That's it, which
means for aslim and uncluttered remote control.
The back sports top-quality phono connectors
for all inputs and two sets of unbalanced outputs,
plus XLRs for balanced input and output. Given
the importance Marantz has placed on its
balanced nature, Iwas disappointed to see only
one set of balanced inputs — acurious oversight
in light of the target audience.
The dearth of balanced inputs aside, Marantz
is

proposing

decidedly

weird,

over-the- top

audiophilic behaviour from the SC- 7S1 owner.
(Remember: at least one lucky audiophile bought
The SC-7S1
pre- amp here

five Project Tls for an all-valve multi-channel
set-up.) Check this out: ' For the ultimate in sonic
performance, two SC-7S1s can be used together

sits atop apair

in mono mode, to create a completely separate

of MA-9S1

stereo audio signal path from the source to apair

monoblocks.

of MA-9S1 amplifiers to the loudspeakers. Up to

Multichannel

six

MA- 9S1

use is also

amplifiers can be combined for a multi-channel
system of awe-inspiring power and impact.' The
driving of two or more pre-amps is possible

catered for

SC- 7S1

preamplifiers and

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Forest
Totem has spared no expense in making the
Forest one of the best speakers available at any
price... It's atwo-way floor standing model that is
surprisingly affordable, considering that it is a
true super- speaker. The woofer and its aluminium
dome tweeter, allow it to cover the full auditory
range. Those aren't mere paper specs, either! The
response is down only 6dB at 28 Hz, afrequency
most

speakers

can't

reach.

Its

lock- mitred

monocoque chassis, its slanted rear baffle, and
its fine hand-crafted construction place it above
lesser speakers of its size and price. Much of this
is invisible, though by no means inaudible. As
usual with Totem speakers, the fine wood veneer
is also placed inside the cabinet, to equalise
forces on the two sides of the walls. Why it's
called the Forest? Well, where would you expect
to find a totem? Well, a forest would be a good
place to begin your search. However, a forest
also

imbues

mystery,

quietness

and

unpredictable, unexplainable power. In a real
forest you are surrounded with sound, which can
suddenly appear, surprise and then disappear. It
can happen anywhere around you. Let the Totem
Forest surprise you in the same way...

To receive information on our full range
of products, please send your address to
info@joenit.com or call 003215 285585
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Auditions
amplifier
great recording, and the sound is seamless from
left-to- right and front- to- back.

FAMILY MATTERS

players. And for athird, well, let's

technologies. And customers for

There's nothing incongruous

just say that its newest sibling is

one type couldn't give ahoot

about launching a scarily

also ts first- ever rival: McIntosh

about the other.

high- end gaffing because Marantz

and Marantz share the same

loves to - on occasion - flex its

owners. It may just be me reading

all of the SC- 731s and MA- 9S is

SC- 7S1 preamplifier carries a tag of £ 5000. I

audiophilic muscle with

something into it, but aspat

have been solo together, although

reviewed it thinking that the system cost £ 3000

masterpieces like the Project Ti

amongst these sisters would

you can mix'n'match.

more and still thought it was abargain.

valve amp ( 3008s as driver

certainly make for interesting

tubes!) and a series of high- end

market shenanigans.

But will Marantz dealers have the balls to carry
this unbelievable combination? A pair of MA- 9S1
monoblocks will set you back £ 12,000 while the

Ken confirmed Mai just about

The SC-7S1/MA-9S1 combination reeks of the

Itried them with fAcIntosh's
C2200 and MC2IO2 all-tube

spirit of Saul Marantz. It's apleasure to use and
I've no doubt it will be apleasure to own. So, yes,

Anyway what we have before

rivals, with interesting results,

us is apre/power package that, at

but - aside from satisfying my

Ken, you were right: Marantz did create aModel

Marantz hopes to accomplish a

every level, bears comparison to

curiosity - the listening sessions

7and Model 9for the ? 1st Century. U

number of things beyond narking

the most exotic hardware

involved using them as a

Ken Kessler

an anniversary. Firstly, it intends

available. For the sake of clarity,

combination. And they are as

to have this pre/power package

let's leave out the valve rivals,

closely- related as a pre/power

carve a niche of its own amid the

because Ifirmly believe that the

pair can be. Or, ronically, as

Inside the SC- 7S1 pre- amp are no fewer than eight

more obvious choices like Krell,

two camps remain as far removed

closely relatec as Marantz and

HDAM modules 'for maximum signal purity and

Classe, et al. For anotner, it

from each other as is possible -

McIntosh now are.

lowest noise', four on each input-output buffer and

wanted to find a worthy recipient

even with some brands, like

In 1958, who'd have believed this

another four HDAMs on the V/I converter. Ultra- wide

for its cutting- edge CD and SACD

McIntosh, working with both

would ever ha open?

CD and SACO players.
With the SC- 7S1 anc M'A 9S1,

Technology

bandwidth circuitry is used throughout to achieve a
frequency response from 3Hz-150kHz, and Marantz

traces of SiDilance Keeping you from thinking that

himself. Transients on guitar the solidity of the

reports better-than-100dB channel separation, 'for a

Alison Krauss or Joss Stone is in the room with

bass, Peter Wolf's vocal rasp - it was as if the

natural

you. The copioJs amount detail was another

Marantzes knew that their roœs lay in analogue, if

specificity upon avast, wide and deep soundstage.'

indicator that you were listering against the sort

only because the ' 7' and ' 9' '
ntheir names.

tonal

balance

and

superlative

image

As for the power amp, Marantz filled this mad

of silent oackground attributed to so id state gear

If the Marantz system exhibited one particular

bastard with a massive power supply with a large

and massive power s.ipplies. Massed, amplified

trait that convinced me of its greatress, it was the

Super Ring Core toroidal power transformer, heavy-

instruments benefited from this because even

soundstage. Tb sset-up has it all. Image height,

gauge internal wiring, six HDAM modules and
audiophile- pleasing, top-quality internal components
to provide the capacity to deliver instantaneous

Some of the revelations caused by the
Marantz combination were shocking,
especially when listening to vinyl
overlapping guitas enjoyed their own sonic

the correct scale, stage width and depth - it could

space. While " ve never been hung up on a

not be faulted beyond one odd little quirk. So

hygienic, warts- and all

current greater than 150 amps. Its damping factor is
200. the frequency response is stated as 3Hz120kHz +0, - 3dB, and the S/N ratio is 120dB. I
needn't tell you that this is one quiet system.

Features
III Massive power

sprne of the

silent are the spaces between and around the

revelations caused by the Marantz combination

performers that some recordings, especially

were snocking, espec,ally when listening to vinyl.

overly- processed multi-mic'd affairs can leave the

Low-level detail came through intact, aboon for

musicians sounding disembodied. But feed it a

sound,

II Seamless, stress- free sound
ic Multi- channel capability

acoust cirstruments if you want to hear the body
of an acoustic gi.ntar as well as the strings.
Tim de Paravicini's sublime EAR 324 phono
stage matched the SC- 7S1 perfectly in balanced
mode, and it served as yet another rem nder of
analogue vinyl's superiority over CD. Magic Dick's
harmonica or the first J Geils Band album original j)ressing, well- played over the oast 34
years - cut through with a visceral, sharp stab
that was oddly niutecl on CD, with better body,
decay and, yup, breathing from the player

•.n fe
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Does the latest
incarnation of MF's
long- lauded X- series
come up to scratch?

optical, right and left analogue outputs and finally

Musical Fidelity X-Ray V3

an IEC power inlet. The digital outputs on this
player are worth close inspection as this player is
ME's answer to all those who have called upon the

PRICE

£899

SUPPLIER

Musical Fidelity

CONTACT

020 8900 2866

WEBSITE

wimni.musicalfidelity.co.uk

company

to

produce

a standalone

digital

transport. So for those who nave been waiting for
a dedicated MF transport or DACs such as the
—

Tri Vista 21, meet the X- Ray V3 digital transport!

hen Musical Fidelity unveiled a
line- buffer dubbed the X- 10D in the

The player also comes with aremote to control not

early 1990s, few would have guessed

amps and aforthcoming XSeries tuner.
The X- Ray V3 was used in two systems. The

W

that within 12 months the company would have a

only the CD player, but the X Series integrated

whole range of compact cylindrical components,
all launched to considerable critical acclaim and

first was my reference system comprising the

all achieving commercial success. Known as the

Technologies P-1A/P-3A Signature up-sampler/

X Series, the lire-up has now been updated and

DAC with outboard PSU supplemented by a
Shanling CDT- 200 and Inca Design Katana CD
player, Krell KRC-3 pre- amp, Bryston 14B-SST

given anew shape. First came the X-Can V3 and
X- LP V3 [
HFN Feb 2004], which were recently

Musical F,delity Tri Vista 21

DAC, Perpetual

The remote will

followed by the X-150 integrated amplifier [
HFN
June 2004]. The next component in the series to

and 3B- SST power amps. The electronics drove

power XSeries

MartinLogan SL-3 speakers while interconnects

receive a revamp is the X- Ray CD player — now

and speaker wire were Townshend Audio lsolda.
Mains was filtered through an Isotek Substation

amps, and anew
XSeries tuner

called, appropriately, the X- Ray V3.
At 5kg the X- Ray V3 is far heavier than you'd

and 2K Qube, with all mains cabling from Isotek.
The second system comprised the Musical

susceptible to mains influences than the A3.2cr

377mm ( whd), while it has a sturdy and
understated look to it, thanks to extruded black

Fidelity X-150 integrated amplifer driving ART

fit all the components that go into making aCD

Loudspeakers

42A

player into acompact chassis means some things

casing and 6mm-thick milled-aluminium front

speakers. This set-up was wired with Chord

have to go, and the large chokes used in the other

plate. On the front panel is aback- lit LCD display

Company Chameleon Silver Plus interconnects
and Odyssey 4 speaker cables.

design. Given 50 hours of running in the sound,

expect, given that it measures just

218 x98 x

with a fashionable blue hue that sits below the
disc drawer and six aluminium control buttons.
Around the back, from left to right, are apair of
digital outputs, electtical S/PDIF above aTosLink
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and

Monopulse

and A308 CD players and the Tri Vista 21 DAC. To

MF digital front ends have been sacrificed in this

Again, all mains was filtered by an Isotek
Substation and Qube, with Isotek mains cabling.

which initially lacked alittle bass extension and

During setup Inoticed how this player was more

The presentation gained depth and bass weight

was a little forward ir, the lower treble, settled.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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CD player
weight and extension than the A3.2, comparable
to that of the Perpetual Technologies P- 3A
Signature in fact, the A308 and Tri Vista 21 DAC

cases the X- Ray V3 was capable of capturing the
information from the disc as well as the previous
best transport I'd heard in my room, the A308 CD

improve on this again. The Tri Vista 21 and A308

player. For anyone looking for atransport that is

bring

truly transparent, Iwould suggest that the X- Ray
V3 is something of abargain.

harp

and

cello

into the

room

with

appropriate low frequency fundamentals, whereas
the X- Ray V3 makes both of these instruments
sound a little lighter, though it still manages to

While Ihave highlighted some of the areas in
which this player falls short in comparison with

with the initial transient of plucking the string,

other players, it should be remembered that this
player is under half the price of my reference

followed by the vibration of the string and finally

single- box player, and for X- Ray V3 to warrant

the resonance of the wooden frame of the

comparison is an outstanding achievement. For it
to be so close is surprising, and indeed this player

capture the distinctive components of each note,

instrument. On the track ' Wild Child', from Enya's
A Day Without Rain [
Warner 8573-85986-21 the

is so good it surpasses the performance of the

For anyone looking for atransport that is
truly transparent, Iwould suggest that
the X- Ray V3 is something of abargain
A308 brings more definition to these elements,

£1000 A3.2, leaving Musical Fidelity offering a

delivering improved separation. Yet these
elements are still well proportioned when heard

X-ray V3 yet costs £ 100 more. As astandalone

player that does not play music as well as the

of frame weight betraying the lower cost player.

player this is avery good machine, but partnered
with the X-150 amp or new X-80 integrated, it
makes for an incredible, compact system.

This limitation in the lower registers does not
lessen the impact of tracks such as ' Tempus

outstanding digital transport: combine it with

via the X- Ray V3, with only a reduction in the
textural information from the string and the lack

Vernum', where the timpani that drive the
recording can carry the kind of bass weight you
feel as much as hear, especially when heard
through the TriVista 21 DAC. The X- Ray V3 still
tells you there is agreat deal of power and depth

Then there's its ability to perform as an
the Tri Vista 21 DAC and you have a two- box
combination whose sonic performance comes
unnervingly close to that of some of the finest CD
replay systems around, and all for only £ 2,000.
Needless to say, with this combination of assets
this player deserves to be heard, not just by
anyone looking for acompact player, but anyone

amore relaxing lister. It was clear the X- Ray V3

to the sound of this instrument.
As for soundstaging, the X- Ray V3 cannot quite

was more than capable of holding its own against
its more expensive brother, the A3.2cr, even

match that thrown up by the Tri Vista 21, stage

looking for aCD player under £ 1,000.

depth being truncated in comparison, with the

David Allcock

without the choke-eqdipped power supply. This is
remarkable, given that the X- Ray costs ress than

wall and stage width — though solid and portrayed

half the price of its more expensive brother.

beyond the edges of the speakers — not being

while the lower treble receded, making the payer

While the 3.2 CD player seemed to pul ahuge
amount of information off the disc and simply
deNver all of it to :he listener, the X- Ray V3 keeps

back of the stage placed just beyond the front

placed beyond the side walls of the listening
room. Listening to The Corrs' In Blue [
Atlantic
7567833522], ' Breathless' posesses a stage

alower profile, concentrat ,ng more on the music.
This translates as awarmer presentation. mare in

perspective that's alittle more forward than that
produced by either the Perpetual Technologies or

keeping with the

alance of the A308 CD player.

Tri Vista DAC, placing the lead vocals of Andrea

It is in the bass where the differences are most

Corr alittle in front of the plane of the speakers

prominent. While the new X- Ray boasts greater

and giving the illusion of the listener being a
couple of rows further forward than you would
expect with atruly neutral perspective.
However, the ability of this player to capture
female vocals is excellent at this price point, with
the performance by Andrea and her sisters on
'Radio' portrayed very convincingly in the
room. What's more, not only are the lead
vocals on this track delivered fully fleshed,
but the characteristics of her sisters'
backing vocals are clear to hear.
I used this player as a digital
transport with both the Perpetual and
Tri Vista DAC, along with the digital
input of the TACT RCS 2.2X. In all three
X-Ray V3 and X-150 amp make up a

Technology
le X- Ray V3 uses aPhilips VAM 1202 CD transport,
at company's replacement for its classic CD 12.2
ro transport, with the Burr Brown 1732 DAC. The
732 DAC is a multi- function IC with a 96/24
psampling system, HDCD filter and DAC all built into
le same chip: in this implementation the HDCD
inction is not used, though upsampling is.
The casework is an extrusion 5mm thick, and
ven without the internals in place this extrusion is
nmensely strong and rigid. When braced with the
tar panel and 5mm aluminium front panel, the
hole assembly is incredibly solid and none
tsonant. The power supply uses a large toroidal
ansformer mounted directly behind the transport on
le players centre line. This toroid take about a
uarter of the remaining space within the casework,
nsuring this player does not run short of power
rider any circumstances.

Features
Immensely solid construction
II Very good sound as standalone CD player
• Excellent as adigital transport

set-up strong on sound, and looks

www.hifinews.co.uk
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B&W
7

04

loudspeaker
The 700 series is B&W's replacement
for the much- loved COM NT range.
Here we look at the 704 floorstander
B&W 704
PRICE

LI,JU4AJU

SUPPLIER

B&W Loudspea•<ers JK

CONTACT

01903 221500

WEBSITE

www.bwspeeers.com

B

&W's new 700 models replace the highly
regarded CDM NT series and sit third

from the top in the range hierarchy —

below the Prestige and Nautilus ranges and above
the CM, 600 and 300 series. There are seven 700
models in all: two floorstanders ( the 703 and this
704), the 705 standnount [ see HFN Oct 2003],
a multi- channel cen:re arc surround speakers
(the HTM7 and DS7) and tvvc powered subs in the
form of the ASW700 and 750.
Clearly

indebted to aspects of both the

Nautilus and the ou:going CDM models, -I
-ethree
'two- channel' models ( 703, 704, 705) are at
once innovative and conschdatory. The elegant
new cabinets are fresh and stylish, with simpler
lines that will sit comfortably with mcst soft
furnishings, while the B&W icons of tweeter
atop the cabinet, woven Kevlar bassnidrange
and dimpled reflex ports are joined by new
refinements in magnet technology.
The most striking aspect of the 704 is the
one-piece baffle and top, foFrred from a single
length of multiply MDF. Th s -educes : he joint
count, helping to procuce astiffer cabinet, while
the curve immediately below the tweeter causes
much less diffraction than the sharp. mitred
junction used in the CDM NT models.
Although flat, the cabinet sides taper towards
the back so that while the baffle width is 222mm
the rear panel is 198mm. Non- parallel surfaces
help spread resonance anc * hereby recuce the
deleterious effect of standing waves. Only the
baffle and rear panel are parallel and the
construction, with full height internal open frame
bracing and comprehensive foam/fibre camping,
minimises any residJal effects.
.The 704 is a so-called two-arcl-a-nalf-way
design, meaning that the bass output of the upper

pi
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loudspeaker

bass/midrange

Remove the links from the

driver

augmented

at

low

frequencies

by

a

gold-plated terminals
to hi- wire the B&Ws
the new 25mm

in this instance,

aluminium

below

dome tweeter
has a simple

150Hz.
This
drive

extra

conical tube
some 80mm

unit's

diaphragm is
constructed in
such

long at its
rear. With a

a way

fibrous filling

that a near-full
diameter convex

(which

face

conventional

of

slows

propagation) this
is long enough to
absorb
rear- going

dome is fixed to
the

power amplifier ( to be reviewed shortly).
Positioning is remarkably uncritical in terms of

second unit which
means

Meridian 588 CD player and 502 pre-amp in
conjunction with the Myryad 150W/ch MX2150

a
cone,

the composite stiffened
further by extending the
voice coil former through from
the neck of the cone to the underside of
the dome. The material used is a paper pulp

overall integration - confirmation, surely, of the
even dispersion. The bass output is dependent on
proximity to the room boundaries but that seems
to be almost a separate issue, affecting the LF
reach more than the tonal climate per se.
This is an exceptionally well mannered design,
capable of eliciting avery high level of detail and
with just those qualities of transparency and
presence which

properly articulate the best

recordings. A current favourite is the Naxos
recording of John Rutter's Requiem in its reduced
scoring [ 8.557130], in which a beautifully
defined image is surrounded by aspacious, living
acoustic ( Douai Abbey, Berkshire). The 704s

energy entirely so that
ric delayed, time smearing

convey this to extremely persuasive effect,

reflections can interfere with,

defining the choir well as both entity and as

and thus be heard via, the dome itself.

discrete individuals, the gently tempered treble

reinforced with Kevlar fibres, wilich add tensile

The two 165mrn drivers occupy separate
enclosures and each is reflex loaded, the port for

response passing transient and sibilant detail with
neither emphasis nor reticence. Ilike, too, the

strength, and is bonded with resin.
The diaphragm of the bass/midrange driver is
the latest incarnation of the woven Kevlar

the bass/midrange sited at the rear while that for
the LI driver exits below it on the baffle. Both
ports have flared ends with B&W's Flowport

effortless bass, the organ asubtle presence often

structure B&W has been using since the
introduction of the DM6 loudspeaker in 1976.

surface texture where dimples like those that

The weave produces variations in the speed of
bending waves across the cone, resulting in far
less delayed energy being propagated into the
room than results from the concentric

Dreak-,rp

modes prevalent in homogenous materials such

simply supporting the choral and/or solo textures
but with clearly defined pitch and excellent
control. True, the extension is modest but this is

cover the surface of golf balls improve the flow of
air, reducing turbuience and hence the chuffing
noises sometimes encountered with this type of

clean, tuneful bass of the sort that helps define

loading, and compression ef`ects at high volumes.

musical types, from solo piano, chamber music,
song, rock and jazz, confirmed the worth of this

Four gold-plated input terminals are fitted to
permit bi-wiring and will accommodate 4mm

very well conceived design. It has the weight and

removed), 6mm spades or bare wire ends. As

immediacy for energetic studio- based recordings
and remains focused and tight under duress -

worth of the material has stood the test of time.
Much attention has been pa d lately to the

supp'ied the terminals are

indeed it goes remarkably loud without even

jumpers for use with single pair cables. The

beginning to falter. Ican think of no speakers at

magnet systems and B&W's Balanced Drive - a

crossover is asimple c.rcuit built on aPCB on the

this price that I'd choose in preference and few at

as paper or plastics. Today's version is far
removed from its 28-year-old predecessor, but the

plugs (once the Euro-ooligatory inhibiting pips are

the acoustic as much as underpinning the music.
Much experiment with a range of different

paralleled

with

It has the weight and immediacy for
energetic studio- based recordings and
remains focused and tight under duress
asymmetry in magnetic influence as the voice col

back of the termina assembly. Air- cored
inductors are used where practicable, and where

moves to and fro.

not - in the low-pass circuit - sintered iron

feature new to the 700 series - is its solution to
It addresses the inherent

double which would begin to embarrass it. This is
right on the button.
Ivor Humphreys

Technology
This is aso-called two- and- a- half way floorstander
using an aluminium dome tweeter, awoven Kevlar
cone bass/midrange unit and a Kevlar-reinforced
paper supplemetary bass driver that's rolled off
gradually above 150Hz. The line- loaded tweeter is
pod mounted at the top of the cabinet while the LF

mismatch between the current transducer that a
speaker is, and the voltage-contro led source of

P-coed types for the higner values required.
The cabinet is finished in real wood veneers, in

units are separately housed and independently reflex

an amplifier. Although not new in itself, the use

a choice of maple, cherry and rosenut, and the
two ' arge drive units are hidden by a removable

the units are let into and set flush with the baffle,
with no fewer than eight retaining bolts ( not screws).

pole tip has effectively addressed issues related

black-cloth covered plastic grille. The tweeter has
its own cover, held in p.ace by magnetic grasp.
Floor spikes and cushioned feet are supplied and

to the centre phase plug.

foam inserts are provided for use in the reflex

B&W has been using externally mounted
tweeters since 1977. Benefits include easy

have to be used close to aroom boundary.

of acopper cap on the centre pole has reduced
the value and frequency-relatec variability of the
load inductance while an aluminium disc on the

positioning for time alignment with the source
point of the adjacent LF driver, better dispersion
and fewer problems with diffraction. All these are
key to achieving an accurate sound stage with

ports to help contain the bass when the speakers
These are lovely looking speakers and have a
sound to match, with asmooth tonal balance and
stable imaging. They have a good stated

loaded. Rigid 165mm cast chassis are employed and
each locked in place by asubstantial cast ring and
The 700 series models are the first to use the
company's Balance Drive magnetic system which
aims to control inductance and produce aflatter
inherent unit response.

Features
la Full- range system: 40Hz-25kHz ±3dB on axis

sensitivity of 90dB for 2.83V at 1m and present

good depth and satisfactory imaging for listeners
seated to one side of the centre axis. Developed

a straightforward load to the amplifier. B&W
suggests a minimum rating of 50W/ch into 8

• Free- mounted ' Nautilus' style tweeter

from the sphere- plus-transmission line rear

ohms but Iwould elect to have more in reserve

• Very fine imaging and smooth tonal balance

loading first seen in the original NaJtilus flagship,

even in small rooms. For the listening Iused a

www.hifinews.co.uk
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It's expensively built and exotically priced, but
radio doesn't get much better than this
FM tuner with atriode output stage
Magnum Dynalab MD106 Triode

display. Tuning accuracy after a 10 minute

bandwidth option. The tuner provides a manual

warmup remains all but absolute, and this

defeat for the stereo decoder for real problem

PRICE

without any externally accessible AFC control.

signals, but no blend facility. lnterstation noise

£3600 ( blac. finish)

At the Magnum's heart is afive- stage varactor

SUPPLIER

Aucnofreaks

CONTACT

020 8948 4153

WEBSITE

diode- based front-end, said to offer inherently

www.magnumtlynalab.com

I

can be muted or lifted to track down every last
trace of signal buried in the hiss.

high selectivity, and is fed from one of two aerial

Remove the lid and you'll yiee that the main

inputs, selectable from the fascia. Two IF

circuit board takes up most of tne land inside and

bandwidths are available: awide- band option that

that the power supply, which is built around a

nthe world of purist audio, tney don't come much
more purist than Magnum Dralab. Established in

minimises distortion at high modulation levels

shstantial toroidal transformer, is weA specified.

and a narrow- band that slightly impacts on

There is quite a lot of point- to- point wiring, and

the 1970s, the company inhabits asmall factory

distortion under such conditions but which can

internal build quality is very high. The features

urit in alocation close to Toronto, and is one of

reduce interference from adjacent transmissions.

added

the

Adjacent

two

Technology panel), namely the attention paid to

audiophile-quality analogue FM-only tuners. The

conditions is rated at 3dB and 35dB respectively.

the ground plane, the zero feedback audio circuit

MD106 Triode is ahybrid cesign: the front end is

Two moving-coil meters also act as tuning aids,

architecture and the sophisticated . ow ripple

solid-state while the audio frequency amplifier is

What really shook me was the solidity
of the sound in the more direct sense.
Bass was particularly impressive

few

manufacturers

left

specialising

in

based around atriode gair stage.
This is aback-to- roots design. The only sign it's
achild of the late 20th century, never mind the
21st, is the tuning display, which shows tuned
frequency numerically in

100kHz steps. The

tuning mechanism itself is acontinuous yvariable
analogue design controlled

by a free- running

channel

rejection

under the

by

designer

Zdenke

Zivkovic ( see

one of which shows signal strength and the other

power supply, are intended to ennance the sound

weighted rotary control. Some way of indicating

multipath distortion. These indicators represent a

quality by helping maintain

finer steps would have been even better, though

powerful package for checking signal condition

reduce mutual interference — from stray earth

hardly essential given the superb ultra high

and will be welcomed by those with an interest in

currents — and reduce also power supply noise.

resolution centre-tune indicator. This . s a valve

weak signal, long range reception — an interest

Ergonomically the tuner scores almost full

viewed head on, which is a green ' magic eye'

also served by the switchable aerial inputs and IF

marks. Granted, the combination of tuning
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Auditions
tuner

solidity of the sound in the more direct sense.
Bass was particularly impressive, reproduced with
weight, depth and tunefulness while fed by a
Magnum coil- loaded ST2 whip antenna. The top
end, too, is sparkling and clean, and the midband
lucid and transparent, but again consistent with
the architectural quality and layering of sound
exhibited through the bass registers.
Given this starting point, the good tonal
differentiation should

be seen as a natural

consequence, but it was none the less impressive
for all that. This was obvious in some Radio 3
transmissions ( where else?) for example of parts
of abroadcast of Gótterdámmerung in which the
orchestral tonal colours practically glowed, with
something of the range, complexity and layering
that is encountered in real life, but the solo
singing maintained the tension and sense of
presence. Imagery was literally two dimensional,
but such was the tuner's ability to reproduce very
fine subtleties that the cues which suggest depth
and scale made the presentation seem three
dimensional. It was all quite different from the
rather flat presentation of the other tuners to
hand. Overall, the MD106T errs in the direction
of warmth and fullness.
Ultimately the very excellence of this tuner left
me depressed. This level of sound quality, now
only available from broadcasts on Band II FM and
so ably showcased by this tuner, is what will be
swept way by the switchover to DAB. Foi now,
however, this model represents something very
eatures might confuse granny, who probably

interstation muting and a good combination of

close to the pinnacle of its type. Despite the

won't be impressed by the lack of presets or, in its

sensitivity and selectivity meant Iwas able to

exotic pricing — it's £3750 in silver or gold — it is

standard form, the absence of a remote control,

receive a larger than expected

but for the keen FM enthusiast the tools provided

transmissions at the test site, but having just

number of

moved, Ihave no way to compare the test tuner

work beautifully together.
For the DXer. the makers claimed 70dB AM

with prior experience. It's certainly better at

hard to recommend the MD106T too highly. II
Alvin Gold

Technology

rejection — better than 1.5dB capture ratio and

dealing with weak stations than the modest

The designer of the audio gain stage at the back end

25dB quieting for 40dB signal/noise — are

synthesiser tuners at my disposal ( a standalone

of the MD106T, Zdenko Zivkovic, Caine to Dynalab

indicat ve of atop class design, though I'm not

model from Cambridge Audio, and the tuners

from Sonic Frontiers where he had established a
reputation as ahotshot triode amplifier designer. The

Tonal colours practically glowed, with
something of the range, complexity and
layering that is encountered in real life

triodes stage provides 12dB of voltage gain and uses
matched and certified Amperex ' Bugle Boy' valves,
fitted with Pearl Coolers to damp the glass, reduce
microphony and apparently extend valve life too.
Meanwhile, the audio circuit, which has balanced
and

unbalanced

outputs

taken

from

a fully

sure the Magnum is a completely convincing

built into a couple of AV receivers). It reaches

complementary balanced audio feed, is mounted on

alternative to afull on communications receiver.

something like full signal/noise ratio — and with it

an unusually thick PC board, another measure

hiss- free stereo — on low signal voltage.

intended to reduce microphony. Other features

Radio frequency performance is good, very

But what was most impressive here was not the

good, though not outstanding. The ability to lift

est'

signal path, Burr Brown op- amps with Black Gate

within reach of my aerial but

capacitors, MIT main and bypass audio caps, and

usable

the manner of reproduction,

MIT caps also in the power supply filter. Special

which

not

attention is said to have been given to the design of

recognise as coming from an

the ground plane, and the triode circuit has no

FM tuner at all.

negative feedback. Purist, or what?

many

might

It really is very impressive.

„see

History
meets
hi- tech in

e

1AIIAAAI

Reception quality is very solid,
with

none

of

the

usual

Features
• FM only manual tuner

undesirable trade marks of
Band II reception — birdies,

II Triode- based balanced audio stage

whistles, audible background

the tuning
displays

include Kimber AKCC pure silver cables in the audio

stations

number of

.10e

hifinpuac rr,
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noise and so on. What really

II ' Magic eye' centre tuning indicator

shook me, however, was the
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of Products

Digital ¡
Amplifiers,
indispensible room correction systems and the
mighty theatre Correction & processor system,

4,
One -World

Pricing

Prices levelled across countries.
Incredible value. Amplifiers start at £ 700 and
room correction systems below £ 2,000.

4,

Award Winners

Our systems have been honoured with awards.
Product after product, year after year.
2004 is no exception

-)lione/stirt to 1:_wit,
touch & hear these
systems in your
l'iome or our
.:a titres.

Expert Services
facTicians are available to help you qin. the best
music tram your system in yuur rU0111 using
acoustic principles and precisio.1 equipment.

Enjoy

Elio

P4usic 1nTacT
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Auditions
loudspeaker

Acoustic
American

Developments

S-5

With some careful system
matching AAD's S-5 could
dig deep into your music

resulted in them giving best results when
sited about 0.6m in front of the walls

AAD S5
PRICE

£750/pair

SUPPLIER

Peach Amber

CONTACT

01327 706560

WEBSITE

with about 0.4m at the sides and the
cabinets toed in about 15°. This
produced superbly rounded and detailed
images of performers, whether the music
was jazz, pop or classical. Listening to

www.aadsound.com

Van Cliburn accompanied

T

by Eugene

he stated aim of American Acoustic
Developments ( AAD) is to drive down the

Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra
playing Greig's Piano Concerto No 1 in

price of high-performance loudspeakers.
It also claims that its new S Series of speakers
offers a big sound from room-friendly boxes.

E- Flat, Op 18 [ RCA Victor SB6810],
which was recorded outside at the
Saratoga Performing Arts Centre, Iwas

Included in the line-up is acentre speaker and

aware of the placement of the various
sections of the orchestra and the noises

subwoofer for home cinema use, the bookshelf
Si, plus the S-5 floorstander tested here.
This tall, slim design sports an English cherry

of the venue and audience. What's more,
these had a precisely defined position

wood veneer along its gently curved sides. The
baffle and narrow back plate are finished in a
sprayed-on satin black, the latter housing asingle

and shape — very unusual from aspeaker

substantial set of binding posts and two rearward

condition of the recording being played.

firing reflex ports. At the front the grille covers
two Sin paper coned mid/bass units and a
titanium tweeter with adiameter of 1in.
The speakers arrive fitted with substantial MDF
base plates that parallel the shape of the speaker
body and house the screw
mountings for big carpet
piercing spikes. The base
is secured by a centrally
mounted

bolt and

the

assembly proved to be

at this price. The downside was a
merciless commentary on the quality and
Ialso felt that the sound was a tad
thin, especially in the lower registers.
Changing to Icon Audio's Stereo Forty valve amp
improved the bass output somewhat, and gave a
smoother top end, the titanium dome tweeter

The bass was
nicely weighted,
fast and lithe

being a bit too honest at
times with solid state
power behind it. The
arrival of Icon Audio's LA3
pre-amp

and

matching

30013 28W monoblocks

surprisingly rigid, allowing the speaker cabinet to

proved to be an excellent match, the S-5 now

be rotated without disturbing its footprint. This
was actually a useful facility in that it enabled

producing anicely weighted, fast and lithe bass,

minor tweaking of the speaker angle to alter the

and treble more refined than Ihave previously
heard from any metal dome tweeter. They were

recording being played.
Ifirst plugged the S-5 into the new Roksan M

still, at times, disturbingly honest, but alot easier
to live with valves providing the power.
If you enjoy monitor levels of detail — and both

Series integrated amplifier and was met by avery
fast and detailed, if lean, sound. Playing around
with the positioning of the speakers in both 3 x

the revelations and ruthlessness this can provide
— and have refined amplification and sources,
the AAD S- 5s would be well worth auditioning. IN

4.5m and 5 x 7m rooms Iuse for reviewing

Tony Bolton

soundstage

shape —

www.hifinews.co.uk

depending

upon

the

Technology
The 22kg cabinets are made from 25mm-thick MDF
for the front baffle, and laminated MDF for the curved
sides. They measure 987 x190 x325min ( hwd).
Manufacturer's specifications quote a frequency
response of 35Hz — 20kHz (± 3dB) and sensitivity to
an input of 2.3V of 90dB. Impedance is recorded as
8ohms and power handling as up to 300 watts. The
S-5 is also magnetically shielded, allowing it be
used in home cinema set-ups.

Features
• Pinpoint imaging
• Fast, tunebl bass
• Slim, elegant, well-finished enclosure
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Exposure Phono Pre-Amplifier
XXVI. Dual regulated power supply
gives big soundstage and aless

Sugden Masterclass Phono

clinical sound than most solid-

amplifier. Very lucid, sonica ly on a
par with some valve phono stages

state phono stages. £1000.

but with noise free high gain. £ 1290

Clearaudio Emotion turntable.
Beautiful looking, non- suspended
design with the Satisfy unipivot tonearm. Incredible value, including
cartridge at

Final Electrostatic loudspeakers.
All the transparency and imaging that
only comes with this type of speaker
design. Model shown is the Fsoo
panels with 5200 3oowpc active sub.
All inclusive price of £ 3495.

Rogue Audio go power amplifier.
The new sio wpc stereo valve
amplifier offering remarkable sound
and value at £ 1995.

A.R.T. V6 loudspeaker. This new

SME Series M2 tonearm. Wonderful

model has avery open, transparent

engineering for this price. Amuch

The new floorstander from this manu-

sound and capable of good quality

better sound than we expected at £613.

facturer. More neutral than other mod-

low bass. Well worth alisten. £ 3250.

Cartridge shown is the excellent new

els producing abig soundstage with

Model shown in ebony £ 3500.

Lyra Argo at £ 849.

natural bass. £ 2250.

Opera V(Quinta) loudspeakers.

•
ACCUSTIC ARTS • AMPHION • A.
R.
T.LOUDSPEAKERS • AVALON • BENZ- MICRO • CARDAS • CLEARAUDIO • CONRAD- I
OHNSON • EAR /YOSHINO " EXPOSURE
FERGUSON HILL • I
SOL — 8 t. LAVARDIN • LEEM; ACOUSTICS
QUADRASPIRE •

ROGUE AUDIO •

SME

SHANLING

L
YRA
SHUN

MONO PULSE • NORDOST • NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE • OPERA • PAGODE » PATHOS
M OOK

SUGDEN •

Conveniently located between Reading and

7Comet 1-louse, Calleva Park, Aldermaston

Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes drive

Reading, Berkshire RG7 8JA

F

from either Junction

12

on the Mieor Junction 6

on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the
building. We have ahome evaluation scheme for
those who might find this method more convenient.

T 0118 981 9891
Einfo@audioconsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

TRANSFIGURATION

UNISON

RESEARCH

W ADIA

Demonstrations by appointment.
Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 18:0o.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration and
previously owned equipment listed on our website.

ACHIS116

Five- channel sound from just asubwoofer and two sats,
and all in asleek little package? That's what KEF's KIT100
promises when Uni Qmeets NXT
KEF KIT100

home cinema dreck - here's a room-friendly,
user-friendly, BWFH-friendly system that, well,

psychoacoustics - you just might find that the
package is the hone-cinema solution to

PRICE

£1200

doesn't suck. The obverse is that it doesn't set the

recommend to non-enthusiast friends with the

SUPPLIER

KEF Audio

world alight, either. But that is to damn the KEF

usual cost/space/evil wife considerations.

CONTACT

01622 672261

KIT100 with scant praise, because it is so clever

What they'll get for £ 1200 is absolutely

in so many ways that even ye of the high-end

everything bar a monitor - and that includes

www. kit 100.com

disposition might find ause for it. It is to painless

pictograph instructions a moron could follow. As

home cinema what Tivoli is to radio.

for the KIT100 DVD, this single die-cast zinc unit

CiEBSITE

just gotta love marketing guys. They
probably assumed that the only people

y

KEF's method for extracting five-channel

in turn houses aDVD player, AM/FM tuner and the

surround from two speakers is not asubstitute for

processing. Around the size of a London phone

who remember the original usage of the

atrue 5.1 set-up. Not that KEF claims to replace

directory, you can

name KEF KIT are now such old farts that it's OK

five discrete channels with its Uni-Q/NXT hybrids.

to resuscitate the moniker for something with
absolutely no connection to DIY speaker bilding.

It's absolutely true 5.1 Jp to a point, that point
being adecent frontal area slightly greater than

dimensions of only 324 x 59 x 262mm ( whd).
Which would be apity, as it's gorgeous and cool

In 2004, KIT stands for KEF Instant Theatre, and
it's just so, so kaddish a name that you have to

180°. If set up correctly, the sound will extend to

ou

hide it away thanks to

in avery iPod-y way
KEF stresses that the KIT100 DVD does not
feature a virtual surround system, ' like most of

How many magazines will head their

the sides... but forget Star Wars flyovers and
bullets flying from front- left to rear- right. If you

revrews, ' Nice Pece of KIT'? ( RIP, Mr Cooke.)
But smiling is what the KEF KIT100 is all

approach the KEF KIT100 with this in mind that it's a sane compromise rather Wan an

Dolby Digital and NS processing and five

about, because - amidst a plethora of budget

attempt at defying the laws of physics and

analogue amplitiers in the subwoofer. KEF also

sm le.

www.hifinews.co.uk

the others on the market.' Hear, hear, say I.
Instead, it has rive discrete channels, with real
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Walrus Systems

11 New Quebec St, London VV1

tel: 020 7724 7224 fax: 020 7724 4347 email: contact@walrus.co.uk web: www.walrus.co.uk
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'mere
Amplifon WL25 (left): 28W/channel using 6P3, £795
Amplifon WT40 (centre): 40W/channel using 6C33, £ 1995
Amplifon WT30 II (right): 31W/channel using 6H13, £ 1395
Amplifon is proving to be ahuge success both with reviewers and customers alike - we are delighted! Now made in the EC (a
warm welcome to our Polish neighbours is in order), this range of three models, all superbly built, all featuring automatic biasing,
and all with large, wide bandwidth toroidal output transformers suitable for 4or 8Ohms, offer superb value for money. Sound
quality is reminiscent of the best classic designs of the past, but modern circuit techniques and transformers give an authority of
presentation and power reserve often lacking in older designs. Truly modern classics!
The Jadis Orchestra Reference (left) from
France, at £ 1699. Output of 40W/ch using
KT90s, and even featuring that long
missed attribute, tone controls - my, takes
me back!
The Consonance MlOOS (right), £ 1595, is
proving to be areviewer's favourite,
offering adelicacy which is aspeciality of
the 300B output valve, giving here
25W/channel.
For people who prefer the authentic Star
Trek look, the Shanling STP80 ( left) fits
the bill perfectly! With superb build
quality, remote control, digital level
indicator, 35W/ch output, all for a mere
£1295. Oh, it sounds good too, by the way.
The Audiovalve Assistent 20 (yes, it is
spelt like that) is alittle gem from
Germany, with avery musical performance
-sweet as anut, we say. 30W/ch output,
in aneat chassis, for £ 1600.
The Musical Fidelity Trivista DAC: We have secured some of
the last remaining UK stock of this brilliant device. An utter
bargain for £ 1200 - and, as they say, once it's gone, it's gone!
Don't delay - pick up the phone now.

Slinkylinks are solid
Cawsey may not be the best known cable
(others spend more on advertising) but it's
quite possibly the best sounding. We have
been selling these Australian made silver
interconnects for several years and can
recommend them without reservation.

silver air dielectric
cables with the latest
bullet plugs, fantastic
sound at an amazingly
low price: £ 195 for a
1.2m set!

From £250 to £900 per metre set.

air tangent amazon amphion amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio physic audiovalve breuer
dynamic brinkmann cabasse cartridge man cawsey chord electronics clearaudio clearcover consonance decca
london dnm duevel dynavector ear yoshino ecosse final lab graham slee hadcock heart incognito infinity
isolda jadis jbl k2 klimo koetsu korato lavardin loricraft lyra michell engineering morch musical fidelity nordost
nottingham analogue opus 3 origin live ortofon papworth pro-ject rega revolver ringmat roksan shun mook
shanling shelter slinkylinks sme sonneteer spendor stax sugden sumiko tannoy tci cables tivoli audio tom
evans townshend audio transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo
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The system DVD player is not only compact and cool in an i
Pod y
way, it features an AM/FM tuner and houses all the processing
points out that, the only " virtual" channel is the
permanent phantom centre channel. In our view
Uni Q ( used for left and right) does agreat job at
creating abelievable phantom centre.'
In the KIT100 speakers, a 4in Uni Q driver
with 14mm tweeter is mounted at the front of the

edge — literally, when you played crisp
animation through it — but the KEF
was not shamed at all. Iwatched four
films on the trot and suffered no
viewer fatigue, so don't look for

Aclever

compromises here.
But while home cinema virgins

configuration of

magnetically-shielded chassis. The rear section
houses the NXT surround speakers, positioned

should love the KEF from the off,

speakers creates

those

surround sound

directly behind the fronts. The flat panels behave

surround sound system will find the

in adipolar manner and, ' rely on acombination of

lack of sound from behind to be
disconcerting. Instead, just let the movie take

237 x 119 x260mm ( hwd) die-cast aluminium,

excellent bloom in the front nearfield plus side
wall reflections for gaining good surround effect.'
So you can see that KEF isn't taking any
chances: the main left/right signals come through
their coaxial- like Uni Q speakers, while the
surround effects are via NXT panels, thus
sidestepping the whole issue of NXT quality.
Devious, eh? You get the diffuse benefits of NXT
and the sound quality of KEF's dynamic drivers —
especially useful for your stereo CD listening.

coming

from

a true

5.1

Uni Qand NXT

over and here's what should happen:
Using a mix of DVDs, ranging from the
dialogueheavy Phone Booth, to the bombastic
Pirates of the Caribbean, to the violently noisy We
Were Soldiers, it was clear that the KIT100 had
no trouble resolving dialogue, left-toright special
effects, and — surprisingly — deep and powerful
bass. It wasn't as fast or tight as, say, five
MartinLogans or aquintet of Sonus Fabers, but it

KEF stresses the KIT100 DVD does not
feature avirtual surround system, ' like
most on the market.' Hear, hear, say I
With only amonitor to add to the mix, Itried the
KIT100 via S-Video and composite into the
Marantz 4200 plasma and was immediately
staggered by the quality of the video playback. No
kidding: Idetected no loss of detail, the colours
were natural, the blacks as black as Nigel Tufnel
requires.

Flipping

from

KIT100

to

Denon

DVD2900 was educational: the Denon had the

was intelligible and euphonic. However, agoodly
portion of the surround experience was vague and
diffuse, and this can be attributed to using NXT
panels firing off the side walls to create an
impression of surround sound.
Make no mistake, the stage was wider, deeper
and (as far as DVD movie playback is concerned)

liberty of messing around with cables or tweaks.
The only problem with the KEF KIT100 in
real-world terms is that it's too upscale for its
target audience. Mirrorreading Mr and Mrs Joe
Leisure Suit
probably think that £ 1200 all- in
is too much, when you can get house- brand
doggie-doo for £499. Sorry, KEF, but the Amstrad
curse lingers after 20- plus years, and Ithink your
retailers may have ahard time prising 12 bills out
of the great unwashed. But look at it this way: it's
probably too good for them anyway. II
Ken Kessler

Technology
In away, the subwoofer is the heart of the system
because everything links to it. Inside is a 10in
long- throw woo'er, but that's just part of the recipe.
The sub also contains all the amplification in its 398
x175 x515mm ( hwd) chassis, ahandsome silver
enclosure with a mirrored front. A computer lead
also connects from the sub to the main DVD/ tuner

more involving then straight stereo. No, it was not

unit, to accept all signals and control data.
Every command appears on the remote ( it would
help if this wat, illuminated — not an unreasonable

as convincing nor satisfying as five separate

demand givei that it's made for use in darkened

speakers with loads of power backing them up;

rooms) with she front of the DVD player containing

indeed,

maximum SPLs may prove

only power oi from stand-by; main power on/off is

problematic for some, so don't be afraid to crank

on the subwcofer), source select, volume up/down,

up the volume during ademonstration to test its

play/pause ar dopen/close. At the back of the player,

limits relative to intended room size and personal
preference. Be that as it may, Isoon forgot that I

in addition to the single computer socket that
connects it to the sub, are aSCART for VCRs or

wasn't listening to five separate speakers and sat

external DVD players, video inputs and outputs for

through the movies without feeling cheated.
As for pure music playback, the KIT100 won't

component

limited

have you consigning your high-end twochannel
with its

system to the loft, but — provided you defeat the
all-purpose setting for two-channel playback — it's

The sub,

could not ameliorate no matter how hard Itriec.
Remember: this system doesn't provide the

progressive scan), composite and

S- Video, optical digital inputs and outputs, and three
line inputs fo -stereo sources.

Features
al Clear, cohesive sound from compact units

mirrored

certainly more than listenable. Purists will be

front, is

hard-pressed to detect the transition from the

the heart

main speakers to the subwoofer, the stereo sound
stage is on apar with conventional systems using

• Superb video playback

small boxtype monitors, and the only repeatedly

• Big on userfi iendliness

of the KEF

discernible demerit is atouch of nasality that I

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Kandv
It's not all
black and white.

Q6)) 1111111
•

•

Roksan, for those with alittle more grey matter.

Henley Designs Ltd 01235 511166 info@henleydesigns.co.uk www.henleydesigns.co.uk

product reeks of teenage bedrooni. In terms of
parameters for adjustment, the Aego won't keep
Junior occupied for long; there's aswitch for low,

oustic Energy Aego 2
PRICE

£99.99

SUPPLIER

Acoustic Energy Ltd

CONTACT

01285 654432

WEBSITE

www.acoustic-energy.co.uk

medium and high bass — and that's it. The 6mited
range of inputs further serves to confirm that this

The average age of first time home buyers in
the UK has now reached 34, indicating that
more people than ever are living in rented
accommodation or with parents, which may
explains the plethora of compact subwoofer/
satellite combinations

in

the

market.

The

Beauty'. In terms of imaging, the Aego 2offered
afocused sounds:age of smal scale.
Overall, the Acoustic Energy Aego 2 offers a
well-engineered solution ta the problem of
achieving decent

music

reproduction

in

a

package isn't intended for living room use.
Iconnected the Aego 2 up to a variety of

confined space. lf outright sound quality is your

sources including a £200 CD player, aWalkman

conventional speaker system and amplifier would
offer an edge, however it wouldr't be as compact
or as funky as the Aego 2. And now that Acoustic

and my laptop. On every occasion the little Aego
delivered a pleasantly open sound devoid of
obvious vices. The sound was upbeat, bouncy and
had areasonable tonal balance. Light rocK, pop
and jazz such as Afterglow by Sarah McLachlan
were most suited to the system and were

Acoustic Energy Aego 2 subwoofer and satellite
combination is aimed squarely at those who do

delivered with convincing verve. The subwocfer

not want conventional box loudspeakers either for
reasons of space, style or domestic acceptability.

frequencies and was intell gently engineered to
only attempt what I would term ' mid- bass'.

The Aego 2 system comprises a lightweight

Clearly in aproduct of this type and budget, one

powered subwoofer measuring 350 x 265 x

is not going to be plunging the deptns of :rue sub-

provided

useful

reinforcement

to

lower

absolute priority then it is time that a £300

Energy has slashed the price from £299 to the
magic £ 100 mark, it's pretty hard to beat.
Obviously, the Rego 2 isn't really aimed at the hifi enthusiast in search of aprimary reference, but
for asecondary system in astudy or bedroom it is
worthy of recommendation, because it certainly
won't upset your audiophile sensibilities. MI
Jonathan Gorse

Technology
Acoustic Energy has engineered an interesting

350mm (hwd) and finished in white or black

bass in the manner of aREL. The Aego 2system

textured MDF, plus two 103 x68 x90mm ( hwd)

will go reasonably loud in a modest-sizec room

sub- satellite combination for asecondary room. The

satellite speakers with metal cabinets and grilles.

but won't fill alarge room as convincingly as, for
example, the significantly more expensive KEF

Aego 2guise is effectively a2.1 speaker system,

These are superbly built, so heavy they have a
'hewn from solid rock' feel.
Where the Aego 2 differs from the majority of
simian devices is in its flexibility. The subwoofer
will accept asource input at either line- or highlevel, via asingle RCA phono socket. Sources can
be plugged straight in while high-level input from

although it carries on- board amplification for afilm

eggs. Which may be an advantage if you are a

centre channel 'don. The system can be upgraded to

long-suffering parent.

full 5.1 status by adding an Aego 3 system
comprising three satellite speakers and aDD/DIS

Iwas particularly impressed with the sounc
leagues ahead of

decode -box, with on- board amplification for the two

normal computer speaker combinations. Playing

surround channels.. The subwoofer and satellites are
asealed box system and grilles are non- removable.
Subwoofer construction is lightweight, however build

delivered from my laptop,

the speaker terminals of an existing amplifier

DVDs such as Catch Me If You Can, the Aego
provided a surprisingly dynamic and ins'ghtful

should be connected via the supplied cable. On

sound. Musically . twas on the money, sound ng

quality is good. Tie satellites 2re extremely heavy

the front of the subwoofer is astereo mini-jack

fast and detailed.

for their size and can be mounted on ashelf, stand

that will accept sources such as TV, CD player,
Min'Disc, PC or a games console. Inside the

quite disappear into thin air the way that others

subwoofer are four channels of amplification for
driving left, centre and right channels plus the

In terms of integration the subwoofer didn't
with more sophisticated integration options can.
If you set the bass control :omax and then play

subwoofer. The satellites use gold-plated phono
sockets and attach via supplied cables which are

something bass heavy at high levels you can hear

of pleasingly good quality.
If this review is starting to sound like an

impressed with how loua and how low the
combination could go,

adolescent's fantasy then that's because it is. This

Newman's percussive ' Theme from American'

www.hifinews.co.uk

sounds of strain from the sub. l-loweve, Iwas
notably on Thomas

or wall using the supplied brackets.

Features
al Foul channels of on- board amplification
Ill Two channel but expandable to 5.1
Limited range of inputs
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Not for
conservatives

The comprehensive range of turntables by Pro-ject,
design is perhaps alittle less conservative than the norm
and yes, products are available in blue, and red, and yellow, anc; green.

High quality record players are available from just over El00
Contact us today for details of your nearest Centre of Excellence.
Centres of Excellence are our elite dealers who have shown commitment to customer service, a:tended
regular product training seminars and offer demonstration facilities on the majority of the Project range.

Project Audio

Distributed by: Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, infughenleydesigns_co.uk
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Ortofon

Kontra pun kt C

Ortofon's latest Kontrapunkt will set you back
exactly agrand, but can this cartridge cut it?

Ortofon Kontrapunkt C
PRICE

£ 1000

SUPPLIER

Henley Design

CONTACT

01235 511166

WEBSITE

www.henleydesigns.co.uk

0

notons range of moving- coil cartridges took
on anew look five years ago with the arrival
of the MC Jubilee. Unlike previous high quality

pick-ups — such as the then- flagship MC7500 or
more affordable Rohmann — the cartridge's body
was fashioned from an injected metal process,
rather than hewn from asolid lump of metal. The
Kontrapunkt models A and B came next, literally
in the Jubilee mould, but at around half the price.
Now Ortofon has added two more Kontrapunkt
models — the Cand H — to fill the space between
Kontrapunkts Aand B, and the MC Jubilee.
All Kontrapunkts use the same body casting,
sintered stainless steel ( where the more expensive
Jubilee uses asteel/aluminium mix), in apackage
that weighs 10g. Differences lie in the choice of
stylus tip and cantilever, giving a spread of UK
retail prices from £ 500 for the Amodel to £ 1000
for the Kontrapunkt C. Confusingly, both Band H
models are priced at £750, and again differ in
choice of tip and cantilever. For the moment,

rather than a hand-me-down copy. Treble is
sweeter and

more extended,

and

complex

comparisons between the A and C, the bottom
and top models, will be made, while a further

waveforms like layered harmony vocals come

review will try to discern what differences exist

The extra detail is heard in the tidy and lean

between the two middle Kontrapunkts.

across with more distinction.

so than other Kontrapunkts, the Cgives asense of
tracking well and providing uncongested sound
even when following difficult, complex passages.
Comparing the A and C models, the extra
money spent doesn't mean atrade of musicality

midband too, which gives agood impression of a

for bloodless accuracy. The interesting challenge

cartridge around the £ 500 mark. Unlike some

translucent, impartial rendering — there's not so
much of the liquid richness and filigree detailing

'cheaper' moving-coil cartridges it doesn't sound

that Japanese superfi cartridges like to trade on.

will be to probe the differences that lie between
two identically- priced models, the Band H. •
Andrew Harrison

The Kontrapunkt A is probably my first choice

Maybe even more so than other Ortofon
Kontrapunkts, the C offers uncongested
sound even following complex passages

Technology
The Cmodel differs from its B, Aand Hbrethren ( yes,
the letters spell out the name Bach) in its choice of
stylus, in this case a ' Nude FG 80' mounted on a
conical aluminium cantilever. Ortofon provides
specifications of 20Hz-50kHz (-3dB) response,
470pV output ( 1kHz, 5cm/sec) and compliance of

It is a weighty

Acouple of musical example to illustrate: using

cartridge, giving plenty of body and low-end
authority and boasts acarefully-judged extension

the cheaper A cartridge, ' Perpetual Change' [ Yes,

12pm/mN. Tracking force range is 22-27mN, 25mN

The Yes Album, Atlantic 2400 1011 had asolid,

(2.5g) recommended. Internal impedance is 5ohm,

meaty rhythm backing, but with some loss of

and recommended loading is 20-200 ohm.

too exposed in the top-end.

that doesn't let it get into too much trouble when
trying to trace the trickier HF wiggles.
Slipping aKontrapunkt C into the headshell of

definition on Squire and Howe's backing vocal

Features

refrain. The C cartridge gave notably superior
definition here, and with an admittedly somewhat

• Highest- performing Kontrapunkt cartridge

aged original pressing too. Kate Bush's breathy
voice on 'And Dream of Sheep' from The Hounds

• Sweet, extended response

'veil- lifting' experience as a sense of getting a

of Love [
EMI KAB11 had more space to scale up
to; alighter touch, and more articulate fricatives,

II Solid, tangible bass

little closer to the first generation tape source,

and safely controlled sibilants. Maybe even more

aSME M2-9 on aT+A GIO S [see page 28] where
once had been the A, the most immediately
change was the new extension provided beyond
the treble range. It's not so much a clichéd

www.hifinews.co.uk
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A3.2 SERIES lI
NTEGRATED AMP, PREAMP, POWER AMP, TUNER, CD PLAYER AND DAC .

A3.2 SERIES.
M ACHINED, MIL- SPEC ALUMINIUM FRONT PANEL.
PLATINUM PLATED FITTINGS. REMOTE CONTROLLED. PHONO STAGE.
POWERFUL, ROBUST, BUILT.

FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST RING 020 8900 2866. www.musical fidelity.co.uk

MUSICAL FIDELITY

Is your system up to scratch?
If so, these affordable mains
leads and cables will reward
as much as they reveal

Campaign Audio Design

cleaning windows on a sunny day. Everything

seeking to tweak the tonal balance of your system;

sounded fundamentally the same but a layer of
misting seemed to have been removed, giving a

they transmit the musical information with little
of their personality intruding. Provided you are

fresh and clearer view of the music.

prepared for the possibility of hearing some
hitherto unheard inadequacies in your partnering

PRICE

£701£128/£95/£105

SUPPLIER

Campaign Audio

CONTACT

02920 779401

unusual cable Ihave seen. It looks like acopper

business.virgin.net/cad.cables

car brake pipe with a phono plug on each end.

WEBSITE

The Maelstrom interconnect is the most

A

swith many small companies in this industry,
Campaign Audio Design has grown out of one

Care needs to be taken in bending it to shape
when installing it, and Ian Phelps suggests that
the tightest curvature used is that around the

equipment or recordings, audition them. II
Tony Bolton

Technology
The Conqueror — MI is made of high purity Oxygen

man's enthusiasm for music and the desire to

width of the palm of the hand. Also, the two

Free Copper with asilver plated conductor enclosed

improve the reproduction of it. To this end Ian

copper sleeves must not touch otherwise it will

in PTFE. It has acurrent capacity of 120A at 230V.

Pielps now runs abusiness supplying arange of

'common' the signal returns. Yet even after three

The MK mains plug fitted has asilver-plated fuse and

cables to run from mains socket to speaker. On

months' use and seven differert installations,

fuse holder, and is treated with CAP18 contact

test here are the Conqueror - MI mains cable at
£69.99 (this costs £ 127.99 for a2m length with

each requiring a major degree of reshaping,

enhancer. A400A Voltage Dependent Resistor may

everything still seems solid and together, and the
tube stil straightens with no kinks or creases
where the bending has occurred.

be fitted to the plug to control spikes and over
voltages. Meanwhile, the mains filters fitted as an
option to the distribution block consists of metallised

a six-way distribution block and filtering), the
Maelstrom Interconnect at £ 95.49 ( 1m pair) and

polypropylene flm capacitors.

the Conqueror - SCL1000 speaker cable at

Sonically this interconnect makes for a clean

£104.99 ( 2x5m stereo pair).
Starting with the mains, the distribution block

fresh sound with little, if any, alteratior to the

with its built-in non-inauctive RF filtering was up

wouldn't say that it totally disappears sonically,

first. Plastic blocks are used on the grounds that

but Iwas left with the sensation of listening to the

the solid phosphor bronze buss bars used inside
make for a better sound than the ' daisy chain'

music, rather than the equipment or cables.

configuration found in some other types of block.
In use I was impressed by the absence of

completed the set-up, providing the last polish to
the sonic window. Now performers seemed :o

again PTFE insulated silver plated OFC, terminating

extraneous background hiss ard grain, which is
the usual accompaniment to the sound when

have a :actile presence in the room, especially

joints are made with lead free 4% silver solder.

ordinary extension blocks are used. The filtration
seemed effective, but without imparting the
si ghtly ' held back' sensation that is often aside
effect of mains filters.

partnering equipment's own sonic signature. I

The Conqueror SOL

1000 speaker cable

with vinyl Lsed as the source.
Of course, such transparency is adouble-edged
sword and inadequacies in the original recording,
or in components making up the reproduction
chain, can be all too obvious. Older records can

IEC-equipped

seem bass light or a little thin sounding on

mains lead cleaned up the sourd still further, the
result being not dissimilar to the visual effect of

occasions while a more capable source brings

Adding the Conqueror - MI

www.hifinews.co.uk

The Maelstrom interconnect consists of a high
purity silver plated conductor enclosed within PTFE.
This lies within ahigh purity copper tube which acts
as the signal re .urn path and screen. The gold plated
phono plugs are also insulated with PTFE.
The Concire .or SCL1000 loudspeaker cable is
in gold-plated beryllium copper plugs. All soldered

Features.
Ill Clean anc focussed sound
• Little apparent sonic signature
• Unusual, but effective, interconnect design

obvious rewards. Don't buy these cables if you're
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Spendor

S5e

loudspeaker
Anew Spendor that offers all the
naturalness of old, but with a
crispness and bass to turn heads

Spendor S5e
PRICE

£1095/pair

SUPPLIER

Spendor

CONTACT

01323 843474

WEBSITE

www.spendoraudio.com

"T

hirty odd years ago, Spendor was a
byword for natural uncoloured sound in
loudspeakers. Started in 1969 by Spencer

Hughes and his wife Dorothy ( hence Spen Dar) its
designs drew heavily on research into energy
storage and improved cone materials carried out
by the BBC, for whom Spencer had worked.
The BBC's most creative period in loudspeaker
research was through the 1950s and ' 60s. Cast
your mind back, if you can, to atime before the
massive boom in sales of hi-fi loudspeakers and
systems. Commercial designs of the day all
sounded very different — not just from one model
to the next, but from one loudspeaker to the next!

•

As someone once said: it's one thing to build a
good loudspeaker, but another to build hundreds
all sounding the same.
Of course, the BBC required consistency, so
that listening to speech and music in one studio,
or continuity suite, would relate directly to what
was audible in another. Problems could be picked
up, described and corrected far more easily than
if the sound were different at each location. One
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loudspeaker

The base incorporates the speaker's port while
the spikes spread out at the rear for stability

of the biggest problems at that time was
inconsistency in the paper pulp cones commonly
used. Another was cabinet coloration. The BBC
dealt with cabinet problems by using fibre pads
glued to thin ash plywood. Cone consistency and
coloration were dealt with by using materials
discovered or researched by the BBC such as
Bextrene, critically curved and doped with a
damping layer for the smoothest frequency
response and

low energy storage and,

more

recently, by the use of Polypropylene, which
required little or no applied damping.
Spencer Hughes understood these techriaues

making good loudspeakers, voiced similarly to
their classic models, but some might say that
somewhere in this process, the brand both lost

braces. These not only steady the drive unit
chassis but also damp any vibrations either due to
New:onian reaction, or vibration of the cabinet

with the audio zeitgeist.

panels and structure.
True to its heritage, Spendor aimed to achieve

SPENDOR MOVES ON
Enter Phil Swift, latterly of Audiolab. who bought

a natural sound with low coloration, yet also
produce a more modern sound without the slow
bass and chesty colorations, which the classic

sight of .ts core buyers and didn't quite keep up

Spendor in 2001 and set about updating the
designs, while retaining the brand's core values,

BBC heavy damping and thin ash ply construction

with aview to winning new customers (assisted by
engineer Graham Landick, latterly of B&W,
Audiolab, TAG McLaren and NXT).

and set up the manufacture of loudspeakers

They have carefully been making changes. The

applying them. In addition to building BBC-

S5e is one of the first new Spendor models to

designed loudspeakers like the LS3/5a under
license he designed his own, based on BBC

be fully re-designed using a combination of
established and newer techniques, with the aim

The sound of the S5e is best summed up
as typically that of Spendor — but brought
forwards by more than 30 years
technology. For instance, the Classic BC1
employed an 8in BBC- based woofer and Celestion

of delivering what Spendor feels customers

HF 1300 tweeter, with an STC super tweeter

built its reputation on designing and building its
own woofers. The S5e is no exception. The S5e

similar, but not identical to, the BBC's LS3/7.
The BC1 was quite possibly the first
commercial loudspeaker ever to use Bextrene as a
cone material. With the full experience of the
BBC's research laboratories, coupled with
Spencer's voicing skills, perhaps it is no surprise
that Spendor loudspeakers were at the cutting
edge at that time. Indeed, the BC/ was

require of the brand today. For instance, Spendor

woofer is acompletely new design, with amagnet
system designed with the help of Finite Element
Analysis. The cone of the upper bass unit is made
from EP38 polymer, anew cone material, with a
smoother roll-off and sound than before. Asimilar
material, EP 39 polymer, with a hard machineturned Delrin dust cap serves as the lower bass

considered by many as having the finest, least

unit. The two woofers work in unison at low

coloured midrange of any moving-coil speaker and

frequencies, leaving the upper woofer to handle

sold very well to both the BBC (who bought more
BC1s than its own design) and music lovers.

the midrange on its own — often referred to as a
two-and-a-half way configuration.
Spendor has gone for the more modern

However, Spencer sadly died, the mantle of
design passed to his son Derek, fashions changed

approach of a stiff MDF cabinet but, whereas

and expectations shifted. Spendor left the control
of the Hughes family and entered the hands of a

some manufacturers leave the cabinet either free
of damping or add massy pads to store more

company whose

energy, Spendor has introduced lossy interfaces

primary

business was the

manufacture of mixing desks.

www.hifinews.co.uk

It carried on

between the driver magnets and rigid cross

Seas tweeter, while drivers use new materials
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111

111,

s.M

Fig 1
Composite frequency response ( nearfield woofer
and 1m axial) at one metre. This shows fine

(red),10° above ( blue), 10° below (green), 15°

flatness and good bass extension ( see Test

position (green) and 1000 point spatial average

horizontal ( mauve), 30° horizontal (grey). Only at

Results below opposite). Sensitivity ( 2.83V) was

around the listening position ( red).

82dB to 83dB at one metre.

below axis ( green) is there ahint of partial
cancellation due to phase/time time of flight

could lead to in larger designs. Phil Swift believes

cabinet being very different acoustically. The slot

their form of braced MDF construction gives them

port encourages laminar flow thanks to a slight
flare to the outside, says Spendor.

just what they were looking for — particularly in
today's market, which demands a crisper, more
positive bass and upper bass/lower midrange
delivery than of yore. Another variation from the

Off axis family showing consistency: on axis

By placing the port close to the floor the
radiation space is defined, and by rear-facing it,
any coloration from it is directed rearwards, where

The double basses and staccato strings
were presented with iron-fist- like power
and clarity — there was no blurring here
traditional theme is the adoption of asiot—shapea

it becomes less audible. Considering this works so

reflex port instead of the traditional tube. The aim

well, it is surprising more designers don't do it
more often. The reason is probably down to the

is to linearise air flow, reduce air velocity and help
the port 'see' asimilar environment at each of its
ends, despite the inside and outside of the

In-room third octave responses. At listening

BUILD QUALITY
It's clear by looking at both the outside and inside
of the S5e that this is avery well made speaker.
It's quite asquat, narrow design, measuring just
790mm high, 165mm wide and 264mm deep,
and boasts a very well veneered cabinet.

which features bi-wireable gold-plated input
terminals, supports the internal crossover and
avoids the vibrations that can occur with cheaper
plastic input ' cup'

inserts. The crossover is

market perception that somehow the bass gets
'lost' behind the speaker — which is plain daft
because at these frequencies the bass is, of
course, omni-directional. The last clever bit is to
CNC machine the port into the MDF Dase, for
ease of manufacture. Now, that's what Icall neat.
The tweeter is not an in-house design, but a
new SEAS 27mm dome tweeter, featuring adome
and surround made from anew Soniflex material,
claimed to have low density and good internal
damping. A vented centre pole and damped rear
chamber help provide alow resonance frequency
and minimise delayed reflections.
THE CROSSOVER
As has been the tradition at Spendor, the tweeter
level is adjusted by an auto transformer (or
tapped inductor if you prefer) that is part of the
crossover design, to avoid the use of resistive
attenuators. Spendor has moved on from the
laminated iron inductor cores emp'oyed in the
past, which were chosen for lower distortion in
preference to the industry standard ferrites. In the
S5e they have chosen a form of iron- dust core
with very low loss and distortion, providing high
saturation levels, combined with greater linearity
and low DC resistance for good bass control and
an undistorted sound. Meanwhile, polypropylene
capacitors are used for their low dielectric loss

The steel backplate
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particularly Ike the stainless-steel back plate,

The use of stiff
MDF cabinets
signal amodern
approach

and pure sound quality.
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loudspeaker

balance. In its place are awelcome tautness and
clarity which are bang up to date.
The S5e's qualities were apparent virtually
from the opening bars, and it didn't really matter
which kind of music Ichose. For instance, James
Taylor and Mark Knopfler's vocals in ' Sailing to
Philadelphia' were lovely — well projected yet
without unnatural

projection or colour. They

sounded just right. Here was a nicely rhythmic
presentation with deep well- paced bass and crisp
107

but not emphasised cymbals. Also, the reverb
around both the voices and instruments was

Fig 4

Fig 5

Impedance of the S5e. Note the phase ( blue) is

MIS curve showing unusually low delayed

within atight band and not high when the
modulus ( red) is low. The modulus drops to

energy, which points to low coloration.

excellently reproduced.
In the Shostakovich

11th, played by the

London Symphony Orchestra and conducted by
Rostropovich [ LSO Live LS00030] the orchestra
was surprisingly convincing given

3.7 ohms at just under 300Hz, making thw

Spendor is such a small

Spendor a4 ohm design.

that the

loudspeaker. The

pizzicato double basses and staccato strings were
presented with iron-fist- like power and clarity — no

spaced from the metallic panel by apiece of MDF

listeners desire today, but so is the style of sonic

to avoid interaction with the inductors. The base,

presentation — akind of marriage of old and new.

blurring here. Indeed the whole orchestral stayed

which incorporates the port, has sturdy large

This 21st Century Spendor has all the brand's

clear and clean even when played loudly.

diameter inserts for adjustable spikes that are

traditional

hallmarks of naturalness and low

One further feature of the S5e that Ifound

spaced outwards at the rear to improve stability.

coloration, plus the kind of positive bass delivery,

pleasing was that it also manages to sound superb

Overall, the S5e is avery pleasing package.

lack of compression and distortion, and crisp but

when

uncluttered treble that is required to deal with the

played quietly.

It seems to maintain

SOUND QUALITY
The sound of the S5e is best summed up as

wide bandwidth and dynamic range of modern

resolution and hear-through clarity at very low
replay levels — something that is not that common

programme material. The old BC1 had a lovely

among speaker designs these days.

typically Spendor — but brought forwards by more

midrange and so does the S5e, but gone is that

But back to the Shostakovich, and the S5e was

than 30 years. Not only is the shape what

seminal design's woolly bass and chesty BBC

like an open window to the performance. As the
music built up in tension and conflict — layer

TEST RESULTS

upon layer — with searing horns, zylophone

The on-axis frequency response is commendably
flat and smooth. The composite curve in Fig 1is

exceptionally flat, with avery gentle tilt down at

glissandos and menacingly pounding drums, the

high frequencies and the mild 2kHz bump only

S5e stayed in perfect control to the last bar. The

a blend of the near field and one metre axial

just visible. The 1000 point averaged third-

music may have left me emotionally drained, but

curves and stays within + 2.5/-1.5dB from 54Hz

octave curve ( taken at around the listening

the

to above 20kHz, with bass down approximately

position) is even smoother, especially through

programme with

6dB down at 45Hz. Analysing the port and

the midrange and treble, with

muddle or bass boom.

woofer outputs showed the lower woofer to be

boosting output below 100Hz. The consistency

Let's take two rather less animated pieces of

truly that. Output from this cone rolls off above

in these curves — especially between the on and

music — the lyrical ' Concierto de Aranjuez' and

60Hz. The port is tuned to around 50Hz and has

on axis responses — also suggests consistency in

'Fantasia para un Gentlehombre' by Rodrigo

quite abroad contribution and very little in the

the various listening environments.

[1981 recordings by Carlos Bonnel with the

room gain

S5e

coped

peerlessly,

delivering

no harshness,

the

congestion,

measurement was fairly

Montreal Symphony Orchestra on Decca 400

Sensitivity, for 2.83V, measured at one metre,

innocuous, though dipping to 3.7 ohms at

054-2]. These were reproduced with agenerous

at 82.5dB, was below the modern average.

around 300Hz ( which strictly speaking, to IEC

sense of depth and scale, aprecise and articulate

Indeed, it was alittle on the low side, especially

guidelines, makes it a 4 ohm speaker and not

guitar sound, sweet sweeping strings and flowing

way of spurious resonances.

The

impedance

considering that the Spendor 5Se is really a 8ohms as in Spendor's specification). However,

un accentuated bass. The S5e handled both

4 ohm loudspeaker — see later. But this is more

the electrical phase stays within 41° ( at 21 Hz)

compositions with

than compensated for by the good depth of bass

and is never high in phase at impedance

realistically as one could wish for from apair of

natural

tonality and

as

and clean overall sound produced.

minima, so this should be an easy load for amps

speakers costing £ 1095. Without doubt, this is

The off- axis frequency responses are all very

to drive. Curiously, only one of the normal bass

an accomplishment better achieved by the S5e

smooth, apart from at 10° below the main axis,

reflex peaks is visible, possibly due to the effect

than many loudspeakers at this price.

(though the above-axis performance is more

of the two woofers.

I'd hate to give the impression that these are
showing

'classical' speakers, but they do cope very well

axis). At 30° horizontally off axis the response is

delayed output after the signal had ceased, was

with this musical genre. They would be a fine

smooth, through mid to treble, showing the small

very clean. The tweeter's output has very little

choice for many music lovers who find it hard to

woofer/mid unit to have a broad dispersion

delayed energy and drops rapidly to 25dB down

find anything made today at asensible price that

across the crossover region.

in one millisecond. This very tidy behaviour ties

delivers truly enjoyable and all-encompassing

The third- octave in- room measurements show

in very well with the clean treble from the S5e.

delivery of all sorts of music — including classical

a very smooth and even frequency response at

A minor ridge at 2.2kHz associated with the

works. Ifor one could — and did — listen for hours

my normal listening position ( green curve) with

woofer also drops fast — by 12dB in amillisecond

to awide variety of recordings. Need Isay more?

no visible dip due to the floor reflection — no

and 25dB in 2milliseconds. This all points to a

Ithink not — except to suggest that you add the

doubt assisted by the use of two physically

sound having low overall coloration due to

Spendors to your listening list if this is the kind

spaced woofers. Across the audio band output is

delayed energy.

of sound you seek.

influential on the in- room sound than at below

Finally, a MIS waterfall curve,

Dave Berriman
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A question of

texture

It's the time and effort spent on the tuning
that make this system so special. Interview
Steve Hart ,
oger Phi

Hi Fi .
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or Eric it's all about believability: ' It's aquestion you ask
yourself, after you've got big dynamic range, you've got

limitless power, you've got the bass under control, you've
got stereo image, you've got all the hi-fi boxes ticked.
And you still don't believe it, you sit there and you think,
"what's missing"?
'A few years ago, for want of abetter word, Iarrived at
"texture" as the concept of what was missing. And you
can get it, I think, and go a long way towards
believability. And you can believe there is somebody in
the room with you. Not just because the sound is coming
from apoint in the room, but because it's recognisably
human, or wood, or string, or its air being moved.., it's
just texture.'
Eric's system impressed us all. It's asystem — or should
Isay, a room — that has really achieved its end, that
so-elusive believability. So how did it all start?
'I was in aschool where there was acut-off point and
something like one in nine kids at 0-level would make it
into A-level. So my father out of generosity, or probably
desperation, offered me a trip to Australia to visit a
girlfriend who had emigrated there, if Imade the cut.
Inspired by this, against all the odds Imanaged to make
it — by which time the girlfriend had told me to get lost
anyway. The hi-fi was aconsolation prize.
'It was an ERA turntable, Supex cartridge, Radford
HD250 amp, Nakamichi 610 Ithink and to my shame,

'I thought maybe tdidn't have enough
power for the speakers; 800 watts
later Irealised Iwas wrong'
Bose 901. But the Bose was my first introduction to real
hi-fi. When you sat down and listened to it it made avery
persuasive argument, it made so much sense. And
arguably it still has qualities that alot of two-channel hifi struggles to emulate. It has some of what five-channel
does. It didn't do it very accurately, but you couldn't
deny the ambient experience. But then that was before
soundstaging and imaging permeated my consciousness.'
So then you started to get more serious?
'Started reading magazines! Ithink what happens is
that when you have asystem and you improve it, you
think, "Ah, this must be what they're talking about!".
And then you improve it again and you think, "This is
definitely what they're talking about!", and the truth is
you're amillion miles away from what is possible. And
probably, so are they, but they don't know it either! I
shouldn't say that to ahi-fi journalist, should I?'
So, after that first system?
'I went downmarket first, because of college and no
money — small loudspeakers and an integrated amplifier
— then bit by bit Igot back on the ladder and went
through the journeys of the big ProAcs and big
electrostats and all sorts of things. Were Iin my present
room, Ithink that the big Sound Labs, that Ino longer
have, would have worked incredibly well. But in the
room that Idid have, they were completely blown away
by the ProAc Response 4!
'The Sound Labs were wonderful. They were really
transparent. In my experience 'stets work their magic best
on people who aren't into hi-fi. My wife would sit down
and listen to the Sound Labs when in 25 years of
knowing her she'd never sat down and listen to music
otherwise! It should have told me something! But Ihad
60
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them in aroom that was very open-plan, big stairwell
and so on, and there was just no way there was any kind
of bass loading going on. And because of that, you ended
up listening to small-scale music — female vocal, quartets
and so on — and the minute you put on anything with a
rock bent to it, it kind of collapsed on you, there was just
no substance to the sound. But if you put 'stets in aroom
where they can actually load it properly, all the things
that people don't like about them — the idea that they are
too ethereal and insubstantial and all that — don't exist.
The problems go away.'
Moving to the present house brought Eric the
opportunity to devote aroom ta music.
'It was amajor renovation. Your whole life you dream
about having a dedicated listening room. First and
foremost I wanted nothing to rattle, so everything's
concrete in there. Ihad then apair of ProAc Response 5
speakers, which Ijust dropped into this room. And Iwas
suicidal! The bass was all over the place. The roam
produced a huge 80Hz spike, a huge 23Hz spike. the
mids and highs were bouncing off all the glass in the
walls and the ceiling. It was unlistenable. Ithought
maybe Ididn't have enough power for the speakers; 800

www.hifinews.co.uk

Swe ets pot
Infinity Prelude MIS
speaker [ far leftl
combines a
semi- line- source
mid/treble array with
apowerful active
bass section. The
handsome rack
which houses the
Sony SCD-1 plus the
Audio Synthesis DAX
Discrete DAC
lwww.audiosynthesis.

.•••

co.ukl is by Grand
Prix lwww.
grandprixaudio.coml

watts later Irealised Iwas wrong. So Iwent the other
route, had speakers that had no bass to them, cut off at
40Hz._ tried doing the valve thing, just listening to one
woman singing in a bathroom, so the room desn't get
excited... it was just nonsense.
'Men Itried the Accuphase room correction, which
had alot of benefits Ithink, in that it tamed the bass. But
that is ablanket sort of room correction, which Ithink
boosts as well as attenuates across all the frequencies.
And the problem you get into when you do that is that
you will never have enough power to do it well. And
then an the dynamic range just goes out of the system, all
the life goes out of it. You're getting areasonably accurate
representation of what is on the disc, Iguess, but all the
life has been sucked out of it because you don't have
enough power. If you had unlimited power, it would be
quite an interesting route to pursue, but then you have a
second problem, and that is, unless you are using aline
source Iguess, the minute you have something that is
generating sounds as a sphere, then it bounces
everywhere, and you've got one microphone... so what is
it picking up, what are you measuring?
'So although it improved the situation in quite obvious
ways, it was never asolution that you could be happy
with, because the music was never something you could
sink into. Either that or Iwas just doing it wrong.'
But then the Infinity Prelude MTS speakers [reviewed
Oct '03) unexpectedly provided the answer. They have a
self-powered subwoofer section with RABOS (Room
Adaptive Bass Optimisation System).
`I was very surprised by these speakers. RABOS
basically measures everything from 250Hz downwards
and works out where all the spikes are and then allows

www.hifinews.co.uk

you to attenuate the major offending spike. It's quite a
benign way of doing it, it cleans up the sound quite abit.
Because you've got that subwoofer, everything below
80Hz being driven by 850W, you've got a4 ohm load for
everything above that. So if you put in areasonably big
amplifier in there, suddenly you've got dynamic range,
you've got control._ and those ceramic drivers Ithink are
viceless. There may be one or two things that you wish
they did more of, but there is nothing they do that
irritates you, which if you listen to music for long periods
Ithink is actually quite abig thing.
With the bass under control, you start to notice other
stuff. You get smearing because you get sound bouncing
around off the glass and the walls and everything, so you
buy as much room attenuation as you can and you stick
it everywhere, and then that problem goes, but then so
does the life in the music. Then again you have to find
the balance between some

Below: the
dedicated room —
the soundstage
can be adjusted
by rotating the
RoomLens tuning
devices seen in
the centre and
outside the two
speakers

degree of liveliness and
having
some
kind
of
intelligibility
in
the soundstage and some
kind of imaging and having
instruments that don't sound
like glass all the time. And
within the constraints of
keeping the room habitable, I
think I got to that point
maybe as much as ayear ago.
'And Ithought that was it,
that within the constraints of
the room, this was as good as
it was going to get... and I
Hi-FiNews AUGUST 2004
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MUSIC
of Winchester and Taunton

KRELL

4, SPECIAL

Your chance to trade up to America's
finest at an unbeatable saving!
For a limited period only, we are
offering
a
fantastic
trade-up
allowance on a wide range of Krell
audio and video products as part of a
special Krell summer promotion.
Telephone for details - but hurry: this
offer won't go on for ever!
ON DEMONSTRATION

KRE
Here at last!
Resolution
immediacy,
designs and

RESOLUTION

Based on the reference LAT series, the
range of loudspeakers highlights
neutrality, detail and dynamics in
prices that will surprise you.

SONUS FABER STRADI

RI

The most beautiful looking and the most beautiful
sounding loudspeakers in the world. Rich and
sparkling, yet with a frightening dynamic range.
Franco Serblin's greatest triumph.

The ORACLE DELPHI V
Our favourite turntable of all time is back with us
again after all these years - and sounding better
than ever. The loveliest way to enjoy your records.

"...powerful, gutsy
and totally enjoyable"
For details of your nearest dealer please telephone

+44 1722 332266
or visit

www.naim-audio.com

The PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY
Brian Rivas and Alison Holmes can be contacted at:

Winchester: 01962 776808
Taunton: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Agencies include: Krell, Sonus faber, Jadis, Copland, Pathos,
Oracle, Audio Research, Unison Research, Martin Logan, Chord
Company, Transparent, BCD. Futureglass, finite-elemente
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Sweetspot
performers around, which is crazy. Then you've got a
designer soundstage, which is everybody's dream, and
which no amount of parametric equalisation will do for
you. And that is abig step forward. I've spent thousands
of pounds on equipment upgrades that haven't got
anywhere near making that kind of achange.'
Amplification for the mid/treble section of the
speakers is aMark Levinson, and the recently-acquired
front-end of Eric's system is really something special:
that Sony SCD-1 SACD player has been heavily modified
by David Heaton of Audio Synthesis, to provide an
idealised optical-out transport to feed the Audio
Synthesis DAX Discrete DAC.
'Well, I'd had Audio Synthesis for areally long time,
and despite trying DACs of various descriptions Inever
found one that persuaded me it was overall a better
product than the Decade. Not that the Decade didn't have
its limitations. It did have a bit of a digital signature,
which Iwas happy to live with, because Ithought it was
on the discs! But the Discrete does everything the Decade
did better, and it doesn't have adigital signature. And I
The three tubes
in the RoomLens
are Helmholtz
resonators, each
tuned to

'You've got adesigner soundstage,
which no amount of parametric
equalisation will do for you'

different
frequency by a

don't know if it's the 16-times upsampling, the fact that

partial filling

there's no analogue gain stage... but it is aproduct that's
an order of magnitude better than the Decade.
The SCD-1 and DAX Discrete are now housed on an
elegant yet functional rack.
'I got this Grand Prix rack partly as an appeasement to
my wife because it looks less Heath Robinson than the
arrangement Ihad before. And my jaw just hit the floor
when Iheard it, Ijust sat there. It was just silly. And then
Ithought "witchcraft..." but then you look into Grand
Prix Engineering's history and they have abackground in

The fine- sounding
Mark Levinson
No 431 stereo
power amplifier

started thinking about equipment again! But Icaught
myself in time!
'The underground press was going on about
RoomLenses, and Itracked some down and — only halfbelieving what was being said, because the claims being
made for it seemed so ridiculous — Igot some sent in.
Well, it's freaky what it does, you can hear it for yourself,
it makes no sense.
'You go on apower kick, because you can make the
soundstage bigger, you can make it deeper, you can move
THE SYSTEM
Sony SCD-1 SACD player ( used as transport)
Audio Synthesis DAX Discrete DAC
Mark Levinson No 431 power amplifier
Infinity Prelude MTS loudspeakers
Madrigal CZ Gel interconnects
Purist Audio HDI speaker cables
Nordost Eldorado power leads
Purist Audio power lead ( for SCD-1)
KE Electrn.ics mains treatment
Grand Prix Audio rack ( for SCD-1 and DAX Discrete)
Argent Roomlens ( x3)
Echobuster room treatment panels

www.hifinews.co.uk

making parts for CART racing in the US and they have a
lot of materials science behind them. They are probably
the only people who actually measure racks, they've got
accelerometers and so on, so the isolation quality of the
rack is aproven.
'But then there's too little of that, Ithink, in hi-fi. The
hobby suffers for it. And that's why five-channel is
basically killing two-channel, because it's so much more
accessible. Because the results are more repeatable. Too
much of that wonderful experience we know we can get
from two-channel depends upon your ability to actually
work the room, and work the way the equipment
interacts and so on, and it's experience that's hard won
in terms of time and also in terms of experimentation,
dollars and cents. And nowadays, people won't take the
time, because the wins are cheap and easy to get, you just
bung afive-channel system and, whoah! Whereas most
two-channel at any price, Iwould argue, when you first
put it in aroom, it's underwhelming.'
But Eric's painstakingly optimised system proves you
can have that 'wonderful experience' with two-channel.
'You can gets wines that are balanced, so you've got
acid, tannins, fruitiness, whatever you want to call it, in
balance, and yet not integrated. So technically, it might
be agood wine, but you don't want to hug it! And yet get
awine that is integrated, and you want to hug it!
'And Ithink that slight tilt is what makes somebody an
obsessive hobbyist.' •
HI-FiNews AUGUST 2004
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performance of a lifetime.

a lifetime of performance.
Contour S 1 . 4

DVNAUDIO

"...dynamic, thrilling
and totally involving -

AUTHENTIC

PIDettrY

www.dynaudio.com

True high performance is enduring. And not easily
quantified. The ultimate testament of high performance is underscored by passionate engineering
leading to timeless design. The precise balance of the

For details of your nearest dealer please telephone

Dynaudio Contour S1.4 will move you with a lifetime

+44 1722 332266

of excitement and satisfaction as only a classic in the

or visit

www.naim-audio.com
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Opinion

John
Crabbe
A

rrival of this year's Proms prospectus reminded me of the
critical paragraph about last year's FM transmissions

included in my March ' 04 piece. And as abberant BBC
sonics of another kind are on my list for possible mention, here
are some more grumbles. They concern both music and
speech, the one present when not wanted, the other erratic to
the point of prompting switch-off.
A couple of years back Iwrote of the 'growing mania for
adding music to both radio and TV programmes when it serves
no useful purpose and diverts attention from the subject'. That
mania not only continues but has recently taken hold of people
producing discussion-cum- interview compilations for Radio 4.
Mercifully, the virus hasn't yet been inflicted upon the likes of
Melvyn Bragg's In Our lime, but
when it has crept in, silence is

Music has even
been scattered
through aserious
news programme.
For me it is
another instance of
the moronification
of radio

banished wherever normally there
might be pauses. Thus the two of

(iii) Interview with aperson whose voice Iknow from direct
conversation but who here sounded dim and bottom heavy.
(iv) Documentary about aspects o city life, with various
interviews where the witness most frequently called upon
sounded extremely dim and boxy.
(v) Programme examining reliability of early acoustic voice

five March programmes entitled
Emotional Rollercoaster to which I
listened were crammed tight with

recordings, where it might have been expected that at least the

music inserted between spoken
passages from presenter and
experts alike. This removed the

aleader-cum-continuity man who was hopelessly dim and
boomy in the very worst over-close pressure-gradient

natural moments for reflection or

had decided to sabotage the whole programme to make a

absorption that occur in real life,

mockery of its subject.

while tending ( at least in my case)
to shift attention to naming the
music or its composer. Also, I
wouldn't be surprised to learn that
the procedure greatly irritated

some of the participants when
they heard what the producer had done to their contributions.
As Iwrite, music is now also backing trailer items and has

present-day voices would sound natural. This involved a
presenter ( who was fine), several commentators (variable) and

microphone tradition. This was ludicrous, almost as if someone

Finally in this tirade, over to Radio 3for the East Meets
West concert broadcast on March 10 this year, presented by
Lucie Skeaping, whose voice was very loud, upfront and
over-full at her many entrances. Indeed, ridiculously so if one
had set the volume to let the BBC Concert Orchestra come
across with anything like abelievable impact. Irealise that this
rs part of aperennial problem which sets hi-fi/music
aficionados against the supposed needs of Joe Public, but this

even been scattered through aserious news programme.

instance was so bad Iimmediately scribbled an angry note in

Someone senior at Radio 4 must have sanctioned this whole
business in the belief or hope that it will attract or hold
listeners, but for me it is sheer madness, another instance of

the margin of my Radio limes.
None of the above can be blamed on my focal FM relay,

what has been aptly termed the moronification of radio.

change its behaviour from programme to programme. But some
months back it did become severely distorted on all channels,
which Iduly reported. Several checks were made, but as the

My second gripe, though, is about something that looks more
like incompetence than lunacy. It concerns recorded voices
strung together in juxtaposition despite huge changes in quality

which provides astrong line-of-sight signal and would hardly

relay responded correctly to these without on-site investigatiol,

from speaker to speaker, asituation often calling for little more

my complaint was ignored until further impatient phone calls

than proper attention to levels and tonal balance during
editing. Ihave astring of notes jotted down in response to

brought out an inspection party. Then suddenly everything was
fine; but when Ipnoned to report this and offer thanks, it was

transmissions made over the last year or two, from which the

claimed that they had found nothing wrong. So, as the

following snippets derive:
(i) Round-table discussion concerning afamous author,

distortion disappeared with the inspection, it seems that the
simple act of entering the tiny substation's hut had effected a

presented by awoman whose voice was dim in the extreme in

cure, presumably making this an example of the classic poor
connection unwittingly put right without being located.

comparison to the other speakers.
(ii) Programme about an opera, with the leader using various

In acurious old-fashioned way Ifound this rather

contributors in sequence, his own voice bright and clear but
others varying from OK to awful, with one ( awoman) so dim it

encouraging, especially in view of my recent hints that poor
contacts can be at the root of many supposed audio faults

needed close concentration to understand what she was saying.

and their cures. II
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REVIEWS

Introducing Joseph Calleja II Live Haydn Creation • Budget
Schumann cycle u RPO ' Light Classics' winner iJazz with
Basie, plus Bru beck and Herbie Hancock on SACD • Rock
from IVorissette and The Charlatans • Audiophile vinyl classics

Classical
BARBER
Knoxville • Essays for
Orchestra 2 and 3 •
Toccata Festiva
Karina Gauvin, Thomas Trotter.
RSNO/Marin Alsop
Naxos 8.559134
56m 55s (£)
What strikes one about this
programme is how well it is
conducted - particularly in
Knoxville. Singers as contrasted as
Leontyne Price and Dawn Upshaw
have recorded it, and Gauvin's

BRAHMS
Violin Concerto
DVORAK
'New World' Symphony • Overtures
by Beethoven and Verdi
Gil Shaharn, BPO/Claudio Abbado
TDK DV-EUCO2

Dvorak, it is abeautifully played Ninth ( first- movement •
repeat observed) with some ultra fine ppp string
playing. His Egmont is perhaps squeaky-clean but the
Brahms is asatisfying collaboration, and there's no CD
alternative with Shaham: aplayer who has matured
into athoughtful musician. CB

112m (£££) DVD-V
How much perspiration can avaluable fiddle take?
During and after the first- movement cadenza we see it

PERFORMANCES HIGHEST LEVELS OF MUSICIANSHIP
RECORDING SIMILAR TO BPO/ABBADO ON DG

in closeups, running in rivulets down Gil Shaham's
face and streaking the body of his violin; aworrisome
bead quivers on the lobe of his right ear. And given that
the Berlin Philharmonic principal oboist is plum- red in
the face during his solo at the start of the Brahms slow
movement, this is asharp reminder of what physical

(a Canadian soprano, Iinfer from
the booklet - where, incidentally,
James Agee's texts are included)

effort we take for granted when listening to orchestral
music.

is an attractive voice, although

-although it would be ashame to miss the excitement
at the end of the ' New World', when the audience
response, with flowers thrown down to the platform,

diction is unclear and the interval
leaps lie uncomfortably relative to

value. Although Abbado's is hardly the Czech ideal of

BRÁFIMS
Violin Concerto

DVORÁK
Symphony No.9
•I-ree the Y., Werle

Gil Shoham

Berliner Philharmoniker
CLAUDIO ABBADO

It may be too much to watch comfortably

prompts the Verdi encore - and Imost enjoyed this
2002 live concert from the Teatro Massimo, Palermo,
via auniversal DVD player with no screen connected
(it means piloting blind through the menu with
remote).
For under £20, this DVD represents extraordinary

ZOLTAN KOCSIS
the original singer, Eleanor Steber.
Steber commissioned Knoxville
and her classic 1950 recording
7:=

(albeit with dubiously tuned winds!)
survives in Sony's Masterworks
Heritage series.
Less familiar is the Toccata
Festiva, as the name implies a
display piece written in 1960, when
anew organ was donated to the
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These works were produced
between 1999-2002 in two

virtuosity, such as you would

BEETHOVEN

encounter in aChicago or Berlin

venues; Tony Faulkner engineered
the Second Essay. CB

recording, and something

PERFORMANCES WORTH HEARING
RECORDING MOD

However, as we came to expect
with Kocsis's later piano

Piano Sonata Op.57
`Appassionata' •
Fantasia Op.77
SCHUMANN
Davidsbündlertânze

BARTOK

performances, the fantastic levels
of accuracy and detail are achieved

Jonathan Bliss
EMI 5 85894 2

with little personal warmth. ( That

65m 58s (££)
Jonathan Biss is apupil of Leon

Concerto for Orchestra •
Dance Suite • Hungarian
Peasant Songs
Hungarian National PO/Zoltan
Kocsis
Hungaroton HSACD 32187
62m 31s ( Especial)
SACD hybrid
Kocsis, along with Ranki and
Schiff, came to prominence as a
pianist but since 1997 he has been
music director of the Hungarian

unquestionably idiomatic.

said, this is perhaps the finest
Dance Suite we have had.)
This expressive shortfall is
accompanied with the feeling that
in the engineering the Hungarians
haven't come up to the more
sophisticated levels generally
found today. The bassoon group is
faintly amusing in its balance
prominence. The SACD ( stereo)
layer is slightly to be preferred - in

Fleisher, although in his foreword to
this debut disc he alludes to Rudolf
Serkin asa role model: the
Fantasia, generally regarded as an
indicator of how the composer
might have sounded as akeyboard
improvisor, was one of Serkin's
party pieces ( his Columbia/Sony
recording was recently reissued, as
was a1947 Appassionata). This is

Philadelphia Orchestra. ( It features

National Philharmonic (formerly

Concerto for Orchestra the upper

in this year's Proms' Last Night.) By
the side of the concise, masterly
Essayson the disc, it's ashallow
offering but here it allows the

not to say that Biss's powerful

the Hungarian State Orchestra). It
goes without saying that the players

strings' forteoutburst at [ 51],
mutes off, is atelling marker, rarely

meet all the demands of Bartók's
three works; and there's a

comfortable on records. CB

Appassionata is modelled on
Serkin's reading - the dramatic
urgency in the middle section of

brilliant Thomas Trotter to shine.

difference between applied

RECORDING GOOD HALL DEPTH
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PERFORMANCES IDIOMATIC

the slow movement, where
Beethoven subdivides the beat into
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Music Choice
Classical

There's an attractive alternative on

JOSEPH CALLEJA
Tenor arias
Joseph Calleja, Giuseppe Verdi Orchestra,
Milan/Riccardo Chailly
Decca 475 250-2
52m 57s (£££)

Joseph Calleja is frong Malta, asingularly promising

Harmonia Mundi ( Julie Price/ECO)

tenor now 26, who says seeing aMario Lanza film
opened his ears to music that was an alternative to
heavy metal, his hitherto favourite. He sings extracts

where the solo playing is more

from Cilea, Donizetti, Puccini and Verdi operas with

reticent, or subservient to the
whole; Elder's take on the music is
more elegaic than light-hearted but

choral and other vocal support where necessary
and with superb accompaniments from Chailly's

both are equally convincing.

Milan orchestra.
What is
most striking

player, with every minute detail in
perfect focus, but his response is
essentially cerebral. I
was left

is his obvious

JOSEPH CALLEJA
7WeAtias
'Riccardo Chailly

Heinrich Schiff is aremarkable

unmoved by both the Concerto and
Falstaff even though these are
splendidly accomplished by the
Hallé. Elder's tempi seem

sincerity and
commitment
to the music,
rather than
using it as a

appropriate, except that the first
movement of the Concerto is
unusually slow; the clarity is
exemplary; and there's nothing
amiss with the sound ( Bridgewater

vehicle for his
vocal talent.
Perhaps this
is why the
collection ( 15 track:;) works as asatisfying whole.
He has avirile ringing tone, but sounds slightly dry,
say in relation to Pavarotti's liquid style when in his
hey-day.
Is there asuspicion of resonance added to the
voice? The hall acoustic is quite cavernous.
PERFORMANCES AVERY CONVINCING SINGER
RECORDING ALMOST APOP PRESENTATION

Hall/BBC Studios Manchester) —
yet I
found myself at sea, distanced
from the soul of Elgar's writing.
As it happens, EMI has just
recoupled the Boult Falstaff and
Cello Concerto, with Tortelier
(5 85152 2) which is the safer
option. I
hardly dare mention the
two Barbirolli Hallé versions, the
Concerto with Navarra... CB
PERFORMANCES SOMETHING MISSING

JOSEPH CALLEJA

RECORDING
compelling performances, best not
attempted at asingle sitting.

ALL

WELL BALANCED

semiquavers, is absent from the

idiosyncratic (though not as much

older pianist's interpretations. In
fact, Biss reminds me more of the

as Pogorelich on DG), his view of
the music is most starkly

youngJulius Katchen, in his

contrasted with Kempff, whose

The artwork here is rather brutal
and the packaging carries aCopy

combination of intellect and

Controlled marker. The recordings
were made by Deutschlandfunk

Linn CKD 223

physical strength (the instrument

early Decca recordings were
recently reissued. The inimitable

frame resonates — groans? — with
the accumulation of sound).

Radu Lupu disc remains the
standard recommendation ( Decca

Min. CB

To my ears, the Harpsichord Suite

PERFORMANCES DARKLY IDIOSYNCRATIC
RECORDING UNUSUAL CHARACTER (GOOD)

HWV430 arrives as something of

Biss a'so makes agood deal of
sense of the Schumann: not the
easiest of the major piano works for
the listener to get to grips with. CB
PERFORMANCES POWERFUL!
RECORDING EXCELLENT

BRAHMS

417999-2) and it adds the Op.79
Rhapsodies. But Vogt's are

74m 18s (£££) SACD hybrid

Heinrich Schiff,
Graham Salvage,

Klavierstücke Op.118 •

Andrew Shore, Hallé

Lars Vogt

Orchestra/Mark Elder
Hallé CD HLL 7505

EMI 5 57543 2

Pamela Thorby/Richard Eggar

ELGAR
Falstaff •
Cello Concerto •
Romance •
Smoking Cantata

Intermezzi Op.117 •

Klavierstücke Op.119

HANDEL
Recorder Sonatas

69m 42s (££)
To dispose of the rarity

an oasis midway in this set of

première first: the 50-

intimately scaled pieces, as— on
different players, on both layers

piano, they should be heard
quietly, in asmall room' wrote

seconds Smoking Cantata
was aprivate joke slightly

and regardless of level settings —
when the recorder is played forte in

Arthur Rubinstein, describing

misfiring here, as the key
sibilant is muffled in the
recording— ' Kindly.., do
not SMOKE in the hall or

59m 25s (£££)
Works of chamber music for the

Brahms's late pieces as marking
'ultimately areturn to resignation'.
Vogt puts it far more forcefully in his
introductory note: monstrous in
their meditative calm, nonetheless
full of inner agitation' ( 0p.117). He

staircase'. It was the other

makes the collection more sombre,
perhaps, than any pianist on

Romance has the bassoon
as balladeer rather than

records. Dark, expansive, slightly

clown of the orchestra.
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short item which gave me
most pleasure: Elgar's

its upper register, its shrillness
vitiated pleasure in the playing.
Handel's sonatas in Aminor and G
minor are performed with a
chamber organ, and for some
reason ( maybe the recorded
microphone placements changed)
the sound is less of aproblem. CB
PERFORMANCES SUITABLY INTIMATE
RECORDING APROBLEM FOR ME
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HAYDN
The Creation

MAHLER
Symphony 4

original colours; but he's not above
painting in afew twiddles of his

thrills, if not spills, in the concerto

Dorothea Rbschmann,

Laura Claycomb, San
Francisco SO/Michael Tison

own. So here, using period timpani
and brass, and following

Thomas

Schumann's metronome

Choir, Concentus Musicus
Wien/Nikolaus Harnoncourt

San Francisco Symphony
(Avie) 821936 004 2

indications, he scotches the old
misconception of symphonies

BMG DHM 82876 58340 2

music (to its advantage, I
think) at
the expense of excitement. It's the

62m 27s (£ special)
SACD hybrid
it is difficult to comprehend how,

poorly scored yet cannot resist
asking his wind players to add
decoration — for example in the

Prelude in Gfrom Rachmaninov's
Op.32 that is the standout track.
the one Ihave been marvelling over

in the early 1950s, Mahler's music

slow movement of No.2 or the first

—notwithstanding the pianist's own

was reviled by the establishment
critics: only the Fourth Symphony

allegro in 4.Idid rather resent
these details, but welcomed the

virtuosic Concert Paraphrase on
Polka italienne.

escaped censure ( there were then

observation of repeats. What can

Ihave always felt that this
composer's music was Arcadi
Volodos's ' natural habitat',

Michael Schade, Christian
Gerhaher, Arnold Schonberg

106m 12s (£££) two discs
'Yes. Then it's down- hill all the way'
was afellow writer's response when
I
was recently enthusing over
Haydn's masterly orchestral
introduction to The Creation. He

fatigue the ear in Schumann are
the endless dotted rhythms and
sforzando accents; but Zinman

adisappointment. This new disc is
his most satisfying yet, one where

obsessiveness.

he combines depth and polish. CB
PERFORMANCES COMMENDABLE
RECORDING SACO OFFERS MORE

to those in Barenboim's recent rerecordings ( Warner); and the
even- numbered works fare best.
This is acharacteristically

was, I
suspect, really thinking

just two recordings: Bruno Walter's

about the relevance today of the
Miltonian ideologies that ( via Baron
van Swieten's German translations)

and van Beinum's). Although the
larger- spanning Third and Sixth
Symphonies in Tison Thomas's live

inspired the music. It is the pictorial
aspect of the work that makes it

San Francisco series have won

popular— although Haydn drew a
blank when it came to the tiger
(should have read his AA Milne).
Notwithstanding the gorgeous
church setting in the booklet
photograph, Harnoncourt's
Creation is live from the Vienna
Musikverein; and as he did in
recording Symphony 98 ( which
involves akeyboard interpolation),

international awards, Nos 1and 4
are more persuasive,Ifeel. Very
different from the earthy Mahler of
Klemperer or Horenstein, this new
Fourth is silky, long drawn-out — the

Cala CACD 0537

PERFORMANCES CHALLENGING
RECORDING DD

TCHAIKOVSKY
Piano Concerto 1
RACHMANINOV
Solo piano works
Arcadi Volodos, BPO/Seiji
Ozawa
Sony Classical SH 93067
54m 27s (£special)

spacious on records. Some of the
phrasing is faintly camp; and the

SACD hybrid
At least in the

solo violinist in ( ii) is lyrical rather
than diabolic.

seven
Rachmaninov

harpsichord in the recitatives.
As well-tuned nowadays as any
modern- instrument orchestra, the
Concentus musicus adds real

improvements wrought by Tilson

offering insights

Thomas — there's no other

into the studio

character to the superb choir;
Christian Gerhaher and Michael

American orchestra I'd rather hear
today. The sound is good too: the

acoustic; in the
Tchaikovsky, in

Davies Symphony Hall ambience is

either form, the

alittle more focused with SACD
stereo playback. First and second
violins are placed antiphonally. CB

bass is alittle too
heavy and the
quality is rather

PERFORMANCE ASPACIOUS CONCEPTION
RECORDING SACD LAYER PREFERRED

dead fora
concert

is purely subjective but I
was
slightly disappointed by the
Gabriel/Eve parts.)
It is fairly essential to follow the
libretto and — asmall criticism
perhaps— DHM's booklet is glued
into athree-part digipack, which
sits awkwardly on one's lap. The
consensus view ( no pun intended)
is that Harnoncourt's is now the first
choice Creation. CB
PERFORMANCE OUTSTANDING

Zurich Ton halle Orchestra/
David Zinman
Arte Nova 82876 57743 2
123m 17s (£) two discs
David Zinman is like one of those
who restore canvases to their

RECORDING VERY GOOD

AUGUST 2004

SCHUMANN
Symphonies 1-4

1-11-FiNews

Scott and Weinberger

price if not the most central of
recommendations. CB

solos, the SACD
layer offers a
gain over normal
CD playback,

Schade are also outstanding. ( My
response to Dorothea Róschmann

Symphony 6 • Works by
Mozart, Tchaikovsky,
New York Philharmonic/
Leopold Stokowski

slow movement one of the most

I
much liked the soprano cast

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS

provocative rethinking of the
music, worth having at budget

in the finale ( even if she was alastminute substitution); and one
wonders all the while at the

he uses fortepiano rather than

although his Third Concerto proved

says his aim with the cycle was to
recreate the composer's
The ' Rhenish' lacks some of its
customary richness; speeds in the
'Spring' are diametrically opposed

68

may be disappointed. Volodos
takes every fence with ease and
Ozawa is wholly supportive, but
they take afairly serious view of the

78m 58s (££) historic
Stokowski was first, by amatter of
just two days, to record Vaughan
Williams's Sixth Symphony, in
February 1949 ( although
Koussevitsky led the American
premiere). Boult's first recording
can be heard on Pearl ( GEM0107),
the transfer having— as here — the
composer's first scoring of the
scherzo, subsequently revised,
when substitute 78rpm sides were
issued by HMV. Stokowski's

recording— the
solo balance is
not too forward,
though, except
when boosted in
the final gallop to
the finishing
post. Those
looking for

www.hifinews.co.:ik

timings for the Moderato (
ii) and

examples of counterpoint — not, I

Epilogue(iv) are markedly shorter
than Boult's but he is said to be

think, encountered in the ' Four

closer to the metronome markings.

admits, developed in aBach- like

It's adramatic performance
familiar on LP since 1974, later on

way. There is indeed some

RPO/Bart yWordsworth

extraordinary music here: such as

Warner 2564 61438-2

CD, when coupled with
Mitropoulos's searing Fourth; Cala,

the Adagioof RV121 or in the
structuring of the Dminor
Concerto, ' Madrigalesco' —

59m 34s (£££)

though, working from the original
lacquers provides better sound.
This all- 1949 compilation has
three live broadcasts
(Tchaikovsky's Romeo and Juliet,

Seasons' — but not, as Alessandrini

minuscule in terms of timing.
Theorbo, guitar and harpsichord
are heard as continuo instruments,

with Stokowski's trademark quiet

and the playing is lively and
individual ( different, for example,

ending is studio): the first example
of Stokowski in aMozart symphony,

from the Vivaldi impression created
by Teldec's II giardinoarmonico

the Haffner; Weinberger's
Schwanda the Bagpiper Polka and
Fugue ( outrageous — is there a

recordings), if with an occasional
sour edge from the strings. Strongly

quote from The Bartered Bride
buried in there?); and less
engaging musically but apiece of
World War I
Ihistory, From the
Sacred Heart, which includes a
spoken introduction by the
composer Thomas Jefferson Scott.
It was one of the 'Vdiscs' sent out to

recommended. CB

PERFORMANCES LIVELY
RECORDING
ENGINEERED
WALTON
Belshazzar's Feast •
Orb and Sceptre •
Crown Imperial
Christopher Purves,
Huddersfield Choral Society/
Leeds Philharmonic Chorus/
English Northern
Philharmonia/Paul Daniel

BRITISH LIGHT CLASSICS
Pieces by Arnold, Coates, Ellis,
Farnon, Wood and others

Calling all Workers— or should that read ' Calling all
over-60s'? All the old BBC
favourites are here, short
pieces used as signature tunes
to Desert Island Discs, Dick
Barton — Special Agent, Dr
Finlay's Casebook, What the
Papers Say, The Archers, Paul
Temple (' Look out Steve,
there's abomb in here...!').
Additionally we have a
compendium of wonderfully
crafted little pieces— some we
recognise but perhaps cannot put aname to—
including Jamaican Rumba, the Dam Busters
March, Cornish Rhapsody, Portrait of aFlirt,
Westminster Waltz; Vanity Fair (
Anthony Collins,
better known as aconductor) and three items
reflecting aone-time fascination with the railway:
Rhythm on Rails, Coronation Scot, Puffin' Billy.
The three or so Hyperion discs of Ronald Corp
have covered similar ground but, for me, they sound
slightly off-target. Barry Wordsworth and the Royal
Philharmonic, though, really have the measure of
these light classics; and with Andrew Keener
producing, Simon Eadon as engineer, we have a
disc to rank with the Mercurys by Frederick Fennell.

Naxos 8.555869

48m 17s (£)
The choral forces sound splendid

And you don't have to be over 60to enjoy it!

in the acoustic of Leeds Town Hall,
and how clear is their diction! The

PERFORMANCES ENORMOUS FUN
RECORDING GOOD

atmosphere of foreboding at the
beginning is palpable and
promising for aBelshazzar's Feast
American forces; they probably

which, ultimately, proves alittle too

would have preferred avisit from

pushy, too slickly conducted. Well

Betty Grable!

balanced, the baritone soloist is
rather ordinary ( unless you count

Given with full-scale orchestra,
the Haffneris nonetheless exciting
and texturally clear; I
liked it
enormously. My two reference
players mistracked the last 1m 20s
of the Weinberger; the Opus 21
didn't even reach the Fugue; but
other listeners report no difficulty.

PERFORMANCES IMPORTANT DOCUMENTARY
RECORDING WELL TRANSFERRED HISTORIC
VIVALDI
String Concertos
RV115,120,121,123,
129,141,143,153,
154,156,158,159
Concerto Italiano/Rinaldo
Alessandrini
Opus 111 0P30377

65m 51s (£££)
Alessandrini's selection flies in the
face of the irresponsible claim that
Vivaldi recycled the same concerto
ahundred times or more ( although
the Presto finale of RV129 does put
one in mind of his ' Storm at Sea').
For one thing, we hear several

www.hifinews.co.uk

EMI

Préludes and three from Book 2of
Images, together with ahighly

V

rolled rrrs aplus) — no match for
Terfel in two versions, the live one
with Sir Andrew Davis ( Warner
Apex 092744394 2) obviously
better value, since it couples

effective transcription of L'apresmidi d'un faune by the English
musician Leonard Borwick.
Gurning makes the piano
percussive when apt ( the brutal
Petrouchka) but impresses me
most in ' Des pas sur la neige'.
'Poissons d'or' is particularly

Vaughan Williams's Job. Daniel's
two ceremonial fillers — Orb and
Sceptre akind of miniature

written for Arthur Rubinstein, six
excerpts from Book 1of the

Cockaigne? — are not that
engaging. My other

ALEXANDER
GURNING

recommendation would be
Decca's Walton collection with

Piano music by Debussy
and Stravinsky

sounds not unlike Michelangeli in

Litton and the Bournemouth

EMI 5 62665 2

Orchestra (470 508-2, four discs).
It is something of aparadox when

53m lis (£££)
In the ' Argerich presents' series, a

mask- like quality: the sounds burn
Gurning rather distances

listening comparisons suggest that
amore restrained approach, such

stunning recital by the Belgian born
(of Polish and Indonesian parents)
pianist, now 31, who studied in
Brussels then Moscow. He plays
thu Poirnuchka ,irrancementS

as Davis's and especially Walton's,
in his Philharmonia recording,
works best for this most colourful
and dramatic of choral settings
Naxos includes texts with an
excellent note for this sleeved
release. CB

PERFORMANCES BETTER ALTERNATIVES
RECORDING GOOD

brilliant and always Gurning finds
snatches of song in Debussy. He
his pianistic control and in acertain

himself. ( Check the new DVD of
Michelangeli in televised 1981
recital of Beethoven, Schubert and
Brahms— TDK 10 5231 9.) CB

PERFORMANCES SOMEONE TO WATCH
RECORDING EXCELLENT QUALITY

C
HRISTOPHER BREUNIG
BEN WATSON
JOHNNY BLACK
LASSICAL REV •
DIOPHILE KESSLER • ALL DISCS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE HI-FI NEWS CD SERVICE
Tel

1152 0

£££ full price; CE midprice. Ebudget, Especial POP
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TO

Oxford

Oxford Audio Consultants are devoted entirely to

Audio

your listening and viewing pleasure.

Consultants
Ltd
Opening Hours:
10am-6pm,
Monday- Saturday.
Oxford Audio
Consultants,
ince Oxford Audio Consultants
,cre established in 1988, we have
Iall a reputation as one of the

Cantay House,
and commercial premises, we can

inema,

audio-visual

and

Park End Street,

even provide outdoor loudspeakers
for your garden that look like stones
and sound magical! We are happy to

I,ading specialists in audio, home
multi-

media installations.
We are constantly striving to find and
qock
the
best
equipment
in

your purchase is, we provide awide
range of solutions that are both

where you will be able to experience
the best projector, plasma and TV

,stablished and new technologies
ranging from record-decks and valve

imaginative
quality.

based systems. We have awide range

amplifiers to digital radio tuners.
Internet-connected
multi-room
ystems,
state-of-the-art
home
inemas and fully computerised
lighting and ' smart-home' controls.
kw equipment and installations
range from the modest' to the
magnificent but no matter what

and

of the

highest

Our staff are knowledgeable, frank
and friendly and will assist you
with your purchase; they will be
able to advise you on everything

Oxford OX1 1JD

arrange site visits and surveys and
quote for most domestic and
commercial
applications.
Our

Tel: 01865 790879
Fax: 01865 791665

installations range from the invisible

of décor and invisible loudspeakers
throughout our store.
Oxford Audio Consultants provide a

to the dramatic, but no matter what
you choose we aim to provide

full range of custom installation
services for the home as well as hotel

the eye and the ear!

something that is beautiful for both

Email: oxford.audio@
btconnect.com

from the replacement stylus for
your turntable to the installation of
a multi-room audio and lighting
system. We can demonstrate a

Website:

wide range of equipment in one of
our three listening rooms, one for
small ' lifestyle'
audio
and

www.oxfordaudio.co.uk

surround sound systems, one for
audio, and one for home cinema
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Jazz
COUNT BASIE
At Newport
Verve 06024 98617618
57m 1ls (£££)
In his on-stage introduction, John
Hammond says Count Basie
swings his big band ( 20 pieces plus
two vocalists) like asmall one, and
he's right: this brash, knock-out
performance in July 1957 was by a
super-tight orchestra which had
just completed two European
tours. Duke Ellington had
electrified everyone at Newport the
year before (the famous
'Diminuendo and Crescendo in
Blue' featuring Paul Gonsalves),
and Basie wanted to do the same.
Hammond isn't quite the MC you
want ( he calls the band ' boys', and
in his enthusiasm for Jo Jones
manages to insult Sonny Payne),
but the Count's music is
unanswerable. Lester Young
provides an early highlight on
'Polka Dots and Moonbeams'.
This reissue adds in two encores
featuring vocalist Joe Williams, plus
afinal ' One O'Clock Jump', with
Roy Eldridge playing stratospheric
stunt trumpet over the tenor saxes
of Illinois Jacquet and Lester
Young. The horns prove that
Omette Coleman's harmolodic
system of superimposed melodies
revived avery old idea. BW
PERFORMANCE TIGHT, BUOUYANT AND
CERTAINLY EXTROVERT
RECORDING APPROPRIATELY PUNCHY

DUVAUHEWARD/
McPHEE
Undersound II
Leo LR 363
58m 03s (£££)
Although the trio obey improv
protocol by using all their names on
the spine, this sounds at first like
saxophonist Joe McPhee's album:
his linear, expressive line- a
spindly, wayward version of Albert
Ayler - foregrounds itself over the
other instruments like asinging
voice. Hailing from Miami, McPhee
lived in Europe in the mid-' 70s,
recording astring of records for
Hat Hut. His releases are often on
the thin side, both in sonic density
and on ideas, as if McPhee is
content to be an idiosyncratic voice
rather than amusical organiser.
Here he benefits from excellent
accompaniment. John Heward is
best known as an abstract painter,
but proved aterrific drummer with
the late, great tenor saxophonist

www.hifinews.co.uk

Glenn Spearman. He's ever
surprising, yet always rich and
supportive. Dominic Duval's
double- bass is well recorded, and
he knows this free jazz thing to bits.
As usual, McPhee wanders
around rather too much to hold the
attention completely for awhole
set, but together the three have a
funky interior pulse which is balm
to the soul: maybe the collective
group name isn't so far off. Though
it's alive date ( Casa Del Popolo in
Montreal, 6December 2000), the
recording by Martin Stone is of
studio quality. BW
PERFORMANCE CAREFUL, LISTENING AND
ABOVE ALL COHERENT
RECORDING CLEAR, ROUND, BALANCED

WILLIAM PARKER
Fractured Dimensions
FMP 122
78m 02s (£££)
On 7Novemember 1999, William
Parker's Other Dimensions in
Music was billed to play at the
Podewil in Berlin. Drummer
Rashid Bakr was unavailable, so
Alan Silva (the Brooklyn- born
bassist-turned-synthist who's
played with Cecil Taylor, Sun Ra,
Ayler and Shepp, and lived in
France since the '70s) stepped in
on piano and Roland XP- 50. This
was aboon: Silva and Parker's duo
album AHero's Return [Eremite,
1999; see HFN December 1999]
was one of the best releases of the
last decade.
Parker says he thinks of his bass
as adrumset ( Gstring as ride
cymbal, Das snare, low Eas gong,
Aas bass drum). True enough:
teamed with adrummer he can
create an ungly tangle at the
bottom end. Here, though, Parker's
bass really does play the drum part.
Silva's orchestral synth lines,
placed with extraordinary clarity in
the quartets whirling mix, are
deliriously inventive, humorous
and provocative. Roy Campbell
(trumpet, flugelhorn) and Daniel
Carter ( alto, clarinet, flute, trumpet)
are that rare thing, real jazz
musicians: utterly fluent and
vocalised, investigating the entire
musical space.
There are moments which recall
the outer reaches of Duke, Mingus,
Oliver Nelson and Muhal Abrams,
but little which fits the image of jazz
in the media: it's as if, pushed by
Silva, the quartet has given birth to
some new, fluent, dreamlike genre
of orchestral music in which
immediate speculation and lurid
power are suddenly united. In a

Jazz giants on SACD
THE DAVE BRUBECK
QUARTET
Time Out

Columbia CH65122
Hyb-id SACD 38m 37s (£££)

HERBIE HANCOCK

Head Hunters

Columbia CH65123
Hybrid SACD Lim 49s (£££)
Jamie Cullurr n-ight hope to give
SACD mass-appeal, but these
two jazz mega- sellers of earlier
decades will oe of more interest
to audiop'nibs. Ff you are
thinking ' do 1really need to buy
another copy of Time Out?' the
answer unforuna:ely may be
'yes'. On two-channel SACD
playback you get abigger space
round the instrumerts, more
scinillating cymbals, amore
spatially-defined bass. But even
if you dislike : he original
'left/right stereo' nix - with saxist
Paul Desmond ard drummer
Joe Morello 1c4cflied to the left
speaker - the faked- up
multichannel vet'sion doesn't
really do much or this epochal
1959 recording. On laKe Five'
the surround ver§on moves the
way it resembbs the contemporary
compositionofJames Di Ion.
Some tr mmingwoJld lelp: the
tension ebbs during
unaccompaniedsolos by Parker
and Campbell on ' Acrosses Rain'.
and they play past the na:ural

sax rather too ethereally across the
front while : he drums now spread
towards tie rear left.
Head Hunters is another story,
though, bKause this tine the -es
aproper muttichannel mix with
inszruments appearing natural'y
from all sides. l's aspacious,
spacey trip back to 1973 - but to
a 1973 where ouadrapl-onic
actually worked. And even if,
you're erough of an old fart to
prefer the pre- electric version of
'Watermelon Man', yct've got to
admire this one too. SH
PERFORMANCES STIL CLASSIC
RECORDINGS :; 1111 PERFECT

HEP,BIE HANCCC4'S PEADHUNTERS
ending of Sonnet For Armstrong',
but when this quartet arefiring on
all cylinders, they sound like
nothing onearth - which is what
jazz was reel' al about. BW
PERFORMANCES IIALLUCINOGEMC
RECORDING MELLENT
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Rock
ALAN IS
MORISSETTE
So- Called Chaos

LAMONT DOZIER
Reflections Of...

like'Heat Wave' and ' This Old
Heart Of Mine' is smothered

JamRight Records

under layers of what he

54633-2
61m 44s (££€)

presumably regards as
sophisticated grown-up
arrangements. By the time he

Lamont Dozier's credentials are
impeccable. He was one-third of

Maverick 9362 48773 2
41m 06s (£££)
This new Alanis album doesn't really

the fabled Holland- Dozier-

slouches into ' Stop! In The Name
Of Love' like Michael Bolton on

go anywhere. For my taste, she's got

Holland team of writers and

Mogadon, only awoodwind solo

herself stuck with two major
problems: the first is that she'll do all

producers behind literally
hundreds of classic Motown

by Kenny Gcould make it any
more cringeworthy.

kinds of cruel and unnatural things

tracks by The Supremes, Four

to amelody in order to fit her words
to it; the second is that even her best
melodies are starting to sound

Tops, Martha & The Vandellas
and more. Now in the, er,
autumn of his years, he's done
what backroom boys like him

uncomfortably familiar.
When she's not trying to be clever,

invariably end up doing:
recording abunch of his own
compositions all by himself.

as on ' Excuses', 'This Grudge' and
'Everything', she's enormously
enjoyable. Elsewhere, though, her
stylised Persian/Indian flavourings—

Unfortunately, the pop
sussand vibrancy of
1960s' Motown cuts

once quite innovative — are fast

This is the kind of stuff that
even pina colada- sipping lounge
lizards would consider icky and
that Lionel Ritchie would
relegate to B-sides. If you have
fond memories of the great days
of Motown you really don't want
this CD. JB
PERFORMANCES TEFLON- COATED
SCHMALTZ
RECORDING CRAFTSMANLIKE ADP,'
IACY

becoming clichés, and her absolute
self-absorption is increasingly
irritating. Other people only seem to

3m 16s). If nothing else of interest
happened on this whole album, I'd

appropriate Bacharach-like horns,

provides the twills and the spills,

and ' Making Repairs To Lisa'

who cares? JB

appear in her songs as extensions of

consider it good value for the'

features aplonking banjo that

PERFORMANCE DERIVATIVE .101E- DE-VIVRE

her insecurity. Devotees will lap it

moment alone. Take my word for it,

perfectly matches the DIY

RECORDING POWERFULLY CHUNKY

up, but I
can't see this one
expanding the fan base. JB

however, there's much much more

allusions of the lyric.

here, and it's all wonderful. J8

Other songwrIers should follow

PERFORMANCE NAVEL-GAZING ANGST

PERFORMANCE COMPELLINGLY INTENSE

RECORDING RICHLY TEXTURED

RECORDING MUSCULAR BUT SUBTLE

Jones through the streets, because
the man must drip music wherever

Keep Your Wig
RYKO PRCD10666

WILCO

MIRACLE MILE

he goes. JB
PERFORMANCE SUPREME ARTISTRY
RECORDINGS HOMESPUN REALISM

43m 34s (£££)
Fastball's immaculate 1997 hit 'The
Way' signalled the arrival of a

THE CHARLATANS

massive pop-rock talent out of
Austin, Texas, and the good news is

A Ghost Is Born

Stories We Tell
Records CDMM9

Nonesuch 7559 798 092

MeMe

67m 30s (£££)
Jeff Tweedy has never disappointed
me, not since the days when I
first

53m 58s (£££)
Ours is avery small island, so it's

encountered him asa member of

quite remarkable that we've
produced as much of the world's

the seminal US alt-country band

greatest popular music as we have.

Uncle Tupelo back in the early
1990s, and certainly not as leader of

These days, however, we're

Up At The Lake
Universal MCD60093

45m 05s (£££)
Once you get past the fact that it's
basically ' MrBlue Sky' by ELO

FASTBALL

that despite having come to the end
of their major label deal, they sound
thoroughly re- invigorated on their
Ryko debut. More than anything,
this album is infused and informed

cursed with cloth-eared A&R

slightly re-written, the titte track from

by the spirit that made the early

this album is actually quite fun. I'm a

acclaim has been studded with

drones at most of the major record
labels, so asongwriter as supremely

American responses to
Beatlemania so exciting, when

great songs and adetermination to

gifted as Trevor Jones has to

work, considering their last couple

bands like The Raspberries, Cheap

do things their own way.
To some extent, of course, that

produce his own CDs and sell them
on his own little label. The
combination of Jones's lovely voice

of albums as genre classics, but on

Trick and The Wackers were

this one they seem to have lightened
up and are going for thepop jugular.

signals back at us — just as The

and melodies with his

But the pop jugular they're going
for dates back about 50 years. ' Feel
the Pressure' Ssteeper] in Stonesy

Wilco, whose path to international

description places them right
alongside REM and if they go on
making albums as good as this one,
it may well be that Wilco will soon be
touted as the best band in the world
by critics who know no other way to
acknowledge the achievements of

collaborator/co-producer Marcus
Cliffe's multi- instrumental virtuosity
results in some stunningly tasteful
arrangements.
Aside from the standard voice,
guitars and drums, the opening

big fan of The Charlatans' recent

ooh-hoos and Dylanesque vocal
quirks; 'As I
Watch You In Disbelief'
romps along on the underlying riff

Beatles had reflected Elvis and
Motown back at the Yanks. The
difference is that Fastball is a
coherently American phenomenon
made up of equal parts Southern
soul, country rock and bar- room

They're not the best band in the
world. That animal doesn't exist. For

track, Milk Moustache', is lovingly

first line of ' Loving You Is Easy' is

boogie, all served up with the
intelligence of Steely Dan.

decorated with bassoon,

me, though, there's very little else to

identical to the first line of Minnie
Riperton's ' Loving You'

Tony Scalzo and his songwriting
partner Miles Zuniga are up there

compare with the intensity of their

glockenspiel, flute, clarinet, tenor
saxa phone and Bi Cole on pedal
steel guitar. And the whole album is

And so it goes. Everytrack is a
little mini-journey through the

with the best, drawing from the past

music. ' Hell Is Chrome', for
example, evolves from ajaunty
country piano intro into alonesome

much the same, with every
instrument chosen for its suitability

history of classic pop from
yesteryear, re-arranged and

easily their most vibrant album yet.

tale about the seductive power of
the devil, reaching apeak with a
guitar solo that sounds like

to the song it is intended to
enhance, rather than because there

performed with more than enough

check the original Louie Louie' and

conviction tome ke it sound fresh

the wonderful Paul Revere

splintering glass and features a
spine-tingling little conjunction of
curious electronic harmonies (at

the studio— which seems to be the
case all too often. 'As We Speak', for

and exciting again. Maybe they're
just operating on auto-pilot, but then

derivative ' Louie Go Home' in one
song gets my vote every time. JB
PERFORMANCE SPARKLING EFFERVESCENCE

their favourites.

www.hifinews.co.uk

happened to be one lyingaround

example, features exquisltely

from David Bowie's ' Heroes' and the

bouncing our British Invasion

arollercoaster ride is exactly the
same every time. Hell, as long as it

to create anew future, and this is
Besides, any band than can name-

RECORDING DOWN-HOME FUNKY
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Music Choice
Vinyl

Vinyl

ADOUBLE HELPING OF
HENDRIX HANDIWORK

ERIC CLAPTON
Me And Mr Johnson
Classic Records/Reprise
48423
(especial) Quiex SV-P
200g vinyl
It's easy to hear why EC's latest
received such middling reviews:
the delivery is so laid back as to
redefine ' mellow', and it's not like
he hasn't covered aload of Robert
Johnson tunes in the past. You
could argue, too, that Peter Green
delivered afar more interesting
homage six years ago. Be that as it
may, Clapton clearly felt like saying
thanks to his hero, and there are far
worse things than 14 tracks worth
of Johnson-via-Clapton.

DOC
WATSON
Southbound

RECORDING WARMER THAN THE CD — AND

picture Eugene Levy and Catherine
O'Hara doing the singing. Anyway,
the opener, ' You Were On My Mind'
is aclassic (amajor hit in the US for
We Five), and the worst you can say
about this is that it's'nice'. So call it
aguilty pleasure and just enjoy it.

NO COPY PROTECTION...

PERFORMANCE BEFORE THERE WERE

PERFORMANCE HUMBLE AND REVERENT

JIMI HENDRIX
Marton Scorsese
Presents The Blues

HIPPIU
RECORDING SWEET

ALISON KRAUSS &
UNION STATION

Classic Records
B0000698-1
(especial) two discs
Quiex SV-P 200g vinyl
Wow! Who'd have thought that
we'd get vinyl out of the magnificent
Martin Scorsese blues series! DVDs
and CDs, yes, but adouble LP of
Hendrix? At first, I
thought they
might have duplicated the
blues-only CD of afew years back,
but they've done their homework
and found aslew of other blues
performances, including two
previously unreleased tracks, ' Blue
Window' and ' Georgia Blues'. For
those of us who always knew that
Jimi was an astounding blues
player, this is agift. In short, an
essential purchase.

Mobile Fidelity MFSL 2-276
(especial) two discs 180g vinyl
GAIN2 half-speed mastering
For those who hate CD, an
opportunity to hear why this
bluegrass queen is one of my
reference artists: stunningly quick
transients thanks te myriad forms
of plucking, that awesome fiddleplaying and the sweetest voice this
side of, well, anyone. MoFi spread
the tracks over two LPs, making
good use of the real estate, and the
sound is simply magical. Keep'em
coming: at this rate, all of Krauss's
albums will be on vinyl!

PERFORMANCE ITS HENDRIX — DO YOU

RECORDINGS CLEAR AS AMOUNTAIN STREAM

KLALLY

NEEI

RECORDINGS

ASK?
Tv

IAN & SYLVIA

So Long So Wrong

PER

PERFORMANCE THE REAL DEAL
RECORDING St MMERING

THE YARDBIRDS
Live! Blueswailing
July 64
Sundazed LP5181
(especial) 180g vinyl
Clapton tops and tails this month's
releases, appropriately ending the
listing Wth one of his earliest, to
contrast Mt his latest. Sundazed,

PER

YOUNG AND HUNGRY

RECORDING HISTORICAL

HP LOVECRAFT
HP Lovecraft
Radioactive RRLP016
(especial) 180g vinyl

HP Lovecraft II
Radioactive RRLP018
(especial) 180g vinyl
To replace originals or the worn-out
Edsel 'twofer' reissue, pristine
copies of two of the better
late- 1960s psychedelic albums
worshipped by collectors. Some of
us only got into them because the
first featured the Shadows of
Knight's bassist, but they genuinely
were inventive and melodic, the
Left Banke meets Quicksilver.
As the name suggests, there's
an obsession with grim, gothic
horror (the real HP Lovecraft was a
whacko who'd have made agreat
consigliere for Himmler) but the
stuff is nowhere near as pretentious
as their UK counterparts. Also
reissued on CD.
PERFORMANCE DRUGGY BUT COHERENT
RECORDINGS SPACEY
GOTHIC GROOVES FROM HP LOVECRAFT

WARM. CUDDLY AND

f1nWN HOME

LOCOMOTIVE

We Are Everything You
See

Northern Journey

Radioactive RRLP042

Cisco/Vanguard VSD-79154
(especial) 180g vinyl
Ayear ago, this review would have
been quite different, but post-A
Mighty Wind, it's hard to take whitebread Sixties American folk music
(of the Peter, Paul & Mary school,
not the Dylan variety) seriously.
This husband-and-wife duo made
truly wonderful music with more
than ahint of country to it, but that
recent parody nails boy-girl singing
with such accuracy — albeit
affectionately — that it's hard not to

(especial) 180g vinyl
From 1970, ajazz- influenced,
classical-basea prog-rock treasure
allegedly fetching big bucks from
collectors. Very much of its time,
but so well performed and
recorded that you can overlook the
need to wear aRattan while
partaking of it. ceatures the
legendary Dick Heckstall-Sme
guesting on sax, and that definitive
Abbey Road sound.

www.hifinews.co.uk

CiscoNanguard
VSD-79213
(especial) 180g
vinyl
From one of the
gods of American
roots
utterly unplugged
back porch pickin' accompanying
avoice like molasses. More
musical and , ess preachy than his
contemporaries, eg, Pete Seeger,
Watson wasa major bridge
between ural country and what
became ' hootenanny'- style folk.
His main strength, though, is guitar
(and barrio) playing that's been
influential across numerous
genres, ncluding post-Opry C&W.
This album from 1966 is classic
stuff, undistired Americana.

thank goodness, is more
concerned with content than
sound quality, so here is the
recently- unearthed Yardbirds live
performance from July 1964, out
last year on CD. The recordings are
mono and rough, but EC comes
through loud and clear, and the
seven tracks are the sort he
enjoyed playing before they went
too Top 10 for him.

PERFORMANCE SOPHISTICATED
RECORDING VIVID
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osome hiFN readers the idea of transcribing LP to optical
disc will smack of philistinism if not sacrilege. But there
are a variety of perfectly good reasons why audiophiles

with a treasured LP collection might want to record
favourite discs, or excerpts of discs, on CD or DVD.
Some may face the prospect of having to dispose of
their LP collection while wanting to retain some of its
magic. Others may want to reserve LP listening for high
days and holidays, using the copies at other times,
and/or be able to enjoy elements of their collection
in-car or anywhere else where the use of aturntable is
simply not practicable.
Whatever the motivation, adecision to transcribe LP
to optical disc requires careful forethought. What
hardware will you need? What software? And how can
you ensure that the optical disc version sounds as
faithful as possible to the original vinyl? These are the
key questions I'm going to address in what follows, in
more or less logical order.

amplifier) you will need asound card and CD or DVD
writer. If, unusually, you have access to ahigh-quality
outboard A-to-D converter then you may want to use
this and send digital signals to the computer via
S/PDIF. In this case there are anumber of digital in/out
sound cards available, M-Audio's Delta DiO 2496
[www.midiman.co.uk] being one I can recommend
with confidence having used mine for four reliable,
hassle-free years.

HARDWARE

More typically ahigh-quality ADC won't be to hand,
in which case you will need asound card with high-

The rust decision to make is whether to record to a
dedicated CD recorder or to computer hard disk and
thence to aCD or DVD. If you choose the former then
your options are significantly curtailed and little of
what follows is going to be of relevance. I would
recommend the second way because, in addition to
providing the opportunity for editing — which
potentially includes de-click and de-noise processing,
something I'll address on another occasion — it also
gives you the option of recording to DVD-V or DVD-A
instead of CD and thereby availing yourself of their
76

higher resolution and sampling rates. Whether you
actually need to record at 24/96 or 24/192 to capture
LP sound faithfully is a point Iwill address in due
course, but it certainly offers potentials that 16/44.1
denies. One I'll be looking at is using Peter Craven's
apodising filters, described last month, to reduce
energy smear effects.
Let's assume that you have chosen the computer
route. Aside from the disc-playing hardware itself
(turntable, arm, cartridge and RIAA-equalised pre-

AUGUST 2004 1-h-FiNews

quality analogue inputs. I use a Lynx Studio
Technology L22 [
www.lynxstudio.com] which, in
addition to supporting 24/192 and having excellent
onboard A-to-D converters, also has the advantage of
offering balanced inputs. If the RIAA pre-amp you will
be using has balanced outputs and these sound better
than the unbalanced outputs (not something to take for
granted) then a card like the L22 can accommodate
them. You pay quite steeply for this provision, though:
there are considerably cheaper 24/192-capable cards
available that offer unbalanced inputs only. There are

www.hifinews.co.uk

Feature

Not fade away
Even die-hard vinyl supremacists would admit there
are many practical reasons for transferring aprecious
LP collection to optical disc. But what's the best way
to go about it? Keith Howard explains what gear you'll
need, and how to get great results
also some 24/96 outboard alternatives to consider like
M-Audio's Transit, which AH reviewed in May.
Choosing the best sound card for your budget is not,

not have to buy an audio editor — the one supplied may
be good enough for the straightforward task of
recording and trimming Wave files prior to burning

Ihave to say, an easy task. HFN doesn't review many
sound cards, while audio component reviews in the
computer press are rarely worth the paper they are
printed on. Quite detailed technical reviews of a
selection of models are available online at www.
pcavtech.com but unfortunately the site's sound card
section hasn't been updated since March 2000. so if
you're looking to buy one of the latest 24/192 cards it

them to disc. Otherwise you'll have to shell out on one.
Until quite recently I would unhesitatingly have
recommended Syntrillium's tried and trusted Cool Edit
2000 for this task but in Spring 2003 Syntrillium
Software was bought up by Adobe Systems Inc, whose
first act was to consign CE2000 to oblivion. Its costlier
stablemate Cool Edit Pro became Adobe Audition and
remains awonderful piece of software, but if you've na

won't be much help.
Certainly there are web sites
around that will give you the
computer audio user's view of
recent sound card arrivals but I
know of no comprehensive
audiophile resource per se. A
pity. but there it is. I can recommend the L22 (I
reviewed its multi-channel equivalent, the LynxTWO,
in the August 2002 issue) but, as it's the only analogue
input sound card I've used in recent years, nothing else
from personal experience.

Sound caros often corne bundled with

software, so you may not have to buy an audio
editor — the one supplied may be good enough

To burn the recorded files to disc you obviously also
need aCD or DVD writer, preferably one with buffer
underrun protection of some description (
cg BurnProof). This will make it much less likely that the
writing process falls over, leaving you with acoaster.

use for an editor other than for LP transcription then
the asking price of US$299 may seem on the steep side
—although Iincreasingly regard it as abargain.
The cheaper end of the audio editor market has been
abandoned by Sound Forge and WaveLab products too,
leaving it to avariety of shareware alternatives which
you can try before you buy. I've taken aquick look at
eight, detailed in Table 1, and the exercise was not a
particularly happy one. I didn't assess any of the
programs for usability or DSP features — I simply
wanted to ascertain whether they would open 24/96

SOFTWARE

and 24/192 Wave files and play them via my sound

Sound cards, particularly at the lower end of the price
range, often come bundled with software, so you may

card. Only three of the eight would, and none of those
incorporated spectrum analysis (GoldWave's token

www. hif inews.co.uk
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Fig la: Peak ( red
trace) and average
-re

spectra for the left
channel of Gary

4.

Boyle's ' Snap Crackle'
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Fig lb:
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Same as Fig la but
for the right channel
110

101,

o.
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hewer, 010)

effort being of little practical use) while only one
(NGWave) had what Iwould call proper level meters,
calibrated in dB (albeit without overload indicators).
All in all, a pretty grim outcome for anyone
accustomed to the flexibility, power and sheer
rightness of CE2000.
If you intend to record your LP transcriptions to CD
then the choice of CD authoring (burning) software is a
wide one. You may even have aburner bundled with
your computer's operating system. My favourite,
principally because it allows agreater level of control

As afirst step, you need to be
certain that your record player and
discs are in tip-top condition
than most, is Goldenhawk's CDRWIN [
www.
goldenhawk.com]. This is free in demonstration form,
although this restricts it to lx writing speed. You may
suppose this is no bad thing, in that lx writing is likely
to give the best results. But research conducted by
Digidesign (creator of the ProTools family of audio
editors) some years ago showed that CD writers
generally perform better at their maximum available
writing speed. This is agood reason to splash out and
buy the full version of CDRWIN.
If you want to burn 24/96 LPCM files to DVD-V then
there are numerous DVD authoring packages available,
not one of which I've used so you're on your own here.
If you prefer to burn to DVD-A, as Ido, then you will
need one of the Minnetonka discWelder products
[www.discwelder.com]. Since I reviewed Steel and
Chrome in the November 2003 issue, Minnetonka has
revised both packages and introduced athird, Bronze,
at an even lower price point than Steel (US$99).
Although Bronze lacks some of the capabilities of its
much costlier stablemates, it is able to write 24/96 and
24/192 stereo tracks and so offers everything essential
to LP transcription for minimal outlay.
All the software listed above is for computers
running Microsoft Windows. For Macintosh users the
opportunities are more circumscribed.
PREPARATION
Particularly if you are archiving LPs rather than just
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player and discs are in tip-top condition. If you are
meticulous about stylus cleanliness and regularly
check cartridge downforce and side force, fine. If not
then this is the time to re-establish what were probably
ingrained habits 20 years ago. Are the cartridge and
arm pillar bolts tight? Is the cartridge aligned properly?
If you want to check the latter and don't have an
alignment gauge (or even if you do and suspect its
accuracy) then download ArmGeometer from my web
site [
www.audiosignal.co.uk, in the freeware section]
and have it draw you up a two-point alignment
protractor to your specifications. The Acrobat file
included with the program describes how to use it.
Disc cleanliness is just as vital, of course. If you have
looked after your LP collection well then the use of a
carbon fibre brush to remove surface dust and lint is
probably all that's needed. If your disc hygiene has
been less meticulous then aprofessional clean may be
called for, assuming that you have a hi-fi dealer or
record shop locally which provides this service. DIY
record cleaning Ihave always been wary of but if you
want to give it atry then (a) bone up on what products
are available and how they are regarded — aweb search
will probably unearth plenty of advice (some of which
may even be reliable), and (b) test out your chosen
solution on arecord you don't much care for, with a
careful listen before and after to determine whether
there are any untoward effects. Remember: clean in
haste, repent at leisure.
All this should be pretty self-evident. But there are
some less obvious measures you can take to ensure
optimal results. First, when you record to hard disk
take the opportunity to limit the external vibration
reaching the turntable by monitoring with the system
volume turned well down (I'm assuming that you will
take the computer to your system rather than your
turntable to your computer, but the same applies).
Second, if your audio editor has an integral spectrum
analyser, use this to ensure you achieve the lowest
level of hum from the turntable as well as the lowest
level of high frequency interference from the computer.
Just record a few seconds of silence, with everything
connected and powered but no record playing,
spectrum analyse the result and note the levels of hum
(50Hz and its harmonics) and other spuriae. Then
make any positioning or earthing changes you reckon

making CD copies for the car, you will want to ensure

might improve matters (the simple rule with the
computer is to keep it as far away from the turntable as
cabling will allow) and run the test again. Repeat this

that the sound quality is as good as you can make it. As
a first step, you need to be certain that your record

until you are confident that hum and other spuriae are
as low in level as you can practically get them.
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Fig 2a: Peak ( red
trace) and average
spectra for the
left channel of
Fanfare for the
Common Man

as

Fig 2b:
Same as Fig 2a but
for the right channel
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MEDIA
If you choose to use aCD recorder then you will have
to buy audio-use CD-R W blanks. With acomputer you
can use any media you like, the cheapest of which will
save you money compared with the CD recorder route.
If everything about digital audio were as cut-and-dried
as it says in the textbooks, you might as well choose
blank media on the basis of price alone because they
should all sound the same.
However, it is acommon audiophile experience that,
for whatever reason, they don't. Moreover, it may be
that the writer drive has an influence
here too, with some drive/blank
combinations working better than
others. If you want to be sure of the best
results, Isuggest you experiment with a
selection of blank media, choose your

monitoring the level to make certain it won't clip. This
has the advantage that you won't be caught out by any
clicks, which may well exceed the amplitude of the
loudest music content.
This may seem unduly tedious but you will soon
find again setting which suits the majority of discs,
clicks included. Never use on-screen input level
control sliders to set the recording gain, if they're
provided, as this will compromise resolution and may
also add distortion. Always adjust gain upstream of the
sound card inputs.

If you prefer to burn to IDVID-A, as Ido,
then you will need one of the Minnetonka
discWelder products [www.discwelder.com]

favourite and stick to it.
The same probably applies to DVD-R blanks too,
although even less has been published on this subject
than about the differences heard via CD-R.If you are
recording to CD and have aYamaha drive that supports
AMQR (Audio Master Quality Recording) then you
should certainly experiment with this. Although it
reduces the disc playing time slightly, there seems to
be broad support among retailers selling Yamaha's
CDR-HD1000 CD Recorder, which also offers AMQR,
for its claim to improved sound quality. If you don't
already have an AMQR-capable computer drive then
it's probably too late to get one now as earlier this year

SAMPLING RATE AND BIT DEPTH
Now we come to the heart of the matter: is it enough to
transcribe LPs at 16/44.1 for burning to CD or is there
an obvious sonic benefit to taking the DVD path and
recording at 24-bit with 96 or 192kHz sampling rate?
Since this issue underpins all the hardware and
software decisions you need to make if you are looking
for ultimate sound quality, it couldn't be more central.
PROGRAM

PRICE

httpdfaudaci,,,Çour,cefl .:_e.net

freeware

24/96
COMPATIBLE

Yamaha ceased distributing its CD drives in Europe.
SETTING LEVELS
Because of LP's relatively high background noise level
you have alittle leeway when setting recording levels,
particularly if you use a top-flight sound card and
record at 24-bit. It isn't necessary to have the music
peaks nudge right up to OdBFS but it is important to
ensure that they don't exceed it, so a conservative
approach to the gain setting is sensible.
If you know where the loudest passage occurs on a

24/19.
COMPATI:

yes

yes

no

no

Audio Editor Deluxe v3.5

é I

é

j,

www.audioeditorpro.com

USS39 95

Easy Audio Editor v3.0.0

particular record side, play it while monitoring the
input level using either the level meters provided
within the audio editor or within the sound card's
mixer application. If neither of these includes level
metering then Isuggest you do a web search for and
download WaveTools, a suite of freeware real time
audio analysis tools for Windows that includes quite a
good level meter (although it lacks an overload
indicator). If you don't know where the loudest
passage is, you may have to sit through the whole side
www.hifinews.co.uk

iMagic Audio Editor 2004
r.com

US 29.9È'

Tsunami Pro v7.4
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Modern technology has
produced an amazing new
range of amplifiers from
Bel Canto. Can they
really be fast, neutral,
adaptable and inexpensive?

EieItot
el

Cotr•Lo otrnps

Bel Canto use modern
developments in digital signal
processing and high speed solid
state power switches to produce a
remarkable range of 2-, 4- and 6channel amplifiers with superb,
neutral sound for £ 3 — £5k.
Bel Canto amplifiers couple the
clarity of the best single-ended (SE)
triode valve amps with the power,
driving ability and reliability of solid
state. Stereophile rated the 2channel as "one of the best on the
market" regardless of price.

Dragon
They're now considered
essential as far as I'm

The new technology brings some
significant benefits:
•very low distortion
•virtually no sonic signature,
neutral but not sterile
•good driving ability even with
difficult loudspeakers
•soft " clipping" like avalve amp if
driven into overload, not the
harsh sound of conventional
solid state amplifiers
•90% efficiency and cool running
thus avoiding the temperaturerelated distortion caused as the
signal varies in power
•the output stage is 10 times
faster than an analogue amp
•the amps are easily bridged to
give at least 3times the power
Stereophile's opinion on the 2channel amp: " an absolutely first
class amp... remarkable talents."
Customers say we make some of the BEST

concerned, and bring new
meaning to the term
"simply the best!"
Roy Gregory - Hi- Fi+ magazine issue 28.

NEWARRIVALS@THESHOP
The
Right
Note

pi-elj oor2
ra,i/s
Worlds 1st Audio Cables

dip

SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you know
we can do the same in your home. Our

designed purely for Vacuum

advice will take account of your best

Tube HiFi equipment

components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy
music along the way and save money in the
long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

...more details @ www.tube-shop.com

_
13
01225 874728

CD :ACCUPHASE, ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, Bel Canto, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS
PURCELL, VERDI, VERONA), W ADIA. VINYL: AVID, BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, DNM ,GRAHAM,
THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,

For all your vacuum tube needs

www.tube-shop.com
')r call us on

0870 9220404

TRANSFIGURATION. AMPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BEL CANTO, CAT,DNM ,
GAMUT, HOVLAND, NAGRA, SONNETEER. SPECTRAL. LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC,
DALI, ETHOS, NEAT,TOTEM. VERITY AUDIO. CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM ,
NORDOST. SILTECH, VERTEX AQ, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC. MAINS Accuphase,

Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS: ARCICI, STANDS UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ
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Feature
To

answer the

question

I

recorded two tracks from LP at
a variety of resolutions and
sampling rates. The first was
'Snap
Crackle'
from
a
treasured white label (test)
pressing of Gary Boyle's
Electric Glide (as Irecall, the

Optional hardware: the
24/96- capable M- Audio
Transit USB device

commercial pressing wasn't a
patch on it). Track two was

•••-•••S

Copland's Fanfare for the
Common Man, from afamous
Vox
Turnabout
recording
albeit here in its tamed down
Decca release [TV 34169S]. I
thought both these items
would be ' difficult' enough to
be revealing. Figures 1 and 2
show the peak (red trace) and
average (blue trace) spectra for

'le 'MIN

each
channel
at
96kHz
sampling rate, which show that both tracks have
significant content above 22.05kHz, although it is
impossible to tell how much of this is real information
(present on the master tape) and how much is down to
LP's myriad sources of distortion.
The turntable Iused was aRoksan Xerxes 10 fitted
with the company's Artemiz arm and Corus cartridge —
not the highest-brow of vinyl sources, Igrant you,
particularly as the cartridge is a fixed-coil. But it is
quite good enough to expose the effects of choosing
different recording parameters. A Hart Linsley Hood
RIAA preamplifier and Andante 20 outboard power
supply performed equalisation duties and boosted the
signal voltage to alevel that, on its —10dBV sensitivity
setting, the Lynx L22 found more than sufficient,
requiring the addition of mild attenuation via apassive
pre-amp to prevent clipping.
Using this source hardware, both of the selected
tracks were recorded to hard disk at 16/44.1, 24/44.1,
16/96, 24/96 and 24/192. Additionally,
the 24/96 and 24/192 files were postprocessed using Peter Craven's filters
B and A respectively, applied using the
CravenFilters utility — also available
available from my web site. These linear

regarded bit depth reduction algorithms are typically
locked into hardware.
MegaBitMax (previously ExtraBit) is an interesting
exception [
www.megabitmax.com] but it has only ever
been available in fully functional form in the
discontinued Mac editor Spark XL. There is a
demonstration plug-in version available from
http://audio.rightmark.org/lukin/dither but it is
limited to processing 14-second chunks of material at a
time (actually alittle less), so you need to be dedicated
to use it in anger.
To evaluate its effect Idivided the first 65 seconds of
the 24/44.1 Fanfare for the Common Man file into five
13-second excerpts, processed each of them using the

The listening results were fascinating. They
demonstrated that 16/44.1 recording and
replay does not do LP sound anything like
full justice. Iwould regard 24/96 to be a
minimum audiophile standard

phase Wilkinson filters have gentle
initial roll-offs above 20kHz in order to
reduce the length of the filter impulse
response and hence the ' energy smear'
in the processed audio file. All 14 tracks were then
burnt to DVD-R using discWelder Chrome and
replayed via an Arcam DV89.
The listening results were fascinating. Most
importantly, they demonstrated that 16/44.1 recording

and replay does not do LP sound anything like full
justice. I would regard 24/96 to be a minimum
audiophile standard, and 24/192 is unquestionably
better still. The higher the sampling rate, the more the
soundstage expands and the more refined yet detailed
the sound becomes, with less of CD's insistent,
processed quality. This Ihad half expected, but Iwas
surprised to find that 24/44.1 sounded obviously better
than 16/44.1 — not a result you would predict given
LP's inherently high noise level.
This finding opens up the possibility that bit depth
reduction to 16 bits using noise shaping might be
www.hifinews.co.uk

worthwhile if you have no option but to record your
cherished record collection onto CD. But none that I
know of has been designed with LP transcription in
mind, and although some audio editing software
includes noise shaping options, the most highly

MegaBitMax demo (on its `CD mastering: high-end
quality' preset but with the limiter disabled), stitched
them back together again and burnt the file, together
with the 16/44.1 recording, to CD-R. Playing the CD via
a Meridian 508.24 and Perpetual Technologies P- IA
upsampler, there was no doubt that the processed file
sounded both airier and more finely detailed, much
like the 24-bit original.
If you are able to find an effective noise shaping
algorithm — MegaBitMax's noise floor evinces quite
simple shaping, nothing like as complex as those
which attempt to mimic the ear's minimum audible
field curve — then this is an avenue worth investigating
for transcription to CD. But there's no escaping it:
higher sampling rates sound even better. If the very
best sound quality is your aim then the 24/96 or 24/192
and DVD route is the one for you.
HI-FINews AUGUST 2004
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www.acousticarts.co.uk
visit our web site for second hand listing

coustic
rts

/

For 23 years Acoustic Arts has been known for its
exceptional service. So if you are considering your
next upgrade speak to people who really know!

Independent audio consultants

•Y•11.1.

densen b200 pre-amp

resolution audio opus21

krell sacd standard

101 st albans road, watford. hertfordshire, wd17 1rd tuesday-saturday 10:00 AM to 530 PM
audio reseach audioquest aloha
harman kardon hutter focal jm labs

b&w beyer blueroom boston
kef koetsu krell . martin logan

t01923 245 250 f01923230798 mail@acousticarts co

clearaudio copland densen grado gamut
michell ortofon. project. pnmare . quadraspire

qed . roksan . rotel . sonneteer. sonus faber . theta . transparent audio . vertex aq . vibe . wilson audio

existen ialist?

TO AUDITION THE NEU ANTHONY GALLO ACOUSTICS REFERENCE 3 OR TO FIND SOUR
NEAREST OERLER CALL 0810

Anthony Gallo doesn't make ordinary speakers...

350

I318 OR WISIT DUD AlITHONYGALLO CO UP

The new Gallo Reference 3 builds upon the design

11111

Instead he designs beautifully different loudspeakers

philosophies of our original reference products the Nudeus

He doesn't build conventional '
boxy' rectangular

Solo and the Nudeus Reference and is uniquely equipped •

speakers either preferring to design his creations

demonstrate the advantages of the new breed of high

around spheres - thus eliminating internal resonance

resolution digital audio formats such as END Audio and SA( I

and external diffraction, the two main causes of
loudspeaker distortion

MI ANTHONY GALLO
norgerAcousitcs

Quite simply - Anthony Gallo produces some of the
world's finest contemporary loudspeaker systems
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44quitiesaanthonygallo.co.uk

With its 10

long throw bass woofer, twin 4 carbon fibre

midrange drivers and our highly acclaimed CDT. tweeter
the new Reference 3 from Anthony Gallo Acoustics sets new
standards in affordable loudspeaker design

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Views
Please write to: Views, HiFi News, IPC Media, Focus House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA • E-mail: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com — FAO: 'Views'

Can this SACD player be better on CD?
Thanks first to Mr Allcock for drawing my

of equipment over an 18- month listening gap.

attention to the Shanling CDT- 100, which I

Thanks for an excellent monthly read.

bought and am very happy with.

David Wise, Oxfordshire

But then Iread Mr Allcock's claim [ in May
'041 that the CD output on the CDT- 200 is

• David Allcock writes: while there have been

better than that of the ' 100. Did Ireally have

some changes in my system, the actual main

to part exchange my ' 100 for a ' 200? Iwas

components used have remained unchanged

worried. Had Mr Allcock really forgotten how

since the original CDT- 100 review Also, 1tend to

good the ' 100 was? It would also be afirst, as

prefer the solid state output to the valve output.

with every other SACD/CD player Ihave seen

While Iagree that the case of a combination

reviewed ( including the Musical Fidelity

SACO/CO machine outperforming CD-only ones is

TriVista, Sony SCD-1 and Marantz SA- 1), the

unusual, the Shanling CDT- 100 uses a pair of

CD replay was described as good but not up to

1704 Burr Brown DACs while the CDT-200 uses

adedicated CD player in the same class.

the newer 1738 - the reason, Ifeel, that the

Could the ' 200 really be better than its

Beating pure CD players? Shanling's CDT200

combination player manages to eclipse its older

comparable CD-only stablemate? The ' 200 in

conseisus was : hat CD replay was better on

brother. Although Ifelt the '200 bettered the 100

particular lacks upsampling for CD, though

the 100. Iam not saying the opinion is correct

in my system on CO replay, this does nothing to

this isn't always better, and it lacks HDCD

but at least it's based on adirect comparison

negate the fact that the ' 100 is asuperb player

replay, which is wonderful on the ' 100. I

between the two machines - and it means I

and is more than capable of holding its own

looked on US websites to see if anyone had

don't have to find £ 800 and try to persuade

against far more costly competition, even today

done an NB comparison of the two on CD

my wife that the purchase is essential. But Ido

I'm delighted you are still enjoying the ' 100, and

replay, and found that on Audiogon the

think it must be very hard to make comparisons

long may this continue!

CD conspiracy theories

one recording of amajor gland rock perfumer

players as transports - does the buffered output

Iwas interested in Howard Popeck's comments

could only have been made commercially

and seemingly low jitter of DVD players mean that

regarding the potential of standard Red Book CD

palatable by EQ. Dating from the early ' 70s, the

they are aviable option to the really expensive

at the end of his review of the Trichord-modified

master copy sounded as it the artist had originally

breed of CD-only transports on the market?

Pioneer universal player [
HFN, June].

recorded on cassette, which at that time was still

Certainly some tracks copied to CD directly
from 40- or 50-year-old master tapes will sound

regarded as adictation medium.
Ithink it was Jdin Atkinson who yeas ago

Perhaps some in-depth research is in order?
Over to you Messrs Colloms, Miller, Berriman,
Allcock, Howard and Kessler? And while you're at

fabulous. But my experience is that this is not to

pointed out that as the Beatles albums advanced

it, why not add to this panel, Messrs Chris Bryant,

be expected of all repertoire, even if the resultant

so the sound ciLality declined, be best-sounding

Tom Evans, Ben Duncan, Richard Black, Bob

being Please Please Me. So, uifortunately, Idon't

Stuart, and Tim de Paravicini? Should the

think the record producers are really holding back.

differences be such to warrant spending less on

writing and producing apromotional disc for a

Readers who are leky enough to have HFN's

an altogether more versatile transport, then we

company. This partly involved compiling my

freebie Ace disc curtpiled by Ken Kessler from a

would have more to spend on legal software,

production master from second- or third-

few years ago can get ataste of how good those

wouldn't we? Perhaps then we could push DVD

generation direct copies of original masters from

simoly-produced early tracks can sound.

player designers to include audiophile features

repertoire produced over several decades.

Pete Rogers via e-mail

such as video and DAC sections that can be

CD is free of compression or equalisation.
Iam reminded of atime when Ifound myself

It was clear that great sound could exist in pop

switched out and off?

music recorded from the mid/late 1950s to the

Let's not Eclipse Ted Jordan

mid/late 1960s. In fact Iremember the staff

Ted Jordan must be smirking from ear to ear. His

strength of his review of the MF TriVista DAC 21.

engineer at the studio where Iwas working on

50mm driver dating from the ' 70s is reborn by

we bought one of the last few units sent to

this project remarking that the public would riot

Fujitsu. Correct me if Iam wrong: same

Australia (following ahome audition of course).

if they knew that masters could sound this good.

prirdciples, simlar execution, just different

Mr Allcock used aDVD player as atransport - so

(We were listening to Lita Roza's ' How Much Is

external shells ano materials. It would be nice if

maybe there is some truth in this idea after all?

That Doggie in the Window' - class, eh?)

those glowing reviews of the modern-day product

Paul Rozarla, Australia

However, as the simplicities of early pop recording

could pay homage to its well-documented, but

were replaced by multi-tracking and/or lots of

very much under-valued ane under- recognised,

• With all due credit to Ted Jordan, the Eclipse

bouncing between tracks, sound quality declined

spnitual ancestor.

speakers referred to do incorporate some original

alarmingly. In fact this was to such an extent that

01 another matter altogether - the use of DVD

Also, abig cheer for David Al!cock. On the

thinking: check out wwweclipse-td.com

• We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be
addressed to 'The Editor' and should contain no other material or equines.

be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting, and at

Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address ( which won't

items of hi-li. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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discretion, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific
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essential hi-fi
buyer's shortlist

I
.
HtDT

Welcome to HFN's listing of the finest components that we've
reviewed, updated every month. The emphasis is on real value for
money — though this doesn't just mean that we've always gone for
the lowest-cost options. On the contrary, we've taken pains to
highlight those more expensive — sometimes very expensive —
components that genuinely justify their sometimes frightening price
tags, by offering atrue advance in sound quality for the audiophile.
Listed are the issue date ( month/year) where you can track down
the original review, and the author's initials. If you want the full story,
there's no substitute for the full-length review, so you might want to
contact our Back Issues service to catch up on the whole story. Call
0870 756 0000 or find the order form on page 86 of this issue.

CD players
Make/model

Price

Tested How we rate it

Arcam CD33T

£1300

Arcam DIVA
CD72

£450

Ati

Chord DAC 64

£1960

Creek CD50

£700

dCS Purcell/
Delius

£5000/
6500

Linn lkemi

£1950

Linn Sondek
CD12

£12 , 000

Musical Fidelity
308CR

£2000

2001
Awards
Nip

Based on 24-bit Burr- Brown delta sigma DAC and Sony mechanism, with achassis damped by sound-deadening material. Optic& and
coaxial digital outputs are provided. This is alively yet truly civilised player, offering awell-balanced perfo•mance at the refit prce.
Chord's now fully-sorted 96kHz-capable DAC features abuffer memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH

AH

concluded, ' It's not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'

07/0i
DB

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with mud- higher price tags,

12M

extracting incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?
Purcell is aD/D converter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, tegradable

AH

firmware, pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use o FireWire link

04/01

Midi-size, with all-metal three-motor mechanism, 24/96 Burr- Brown PCM 1732 DAC, switch-mode power supply. Allows Incus re individual

AH

instruments easily, with good articulation of fine detail, yet a 'relaxed' treble focus. XLR balanced analogue and XLR AESLEBU digital outputs.

071./I

The CD12 has apparently changed since our review, when CB felt 'asense of disappointment', reinforced by going back to his Meridian

08/91

508.24. SH, though, found it ' more like analogue' than most, in the positive sense that it seemed to present more information.

07,03
DA

12/00

Naim CD5

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are detail, insight and agooc grip on rhythm. While
multi-format machines struggle to be ajack of all trades - this player is master of one.

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24-bit upsampling player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close tc matching e Nu-Vista sibling's
sound quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural' and ' unforced'.
It can't play CD-RW discs or give adigital output, and loading is ' manual'— but musically, in aclass of its own at the price, imbuing arichness

£1200

k,

Nairn CDS3

£7050

I"

AK

otherwise - accordingto Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-round ability than its predecsor the worthy CDS2.

Perpetual
P-1A/P-3A

$1100/
$800

11/01
OA

musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but with capability for room or speaker ED correction. Mail orderonly in UK.

£1500

06,,44

Primare D30.2
Rotel RCD-02
Unison
Reseinrh Unico

non

."

£11 00

and life that CD frequently lacks. Asolid, 3D quality, superb dynamics, and, naturally, amagic sense of timing.
Top-of the-range two-box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for anyother player- high-resolution format or
Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. The combination transforms CD, commun icating the Olusion of real
Uses the classic Philips CDM12.4 mechanism, with Primate-tweaked software for lower noise, plus decoupling and amagnetic clamp. 8-times

AD

oversampled Burr- Brown 1702 20-bit D/A converters.The balance between ability and smoothness in the D30.2 is about as good as it gets.

200
Awards

Hotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East- built budget players. Although the company now makes DVD players ard AV

ono.

receivers, it hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning
Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that aones 'scarily close to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

DVD-Video, DVD-Auclio & SACD players
Make/model

Arcam
DV88 Plus

Price

Tested

£1000

How we rate it
Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking aud io circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and
video, dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.

Cambridge
Audio DVD57

£200

10/03
Pm

Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our DVD-A player Group Test. Elegant stylirig and an extremety competent

£1500

11/02
PM

Afine player based on the chassis of the earliest universal player, Pioneer's DV-747A, but with added Marantz touches such as ' HDAM' output

£1200

02/03
PM

and an on-screen display. PM said, 'The On kyo carves out apowerful and atmospheric performance... the best of the first-generation models.'

Pioneer
DV- 656A

£400

10/02
PM

It took amanufacturer with no vested interests to produce the first universal player, the DV- 747A. Pioneer then followed up with tte lower-cost
DV-656A, which delivers every format to astandard that many single-format players costing twice as much can't achieve.

Pioneer
DV- 757A1

£800

12/0)
PM

data, allowing secure connection to asuita ble amplitier (currently only Pioneer's VSA-AX10i receiver). Now updatedwith PAL Progressive capability.

Yamaha
DVD-S2300

£900

04/03
PM

two-channel PCM could sound plummy and dynamically restrained, but multichannel SACD sound was outstanding.

Marantz
DV8300
Onkyo
DV-SP800

84

performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price, but this player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite too.
stages and heavier build. An EISA Award winner in 2002; but now there are other players with more sparkle and clarity.
Based on atried-and-tested Pioneer chassis, the Onkyo offers DVD-A, SACD and CD playback, stacks of connectivity optieins, remote control

This model plays DVD-A, SACD, standard DVD-V and CD. Rats° has an i
Link digital interface (I
EEE 1394 or'FireWitel, adigital output for highres
Using Panasonic and Sony technology, this DVD-A/SACD/CD player is among the best of the new breed. Multichannel DVD-A wa.; fine, though
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Quad QC 24/II-forty
£4000
The Quad QC 24/11-forty is actually aretro recreation of the
classic Quad 22/11 valve amplifiers. It's larger than the
originals were, and it also comes without the original's
filters and tilt/tone controls. The setup is only available as
apair, and now uses KT-88 valves (able to output twice the
power of the KT-66 used previously) allowing it to be rated
conservatively at 40 watts per channel. The pre-amplifier
lacks the noise floor of the original, and also has a new
smoothness and precision.
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Turntables & cartridges
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate it
Italian design, suspended platter weights /aGyroDec. uut aJ,..aTdedK re-teigu.dr punt: Agc•c Jbend 01dc r5nc, yUlize,

i
thud,

Bluenote Bel 'vista
Signature

£1900

{://03
AH

Clearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

03/01
AH

Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; out afine rhythmic groove' and pace. With black acrylic base

Linn LP12

from
£1015

10/97
xx

Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston models but with :ighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves

£870

05/99
AH

Updates 1980s GyroDec, itself descended from classic Trartscriptors and HydraJlic Reference, hence the merry-go-round appearance. A

Pro-lect Debut

£120

07/00
TB

Simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortofon

Ortofon Kontrapunkt Aand B

£500/
£750

06/01
TB

Two great-value moving-coil cartridges, combining detail, well-defineo mu!.ical colour and rhythmic bass, no brittle edges to the music and low

Michell Gyro
SE SP800

SME Model 10

£4255

Roksan
Radius 5

£850

Transfiguration
Temper V

£2550

12/99

and polyvinyl combined in avery clean, fast and musical oeck. Bcrrorreo uni pivot arm (£ 1000) completes high-performance combination.
and translucent platter ( no dust cover), the outboard AC motor haca stepoea pulley; manual speed change to 45.
room for improvement with better power supplies; now only available with Lingo power supp;y,

ano

with either Akito or Ekos tonearms.

neutral deck, great sound at areasonable price. Optional upgrades include QC PSU (£440) and aclamp - the latest version uses aDC motor.
carhidge.110 nasty top or flaccid bass, just clear, rather crisp and lively sound,'

commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono cr Deout Phono SB (withfire speed control, £ 160).
surface noise. Kontra punk: Bwith nude Fritz Gyger8Ostyluscn solid ruby cantilever, offers rnorespace and detail. Seriously recommended.
Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series Vtonearm. 'Sc eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best
ambassadors yet for the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl.. The Model 1D let's you hear the music and ncthing else'.

11/03
AH
12/02
AH

Price quoted includes athe Nima tonearm. This Roksan deck ofters a ' Iszen-all-day characterthat plays music guilelessly'. Expect 'real
dynamic contrast and timbral colouring, with naturally-sourcf ngfpequency response without Yeble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!
It's difficult to define atonal character for this cartridge; moreaccurata te describe it as mLsical aric transparent: Inordinately articulate, able to
enunciate the trickiest of vocal lines.., or to show off etrerea I
sound effects' with the greatest ease. Challenges some cartridges at twice its price.

Tuners
Make/model

Price

Tested

How we rate
With better controls than pi evious models, the DT81 isarguably superior to the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include

Arcam DT81

£650

I/O?
AH

Creek T43

£400

9/01
IH

Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality. with atotal of 61 presets for FM, MW and LW. Signa s:rength and multi-path

Magnum
Dynalab MD102

£2200

2/01
AG

Toronto- based specialist Magnum Dynalab still makes all-analogue PM-only tuners. This one has optional remote control for fine-tuning and

£600

9/01
IH

Three wavebands and RDS; for I
Hthe sound was 'detailed and solid. projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle

£330

7/03
AH

Winner of our three-way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for

7/00
AH

TAG'S high-quality £1600 AM/FM analogue tuner with optional MO DAB moduée offers Étxurious finish and dear diyiplay. The T32R has more

Marantz ST- 17
PURE Digital
DRX-702ES
TAG McLaren
T32R

£2300

engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinctway of opening up abroadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.
distortion are displayed. I
Hfound it had 'afull-bodiectsounct th's nicely arLculated and stabte... excellent value.'
switching between five presets. AG thought it ' musically superior to anyother tuner that I've heard... In every respect rt's nothing less than stunning'.
bright. It lacks independent remote control but 'sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals aid exudes aquiet confidence'.
upgrading via aPC; dark, attractive, contoured presantation and the coritroe. are simplicity themselves — atop-drawer product.
warmth and body through the mid band than ArcarnSDRT W. anda less digital-sound ing treble. AH called it 'The bet way to hear DAB right now.'

Michell Gyro SE

£870

The Michell Gyro SE is an update to the
acclaimed Gyro turntable of the 1980s,
which itself was an evolution from classic
Transcriptor and Hydraulic Reference
machines. This SE version has less
Perspex, alower price and (most critically)
abetter sound. The Unique merry-go-round
www.hifinews.co.uk

appearance can distract the eye but the ear
isn't fooled — this is aneutral deck capable
of great sound at a reasonable price. The
Gyro SE can even be upgraded by the
addition of aQC power supply (£440) and
aclamp. The latest version also uses aDC
motor for an even clearer sound.
HI-FINews AUGUST 2004
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Amplifiers
Make/model
Arcam FM) A32
Arcam A85

03/o?

£1100

AC

von

05/01

u

Audio Research

essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist

Tested

Price

VS1I0

Audio Research
Ref Two
AS Passion
Ultimate

£4000
£10 , 000
£1300

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

Bryston 3B-SST

£1725

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

£4040

AH
03/(

DB
03/0(

,,,,

08/01
MC

o//oo
AG
10/03

DA

oi/99
AH

Conrad-Johnson
£3000
MV6OSE
Con ra d-John SO n
£4900
Premier 17L

01/03

nu/
£600

05/00

Creek
P43R/A52SE

£7 on

Creek 5350

u

£350

Croft Vitale

MC
12/01

Mc
TB

coo i
AH
02/00

AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the
most of speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.

This top-of-the- range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply.

Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices (not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.
Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.
With eight 6550 output tubes ( four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the soun dof
cl
ass i
cva l
ves i
n
spades. DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.
Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab-handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. ' It comes close to being astate-ofthe-art piece of audio engineering,' said MC.
Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to
l
ight-controlled

shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.

Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with
the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.
David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to
see if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly- he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.
Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully-balanced SPM12C0C uses aswitched-mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and
transparent. ' Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'
Originally using two pairs of Svetlana EL34 output valves, uprated to 'SE' status with 6550 tubes, this 55W stereo power amp shows avein of

the excellence of C-J's Premier range. Anicely tuned upbeat delivery, equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.
Aspects of C-J's megabucks ART have trickled down to this line-level pre-amp: inside are four 6992 triodes plus ahuge bank of tremendously
expensive capacitors. Although C-J's'MV' prefix designates lower cost, the MV60 power amp is aworthy partner.
Creek's remote-control pre gives easy-to-listen-to sound, encouraging involvement with the music, with fast and deep bass. Add m- m or m-c
stages (£50 to £80) for vinyl replay. With bi-wirable speakers, asecond A52SE power amp gives even better results.
Creek's 75W/ch integrated sounds good enough to worry more expensive combinations. All the right elements in place, in tune, in time.
Imaging held instruments rock-steady in awide believable space. Remote control of source and volume: phono stage an optional extra.
Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal :'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and
commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.

ESLab DX-S4

£2500

EAR 864

£1500

Krell KAV-300iL
Linn Kolektor
McCormack
pre-/power

£3900
£50 .

u

£2590

11/01
1H

[limo
KB

'
MI
0(
1

o /yo
AH

Imo
AG

Musical
Fidelity A3.2

£1000

Nagra
VPA

£9350

Naim NAC 552

£11 ,
750

0./03

Naim NAC
112/NAP 150

£625/
£750

03/02

non

02/01

Naim NAIT 5
Naim NAP 500

"

05/01

1G

All

AH

Pathos if RR

£3250

Pri ma re A30.1

£1500

Bic

CC,

BIB
06/99
AG

TAG McLa ren
DPA32R

£1500

Unison
Research Unico

,115
£

Awell-equipped partner for LK85 or LK140 power amps. Includes m-m phono, one of 10 inputs which can be tailored to suit the user, remote
control, headphone socket and tone controls. There is alittle 'grain' and constriction, but overall it sounds fine.
Power amp uses an unusual 'distributed-node' power supply; the unity-gain pre-amp offers passive or buffered output, the latter preferred.
Despite adryish balance and atouch of'grey', this combination is bold and transparent, combining real solidity with fine detail.
DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any
Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative

02/00

£250/
nu

KK found it ' produced the very best sound I
have ever heard from the

Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300iL over any solid-state amplcan name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.

feedback. KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.

£99 ,

Rotel
RA-01/RA-02

offers improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operation.

A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers,

KK

Pass Labs
X350

£4000

Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation

domestic speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'

00/0°

Quad QC
24/II-forty

Not so much an amplifier asa 200W digital speaker driver, based on Tripath's Class Tcircuit.IH praised the tangibility it can bring to music,
and 'surrounding ambience beautifully articulated and stable, regardless of volume or transient requirements'.

DA

£10,000

86

How we rate it

11/00
KK
04/03
TB

1
0/00
Nic

)1102
KK

This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than
any other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound 'comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!
This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts
products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.
Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going

amp that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.
An impressive outboard power supply and Semelab output devices so powerful that protection circuitry isn't required. The circuit is bridged to
give 140W/8 ohm (doubling into 4), with prodigious current. Sound quality is thrilling, and driving Naim NB Ls there's real synergy.
Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs
very warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.
MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads
below about 5ohm 'make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.
Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The
volume control is afine 100-step- ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.
Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/1I valve pre-/power combination, using KT8Eis to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original.
Pre-amp lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision.
Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise- identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) output, six line
i
nputs,

and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.

This pre-amp can operate both as adigital encoder and as D/A for digital sources, and connects to other TAG components via asystem bus.
TAG's DAB radio module can be added. Solid performance at afair price, and above-average sound.
Hybrid integrated, valves in the pre- stage and 80W/ch MOSFET output stages, plus remote volume control. Its mid band, said KK, is 'alush
and warm region' replicated only by all-tube amps unlikely to match its generous power delivery. There's a £50 phono option.
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Loudspeakers
Price

Avantgarde
Uno

£7350

Ut
Se

Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 44cm high, has horn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself- powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system

AVI Neutron Ill

£500

01/01
1H

With its 5litre volume, this miniature ( 265 x140x 205mm) update of the Neutron uses aScanSpeak fabric dome tweeter and 127mm Vifa

£260

07/00
AH

Though small, the Kevlar-coned bass/mid uni: in this moulded speaker produces acertain bass weight, even erring on the warm side. Overall

£180

12/01
AG

In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get

£6000

09/01
AH

One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801

07/02
TB

TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Seven 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater

£2460

08/00
81(

The Contour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 19705, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the

Elac CL82 Mk II

£340

12/01
AG

Energy
Encore 2

£750

08/01
AG

Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mids, the sub a150W amp and 200mm reflex-loaded driver. Well able to

Epos M12

?001
Awards

An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple

rbeth
Compact 7ES

£1300

06/99
MC

Jamo D830

£1500

05/02
AG

1Mlab
Cobalt 816

£860

05/01
AG

Linn Katan

£635

/01
AH

Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non- parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which,

£8970

08/00
MC

Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably ML's most successful, musically. MC bund it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional

£2500

08/0
DA

£2200

04,00
AG

Heavyweight miniature two-way: the two-layer enclosure has steel lining and aCohan machinable-polymer baffle. Demands alot of power,

11 02

2A real find in our Nov'02 Group Test, this Mission m53 floorstander soundf. just like its little brother but with much more extension to the

£800

11/00
AG

The most credible audio application so far for NXT flat panel technology. An AV system ( it's also available axa two-channel sub-sat system), the

£4000

07/00
KB

£500

05/02
AG

Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back

£950

10/01
AG

Asymmetric 905mm-high enclosure (supped in mirror- image pairs) using Iwo 140mm paper pulp bass/mids and a28mm silk dome that

£5000

09/02
Kit

Another beautiful boat-tailed' fioorstanderfrom the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002 Awards

£6500

01/01
MC

With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn-loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has

£840

07/99
AH

Thin enough to slip into Me smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around the

£120

09/016
12/0 I

An opinion divider. KK found 'asou ndstage so wide and so deep that one Iii.tener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'.

Blueroom
Minipod
B&W DM303
B&W
Nautilus 802
Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

MartinLogan
Prod'
MartinLogan
Clarity
Mirage MRM-1
Mission m53
Mission fs2-AV
Quad ESL-989
Ruark Etude
Ruark
Prologue R
Sonus Faber
Cremona

Totem Ario
Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

£550

Wharfedale
EVO10

£320

Wilson
Benesch ACT 2

£9000

Wilson Benesch
Discovery

£5500

Wilson WATT/
£22,500
Puppy System 7

www.hifinews.co.uk

Tested

o
o

Make/model

Au

06/0
AH

How we rate it

sensitivity of 1C0dEt/W.SH said it gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.
pulp cone mid/bass, crosscver 2.8kHz. Easy to drive, if insensitive, it builds on its predecessors' stable imagery, tonal accuracy and detail.
resolution is not especially high, and treble occasionally stood out, but there was arefreshing lack of woody coloration.
harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fart and slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.
simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.
vividness and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. (Special finishes available at extra cost.)

capacity to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.
Elac's aluminium composite bass unit ( in awood cabinet rather than ametal one, and with dome rather than ribbon tweeter) can deliver high
volume levels with negligible compression or distortion. Basslines are particularly well projected; overall sound is very well integrated.

reproduce subtle solo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.
crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.
Compact' only by barn-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers, with
the boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.
Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell- braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little
strain even when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.
Inverted-dome Focal tweeter plus two 16Orrim drivers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront- ported cabinet It had asomewhat bright treble, but
the sound starts and stops when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all kinds of music.
when reversed, switches to bi-wirelbi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.

spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.
This is another ML hyd rid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear-mounted 25mm tweeter- for better off-axis
sound dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching buta fantastic loudspeaker!
but free of the usual box coloration artefacts. Its precision and detail are difficult to match, but It really needs asubwoofer.
low-frequencies. Asuperbly balanced all-rounder that'll work just as well with pumping rock or subtle jazz.

fs2-AV consists of acome subwoofer and fiœ identical satellites on detachable, rotatable stands. Sound is smooth, easy and mellifluous.
Larger, wider- bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic ' 57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile
components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.

presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open midband.
takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.
issue. You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.
Tannoy's Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.

speakers. Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the seamlressness helping draw the listener into the fluid midband.

AG and his panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.
Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open mid band
and smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.

10/99
AG

High-tech carbon- loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested a

08/01
AH

A 150mm Tactic bass/nid and 28mm sot-dome tweeter face forward: underneath are two bass drivers in an isobaric clamshell arrangement.

12/0 9

rather bright balance with superb articulation and class- leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.

Choir voices were awonder to behold, anc the Discovery stayed clean and unflustered on testing techno and dance.
Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more
dynamic bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the ' 7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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time to try...

the best just got

better!

©

Stockists of

Nairn Audio
Benz Micro
SiItech
Conrad- Johnson
Finite Elemente
Accuphase

11111
t

J M Lab
Avalon Acoustics
Rego Research

New design team + new standards = Gil

Cardas
Totem Acoustic
Sugden

"I have owned aMark 1Mini Sub as part of one of
my systems since Ireviewed it because Ifelt it
made asignificant improvement to the sound of a

Proac
Nottingham Analogue

Hi Fi when compared to that of direct mains.
Ifeel that the Gil brings even greater

and others...

improvements.
Tony Bolton, Hi -Fi News, June 2004

Audio Republic, 78 Otley Road,
Headingley, Leeds, L56 4BA

I
scoTe k

Tel: 0113 2177294

Award Winning Mains Filter & Regeneration Systern,
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A
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www.auclio-republic.co.uk

www.audioreference.co.uk

01252 702705

DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO EQUIPMENT

info@audioreference.co.uk
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Accessories Club
EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS
HFN 001 FLUXDUMPER 'Magic Brick' for valve amps

£30

HFN 002 TEST LP The Producer's Cut'

£25

HFN 004 BLACKHEAD . Moving- coil transformer

£80

HFN 005 SPIKE SET 8 xM6 spikes for wood/steel

£12

Ear training with sound- boosting CD
D

HFN 012 STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide
LP Store: 120- LP, 2- divider. 360(h) x340(dI

£85

CD Store: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)

£99

CD Base: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)

£99

£75 D

HEN 017 WALLNUT II Wall- mounting 2- shelf table
MEN 022 SORBOTHANE Damping sheet

E
D

£13 D

50x150x3nim

HFN 023 LP INNER SLEEVES per 50

£10

HFN 026 LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£12

HFN 027 CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£12

HFN 028 SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack of 12

£18 D

HFN 030 4MM BANANA PLUGS Set of 4

£10 D
£8

HFN 031 IEC PLUG

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
PURE POWER MAINS CONDITIONERS
2kVA 2313/230V

£800 D

1kVA 230/230V

£450 D

IkVA Adjustable output

£530 D

1kVA Int'l 120/230V, 230/120V

£500 D

500VA 230/230V

£345 D
£395 D

500VA Int'l 120/230V. 230/120V
RADEX EARTH CABLE Standard, per metre

£4.50 D

RADEX EARTH CABLE HID, per metre

£6.50 D

RADEX RF EXTERMINATOR EARTH SPIKE 1.2 metre

£45 D

PURE HENRY RF INDUCTOR per pair

£60 D

EARTH HENRY RF earth choke

£50 D

EARTH HENRY RF earth choke, kit

£35 D

SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 2- way

£99 D

SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 6-way

£199 D
£145 D

PURE HARDWIRE Mains distribution unit, 12- way
METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution, 10- way

£95 CI

METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution. 6- way

£85 D

METAL CLAD 32A mains distribution, 4- way

£70 D

SUPRA LO RAD Mains chord, per metre

£15

'AUDIO QUALITY MAINS SUPPLY .Booklet

£24 E

0,234
74,52

Hearing is I
ike
UtTIMRTE STEREO HERRIff6.
any other
G EQUIPMENT REFRESHER
human ability: it
Improve your hearIng
can be improved
your sound system ,
•
with practice.
This CD, the first
of its kind in the
sive
world, contains
tee
\ogyit
tracks specially
%Jge
5(
prepared to help
you do this in
the comfort of
your own home.
lemoée tao motet Fr» beni.
dempren... nom Imet+ . 0m
Cal led The
Ultimate Stereo
and Hearing
The disc is split into four
Refresher, the 43-track disc has sections: ear training; stereo
As for the remainder of the test
been largely produced by
tracks, these are designed to
imaging tests; burn- in, test
long-standing hi-fi reviewer
tones and demagnetising
help you achieve optimum
Richard Black. Richard has
equipment set up and
tracks; plus music selections.
worked as arecordingengineer
performance. Spoken
In particular, the ear training
and isalso aprofessional
introductions give clear
tracks help the hearing to
pianist, having appeared at
explanations on how to utilise
re-acquaint itself with high
many prestigious concert
each track and there are even
frequencies after having been
venues across the globe
tests for headphone users.
over exposed to an abundance
including Carnegie Hall New
The Ultimate Stereo and Hearing
of low-frequency sounds in
York, and Wigmore Hall London. today's world.
Refresher £ 15.00

MISCELLANEOUS ACCESSORIES

CD CARE & PROTECTION

£99 D

SUPER SPUR LIGHTNING PROTECTOR

er%
e

MICHELL 4mm banana plugs

CD ' IEWEL' CASES

£12

per 4

Standard Sin complete

pack of 13

£6.50 D

MICHELL Tenderfeet Large, per 3

£14 D

Maxi- single slimline

pack of 10

£6.50 E

MICHELL Tenderfeet Small, per 3

£10

Slim double

pack of 5

£6.50 ID

FERRITE NOISE ABSORBERS

Standard double

pack of 3

£6.50

Small, 6mm

per pair

£12

£6.50

Large ( 12mm)

per pair

£14 D

PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Kit

£330 D

5in PVC protective sleevespack of 30

PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Assembled

D

£399 ID

DENSEN D MAGIC CD demagnetiser

£10 E

KONTAK Contact cleaner

£15 D

PHONES 01 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Kit

£218 D

STEROPHILE Test CD 1 /2/3 Set of 3

£30 E

DE-OXIT Contact cleaner

£14 D

PHONES 01 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Assembled

£299 D

CHESKY ULTIMATE Test CD

£15

PRO- GOLD Gold contact cleaner

XLO/REFERENCE Test and turn ir CD

£24

£5 D

PURE TERMINATOR RF line cap

£15 D

'BLACK BOX' REPRINTS VOLUME I

VINYL CARE & PROTECTION
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk I

£400 O

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk IKit

£225 El

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk Il

£450 D

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk II Kit

£255 Cl

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE

£500

Mk Il Pro

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 1 litre

£17.50 D

MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 5 litres

£35 D

OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 50

£20 D
£5 D

LP STORAGE BAGS 12in sealed, per 50

£22

CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, 0.002g

£220

CARTRIDGE MAN Digital level

£220

£18 El

CICABLE LS35/A crossover

Statmat Cni, blEe

£39 D
£790 D

£18.45

AUDIO ONE XLR/phono adaptor ( specify in or out), per pair

£45 D

£37.50 E

QUA& THE CLOSEST APPROACH Ken Kessler's definitive hook

£50 D

Visit www.hifiaccessoriesclub corn - emai Iorders welcome

accessories club order form
Name

Post code

£35 D

RINGMAT 330Mk11 XLR Ringmat

£50 D

'HFN

£145

RINGMAT Support system full spacer set, blue
NAD PP- 2 Phono stage, m-rn/m-c

£50 D

DISCWASHER Vinyl care system

£30
£27.50

LAST LP preservative

£27.50 D
£15 D
£22.50

D

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

Accessories Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete)*

Card Number
LL

LAST Power clean LP cleaner

LAST Record cleaner

Telephone
Cheque/postal order enclosed for

£70

RINGMAT Anniversary 330 Ringmat

L

Expires ( date)

A

A

_ A_

AL

À

_I

Signature

£15

LAST Stylus cleaner
INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM (Rega) 1.2m kit

£ 115 D

INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM (Regal 1.2m installed £ 129 E
INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM (Universal) 1.2m installed £ 165
AESTHETIX ABCD-I cartridge demagnitiser £ 200 D
RAB Speedstrobe, includes LED light source

www.hifinews.co.uk

SID Sound improvement cisc

per pair

D
D

RINGMAT 200/250 Ringmat

MICHELL Unicover

ROTHWELL Attenuator

Address

£37.50

SHURE SFG-2 Stylus pressure gauge

LAST Stylast stylus treatment

£15 E:

£13 ID

DECCA Mk Ill Record- cleaning brush
ZEROSTAT Antistatic pistol

BIB OVO CARE KIT Lens cleaner kit

RINGMAT Statrnat Mk II COi

£16

AYRE System Enhancement CD

£12.50

BIB CD CARE KIT Lens cleaner and CD restorer

£14 D
£500 D

RELAXA 3* Isolation platform

7

£ 75 D

£44 D

TO CRDER Please send completed order form ( or aphotocop;') to:
HFN Accessories Club & co Service
PO Box 200. Bedford M',(40 1YH, UK
OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152
OR E-mail: sales@hifiactessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order faciFty at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size,
anywhere in the United Kingdom.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome.
Where applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will
be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact
us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.
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And save up .t

Enjoy all these
benefits when yo
subscribe today:
Up to 25% off the full

sPtVe
25%
e°13a.

subscription rate
No price increases

Offer Rate

Full Price

Saving

UK 6 Month DD

£17.10

£22.80

25%

UK Annual Chq/Credit Card

£36.48

£45.60

20%

your door

Western Europe*

€72.16

€96.22

25%

Hot off the press!

North America*

$97.12

$129.50

25%

Rest of World*

£60.71

£80.95

25%

during your initial
subscription period
Delivered direct to,

HOTLINE: 0845 676 7778
UK SUBSCRIBERS SEND YOUR ORDER TO:
HiFi News Subscriptions, FREEPOST CY1061, Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH16 3ZA
OVERSEAS SUBSCRIBERS SEND YOUR ORDER TO:
HiFi News Subscriptions, PO Box 272. Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH16 3FS, UK

YES!

IWOULD LIKE TO SUBSCRIBE TO .
11FI NEWS:

Direct Debit ( UK only). Pay only £ 16.65 every six
months, saving 25% off full price or £22.20

Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss:

Forename:

Zip/Postcode:
If you would like to receive emails from Hi Fi News ano IPC containing news.
special offers and product and service information ant take part in our
magazine research via email, please include your ertinl belon

Date of Birth:

PAYMENT DETAILS:

Name of Bank:

payable to IPC Media Ltd

Address:
(see price panel above)
n
, ONLY

Visa

MasterCard

Amex

C Switch

Postcode:

Card Nce

DEEEMEEDMIMETI

Address:

(inc. country / area code)

A/C no

Ienclose achequentenational money order made

Please debit my:

Surname:

Home tel

For office use only. Originator's reference -764 221
(
Please attach correct postage)

CODE: 25U

YOUR DETAILS:

DIRECT

Debit

for the amount cf £/e/S

El Aone-year subscription, saving up to 20%
(See price panel above)

PAYMENT DETAILS: DIRECT DEBIT

(
No stamp needed)

Expry date:

Card issue No.

Signature:
am OVel ial

Date:

rn

Account name:
Sort code:

Account no.

Please pa/ ( PC Media Ltd. Direct Debits Forredhe account detailed
on this inCniction subject to the safeguards assured by the Direct
Debit Guardntee. Iunderstand that this instruction-may remain with
IPC Media Ltd. and if no, details will be parsed electronically to my
Bank or Bulding Society.

Hi Fi News and IPC would Hie to contact you by post or telephone to promote and
ask ynur opiniein oreour magazines end services. Please tick here il you prefer not to
hear from IPC
IPC may owasionaly pass your details to carefully selected organisations so that
they can contact you by telepnone m post with regards to promming and researching
their products red services • , • .• .
nreter not to be c • , •.

Signature:
(lam°.

rs ,

Closing date: 7th August 2004

Date:

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision

ABERDEEN (OPENING SOON)

stocks

a wide range of Hi -Fi separates, DVD players,

i

IIIIIIMIL

amplifiers, speakers, plasma screens, LCD
televisions and projection systems from all the
leading manufacturers.

000 0 0 0 0 0 0

NEW

d

IRMO/

BRISTOL

CAMBRIDGE

and home cinema installations, our friendly staff are

CARDIFF

available in all stores to advise, demonstrate and guide
0 o

interested in home entertainment and want to avoid the

CHELSEA

00 0

confusion, contact your local Sevenoaks Sound & Vision
store and experience more.
0% interest free option ^ is available on most products.
^Written details on request. Licensed credit brokers.
Minimum balance £400. Subject to status.

BRIGHTON

BROMLEY

From starter systems to custom designed multi- room

you through the home entertainment jungle. If you're

BEDFORD
BIRMINGHAM

CHELTENHAM
CRAWLEY
CROYDON

ARCAM EXTENDS DiVA RANGE
Arcam has added two excitinc new products to
its highly successful DiVA range.
The British designed and manufactured DV79 is an
affordable enthusiast level DVD-Audio Player that
delivers one of the best pictures in the world along
with Arcaes legendary sound cuality. It is equipped
with an HOMI digital video output for the latest
plasmas and projectors plus interlaced and
progressive analogue audio. Whether playing movies

EALING (
OPENING SOON)
EDINBURGH
EPSOM
EXETER
GLASGOW
GUILDFORD
HOLBORN
HULL
IPSWICH

or listening to music. the DV79 will not disappoint.

KINGSTON

The 7.1 channel AVR300 home cinema and music

LEICESTER

recei‘ier will impress even the most discerning
listener. This audio performance is matched by a
feature set that meets the requirements of today's
most demanding NV enthusiasts

LEEDS
LINCOLN
LIVERPOOL
MAIDSTONE

CUSTOM INSTALLATION
Are you looking to neatly and seamlessly integrate a
Home Cinema or Hi Fi System into your home? Our
Custom Installation experts are fully trained in all areas
and provide aprompt, reliable and professional service.
Whether you're looking for lighting control systems, a
dedicated home cinema installation with a retractable

CYRUS DAC-X

NOTTINGHAM

player to be upgraded to the very latest 192Khz DAC
technology. In true Cyrus tradition this new decoder

PETERBOROUGH

can also be supplied - or upgraded - with dual mono,
fully balanced. pre-amblifier cards built-in. This Pre-

system, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has the solution.

ampirfier version will be known as the DAC-XP

POOLE
PRESTON

SOLIHULL
SOUTHAMPTON
SOUTHGATE
STAINES

THE SEVENOAKS WEBSITE
DENON AVR3805 7.1 A/V RECEIVER
The AVR3805 is the replacement for the highly
acctaimed ' 3803. This is amajor model change every element has been exami
ned and upgraded. The
'38G5 is supplied with a radical new handset - the
RC970. This advanced remote control is fully backlit
and features full learning capability and is preprogrammed for most major brands.
FREE GRADO SR60 HEADPHONES WORTH £90
WITH THE DENOUAVR3805 CURING JULY"

WHY RISK VIRTUAL SHOPPING WHEN
THERE'S A REAL STORE NEARBY?

PLYMOUTH

SHEFFIELD

SPECTACULAR OFFERS ONLY ON

C

OXFORD

SEVENOAKS

OFF ORIGINAL SELLING PRICE

log on to www.ssay.com `‘
and click on Special Offers

NORWICH

READING

SAVE UT 50%

SPECIAL BUYS • OVERSTOCKS • EX- DISPLAY • END OF LINE
AND MUCH MORE - ALL FULLY GUARANTEED

NEWCASTLE

Cyrus' new DAC-X
IIIMIMMF•111111k
is one of the world's
finest Digital to Analogue Converters, allowing any CD

screen and built-in speakers or an integrated contral

HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS AVAILABLE
FROM OUR 49 STORES NATIONWIDE

MANCHESTER

WWW.

>
evenoak soundandvision.co.uk

SWINDON
SWISS COTTAGE
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WEYBRIDGE
WITHAM ( ESSEX)
WOLVERHAMPTON
PLEASE SEE PAGE 7
FOR ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE
NUMBER DETAP_S

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION

Arcam DiVA CD73T

*ea

CD Player
£399.95

PRxi.uct
Ao3";,#.2

Ar-AM
C.073

d
FREE GRADO SR60 HEADPHONES WORTH £90 WHEN YOU PURCHASE AN AMP AND CD
TOGETHER FROM ONE OF THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS - ARCAM, CYRUS & ROKSAN*
morenewocnoriven

MY OTTER OFFER OR PROMOTION

rurntable / RB300 Tonearm

DIGITAL

IMO

•

AVE(30

FVF

2003

CD5400 CD Player
MS.NUM

Best Buy
2003

Yamaha CDR-HD1300
CD-RW/HD Recorder

"The Gyrodec SE sounds great, combining the bes/
sorfic characteriics of rivals... Quite simply, the Michell
Gyrodec SE is terrific. Nothing compares at this price

CD•iec.00

3,,

"No more wasted CD- Rs: in astroke of genius,

SWIM

Yamaha had the idea of combining aCD recorder

-it's well deserving another Best Buy."

CLAIM £50

TOWARDS THE GOLDRING
CARTRIDGE OF YOUR CHOICE*

£449.95

sPe
ts0

e/larantz

with ahard drive, enabling you to edit your music
before burning it to disc. The result was the excellent

PM7200 Amplifier

CDR-HD1000, and the CDR-HD1300E is its younger,

9.95

cheaper and vastly superior sibling. It's the best
home- recording solution currently available."

"This is one of the most
powerful amps in its class,
at 95w per channel, and it

1111EME

sounds it with anything from

Pioneer PDR-609

dance to abig orchestral

CD-RW Recorder

work, offering adelicious

oltheyour
2002

£169.95

combination of poise and

Runner PP11•39

impact. Stick with fast,
dynamic speakers such as
B&W DM601 S3s or KEF's
equally capable Ois and the

Pro.
; t1 . rssion
! rntable (Black)
"Compared with a £200 CD player ths
il-mk sounds remarkable: dig out your vinyl
and give trie )(pression aspin."

. .
Project 1Debut II

results will amaz:e)

"So do you buy adigital tuner? Or an analogue one?
Now you don't have to pick: just buy Pure Digital's
DRX-702ES! Whether on FM or DAB, this tuner sounds

Pure Digital
DRX-702E5 Analogue/DAB Tuner

superb... The overall balance is powerful, clean and
crisp, making this afine tuner by any standards,

£119.95

and asuperb buy given its

£279.95

excellent flexibility."

se-

id!
PURE

•;; ;;87.50 MH:

THE PROJECT RANGE
STARTS AT ONLY £119.95

Fr

Q

@

11-

00

Cyrus
Pre X Pre Amplifier
Mono X Power Amplifier

(
Each)

0

999.95

KEF Q4
Speakers £399.95

1199.95

The 04 is one of the latest addit

This Cyrus pairing isn't cheap but iisteil to awell- run-in sample

i.; to KEF's acclaimed Q

Series. At the heart of this floorstander lies the UniQ driver

and its array of talents is hard to beat. Load your favourite CD

array - a 130mm die-cast chassis housing along throw

into acapable player, turn up the Pre Xand the sonic magic will

cone and coincident mounted 19mm aluminium dome HF

be worth every penny"

unit. This driver arrangement makes the speaker much
easier to place in the room and alleviates the ' sweet spot'
found on ' ordinary' speakers. This has been combined with
adedicated 130mm LF unit for extended bass output
which belies the size of its diminutive cabinet.

FREE
QED

SPEAKER CABLE

WORTH

WITH ALL HI- Fl

£60 WITH SPEAKERS OVER £299
£80 WITH SPEAKERS OVER £499
£120 WITH SPEAKERS OVER £999

SPEAKER PAIRS
OVER £299*

60 HEADPHONE OFFER*

Mission
780 SE Speakers £ 349.95
B&W

"The revamped Mission 780s are hugely enjoyable:
anyone with up to £400 to spend should consider these

DM602 53 Speakers £299.95

standmounters. Mission's clever move

"These solidly made standmounters perform well

has paid off."

infra!

acnss the whole range of musical s:yles... Add these

'Y

speakers to your hi-fi system and you're guaranteed
nnagruficent integration between toe drivers and an

*****

even tonal balance. Best Buy
200?

\Noe

e

Roksan Kandy
KD1/III CD Player £594.95
KM/Ill Amplifier £594.95

ii

f-

SUbWOOfer ( Black)

is delivered with clarity and atight bass, whie

e

e

at the other extreme the treble is sweet and

•

e

detailed, getting the most from Wagner's Ride
"You get ahigh

of the Vallee& The result is a breathtaking

level of detail and

Best Buy amplifier that betters its competition

the kind of impact

with ease.

most sub-£ 1000

• •

"Timing and rhythm are excellent. DJ Shadow

"ware ru 00
BestBur• • — •

(ANDY KAVIII AMPLIFIER - AWARDS 2003

2003"
r

.4lbitwoo

floorstanders would

'The Kandy KD1/III CD player offers agreat array of talents - team it with its amp stablemate and you

struggle to match.

have something cIose to the ideal visual and sonic combination."

fflutrr
*****

The verdict's
simple:buy with
confidence."

Best Buy

2003,

FREE

PRICING POLICY
We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive.
Ti

In the event you can find the same products and excellent service at
alower price, please bring it to our store managers' attention.

GRADO SR60 HEADPHONES WORTH £90 WHEN YOU PURCHASE AN AMP AND CD TOGETHER FROM ONE
OF THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS - ARCAM, CYRUS & ROKSAN* ter IN CONJUNCTION

«MIAMI on., Off. no PROMOTION

FINANCE OPTION*
Spread the cost of buying.
0% finance option is available on the vast majority of products we stock.
ITNotten detads on request. Licensed come broken. Ilkinurn balance [ 400 SulNect to Mat..

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES.

PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.

*ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOR IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. ADVEFMSEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 28107 , EWE.

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION

MUSICAL FIDELITY
Musical Fidelity has
unveiled two
integrated amplifiers
and aCD player as
part of its revamped
X-series. The 40
wpc, X-80 (£599.95)
and the 80wpc X-150

MUSIC
ALL
AROUND

You've heard of hi-fi - now
welcome to the world of wi-fi!
Wi-fi devices allow you to
network arange of devices
together - from your music

THE

system to your PC - without

HOME

muitiroom server like Yamaha's

(£799.95) amplifiers feature adual- gang analogue

the wires. For example, a
MusicCAST can wirelessly

volume control and high-output transistors for each

send music to up to five ' client'

channel. The X-150
also includes ahigh
quality phono stage.

Linn Classik

playback systems dotted

Music System

around your home. That music

f799.95

could be stored on the

The X-Ray" CD

MusicCAST server device or

(
Ex Speakers)

When purchased with speakers over f299'

When purchased on its own £849.95

player (£899.95), is the

other sources - existing hi-fi kit,

replacement for the

maybe, or an internet radio

impact and drive, it retains its grip even as it thumps

The Classik sounds simply marvellous. Boasting fine

legendary X- Ray and

station or MP3 files from your

out rock and dance tracks. Ask it to play quiet

uses the same DAC

PC: plug-in adapters make it

acoustic music and its smooth, liquid presentation

and upsampling

easy to wi-fi-enable products.

impresses still further. The Classik offers the
performance you'd expect from high quality

principles as the acclaimed Tri Vista SACD player. From
atechnical standpoint, the X-Ray is equal of some of

separates in one lovely package - this is avery

the most expensive players on the market.

superior product."

B&W 704

eakers

f1399.95
YAMAHA'S MusicCAST

The 704 speakers
are part of B&W's

MCX-1000 DIGITAL SERVER
MCX-A10 CLIENT

new 700 series.
These floorstanding,
two-and-a-half-

oflualltr

way, vented box

YAMAHA MusicCAST
MCX A10
(NI us.cCAST Client)

speakers and are
available in a

£ 599.95
£1799.95

PAC X 1000
(MusicCAST Server)

variety of attractive

CYRUSLINK

finishes. In arecent
What Hi- R? Sound

Linkserver 160 £2999.95

and Vision group

(Four Zone HD Server 160Gb Dove)

test the 704 offered
"Remarkable
openness and
clarity that is

CYHUSLINK
Linksmrver &
Linkport

Denon DM31
UD-M31 CD Receiver
f189.95

f40

When purchased with speakers over E99'

When purchased on its own f199.95
"The D- M30 was exemplary, as its three What Hi Fi?

Linkserver 250 £3499.95

Sound and Vision Awards clearly show. The D- M31

(Four Zone HD Server 250Gb Drive)

is even better, making it phenomenal value for money."

Linkport

£ 649.95

Linkwand

£ 199.95

Curuslink

OPTIONAL RECORDERS:
DMD-M31 MINIDISC RECORDER • DRR-M31 CASSETTE DECK

unrivalled at

AVAILABLE AT SELECTED

this price."

SEVENOAKS SOUND AViSION STORES

NO - PRICE EXCLUDES SPEAKERS

mmautuirr
*****

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES.
PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.
'ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER.
ADVErTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 28/07/04, 680E.

SEPARATE HI- Fl SYSTEMS
Rotel
RCD-02 CD Player
RA-02 Amplifier

Roksan Kandy
KD1/III CD Player
KA1/III Amplifier

Monitor Audio
Bronze B2 Speakers

Monitor Audio
Silver S6 Speakers

HI-FI
SYS

For this recommended Hi- F System we have
combined Rotel's highly rated RCD-02 CD prayer and
RA- 02 amplifier with Monitor Audio's beautifully
balanced Bronze B2 speakers. This package gives a
powerful, fresh and vibrant sound. The compact 32
speakers, available h avariety of finishes, were
awarded ' Best Buy' by What Hi Fi? Sound and
with the sound being described as "Superb...
Speakers don't get much better than the B2's".

Arcam
CD73T CD Player
A65 Plus Amplifier
KEF
Q4 Speakers
Arcam and KEF both have an enviable reputation for

The combination of

speaker specialies,

producing great sounding kit without breaking the

Roksan's Kandy MK3

Monitor Audio. The

bank. This system shows why with awell balanced

CD and amplifier is,

combination of Roksan's

sound that

according to What Hi-

excellent rhythm and

R? Sound and Vision,

timing, with its tight bass

At the front of this package is kcam's upgradeable

"Something close to the

and sweet detailed

CD73T CD player - aWhat Hi- R? Sound and Vision

ideal visual and sonic

treble coupled with the

'Product cf the Year 2003'. We've coupled this with

combination" (December

'S6's ability to stay

Arcam's complementary A65 Plus integrated

2003). We have

unruffled even when the

compatible and includes adigital output for

amplifier and KEF's new 04 floostanding speakers

partnered these with the

music is at its most

connecting to adigital recorder.

featunng KEF's unique Uni Q technology for easier

Silver S6 fioorstanding

complex, makes this a

room placement.

speakers from British

remarkable system.

SYSTEM PRICE SAVE

SYSTEM PRICE

The RA-02 amplifier features remote control and a
phono input. The RCD-02 (***** - What Hi Fi?
Sound and Vision - August 2003) is HDCD

SYSTEM PRICE SAVE

both musically involving and enjoyable.

£799.95 f129

£999.95 £149

HI-FI SYSTEM 1 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFER OR PROMOTION

HI-FI SYSTEM 2 - NOT IMIIONJMNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

PR/CE E(CLIJOES CAEILES & STAXXX

FA/GE EXCLLX:ES ...ARLES NSTANDS

£1789.95

PRICE EXCLUDES CABLES 8STANDS

111-F1 SYSTEM 3 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OF PROMOTION

e

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION

Maranta

£249.95

Musical Fidelity • AO

£599.95

Musical Fidelity

£799.95

Musical Fidelity

£979.95

Musical Fidelity 43.2 Pre

£999.95

Musical Fidelity 43.2 Power

£999.95

Musical Fidelity 4308
Quad
Roksan

£1999.95
£549.95

may KAI MK111

f594.95

Roksan , Ispian M

£999.95

Rotel rb-1-01

£249.95

Rotel RA- 02

£349.95

Rotel RA- 1062

£594.95

SPEAKERS
Evo One
fvo Three

£149.95
£ 279.95

,•
V

Acoustic Energy

I

An outstanding selection of products are

Acoustic Energy

on display and available for demonstration

8838

VI rAl S3

B&W

r:.002 S3

at all Sevenoaks Sound & Vision stores.

MI/Ill (From)

88W 704
KEF 01
KEF 04
'

£139.95

Michell

rnoDec (Ex Mm

4'1049.95
£599.95

Project Debut Plano SB

£169.95

Project Debut II (Black)

£119.95

Project Debut II (Colours)

£134.95

Project 1Xpression

£209.95

TUNERS
£199.95

Cyrus ' '

1499.95

Denon ' 1K11
Harman !Carden fiJ970 DAB/AM/FM
Maranta J
4000

£ 99.95
£ 299.95
£99.95

Pure • /01ES DAB

£199.95

Pure 3111(702ES Aoalogue!DAB

£279.95

Arcam

CD73T

£399.95

Arcam

C0821

£499.95

Arcam

:
AC0931

£699.95

Arcam

VA 08192

£849.95

Arcam

.
14 CD33T

£1299.95

Cyrus

h

£599.95

Cyrus
Cyrus
Denon

f999.95
VIA

£749.95

3485

£ 119.95

Linn

£ 1099.95

Linn

£2199.95

Maranta

£ 119.95

Musical Fidelity X.Rayu

£399.95

Musical Fidelity A32

£ 999.95

Musical Fidelity A3CIr

£ 1999.95

Quad

£999.95

Roksan • lay (Dl P.11(111
Roksan

man M

Rotel

•

Rotel s.j1U72

£ 594.95

£ CALL

Panasonic TX26LXD1 26"

£ CALL

Panasonic TX321.XD1 32"

£ CALI

£ CALL

Denon ..•. 1l1804 AN Receiver

£ 899.95

CALL

Philips . L'5 30"

£ CALL

Denon .' l2803 AN Receiver

£249.95

ECALL

Denon ..1-12805 NV Receiver

Sharp Aquos (..- 151ME 15

£ CALL

£ CALL

Denon

Sharp Aquos

G-1551 E15"

£ CALL

£ CALI.

Sharp Aquos

C- 2051E 20"

£ CALL

Sharp Aquos

tPower

Linn Kolector

(
Each. £1199.95
£ 179.95
£ 574.95

Linn LK85
£544.95
Maranta
£ 149.95

o

Harman Kardon AVR630 NV Receiver

C-225V2E 22"

£ CALL

£999.95

Maranta L.,4-100 AN Receiver

Sharp Aquos

22401E 22*

£ CALL

£269.95

Maranta ..R5400 AN Receiver

Sharp Aquas

c- 30401E 30"

£ CALL

£349.95

Sharp Aquos

C-3011V4E 30"

£ CALL

Sharp Aquos

C-37AD1 37"

E CALL

£299.95

£CALI.

Pioneer ..-.X-0501 AN Receiver

£599.95

£329.95

Pioneer . ;
X-0812 AN Receiver

Toshiba . uvVL36P 26"

£ CALL

Monitor Audio Silver S8

f799.95

£319.95

Pioneer . 11X-AX3i NV Receiver

Toshiba 32WL36P 32"

£ CALL.

Monitor Audio Gold Reference 10 ..

£799.95

£649.95

Pioneer . X-4051 NV Receiver

£929.95

Monitor Audio Gold Reference 20

£1499.95

Quad

£379.95

Quad
Quad

£ 499.95
£894.95

Wharfedale •

£344.95
k Evolution 30

£649.95

110601E NV Receiver

Pioneer ..VA- 4010i NV Amplifier

£2199.95

Rotel (165 AN Receiver

£1799.95

Rotel

066)13M131075 NV Pre/Power

Rotel ' 1098 NV Processor
Yamaha ,.. SP- 427505E NV Amplifier
Yamaha ASP-AX640SE NV Amplifier

iii- ri aiSTEMS
Demo 201 Ex Speakers

£499.95

Denen DF101 Ex Speakers
Denon DM11 1 P.,Speakers

£299.95
£199.95

Linn ClasF..- • • Ex Speakers

£849.95
£199.95

Ex Speakers

Teac Reference ID° Ex Speakers

£449.95

Teac Reference 90 Fx Speakers

£569.95

DVD SYSTEMS
£499.95

De11011DVD-770SD/AVR 770SO Ex Speakers

£599.95

Jamo DVR50/A305PDD Inc Speakers

£649.95

Jamo 001f 50/6355P00 Inc Speakers

£899.95

£ CALL

£349.95
E CALL

Sim 2

£749.95
£499.95

£899.95

Castle ' pact CC,3
Energy .. x,• 5.1

£999.95
£399.95

Energy . ore
Infinity 58750

£799.95

MULTI- ROOM AUDIO

£ 499.95
£ 799.95

KEF KFIT50, 1 £200 FREE QED CABLE'

£ 1199.95

KEF Q7 AV £300 FREE QED CABLE•

£2199.95
£ 1699.95

£2999.95

M&K

£3499.95
£649.95

M&K

.

£ 1799.95

£999.95
£ 499.95

KEF KFIT2005 2£150 FREE QED CABLE.

Cries Linkserver 160

r1000

£849.95

KEF K1-111005 £100 FREE QED CABLE'

Cyrus Linkserver 250
Cyrus Linkport

£199.95
£599.95

£

B&W '' AS1
B8W •' •" 00 AV

M&K

E250 FREE QED CABLI•

£1894.95
£2249.95

VS
1
1
1135N850

Mission " •

£3899.95

Pack

£449.95

Monitor Audio ,,,nze B2 AV
Monitor Audio
B4 AV

£799.95
£949.95

Monitor Audio

£499.95

.
klitis 270

Monde Audio • ILdius 5.1
REGION 2 MULTI REGION
£599.95 £ 599.95

Plus

£ 1199.95 £ 1199.95

Denon
Denon

2200 Universal
£ CALL
2900 Universal £ CALL

£ CALL
£ CALL

Denon

All

£ CALL

£CALL

£1599.95 £ 1599.95

Harman Kardon DVD22
Harman Kardon 00031

£299.95 £299.95
£399.95 £ 399.95

Pioneer
Pioneer . 4)5A Universal ..

£ 69.95 £ 79.95
£139.95 £ 159.95

Pioneer .' ,/ 5A Universal

£ 149.95 £ 179.95

Pioneer .. itAs Universal

£ CALI.

£ CALI.

Pioneer
Universal £ CALI.
£ CALL
Toshiba
£69.95 £79.95

MJ McManus Pro 100

E60 QED CABLE £599.95

MJ Accuse= Ref 100 13

rso OED CABLE' £ 349.95

RI Acoustics Ref 1 (13Ia( « coo QED CABLE' £ 699.95
REL . • • LMCI (Brine B1.: •

20 HDMI DLP

£3499.95
£3999.95

Sim 2,11.30D Plus DLP £D)

£5499.95

Sim 2 FfT300 Xtra DLP

£7999.95

Sim 2FITYNSim 2HT

VOMI DIP
DLP

ThemeScene

1Cinema DLP

TherneScene , Cinema DIP el)}

£ 7999.95
£24995.95
£1199.95
£1499.95

rwineScenell:ki Cinema DLP

£2299.95

Yamaha VIA- 1000 DIP/ED)

£ 5499.95

REMOTE CONTROLS
Maranta in;5400

£399.95

Maranta RC9200
Philips -', lIIi

£799.95
£1399.95

CALL
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STORE OR
VISIT OUR WEBSITE
FOR OUR UP-TO-DATE PRICES

SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION
OPERATES A PRICING POLICY
SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR DETAILS

ci 00 QED CABLE' £499.95

(
Brittex Black. £ 100 QED CABLE' £ 724.95

REL 0400E (Brittex Black) am QED CABLE' £ 999.95
REL Quake (Brine), E
,
Hr

£34995

(
TOO QED CABLE'

REL '; trata 5 ¡ Be , '

sno 20 DLP
,
.
nii10

PRICING POLICY

SUB WOOFERS

REL Stampede (B1a.

£1299.95
£2699.95
£ 1099.95
£1799.95

£999.95

Ma Acoustics Pro 50 (Black) E60 QED CABLE' £299.95

REL

£ 849.95

Sharp . /200 DLP
Sim 2

Acoustic Energy Aego P5/11

£1449.95

000 DLP

Screenplay ,, 4805 DLP

£ CALL

Acoustic Energy Evo 38

I? LCD

Screenplay SP5700 DIP
Sharp •. Z10 LCD
Sharp . Z91E DLP

£ CALL

AN SPEAKERS & PACKAGES

I Z1 LCD

Screenplay

Yamaha SX-1/2400FIDS NV Receiver

£2299.95

Denon . 11 Al

Sanyo

V1400RDS NV Receiver

£1199.95

‘

£ 999.95

£ CALL

Yamaha . I
.
.c.V640RDS AA/ Receiver
Yamaha I1V -6050 AN Receiver

Linn Classik Move Di Ex Speakers

Cyrus

£ 8499.95

Sanyo

£219.95
CALL

KEF KIT100 Inc Speakers
Teac Legacy 700/LS-L800 Inc Speakers

DDOJECTORS

£1799.95

£299.95

Artcoustic
994.95

Dentin ADV-M71 Inc SC M51 Speakers

£ CALL

£2291.55

Yamaha Hx-044ORDS AN Receiver
Yamaha 1x-V550 AN Receiver

Yamaha

Sharp Aquas LC- 371184E 37"

£ CALL

Marantz!P-12S3 DIP
NEC • /00 DLP

Yamaha : 1SP-Z9 AA( Amplifier

£699.95 £ 699.95

Pre

£599.95

CALL

ver 56

£799.95 £ 799.95
£999.95 £ 999.95

Cyrus
Denon

1005 AA/ Receiver

Hannan Kardon 4610330 44/ Receiver

Philips ' -119945 17'

Monitor Audio

D089
ADW9

£ 799.95
£999.95

£2199.95

Denon . ,
L1604 AN Receiver

DV78

Crus
Cyrus

£ CALL

£1399.95

Arcam
Arcam

£1149.95

Denon AVC-Al SRA AA/ Amplifier
Denon . ' AlSR AN Amplifier

£ 299.95

Arcam

£ 59995

£3999.95

LCD TV

£449.95

Cyrus

Yamaha PDM4210 42"

Panasonic D(22L13 22"

Yamaha CDR- 1
1D1300 CD-RW

Arcam ' 432

£ 4999.95

£1099.95

DVD PLAYERS

£599.95
£849.95

£3999.95

Pioneer PDP504HIDE 50"
Toshiba 42WP36P 42"

Monitor Audio .. ver SI

Yamaha MusicCast

£ CALL

£3999.95

Pioneer POP503HDE 50" £c9

£5499.95

MAKE & MOLIFL
Arcam ,

405 Plus

Pioneer PDP43411DE 43"

£1299.95

£169.95

Arcam ", 480
Arcam
A90

2399.95
£

Cyrus AV8 NV Processor

Meteor PDR609 CD-RW

Arcam

A/V AMPLIFIERS

£ CALL

Onkyo

£.779.95

AMPLIFIERS

£11A

2 CALL

Panasonic TI-142PE308 42"

Onkyo • NR801E AN Receiver

Cyrus Lrnkwarvl
Yamaha MusicCast" ' XA10

CD RECORDERS

Toshiba l(D-0S30 DVD Recorder .. 2429.95

Panasonic TH37PE3013 37"
Philips I7PP3965 37' eD)

£ 199.95

£ 1099.95
£ 594.95

£399.95
£499.95

2 CAU.
.£2580.55

£899.95

Teac Legacy

CD PLAYERS

137095

Pioneer VR51001-IS DVD-R/RW . .£480.95

Arcam AVR200

Hitachi " ' ,ODE 42"
Panasonic .,142P1A1613 42"

CALL

Arcam AV8/P7 AN Pre/Processor/Power ..

£349.95
'

Monitor Audio • , onze 132

Roark :. IP Il

Arcam DIVA 161

Panasonic DMA- 185 DAD- A

£ CALL
£ CALL

cP.S200 42"

£ 749.95

£119.95

Mission

1/1

Panasonic DMR-E65 DVD-R

£ CALL

Hitachi •',' PD5200 37"
ujtoehi

£ 449.95

£749.95
£549.95

Mission ,
110SE

Michell : 0SE/1113300 felellanissessmiocr-

REGION 2 MULTI REGION
£ CALL
£ CALI
£ CALI
CAI

£599.95

£399.95
•

Mission • 31

Goldring

Hitachi QP05200 32"

MAKE & MODEL
Panasonic DMR-E55 DVD-R

Pioneer IIVR3100S DVD-R/RW

£11790.15
£5750.58
£ 1180.15

Receer

£ 1699.95

B&W 705

TURNTABLES

DVD RECORDERS

Fujitsu l'42111-IS10 42" el
Fujitsu P50)31A30 50"
Hitachi I2PMA400E 42" £D)

Arcata AVR300 AN Receiver

£249.95

KEF
Linn , r.

£115.95 £118.95
£389.95 £319.95

RECEIVERS & PROCESSORS

Acoustic Energy
Acoustic Energy
Acoustic Energy

Yamaha :)VT)- S540
Yamaha

£ 549.95

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE
AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES.
PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.

£100 QED CABLE' £ 699.95
'Added Value Otters- From range available. in-store.

PLASMA

Not in conjunction with any other otter.
£2999.95

(ED) - Limited stock, some could bees-display.

Fujitsu . 11HA10 42" dt)

£2799.95

Advertisement valid until at least 28/07/04, E8DE

Fujitsu

£3499.95

Fujitsu . ' MA30 42"
J
.116430 42"

DEMONSTRATION

WHO ARE SEVENOAKS?

SEVENOAKS STORES NATIONWID
ABERDEEN 57 CROWN STREET
01224 252797 OPENING SOON

Founded
Vision

in

1972.

Sevenoaks Sound &

is one of the

largest and

most

successful hi-fi and home cinema retailers in

among the finest in the country,

the country.

complying with full THX specifications.

Each

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision

store

coverhg all categories of specialist home
entertainment,
systems

BRIGHTON 57 WESTERN ROAD, HOVE
01273 733338

to

from

Hi Fi separates and

DVD

players,

widescreen

plasma televisions and projection systems,
all at highly competitive prices.

BROMLEY 39A EAST STREET
020 8290 1988

Friendly staff are available in all stores to

BIRMINGHAM ARCH 12. LfVERY STREET
0121 233 2977

the home entertainment jungle.

advise, demonstrate and guide you through

BRISTOL 928 WHITELADIES ROAD, CLIFTON
0117 974 3727

NORWICH 29-29A ST GUS STREET
01603 767605

CAMBRIDGE 17 BURLEIGH STREET
01223 304770

NOTTINGHAM 597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD
0115 911 2121

CARDIFF 104-106 ALBANY Roe
029 2047 2899

OXFORD 41 ST CLEMEN rs STREET
01865 241773

CHELSEA 403 KINGS ROAD
020 7352 9466

PETERBOROUGH 36-3E PARK ROAD
01733 897697 OM SUNDAy
STREET

many

stocks a wide range of quality products,

BEDFORD 29-31 ST PETERS STREET
01234 272779

CHELTENHAM 14 FITTVILLE
01242 241171

FACILITIES
Our comfortable demonstration rooms are

CUSTOM INSTALLATION
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision's Custom Installation Service enables the htegration of a
home cinema or hi-fi system into your home as neatly and seamlessly as possible. All
electronics can be hidden away, speakers discreetly mounted either in the wall or
ceiing and the complete system operated via remote control.

PLYMOUTH 107 CORNWALL STREET
01752 226011

Our installation experts are fully trained to the highest
standards in all areas and provide a prompt, reliable
and professional service. Whether you're looking for a
multi- room
installation

system,
with

a dedicated

home

a retractable screen

and

cinema
built-in

speakers or an integrated control or lighting system,

CRAWLEY 32 THE BOULEVARD
01293 510777

POOLE LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET
01202 671677

CROYDON 369-373 LONDON ROAD
020 8665 1203 OPEN SUNDAY

PRESTON 40-41 LUNE STREET
01772 825777 OP6V SUNDAY

EALING SUBJECT TO LEGAL COMPLETION
OPENING SOON

READING 3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE
0118 959 7768

EDINBURGH 5THE GRASSMARKET
0131 229 7267

SEVENOAKS 109-113 LONDON ROAD
01732 459555

EPSOM 12 UPPER HIGH STREET
01372 720720 OPEN SUNDAY

SHEFFIELD 635 OUEE1S ROAD PEED
0114 255 5861 cpovstmaov

The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website has news and information on the Sevenoaks group

EXETER 28 CO WICK STREET
01392 218895

SOLIHULL 149-151 STRA,FORD
0121 733 3727

There are regularly updated special offer and stock clearance lists with hundreds of products

GLASGOW 88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD
0141 332 9655

SOUTHGATE 79-81 CHASE SIDE
020 8886 2777

GUILDFORD 73B NORTH STREET
01483 536666

SOUTHAMPTON 32 LCIIDON ROAD
023 8033 7770

HOLBORN 14,4-148 GRAYS INN ROAD
020 7837 7540

STAINES 4THAMES STREET
01784 460777 OPEN SUNDAY

HULL 1SAVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET
01482 587171

SWINDON 8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD
01793 610992

IPSWICH 12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET
01473 286977

SWISS COTTAGE : 1NORTHWAYS POE, FINCHLEY RD
020 7722 9777 OPEN SUNDAY

KINGSTON 43 FIFE ROAD
020 8547 0717 OPEN SUNDAY

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 28-30 ST
01892 531543

LEEDS 62 NORTH STREET
0113 245 2775

WATFORD 478 ST ALBANS ROAD
01923 213533 OPISV SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

ROAD

available now from your nearest store or via
our vvebsite.

SEVENOAKS WEBSITE
and its stores.

available and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store. To find out more, click on

Whilst we do not claim always to be the cheapest, we try to ensure our prices are highly
competitive. Take into account the expert advice, unrivalled product selection, demonstration
facilities and excellent pre. during and after sales service and the lower urice might not look
such good value.
In the event you can find the same products and excellent service at a lower price, please
bring it to our store managers attention. We will always endeavour to offer you the best deal.

.01-1tE ROAD

LINCOLN 20-22 CORPORATION STREET
01522 527397 (oFF NIGH S

WITHAM (
ESSEX) 1THE GROVE CENTRE
01376 501733

LIVERPOOL 16 LORD STREET
0151 707 8417

WOLVERHAMPTON 29-30 CLEVELALD STREET
01902 312225 OPEN SUNDAY

NEWCASTLE 19 NEWGATE STREET
0191 221 2320

FREE 8 Page Custom Installation Brochure

PRICING POLICY

WEYBRIDGE 43 CHURCH STREET THE QUADRANT
01932 828525

MANCHESTER 69 HIGH ST CITY CENTRE
0161 831 7969

products available to cater for all your requirements.

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

LEICESTER 10 LOSEBY LANE
0116 253 6567

MAIDSTONE 96 WEEK STREET
01622 686366

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has a diverse range of

Pick-up your FREE
68 page guide at your
nearest Sevenoaks
Sound & Vision store
or order a copy via
our Website. The
brochure will be
posted to you (UK
mainland addresses

OPENING HOURS

only) free of charge

PLEASE TELEPHONE 0'4 VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR

while stocks last.

UP-TO-DATE TRADING HOURS

E-MAIL
Insert store locationigisevenoakssoundaneision.e.o uk

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk
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WEB SITE www.mags-uk.com
E-MAIL info@mags-uk.com

ack Issues
We can supply nearly any Back Issue from the last
three years. Please phone to check availability.
Prices are on the order form.

Back Issues order form

Photocopy Service

Name
Address

Price per Back Issue

(overseas) per article by credit card or personal

(including P&P)
Postcode

T« I

UK

Issues required
Ienclose acheque/postal order/international money order for £
( pounds
Sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media' or charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex
Card number

HI IJH

Expiry date

Send your order form (or photocopy) to: Back Issues. PO Box 666, London, E15 IOW

aback issue is not available, you can buy

Hi-FiNews

If

cheque ( Switch not accepted).

£5

Europe

£6

Rest of World

£7

hi-finews@ipcmedia.com

These sturdy, high quality, gold-embossed binders

£7.50

Overseas

Call 020 8774 0846 or e-mail

Binders

Price per Binder
' ( including P&P)
UK

photocopies of articles for £3.50 ( UK)/£5.00

Ell

help you to look after your copies of HiFi News.
Each binder holds up to 12 issues. Binders cost
just £7.50 in UK P&P ( overseas, £ 11) from the
Back Issues Department.

AO orders will be dispatched promptly but some surface mad deliveries may take longer than 28 days.
Photocopies of this form are acceptable. IPC Media, publisher of HiFi News and IPC Electric CIPC*) will
collect your personal information to process you order and to gain a better understanding of our magazine

98
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readership. We may send you details of our magazines and services. Please tick here , fyou would prefer not
to hear from WC
We may pass your details to other reputable companires whose products and services
may be of interest to you. Please tick this box if you would prefer not to receive any of these offers

J.

www.hifinews.co.uk

Densen Audio Technologies

Acoustic Arts
Watford
Tel. 01923 245250
Audio Counsel
Cheadle
Tel. 01614 916090
Audio Counsel
Oldham
Tel. 01616 332602
HI-FI Studios
Doncaster
Tel. 01302 725550

The New Densen B-350 Monoblock
For all at Densen the birth of the B-350 is a significant moment. For Densen the B-350 has for several years been
the internal reference, and therefore is a pleasure to be able to show audiophiles all over the world the true
musical world of Densen. The design process has taken a staggering 4-5 years. And in periods Thomas Sillesens
insisting on a true breathtaking product has delayed the process, which has been further enhanced by the
fact Thomas seemed more interesting in listening to the B-350 than finish it for production.

Kevin Galloway
Audio
Kilmarnock
Tel. 01563 574185
Midland Audio
Exchange
Kidderminster
Tel. 01562 822236
Mike Manning
Taunton
Tel. 01823 326688

The B-350 is build using surface mounting techniques, and the components are mounted with a precision of Mike Manning
Yeovil
0,02mm ( I) using silver solder. All solderings are made in an artificial atmosphere, consisting of nitrogen, to avoid
Tel. 01935 479361
oxidation of the soldenngs. The powersupply is massive and consist of a 750VA transformer and a storage
capacity of 100.000uF with 4separate rectifiers of which the 2ot them are capable of 3.000VA. All resistors are New Audio Frontiers
laser trimmed metalfilm from Vishay with a precision of 0,1%. The B-350 delivers 125W at 8ohm and 250 W in 4 Loughborough
Tel. 01509 264002
ohm.
The B-350 will be retailing for GBP 2500/per unit. Like all Densen products it comes with lifetime warranty.
Review by Stereoplay:
Sound: Absolute Spitzenklasse
Verdict: Very good
Price - performance ratio: Very good

Densen

Lundevej 10

6705 Esbjerg 0

Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14

"No manipulation with the soundstage, no
strange atmospheres, in stead the musicians
just play more enthusiasticly. With perfect timing and pace it outperforms the competition."

Denmark

www.densen.com

Phonography
Ringwood
Tel. 01425 461230
Progressive Audio
Gillingham
Tel. 01634 389004
Zen Audio
Hull
Tel. 01482 587397

& AV EXPO 204
THE ULTIMATE SOUND AND VISION EXPERIENCE

Pure sound
Pure vision
If you're passionate about audio and visual
excellence, then you can't miss the show
that brings you the best of both.
The Hi -Fi Show & AVEXPO is your ticket to
the most exciting experience in audio- vision
in the UK today.
Call now to book your ticket
to hear and see the very best in action.

24*- 26 September 2004
The Meridien and Renaissance Hotels, Heathrow
Advance Tickets £6.00 Tickets at the door £8.00 • * Trade day only 24th. September
Sponsored by Hi-FiNevvs In association with Flt-FeA/V www.avexpo.co.uk

TICKET HOTLINE 020 8774 0847

01273 325901
01273 608332

ALIUM AUDIO
Distributors Of Quality HiFi
consom,ance audio products
REF" CD 2.2
REF" SACD 2.0
24/192
Upsampling
6H30 Valve
or Balanced
Solid State
Output

REF" INTEGRATED
6550 (50 wpc) P/P
KT88 (25 wpc) P/P
300B (25 wpc) SET
300B ( 18 wpc) SET
Remote Control

"M" SERIES
INTEGRATED
EL34 (40 wpc) P/P
6550 (50 wpc) P/P
300B (25 wpc) P/P
300B (9wpc) SET
Remote Control

CYBER SERIES
MONO BLOCKS
6550 (90 wpc) P/P
6CA7 (80 wpc) P/P
211 ( 16 wpc) SET
845 (28 wpc) SET
300B (9/18 wpc) SET

Quality Hand- Built Italian Loudspeakers, High Efficiency 92dB-94dB Sensitivity,

erewçVadio gweets
E-Mail

Stand- Mount, and Floor-Standing Designs

sales@aliumaudio.com

Website wiivir.aittiniaudio.Com

Money back guarantee

(
less £ 30 UK or £ 100 overseas , within 30 days )
that our " Hi Fi Myth Exposed" are true! Customers use our amplifiers with " High End"
speakers like £8,000 J M Lab Mezzo Utopia , Yamaha NS- 1000M Studio Monitors

KT88 valves

HUGE expensive " High End"
"potted" transformers

Hi Fi Myth Exposed ( part 21The most important sound on the CD of your favourite
singer is the voice of your favourite singer. Our £ 250 valve amplifier + hilariously
priced £250" 3way " speaker + good " live" recording will trick you into believing that
the singer is in the room with you ! Our £ 1,400 " High End" valve amplifier will do this

expensive
non-magnetic
stainless
steel
chassis

Ultra Linear
£1,050 £ 1,150

like TAC 34 , TAC 88 , TAC 834 , Roger Cadet , £4,000 power amplifier and
£25,000 monoblocks. There is adifference between " High Price" and " High E id '
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime
or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's
review in Gramophone Magazine and
Summary of 21 testimonials
www.affordablevalvecompany.co.uk
www.affordablevalvecompanY.com

Powerful 40 watts + 40 watts
Tvece as powerful as old Quad II
old Leak Stereo 20
Roger Cadet

EL34 valves are blgyer
ami more power1J1
than L1_94
C182.
EC1139

www.hifinews.co.uk

r

Looks like
aro 2,000
(
about £ 1,500)

TAC

834

Larger
t
-ansformer

£1,000
80 watts + 80 watts
Distortion matched
famous Russian
Svetalana
EL34 valves
40 watts
4.

40 watts

4 years of proen reliability, for many
models. 2 yea -s guarantee for most
models. 1year guarantee for £ 250 amp

Triode
Connection
£1,250 £ 1,400
Reliable valves
have 2years
guarantee, and
NOT the
"typical"
90 days
guarantee

Compare our HUGE powerful
"potted" transformers
with £ 4,000 amplifiers

trick, with 10% to 20% of studio recording. We challenge you to do this tricK with
transistor amp or transistor / valve hybrid amp, £ 250 cable, £ 250 of modification
with £ 10 volume control, capacitors, etc. We also promise huge reduction of
irritating sibilance ( e.g. " his" sound like " hisssssk" ) , even with £ 250 valve amp
Hi Fi Myth Exposed (
part 3) Most people will prefer our MODIFIED IN ENGLAND
valve amplifiers ( from £600+ ) to most transistor amplifiers, most valve amplifiers

valves

unbelievably
huge
transformers

with Beryllium metal dome midrange + tweeter, Linn Isobariks, RTL transmission
lines , £3,500 Martin Logan . Quad ESL 57, ESL 63 , smaller Sonus Faber
Hi Fi Myth Exposed (part 1) Our £ 1,000 " High End" 80 watts + 80 watts VALVE
amplifier will prooably sound as loud as £ 10,000 160 watts + 160 watts
TRANSISTOR amplifiers because most transistor amplifiers clip violently
(and audibly) and most 6 inch speakers struggle with 10 watts of bass, so the rest
of the amplifier power is as useful as 160 m.p.h. cars in crowded town centres!

are more
expensive
than 6550

£250"h
thin 30 days I

£300w,th2yevn we

Upgradeable
to £ 1,000
KT88 Triode Connection
+ £
50 for carriage
£50 for used valves
Hi-FiNees

Ultra Linear
£600
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WHITE NOISE

I

Midland Audio X- Change
x- Demo & Second Hand Items

Was

Now

2999
5999
3999
7495
1989
2799
1500
2990
6290
900
1195

1695
2995
2999
4499
975
999
995
1195
2499
449
895

1595
2999
1295
650
650
630

999
1599
1299
449
399
269

CD players DACs & Transports
dCS Purcell Upsampler Non Firewire S/H
dCS Delius 24/192 DAC Non FIrewire S/H
Krell KAV280CD x-demo
Mark Levinson No 3605 x-demo
Naim CD2 Player S/H
Micromega DUO CD3/DUO PRO S/H
Primare D30.2 CD Player BStock'
Theta Pro Basic II DAC with Oscom/Balanced S/H
Theta Generation V Balanced S/H
Thule Spirit CD balanced 0/P x-demo
Unison Research Unto Valve CD xdemo

AUDIO KITS, MODULES, COMPONENTS

Turntables Tonearms & Cartridges
Clearaudio Solution/RB300 x- demo
Graaf GM70 Valve Phono Stage x-demo
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi STurntable New& Boxed
Lehmann Audio Black Cube SE New& Boxed
McCormack Phono Stage New and Boxed
Rega Planar 3/Heed PSU/Bias S/H

Audio Research SPI 1MK 2S/H
Electrocompaniet EC 4.7 Preamplifier x-demo

.
41101111/1111111111111
2950
1295

1599
995

PRODUCTS

Mark Levinson No335 Stereo Power Amplifiers S/H
Pioneer VSA-N(10i-s Surround Amplifier ' 1394 2months old
Primare A30.1 Integrated Remote Amplifier BStock'
Quad 606 Poweramplifier S/H
Red Rose Sprit Integrated x-demo
Spectral DMA100s Power Amplifier x-demo
Sirius D2C0 ( Now Gamut) S/H

ATC SCM12 Cherry 3months old S/H
Avalon Eclipse Maple x-demo
Apogee Duetta Taupe S/H
Dynaudio Contour 1.3 MKII Birds Eye maple Latest Version S/H
DynaStands Master SE S/H
Martin Logan CLSII Anniversary Electrostatics 7months Old S/H
Sonus R4 Stands S/H
Target R2 Stands S/H
Townshend Glastonbury II Black S/H
Verity Audio Fidelio Piano Lacquer x-demo
Velodyne DD12 Subwoofer xdemo

7000
4500
7300
8500
2499
1500
N/A
1000
4750
3299

4750
3250
1999
4999
1599
995
349
649
3499
1599

999
9800
4290
1200
175
6700
329
379
1800
7995
30(Xi

749
6499
1599
849
119
4795
199
215
699
4499
2499

2700
550
199
599
319
279
N/A
2370
800
1400
2100

1399
375
109
299
159
139

Phono

Power

stages,

Amplifiers

Active

30-250W,

Crossovers,

Power

Supplies, Buffer Amplifiers, Balanced line drivers / receivers,
Stepped

Conrad Johnson Premier 140 Valve Power Amplifier S/H
Graaf GM100 Valve Power Amplifier x-demo
Krell KMA 100 monos S/H

INCLUDE: -

Preamplifiers,

attenuators,

Capacitors,

Gold

Resistors,

plated

connectors,

Semiconductors.

Cables,

Transformers,

Subwoofers, Loudspeaker drive units

WHITE NOISE
II STATION ROAD
BEARSDEN

http://www.wnauclio.com
Email:- david.white38@ntlworld.com

GLASGOW

Tel:- 0141-942-2460 ( until 9pm)

G61-4AW

Fax:- 0141-587-7377

Cables & Accessories
Acoustic Zen Silver Signature Balanced 12ft S/H
Cardas Neutral Reference Im RCA-BNC S/H
Chord Chorus lm XLR S/H
Madrigal CZ Gel 1.5m Balanced new&boxed
Madrigal MDC 2 lm Fatboy Digital cable new&boxed
Madrigal MDC 20.5m Fatboy Digital cable new&boxed
QED QNEXII 1m RCARCA Interconnect S/H
Siltech SQ58G3 2x4m Balanced Interconnect x-demo
Spectral MH-330 15ft Interconnect RCA-RCA x-demo
Spectral MH-750 15ft Interconnect RCA-RCA xdemo
Spectral Ml 350 20 ft Speaker cable x-demo

22
1499
499
799
1199

Tuners & Tape Decks, Power Supplies
AKG C1000 Condenser Mic S/H
241
ION Systems FMT 1FM Tuners S/H
N/A
Magnum Dynalab FIR Remote Switcher for FT101A/Etude ( New&Boxed)
279

110
175
450

Primare 121 RDS Tuners " BStock''

399

Bargains Under MOO
Arcam Alpha II CD Player S/H
Linn Helix Speakers S/H

600

1111111"01111•1111IMIIMI1
N/A
279

79
79

Aries Scout & JMW-9
Now available for demonstration
and now keenly priced at £1299
Midland Audio X- Change
The Old Chapel, Forge Lane, Belbroughton,
Worcestershire DY9 9TD.
Tel: 01562 731100 Fax:01562 730228
e-mail: salesemidlandaudiox-change.co.uk
www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk
Midland Audio X-change are looking for Audio Research, Krell, Mark Levinson,
Nairn Audio , Dcs,Wadia, cash paid call John Roberts
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"The single most important upgrace you can
ever make to any record deck ssicurlis the in,tor
drive...nothing can prcparc yon for thc shock of going DC. In

aword, gobsmacking.'

COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"You will not be prepared for the difference the DC motor makes,
or the magnitude of improvements made by swapping the
partnering switch boxes and mains transform ers"
HI Fl NEWS

(3

niversal turntable motor kit -

No one would
blame y'ou for being sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc
motor upgrade. Especially one that improves on she best of other
power supplies costing over 4times as much or your money back. It
is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement attained
by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over
amillion times! Our DC motor kit offers vast improvements to all
versions of Linn Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock

etc. The kits consist of adrop in replacement high grade DC motor
and off- board 2speed control box. Why not plact your order now?
-see web site or phone.
Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £ 339

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877

Ultra dc Motor Kit - £ 570

E-mail:

info@originlive.com

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175
Upgrade DC 200 motor - £ 109 with kit

www.originlive.com
wwvv.hifinews.co. uk

ZegMr,

•

Zingali

•

Choose the Italian
Loudspeakers that
the Italians buy
Unlike so-called competition, Zingali do
not assemble loudspeakers overseas.
Established for almost 20 years, Zingali
drivers and cabinets are manufactured in
Italy's largest and most modern
loudspeaker factory in Aprilia near Rome.
Zingali outsell all others in Italy. Each
loudspeaker is built and tested by
craftsmen.
They are demonstrably priced as ordinary
loudspeakers but employ costlier
materials and superior techniques: horns
for living presence, compression drivers
for speed, sweetness and natural sound
from very quiet to very loud, Omniray
dispersion for superior imaging, and now
the OSC bass system for fast, clean,
organic low response. Touch the
renewable solid wood. Listen to the
natural musical sound presentation.
You do not pay any extra for Zingali
loudspeakers, but you will have to look
further for adealer who is motivated by
quality rather than incentives.
They are used by leading musicians and
studios worldwide. A loudspeaker for
life, we have sold them in numbers for
seven years and yet we very rarely see
used Zingalis for sale or upgrade. From a
wide range, we recommend the following
series.
>Prelude - the most affordable range,
clearl outperforming rival products at
twice the price
>Overture - sumptuous solid cabinets,
internal wiring and components
>Home Monitor - high definition
loudspeakers derived from Zingali's
award-winning studio monitors
>Colosseum - slim elegance that mocks all
other surround speakers in style and
sonics; yet costs the same!
>OSC - domestic sub-woofers recently
launched with unique power and speed
from smaller cabinets.
Call for new catalogue or visit our
website.

I?

home monitor II series

overture series

prelude series
walnut/cherry/

wa lnut/cherry/

natural

natural

walnut/cherry/
natural

£1,995

home monitor 112-11

£7,250
£8,950

prelude . 1

£995

overture . 1

prelude . 2

£1,250

overture . 2

£2,495

home monitor 115-1411K

prelude . 3

£1,750

overture . 3

£2,995

home monitor 212-I

£10,750

prelude . 4

£1,995

overture . 4

£4,245

home monitor 215-11

£12,950

overture central

£1,400

home monitor central

£5,750

prelude central

£750

I.

oil

osc subwoofer series

colosseum home cinema series
black/silver/

walnut/cherry/

white
£445

natural
£595

£525

£695

cinema L- 5 drivers

£625

£795

central S- 3 drivers

£225

£265

central L- 5drivers

£295

£365

cinema S- 2 drivers
cinema M - 3drivers

satellite S- 2 drivers

£445

satellite L- 3 drivers

£525

satellite wall bracket ( pair)

44

n/a

subsonic series

black/silver/

black/silver/

walnut/white/

walnut/white/
cherry/natural

cherry/natural
osc-106 active

£525

passive S

£375

osc-206 active

£695

passive L

£445

osc-406 active

£1,095

osc-206 passive

I

£475

active S

£545

active L

£699

We know and understand that choosing Hi-fi is a
personal thing. Call the Audio Salon today on
0141 333 9700 or visit www.audiosaloncomk.

BRIGHTON HIFI EXCHANGE
www.hifiguy.co.uk
01424 201157 OR 07734 436180
• We are the south coasts leading
stockists of quality used and ex dem
HIFI equipment.
• We will travel anywhere in the
country to pickup or deliver equipment
• We update our website everyday
with used and xdem equipment
• We are also agents for the following
products: plus many others.
Plinius
Boulder
BAT
Clear Audio

C.A.T.
Garnit
Graham
Cabbase
Pass Labs

Oracle
Border Patrol
We have just been
appointed the
dealership for

Acoustic Zem
Audience
Reference 3A
Transfiguration
Vincent
Hovland

zdri„ ,07,
t.

the superb Oracle
Delphi turntable
Now on demonstration
(Read July 2004 issue of Hifi News magazine
MAGNAPLANER 3.3R (BOXED AS NEW)
£1,200
£N/A
MICROMEGA STAGE 6 BOXED
£450
900
VOYD VALDI/RB 300
£450
£N/A
AUDIO RESEARCH 0125
£1,400
£5,500
MARTIN LOGAN SEQUALS/SL3 PANELS
£1.200
£N/A
AUDIOMECA MEPHISTO 11X TRANS,
PLUS ENKIANTHUS MK2 DAC
£4,250
£6,800
ROSKAN XERZEX/ARTAMEZ
£ 795
£N/A
AUDIO RESEARCH SP10
EPOA
£N/A
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 Mk2
£2,000
£5,500
KRELL FPB300
£3,750
£9,000
REFERENCE 3A ROYAL VIRTUOSOs
£ 2,450
£4,400
KRELL KSA50 S
£ 1.400
£3,500
ATC SCM100A/Ps
£ 3.000
£8,500
WESTERN ELECTRIC GOTHAMS
£7,500
£14,000
MARANTZ CD11LE ( clocked)
£850
£2,500
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2 PRE (AS NEW, BOXED)
£ 750
£2.500
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 PRE (AS NEW, BOXED)
£ 595
£1,700
MARTIN LOGAN QUEST Z
£ 1,900
£5,500
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 MONOS
£2,450
I
£7,200
AUDIO RESEARCH VT150 MONOS
£ 4,500
£12,000
MARK LEVINSON no39
£ 1.800
£5,500
MARK LEVINSON 331
£ 2,200
£4,500
BAT VK60 (poweramp)
£2.220
£4,450
MARK LEVINSON 360 DAC
£ 3,200
£7,995
BAT VK5SE (cd player)
£3,25
BAT VK5 (cd player)
£ 2,400
£4,500
MERIDIAN 565V (multimedia)
£350
£n/a
BRYSTON 28
£ 350
£800
PASS LABS ALEPH 4 (poweramp)
£2.200
£5,700
CHORD SPM600[poweramp
£ 1.200
£2,250
PLINIUS LAD (preamp)
£ 1.500
£2,950
PASS LABS ALEPH P (preamp)
£ 1,450
£3,500
KRELL FPB 700 CX
£8.500
£ 15,000
QUAD ils plus PRE (AS NEW, BOXED)
£ 600
£n/a
LUMLEY ST 70 (poweramp)
£ 1,200
£2.700
KRELL FPB 600c
£6,250
£ 14,000
QUAD 11 FORTY (pre/monos)
£2,500
£4,000
MARANTZ SC22/MA22 (pre/monos)
£1,000
£3,000
SPENDOR BC1s ( boxed)
£295
£n/a
MARANTZ SC22/MA24 (pre/monos)
£1,500
£4,250
MARANTZ CD23 (very rare)
£1,800
£4,500
THIS IS A VERY SMALL SELECTION OF OUR USED AND EX OEM STOCK,
FOR MORE UPTO DATE LISTING PLEASE PHONE OR CHECK WEBSITE

www.hifiguy.co.uk
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• buy your hi-fi
• trade-in hi-fi
• can collect your hi-fi
• all major credit cards

Please visit www.hi -fishop.com for acomplete up -to-date list . You
can also receive our special offers list for free by email, weekly.
Art Skibo (cherry)
Art Skibo Stands
Art Expression 2-way inc stand

s/h
exd
exd

Audio Physic Virgo 3 (cherry)
s/h
Audio Research LS213 Pre-amplifier
s/h
Audio Research VT200 mk II Power Amp
s/h
AVI S2000MC CD Player
s/h
AVI S2000MP Pre-amplifier
s/h
AVI S2000MM Monoblock (pair)
siti
BAT VK40 Pre Amplifier
s/h
Cary 306/200 HDCD 24/192 CD Player
s/h
Creek CD 43 CD Player
s/h
Cura CA21 Loudspeakers
s/h
DG Elgar 192 kHz D/A Converter
s/h
DG Purcell Digital Upsampler
sfil
Denon POA-6600 Monoblock Pair
s/h
EAR/Yoshino 864 pre-amplifier
5
1h
Gryphon Call isto 2100 Int Amp
s/h
JM Lab Micro Utopia Speaker inc stands
s/h
1<harma Ceramique 1.2 Ref Monitor
exd
Linn Keilidh Speakers (walnut)
s/h
Manley M35 Monoblocks (pair)
s/h
Marantz CD6000SE KI SCD Player
s/h
Mark Levinson 390s CD Player
exd
Mark Levinson 31.5 CD Transport
exd
Mark Levinson 3605 Dac
exd
Mark Levinson 334 PowerAmp
siti
Mark Levinson 32 Ref Pre (inc phono)
exd
Mark Levinson 380s pre-amp
s/h
Micromega Duo CD Transp 8( Pro Dac
s/h
Mission 751 inc stands
s/h
Mission 753 Speakers (black)
s/11
Musical Fidelity A1000 Int Amp
s/h
Musical Fidelity A3 CR Pre-amp
s/h
Musical Fidelity A3 CR Power Amp
s/h
Musical Fidelity NuVista 2-box Pre-amp
s/h
Myryad 120 CD Player
ei
Myryad T40 Integrated Amp
s/h
Myryad T60 PowerAmp
sel
Obelisk Audiio Designs - Olibasi (5shelf)
exd
Ortofon MC25FL
s/h
Parasound C2 AV Processor
new
Parasound A52 5x125wpc/230 wpc
new
Pass Labs Aleph PPre-amp
s/h
Pass Labs Adeph 3Power amp
s/1-1
PMC FB1 Speakers (4mnths old)
se)
Primare SPA20 Digital Controller Amp
exd
Primare V25 DVD Player
exd
Proac Response 2inc stands
s/h
Proac Response 3.5 (birds eye maple)
s/h
Proac Future 2 (walnut)
s/11
Red Rose R3 Speakers (maple)
s/h
Revel Ultima Studio (rosewd/piano black) exd
Shading SP-80 Monoblock Pair
exd
s/h
Sonus Faber Extremas
Sugden Audition CInt Arnp
5
/
11
Tannoy D700 Speakers
s/h
Tara Labs RSCA1r3 XLR 1m pair
s/h
Unison Research Absolute 845 Int
s/h
Williams Hart LH1100M Power Mono (pa r)/h
Yamamura Quantum Power Card
s/h

MRP
Offer
£795 £475
£300 £245
£3,995 £2,200
£4,000
£3,249
£11,982 £7,500
£1,200 £480
£1,180 £470
£1,600 £700
£4,395 £2,000
£4,495 £2,500
£500 £275
£1,300 £575
£8,500 £3,500
£2,999 £1,250
£1,900 £850
£1,850 £1,550
£3,800 £2,495
£4,250 £1,995
£16,500 £7,995
£850 £300
£1,995 £995
£500 £275
£6,495 £4,495
£9,995
£7,495
£5,995
£18,414 £11,995
£6,995 £3,495
£3,099
£400 £195
£795 £295
£1,500
£995
£995
£1,200
f750
£595
£400
BOO
£1,300
£300 £150
£3,500
£1,750
£3,895 £1,650
£2,250 £ 1,150
£1,410 £900
£2,500
£1,000 £750
£1,700 £800
£4,500 £1,995
£10,575 £5,995
£3,500
£9,995 £5,500
£2,000
5,995
£850 £465
£2,400
£380 £195
f)),500
£1350 £675
£599 £299

Items reduced even further-this month are in green

6323

Call 0141 333 9700 or visit
www.hi -fishop.com
The Hi-fi Shop Ltd is owned and operated by
The Audio Salon Ltd. 4 Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX.
Reg office and showroom.

Hi-FiNews
www.hifinews.co.uk
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West Midlands
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi- ti and home cinema from Arcam, Audioqest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark.
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

CEDIA

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night (not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
INTEREST FREE CREDIT OR SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

SUTTON COLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS CN8 1AB

WEST MIDLANDS, B73 5TD

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121.742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968
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AUDIO ANALOGI E

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5 mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 wins Waterloo • 5 mino from A3 ( Raynes Park B282 exit) • 25 wins M25 Junc 10

Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request
Audio Analogue Bellini Pre- amplifiers ( sis)
Audio Analogue Donizetti Power Amp ( s/s)
Audio Analogue Puccini amplifier (ex dem)
Creek CD50 ( ex dem)

WAS NOW

Creek A50iR ( ex dem)

£595

Monno Asty ST ( 5C

£ 50

£ 550 £425

Watts ex dem)

£595 £450
£95

£ 99

£699 £549

NAD 1760 AV amp ( ex dem)

£2000 £ 800

Roksan DP1/DA1

£450 £350

Stands Unique Sound Support ( s/h)

£275 £ 175

£650 £300

Stands Unique CD/DVD Storage ( en

£230 £ 175

Onkyo M02521 Miiidisc recorder ( ex-dem) £ 550 £200

Theta Data 11 CD ( new mech)

COPLAND

£1500 £ 750

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTVV
Open 9.30-5.30 Tues Sat Tel: 020 8946 1528/0331 Web: www.obrienhifIco.uk E-mail: shop@obrienhifi.com
Ogr Instant Financt Available Written details tin request

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

UK Wide

Devon

udio Destination

sound cinergy

M ADISOUND

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST GWALIT)
PARTS AND ADVICE.

Devons Audio Specialists
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-e/ Loudspeakers

•HI-FI • HOME CINEMA • MULTI ROOM

PIEIFELIM

Stockists of: Audio, Audio Physic, Audion, Ayre, Bel Canto, Chapter

ACOUSTIC PANELS

Fostex

Moon, Musical Fidelity, Myryad, Nordost, Parasound, Primare, Rel,
Mark, Totem Acoustics, Tube Technology and many more.
FREE ADVICE IN A RELAXED AND FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE

:=

•CHILDS PLAY AREA • OUT OF OURS APPOINTMENTS
•HOME DEMONSTRATION
Tel 058 84243584 Mon - Sat 9.0E -5.popm
MIKE + CAROLINE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU
328 Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6AH
Website www.audiodestination.co.uk

email info@audiodestination.co.uk

Vtra

Peke
C

entertainment

Infinity, Linn, Morantx, Mordaunt Short
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Roksan, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

linn
naim
cyrus
sugden
rega
krell
audio research
unison research
sonus faber
pathos
bE.Ant
spendor
jm lab
the audio room
2 george street, hedon, hull, HU12 8JH

N6RDOST

HON

UK Wide

specialism in hens

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harmon Korn,

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

Audio, Chord, Clear Audio, Exposure, Living Voice, Monitor Audio,

•o% FINANCE AVAILABLE• 2 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS

KRELL

scanspeaK

tel 014E12 891375
www.theaudioroom.co.uk
open mon sat 9a .m -6p .m.

UK Wide

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS. INC
V INTERNATIONAL LTD

AVIS NEW LABORATORY SERIES
HIFI CHOICE "EDITORS CHOICE"
"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR"
What HiFi 5 star and best buy
To find out more quickly

www.avihifi.com
TEL:01453 753656

www.hifinews.co.uk

111

8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
RO. BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744-4283 U SA,
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771

REPAIRS & ADVICE
On High- End & Quality Ht- Et

SOUTH WEST HI-FI
01752 779933

To advertise in this section
Call

020

8774 0790

free carriage nationwide
e-mail: southwesthifi@fsbdial.co.uk
Web: www.southwesthifi.co.uk
Hi -FiNews
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call 0208 774 0790 to advertise

Naim Audio Specialist

Hertfordshire
Living Voice Loudspeakers
Ton Evans Audio Design
Resolution Audio
Neat Acoustics
Border Patrol
DNM/Reson
Audio Physic
LED Audio

•
The largest selection of mint, pre-loved
Naim Audio components on the planet.

HiFi & Home Cinema
Cables & Accessories

e. ..LL

0800 373467
Quoting code: AN
Exclusive UK retailer for

[3 KIM3ER KABLE

the sound práciice,

FREE CATALOGUE

architects of extraordinary
2channel ant% systems

www. russandrews.com
www.thesoundpractice.com
surgery@thesoundpractice.com
Tel: 01727 893928

St Albans ( 01727) 893 928

www.tomtomaudio.com
tunes

AUDIO RESEARCH SP-11 Mk II
£1600

tomtomaudio.com

A rare oppoprtunity to acquire this
classic two- chassis breamplifier with
integrated phono stage. Supplied by

2e4*,

25 Story Street
Hull, HUI 3SA
Tel: 01482 587397

Audio & Vision
Stockists of:

us from new, we are selling it on behalf

Wanted

of its original and only Dwner.

Classic English HiFi Component.
or Systems

SONUS FABER SIGNUM
£650

ALSO

NAIM, MERIDIAN, DENSEN,

Accessories or Literature

ONKYO, ROKSAN, NAD, MARANTZ,

Becoming very rare. These beautiful
miniatures are in mint condition.

UNISON RESEARCH, WHARFEDALE, QUAD,

ill Good-HiFi

DYNAUDIO, PROAC, DALI, JMLAB, JAMO

084.5 6-f-f

Pinewood Music: 01460 54322
e-mail: brianrivamac.com

Gloucester

sound and vision specialist

s

Home Cinema. Hi -Fi. Multi- room

Absolute Demos
¡•-••,. Pr - 7, X7.71rIn

/1,IFRIDIAN

Full design and installation service
1
-irie products on demonstration from...

/ VI

pioneer, roksan, avi, chord, creek, epos,
fujitsu plasma, infinity, jm lab, harman kardon,
marantz, meridian, project, pure, rako, re), SIM2,
unison research...more
www.gloucesterhifi.co.uk

Dynavector's SuperStereo puts you in the same room
as the music. How? We apply frequency related time delays
to the signal through 2small sub-speakers without altering the front signal.
(Just as the room boundaries do in real life).
"Extraordinarily convincing"
Paul Messenger Hi Fi Choice.
Make the most of your vinyl & CD's with the award winning
DV Adp-2 processor, £895. Info & sales direct from:
Dynavector SuperStereo
Tel/fax: ( 01202) 767873 E-mail: dynavector@onetel.net.uk
Weh . http://web.onetel.net.uk-dynavector
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Audiogram MB2- Integrated omplifier
Audiogram MB1- Amplifier
Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers
Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC
Audio Research VT5O-Valve /amplifier
California Audio Alpha • DAC
California Audio DX1-CD Player
Copland CDA277 - CD Player HDCD
Copland CDA288 - CD Player HDCD
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier
Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier
Goldmund Mimesis 6B - Amplifier
Jadis Orchestra - CD Player
Krell KAV250P- Preamplifier
Krell KSL - Preamplifier
Krell CD-DSP-Top loader CD ° layer
Marlin Logan Cinema - Centre channel
Martin Logan Theatre - Centre channel
Marlin Logan Prodigy - Electrostatic
PS Audio Ultralink II - DAC
PS Audio Reference Link - Digital Preamp
Sonus Faber Concertino Hone Lcodspeakers
Sonus Faber Grand Piano Home Leadspeakers
Theta Digital Dreadnaught - 5 oh amp
Theta Digital Carmen II - CD/CVD Drive
Theta Digital David II -CD/DVC Drive
Wilson Audio CUB • Loudspeakers Silver
Wilson Audio CUB 11w/stands Black
Wilson Audio Witt II Loudspeikers Black
2 Systems RD01- Transparent Digital Equalizer

no grey imports - all equipment comes
with 1year full warranty

To advertise in this
section Cali. 020 8774 0790

www.hifinews.co.uk
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NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
Hi-fi

by

Cables

Reel to Reel

enthusiasts

We think we are a refreshingly different hi-fi shop,
why not pop in, visit our website or call us and see if
you agree.

LONDON
TAPE
RECORDERS

Special offers
Below is asmall selection of some of our ex demonstration
and part exchanged special offers For more information and
photos of most items please see our website.
Linn Basik mth Basik LVX arm ( lid marked)
Manticore Mantra/Musician/Blue Point
Michell Tecnoarm. ex dem
Rega Planar 3in Yellow with Elys cartridge
Rega Planar 25 Rosewood with Super Elys
Sum iko Blue Point cartrid e. New

346
440
769
140

190
300
280
220
645
105

Marantz CD6000 OSE LE CD player
Marantz DV8300 SACD/CD player, ex dem

500
300
1,500

Sony SCD-555ES stereo SACD/CD player
Sony XA-777ES stereo SACD/CD player
Talk Electronics Thunder 2.1 Ex dem

2.300
900

400
875
450
450
325
215
995
695
1,550
675

500

250

5,295
6,305
2,495
2.600
600
900

3,900
4,750
1,995
1.600
495
795
850
215
245

Audio Note Dad 1valve output DAC
Audio Note CD-T1 transport ex dem
Linn Rank CD Player
Linn Numerlk DAC
Rega Planet cast case version, choice of 2

Naim NATO2 FM tuner
Primare T20 FM tuner
Amplifiers
Chord CPA2200/SMP600 Pre/Power
Chord SPM3300 220w integrated
Consonance Reference 1.1 Line preamp
Ear 869 integrated valve amplifier
Exposure 2010 line level amplifier in black
Icon Stereo 40 integrated 40w valve amp
Magnum MP300 & 2x MF300 pre/monoblocks

1,100

500

Rega Eles integrated with MM phono stage
Re. aMira Cast case with MM sta.e
Speakers
ATC SCM10 Black with Foundation stands
Beauhorn B2 Gold. ATD driver & Vibraplinth
Cura CA-10 Birds eye Maple. marked
Elac Jet 3101 in White with matching stands
Epos 14 in black with matching stands
Harbeth Super HL5 in Eucalyptus
Hedlund Horns fitted with Lowther EX2's
Final 700PL 1.8m tall Electrostatics, as new
JM Labs Micro Utopia including stands
Linn Kaber in Black
Proac Response 3.8 in Cherry
Rethm Second Rethrn' serious Lowther horn
Vienna Mozart in Gloss black
5
>lihfy marlœc
RDC As • ekt 4tier in Black/Cherr , Ex dem
Home Cinema
Denon DVD-Al their flagship DVD player
Linn Classlk Movie system in silver

375
2.895
365
800
585
1.000
315

OPEN REEL TO REEL SPECIALISTS. Established 30 years
Machines bought sold and exchanged Aka i. Sony. Pioneer,
TEAC, Tascarn. %vox. Technics. . elected machines
Tel: 020 7603 0303 ( MB17)

7.000 3,999
00
995
600

540

Micromega DVD DTS Multi region
Nad 7532 DVD player. New

2,500 1,475
1,995 1.395
1.700
575
330
250

Pure 601ES Processor and 5ch power amp

1.050

725

lsotek Cleanline 6output filter. Ex dem

295

235

Isotek Minisub 6output filter. Ex dem

495

385

Noteworthy DIY
•Stoetkit superb range of Valve
amplifier kits starting from £ 395.
•Audlo Note Dac Kits from £ 550
-Lowther drive units
•PHY Drive units and connectors
-KR Valves
-Wonder Solder
-Eichmann phono and 4mm plugs
•Furutech IEC sockets and plugs
-Inca Gold plated mains plug
•DeoxIT contact cleaner
•Unsleeved 0.5mm Pure silver wire
Visit noteworthyaudio.co uk/dly for further details or call to reClearcover
We hold what we believe are the last remaining stock from Clearcover, who sadly
ceased trading in May 2004. Whilst stocks
last we are able to offer these superb
turntable covers and bases at discounted
prices. Call for more information or visit:
vvww noteworthyaudio.co uk/clearcover to
see details of sizes and models available.

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH.
Open 9.30 to 5.30 Tuesday to Saturday

www.hifinews.co.uk

with quality new and previously
owned cable from some of the
worlds leading manufacturers.

ebsite for our current stocklist

Yorkshire

r
—Www.highendcable.co.uk

Premier Audio
Jsluw durnonstralino

rom I

Dcs Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plinius CD Lad &
250 Power, Verity fide, & Sonus Faber Speakers, Silicch
R., Cables, lsotek Sub Station, BOA Equipment Stands
'oin 2
Audio Acto, Audio Synthisis, Kora Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, Isotek Sub Station P/S
Audio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Acre Absolute Sounds
DCS - Kora - Plinius - Siltech - An:ici - BOA Pink Triangle
Avid Turntables - Project - Onofon - Van den Hull - Mirage
P/X welcome lime demonstration good se(eMon of S/Jfand
We are 10minsJ 39 • M1
10mins J30 M02
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

Norfolk
The Old School
•

..ar lyi
'ere

School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,

London

Stax, Teac, and others

www.basicallysound.com

W

THE INNOVATIVE HIFI,
HOME CINEMA &
MULTI-ROOM

Suffolk

RETAILER/INSTALLER

SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES IL LEMONS
rENTY TANe YEAR
Friendly and efficient service

OVe Finance available

JUICY FRUIT FROM LONDON'S FRESHEST RETAILER
tit( \\ I ii&v,
581.r. I5/
Hotel) CRLEK
1
,
1.NON EPOS LINN MARANTI NAD NAIM NEAT PMC
RI/GA ROKSAN ROTH. RUARK STANDS UNILItil•
SOUNDSTYLE YAMAHA XANTECH and many others

I.

020 7924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
website: www.ciandlhifi.co.uk

liN11/N

Cartridges

Audio Synthesis
AVI

AUDIO
Atmosphere

Audion
gsp audio

SHUNYATA RESEARCH
ZYX .

Sennheiser

ipswich ( 01473) 655171
•:
i3, r,55172
emall:enq@signals.uk.zorr
ww.sinnals.uk.corn

Staffordshire

SEEC .

HEGEL

ZERODUST. FURUTEC

Front End Problems'?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man ",
It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg
to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,
E.A.R. and others.

SME
Thorens
TEAC

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

Upgrade your Hi-fi or AV systen

Call 01775 761880 or visit the

950

1.300
2.650
4,345 2.495
4,250 2.750
795
4.000 2.995

High End Cable

von Schweikert

'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
Penkridge Staffordshire
01785 711232
stuart@audioatmosphere.com

le audioatmos

NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

020 8688 6565
HI-FINews
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£6000), Audiolab 8000Q pre- 8000MX

Unison Research Unico, critically

(x2) excellent sound £ 1050, both no

acclaimed hybrid integrated amplifier

Naim NAC 82 £ 1200, Supercap £ 1400

offers, Tel: 01623 740872 mobile: 07816

NAP140 £350, Linn Keilidhs (cherry) with

£540, NAD CD520 budget CD player £ 70,

063648 [ FH17]

stands £400, Nairn ' K' boards £40, all

both mint condition, Tel: Alan 01384

Pass Labs X2.5 pre-amp, made in 2004,

396909 ( West Midlands) [ GH14]

For sale

boxed with manuals, Tel: 01303 274077

perfect, 3years transferable warranty,

(SE Kent) [XFOC]

Linn LP12 latest Lingo PS, piano black

legendary sound and quality, £ 1675

Revox B215 & HI cassette decks, the

plinth special Linn order, Cirkus mod, base

(£3150), Theta Gen-VDAC, amilestone,

ultimate cassette decks, record on BASF

board. Cetech carbon-fibre chassis, Ekos 2

fully balanced, mint, £ 1175 (£ 5000),

tonearm Incognito rewired, anniversary

Cr02 at 120pS for same quality as

Tel: 020 8661 5329, email:

MiniDisc and almost CD quality, £ 500

ringmat and statmat, must be best LP12

zhuo_deng@hotmail.com [ FH17]

out there, stunning, photos available, can

each ovno, Tel: 01344 425200 or email:

Conrad-Johnson, legendary flagship valve

malcolm@angeltalk.co.uk [ FH17]

demo. £ 1750 ono, Tel: Gary on 01242

amplifiers, Premier 8A monoblocks, GE

Naim CDX ( Serial No: 156794) with

236981 ( Cheltenham) [ GH24]

valves, £ 7450 ono, Premier 7dual mono

Musical Fidelity X- Ray CD player £400,

remote £ 1250, NAP250 ( Serial No:

pre-amp, wonderful sound, inc superb

162567) £ 1100, NAC102 with NAPSC

REL Q150 subwoofer £250, Myryad

phono stage, £ 2395 ono, Cardas Golden

M1120 integrated amplifier and MA120

PSU £ 750, Hi-Cap PSU £375, all in mint

Cross interconnects 2metres £ 500, 1.5

matching power amp ( 120W/ch) £ 540, 3-

condition, boxed and instructions, also

metres £400 ono, Quadraspire racks,

tier marble reference stand £ 150 (£ 530),

Chord Anthem interconnect ( DIN to DIN

cherry, offers! All truly immaculate, Tel:

type), for more detail & bass solidity £ 125,

Mission Reference 753 speakers £380

Mike 07709 232412 [ FH14]

(£1480), Target 4-tier stand £40, Rogers

Tel: 07789 904529 ( mobile), 0121 358

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 3D CD player and

0459 ( evenings) [ EH17]

dB101 speakers £80, all excellent, Tel:

M 1integrated amp £ 2000 each,

Denon AVC-Al D (£2000) £ 600, Denon

Mark 020 8468 7462 or 07775 875325

Townshend super-tweeters in chrome finish

[GJ35]
Avantgarde Uno horn speakers £4500,

DVD 3300 (£ 1000) £400, Ecosse Ref MS-

and 3-shelf Seismic Sink stand £400

23 speaker cable 2x9ft £ 100, MS- 2.2 1x

each, Kimber Bi Focal XL speaker cable

Sonus Faber Cremona speakers £3500,

9ft £ 50, Tel: 0141 646 2545 after 6pm
[FH17]

2.5m £800, Moth Pure Power £300 - all

Aloia PST11.01i pre, Aloia 15.01i power

mint condition, Tel: Steve 07813 788420.

Quad ESL-63 speakers, black, just

amp 60+60 watts £ 1800. EAR V20

[GJ13]

serviced by Quad £995, Micromega Duo

integrated amplifier £ 1700. Tel: 020

Musical Fidelity X-A2 £350,

3.1 high-resolution transport (£ 1800)

8531 5979 or 07903 265205 [ GJ17]

Tel: 01932 866930 [GH14]

£550, Audiolab 8000 DAC ' F' serial no.

Musical Fidelity X- P100 pre-amp,

Linn LK1 pre-amp m-m/m-c compatible

X-AS100 power, XRay CD, £350 each.

£250, all mint, boxed, manuals, Tel: 020

and Dirak transformer to run with LK1

8543 8625 [ EN17]

Living Voice Auditorium speakers £ 750,

£230, Tel: 07946 319276 [GH14]

ATC SCM20A Pro active monitors with

Audiolab 8000T tuner £ 150, all excellent,

Audio Research VT- 100-I I £2700, Audio

cases, light domestic use £ 1750, ATC CA2

boxed, manuals. Tel: 02380 611519 or

Research VT-60 £ 1100, Oracle Delphi with

01962 764839 days ( Hampshire) [ GH14]

pre-amp with phono board £ 600, Tel:

RB300 £800, MFMX pre-amp £475,

01234 824682 ( Bedford) [ FH17]

TEAC VRDS-20 Class one laser product

SME 3012-R ESL- 57 stands £ 700,

EAR 8L6 £ 1799, Exposure 2010 CD

digital balanced output RCA output 50Hz

Magnum MP-330 pre-amp A-200

£499, Denon TU260L11£70, Sony ST-

22w, Optical ST, Optical TOS coaxial same

poweramp £ 1600, Tel: 0117 9556555/

clamping system as Wada CD, remote

S770ES tuner £80 (£300), Lecson DVD

07979 514450. [ GH14]

900 £80, Sony PS2 £ 119, P/ex demo,

control, mint condition, private sale, £495.

dCS Elgar/Purcell £4500, Krell KPS20iL

Tel: Leslie 07831 367766 [ EG17]
Conrad-Johnson EFI phono stage

mail order free, Tel: Jim 01206 510392

DAC/transport £2500, all boxed, can demo

[FH17]

with Rowland amps/Dunlavy SCV1's,

Stereophileclass A, rated (Vol.19 No.10)

Naim 135 monoblocks £ 2500, Naim NAC

superb sound but going multichannel, Tel:

switchable gain (40-46-52dB) and input

82 pre-amp £ 1500, Naim Supercap PSU

01243 584728 (West Sussex) [GJ17]

£1500, Naim SBL speakers £ 1200 and

load impedance (47k ohm - 200ohm)

B&W CDM 1NT cherry speakers, as new,

Micromega Stage 3CD player £350, all in

mint, manual £ 2000 when new, £ 995 ono

boxed, with quality cables £495, Apollo

mint condition. Tel: 01792 481136 (day),

inc p+p, Tel: 028944 79053 [ HJF0C]

Mezzo rack as new £95, Tel: 07932

01792 280711 ( work), 07968 274110

Lexicon MC1, 8channel processor, superb

577226 [GH14]

(mobile), email:

Mark Levinson 390s, perfect condition,

DAC as good as MC8 £ 1500 (£ 5000), BAT
VK60 balanced valves with guts, awesome

clement.benedict@sihe.ac.uk [ FH17]

boxed with manuals £4500 or near offer,

Magnum Dynalab Etude FM tuner,

looks, performance £ 1600 (£4500),

Tel: 01803 293805 [GJ17]

Audiophile version, gold, absolutely as

Spectral DMC-10 pre-amp, one of the best

Quad ESL-63 black, new panels, over

new, boxed, manual £650 ono. Tel: Mike

phono stageslhave head £ 550, McIntosh

£1000 spent, factory fitted, receipts,

07709 232412 [ FH14]

MC2500 500W/ch, one channel works,

excellent condition £ 900, Tel: 07836

offers, Bose 901V £400, Tel: 01706

Marantz SA1 SACD and CD player, mint

739271, one owner from new. [GJ17]

and boxed with alloriginal accessories and

524399 / 07764 408756 [GJ17]

Naim 250 amp, Nairn 72, Nairn Hi-cap,

Audio Research LS25 Mk11£4000, SPI I

comprehensive user guide £2990, Tel:

Naim 01 tuner, Nairn CDX CD, price

01822 854066 [ FH17]

Mk 2 £2000, Michell Orbe SE £ 1000,

£2000, condition mint, with boxes, will

Koetsu Red Signature 900HRS £ 500,

Naim CDS 2-XPS CD player, boxed,

accept reasonable offer. Tel: 01473

instructions, excellent sound £3000 ( new

Origin Live Silver £800, Kimber 8TC 8ft bi-

614948 [GJ17]

wire £ 120, Tel: 07973 793892, email:
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Roksan Xerxes rosewood with Artemiz arm

Equinox bi-wire speaker cable, 3m pair

Perpetual Technologies P-3A DAC £390

£450, Sugden headmaster pre-amp £ 300,

£650, mint/boxed, Tel: 01428 685199

(£799), Musical Fidelity A370 Class A

Ben Duncan mains transformer £ 250,

[HJF0C1

stephen@DBN.co.uk [ GH14]

power amplifier £890 (£ 2500), Kimber KC

various JPS Labs mains and interconnect

Wilson Audio Watt and Puppy speakers

AG balanced £90 (£253), complete sets of

leads. Tel: for details 01992 460935

version 5.1 including original crates etc,

Audio Research and DNM cables, Tel:

[HK141

very good condition £ 5995, Theta David- 2

07973 220663 ( Leicestershire) [GJ17]

Subwoofer Miller Kriesel MX125 200W 2x

CD/DVD drive £ 1995. Tel. 01403

Stax SR 007 Omega II and SR M-007T

12in drivers, black, superb sound (£ 1500)

251587 [ H8]

vacuum driver unit, 4months, as new.

£750, valve amplifier 50W/ch integrated,

Audio Research LS2 valve pre-amp,

£1800, Tel: 020 8658 0480 [GJ171

four line inputs, volume control, quality

balanced and phono outputs £ 750, VdH

Naim CDX, mint, boxed £ 1350 with Chord

construction, excellent sound £ 500. Tel:

The Second balanced interconnects, 0.8m

interconnect, Mission 753 floorstanding

Allan 01179 556555/01179 521341

and 1.5m stereo pairs £ 150, Tel: Steve

speakers, black ash, £250, Acoustic

[H8]

020 8422 0942 or 07939 540107

Research Legend turntable with Linn Basik

Magnum A200 stereo power amplifier,

(Middlesex) [ HJ14]

Plus arm £ 240, Tel: 07929 987194

220W/ch matching two- box pre-amp,

Lowther EX3 silver voice coil drive units in

EHJ141

fabulous sound/build quality (£3500)

Acousta cabinets, £350 the pair, Tel:

Linn Sondek LP12, latest spec, Aro,

£1500, Audioquest Midnight speaker

01724 710547 ( North Lincs) ( 1-1J141

Armageddon, £ 1350 ono, also Naim SBL,

cables 5metre pair and 2metre

Tom Evans The Groove phono stage, 8

black ash, latest drivers, immaculate,

pair/various bargain interconnects. Tel:

months old, mint, £ 1400, Linn Kaber

£950 ono, can demonstrate. Tel: Mike

Allan 01179 556555/01179 521341

speakers, black, excellent condition

01932 448265, after 6.30pm. [ HJF0C]

[H8]

£500, Tel: 020 7342 2871 [ HJ14]

Wilson Benesch ACT speakers (£9105)

Orelle SA100 integrated amp £850, Orel le

Quad 33, FM3, 303 £ 195, Linn Axis

and granite stands, stained cherry, 9

CD100 CD player £ 1000, Art Stiletto

turntable £ 175, Heybrook Quartet

months old, perfect condition £ 5500,

loudspeakers, ebony £800, Wireworld

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: hi-fi_ads@ipcmedia.com. For your security, do not include acredit card number
in any email. Please call our reader ad department on 020 8774 0631 with your credit card details.

Hi-FiNews

Private ad order form:
do not phone in ads

Rates: £8 ( inc VAT) per 30-word insertion for one Issue. For two months £ 14; three months £ 17. Additional words 50p each. Box numbers £3extra.
Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word leg, Pioneer A400 = two words)
PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Please publish the above advertisement for
FOR SALE 71

WANTED

Box number required

insertions under the heading:

—I
—Iyes

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

Name
Address

TI no
( pounds sterling) made payable to

IPC Media or please charge My Access/Visa/Diners/Amex Card Number

Daytime telephone number
Date of sending

Expires (date)

Signature

Send to: Classified Ads, HiFi News, IPC Media, Focus House, Dingwall Avenue. Croydon CR9 2TA.

•Please rndicate which
ka-fi heno magazine, published by IPC Media. will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you like to receave e- mails from Hi-fi Nears magazine and IPC containing
news, special otters, and product and service information and take part in our magazine research via e-mail' it yes please tick here J Hi-fi News magazine and IPC would like to contact
• No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
• We are not responsible for clerical errors

www.hifinews.co.uk

you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services lick here if you prefer matt° hear from us J IPC may occasionally pass your details to carefully
selected organisations so they can contact you by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their products and services Tick here if you preter not to be contacted J
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The Market

£230, Sonneteer Sedley m-m/m-c phono

full guarantee, just purchased, now need to

amp, mint, boxed and manual £210, Tel:

raise cash, (£2850) accept £ 2525ono,

speakers £ 165, Mission 780 bookshelf

01903 247779 ( Sussex) [ HJ14]

Quad 22L birds eye maple (£899), accept

speakers £95, Arcam 290 integrated amp

RDC Aspect rack by Clearlight Audio,

£710 ono, both items as new, boxed,

£125, Quad FM3 £ 65, Tel: Ian 07901

black, 4shelves, immaculate £450, ( new

complete, view/demo in Yorkshire, Tel:

612811 or 01634 387357 [ H81

£549) buyer collects ( Central London), Tel:

07821 095771. ( H8]

Gamma Aeon Mk 3, 211 monoblock

Martin 020 7684 2046. Selling due to

Avant Garde Uno horn speakers £4500,

£1500. Legendary leak point one matched

arrival of custom rack. ( H81

Sonus Faber Cremona speakers £3000.

pair £ 1200. Quad 63 professional with

NHT VT-2front speakers 48 x8x18in

Eatr v20 integrated amplifier £ 1600. Aloia

stands £ 700, Altec Lancing L19 Alnico

(hwd), VS-2centre speaker, HDP2 dipole

15.9.1i power amp 60+60 watts. Aloia

horn speakers £800, Tel: 01308 868044

surround speaker. all black gloss laminate,

PST11 Oh ipre-amp £ 1500, Tel: 020 8531

(H K171

excellent condition, new £2600, £ 1100

5979 or 07903 265205 [ 1
1J14]

Bose wave radio/CD, in mint condition

ono. Tel: Paul 07753 200936 evenings

Meridian 568 digital surround processor

£199 ( cost £395), email:

(London) [ HK171

mvanblankenstein@ onetel.com, Tel 020

Acoustic Energy AE1 Mk II speakers, Stae

L.Sorbothane feet £ 200, Tel: John on 020

8449 6451 ( High Barnet) [ H81

1matching stands, cherry finish, boxed

8554 6199 ( London/Essex border) [ H8]
Sugden/R.Allan A21 classic amplifier.

, £ 1750 (£3500), TEAC TI transport with

Pathos Logos, valve amplifier, latest

£495, (£ 1349 new), Stax SR Lambda

version with pre outs,5 months old,

professional headphones, SRDX

Excellent condition £350. JR149 speakers

£1799, Sony SCD1 SACD/CD player, 11

professional energizer £ 195 (£ 728 new),

£285. Chord odd cables 3m £ 60, Acoustic

months Sony guarantee, £2099, both

Tel: 01732 220664 (after 6pm) [ HK171

Zen silver Ref I0.5m £ 125. ( RRP £ 700)

items pristine and boxed, 07979 903989

TEAC Tl transport (£400 Trichord clock

Audionote TZero tuner, mint condition

(Bristol) ( HJ141

upgrade) immaculate with box £375, Tel:

£225 ( RRP £ 500). Email:

Shanling SCD-T200C SACD/CD player see

01384 293955 (after 6pm) [ H8]

chmsin@aol.com Tel: 07984 682249

brilliant review by DA HFN05/04, as new!

Sonus Faber Electa Amator 2speakers,

(London) [ H8]

Unpacked to check tubes! £ 2000 bargain,

ironwood stands £ 1750, Gryphon Tabu

Rel Stentor 3, boxed, mint condition with

Tel: 0776 6643361, email:

CDP1 CD player £ 1650, Audible Illusions

granite base £ 1500. ATC 4Active Centre

jkp911@hotmail.com ( London) [ HJ14]

L1valve pre-amp £950, Van den Hul 3

channel, boxed, mint condition. £ 750. Tel:

Wadia 861 CD player, 2.5 years old, with

metre Revelation £300, Tel: 01707

01287 638986 [ HK17]

box and instructions, as new £4000, Tel:

896760 ( Herts) ( H8]

Proac Studio 125, ew finish, excellent

Dave 01306 886606 days, 01293

Linn Sondek, Akito, K9, good condition

condition and sound, boxed and manual.
£500. Tel: 01525 854652 ( H8]

772052 evenings. [ HJ141

£525, Linn Sondek, Ittok, K18, Lingo,

Electrohome Marquee 9501Acon

excellent condition £875, Tel: Ken on

projector, HD-GT17 lens, HDTV module,

Mark Levinson No37 CD transport. Perfect

01763 255714 HK17]

condition, complete with remote and

Extron 109xi VGA-UXGA interface,

Cyrus hi-fi, dAD 3with Qmodule and PSX-

manual and boxed, recently serviced.

Faroudja VP400AU quadrupler, cost

R, with Cyrus Ill amp, XPA amp, Quad 10L

£2200 ono. Tel: 07980 211447 ( day) 020

£63,000, presale specialist manufacturer

speakers in walnut, Cyrus alloy stand, all

7439 1365. Email: troy@funbox.com

overhaul, excellent condition £ 14,750,

cables cost just under £3000, asking

[HK17]

Tel: 01945 463077 5.30pm-8.30pm

£750 ono, Tel: 07984 566541 { H81

Thorens TD125 in SME 2000 plinth with

(HK17]

Apogee Caliper pair, two Adcom GFA 555

SME 3009 fixed headshell and Shure VST

Myryad Cameo lifestyle system in silver

power, GFP 555 pre, £ 2500 ono. HiFi

V. Pristine condition. Offers. Tel: 01784

finish, comprising 60W amplifier, CD and

News 1980 to date, Revox G36, offers,

258355 (Ashford, Middx) [ H8]

RDS tuner, stunning sound and build,

buyer collects, no TWP, Tel: 020 8689

quality remote and Cable Talk

9187 [ H8]

interconnects, was £ 1700, only £ 699. Tel:

REL Strata 3 ( only afew months old)

07973 109599 [ H8]

boxed, £375, Quad 34/405(2) £400,

Audio Research M300 mono power

Quad 33/303 £200, Tel: 01384 293955

Maxell Type IV audio cassette, their top of

amplifiers ( stereo pair), serviced and re-

(after 6pm) ( H8]

the range, energy efficient and anti-

tubed by Absolute Sounds March 2004,

Monitor Audio Bronze B2 speakers, six

resonance cassette mechanism singular,

under guarantee until March 2005 £3500,

months old £ 130, Tel: G Lee 01308

new or used, please call Ted on 01482

may consider part exchange, Tel: 0191

897594 [ H8]

831627. [ H8]
Rehdeko speakers any model including

Wanted

2810260 ( HJ141

Pink Triangle Cardinal transport, new laser

Sonus Faber, Signum + stonewood stands

synchronized with Da Capo includes 4

RK115A and RK175 older models

£850, Nakamichi Dragon £975, CR 4E

filters spares £ 995, TAG Maclaren DAC20,

considered, Naim NAC32.5, NAC42,

£425, Rega RB300 Incognito rewired and

7inputs, serviced £450, AVI S2000MP m-

CDS1, Nait, Lecson AC1 AP1 AP3, Royd

Michell arm collar £ 165, Ortofon cartridge

c/m-m, remote control (£ 1300) £350,

speakers, Mana tables and racks, Ion

MC25FL £95, 0M30 £45, Sumiko Blue

Cambridge A250, monoblocks direct

Obelisk, Tel: 01642 649702, email:

Point cartridge £ 55, Michell GyroDec arm

coupled, serviced £310, Parasound HCA-

old.peculiar@peculiar.co.uk [ HK17]
Sony CDP 333 ESD or Sony CDP 555ESD

plate/Rega fit, black £20. Tel: 01474

1000 power amplifier, John Curl design

326220 ( H121

£195, Pye Mozart, rare, serviced £395,

(transport/laser, must be in good working

Arcam CD72 CD player, mint condition, 18

Tel: 01363 83072 [ H171

order). Tel: 01384 293955 ( after 6pm)

months old, boxed, and manual (£450)

Resolution Audio Opus 21 CD Player, new

(H8]
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"HiFi Exchange - Mail us your requirements Now"
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youchoose
The Choice HiFi Exchange- the fastest
way to find or sell your equipment.
Mail us your requirements and you
will be added to our huge and ever
growing data base where adaily
search seeks to match the wants and
sale items. Get regular mailings of
latest hot deals and new in items.
Because we act as middle men you
buy with confidence and the the
Choice HiFi guarantee.

ourchoice
Acoustic Energy
Advantage
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physic
B.A.T
Boulder
Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Egglaston Works
Efectrograph Delphi
Gamut
Genelec
Gryphon
Graham
(merge
I M Lab
Krell
Lexicon
Linn
Loewe
Lutron
Lyra
Mark Levinson
Michell Eng.
Musical Fidelity
Naim
NEC
Nordost
Oracle
Ortofon
Plinius
P.M. C.
Primare
Project
Quadraspire
REL
Rockport
Roksan
Rotel
Ruark
Shahinian
SIM2
SME
Straight Wire
Sugden
Tara Labs
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Tri chord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI
Wilson Audio
Wilson Research
YBA

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Musical Fidelity FIS
Cello Duet 350
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Audio Research LS9
Musical Fidelity F22
Cello Palete Pre
LOUDSPEAKERS
jr1 Lab 926
CD PLAYERS & DACS/ DVD PLAYERS
Theta Pro Prime 2
TURNTABLES, ANALOGUE, VARIOUS
PS Audio Power Plant 300 + Ultimate Outlet
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace
AV COMPONENTS
Primare A30.3
Primare A30.5
Parasound C2 ( Halo)
Parasound Cl ( Halo)
NAD
Maranta
PLASMA PROJECTORS
In Focus 5700
In Focus 7200
SIM 2Domino 20

Power-

L995.00
£4,995.00

£2.000.00
£10.000.00

LI,200.00
£395.00
£7,995.00

£2,000.00
C L -

L995.00

£2,200.00

L695.00

£1,900.00

£I,300.00
£995.00

£1,900.00
£2,000.00

ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK

L1.300.00
1 . 700.00
L3.500.00
£5.503.00

ASK
SPECIAL
ASK

£3,000.00
£6.000.00
L3,750.00

£4,995.00
£7.000.00
£4,500.00
£6.350.00
L
£/395.00
£I.200.00
£10.000.00
£3.990.00
£9,000.00
£12,000.00
£2,350.00
£7.000.00
L3.600.00
£6.000.00
£608.00
£8.250.00
L3,895.00
(2.250.00
L4.000.00
£9,500.00
L6.500.00
C4,500.00
£6,000.00
£3,300.00
£5.500.00
£2,000.00
£895.00
£645.00
L15.000.00
£2,995.00
L1,550.00
£3,750.00
£2,350.00

£495.00
£3,995.00
£1,599.00
£695.00
L4,495.00
L2,750.00
£,395.00
(1,750.00
L2,900.00
C795.00
L1,295.00
£1,650.00
(On Dem
£995.00
£I,295.00
ASK
£3,250.00
LOn Dern
£3,995.00
LP.O.A
(On Dem
ASK

£1,195.00
L5,995.00
L £1,750.00
L6.995.00
£6.949.00
£3.300.00
£3 500.00
£5A00.00
L1,997 00
L2.794 00
£2.250.00
(4,500.00
LI , 200.00
£1.995.00
£2,700.00
£6,500.00
£13.000.00
£5,595.00
£30.000.00
L3.200.00
£7,350.00

(6.000.(x)

£120.00
£12,000.00
LI.030.00
£16.500.00
£1,500.00
£5.995.00
£6,350.00

amplifiers

C.:Z"rurality

speakers

M Lab Nova Utopia
L
M Lab Diva Utopia BE Signature Finish
M
Lab Micro BE Utopia + Stand
M Lab Alto Utopia BE
ilson Benesch Act 2 ( Iupgrade)
REL Stentor III
ART Audio Stilleto
Sonus Faber Electa Arnator 11 ( no stds)
Revel Studio
Revel Salon

ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
£4,995.00
£1,795.00
£695.00
L1,695.00
Coming Soon
Coming Soon

(1 ,1:0 2 0 8392
020

Open from

a

£14300 00
£995.00
£895.00
L
£430.00

£3,995.00
0,750.00
£,495.00
0,995.00
(Offers
095.00
L895.00
L4,995.00
(On Demi
0,990.00
L5,995.00
L1,895.00
(5,250.00
£1,395.00
(4,950.00
075.00
L4,500.00
L2,895.00
L995.00
L2,795.00
L4995.00
(On Doro
(On Dore
£3995.00 each
£,695.00
£2,495.00
£1,395.00
LOn Deny
(On Dore
LI1,995.00
(On Dem
(On Dem
ASK
LOn Dem
£2,750.00
£69.00
£4,995.00
£895.00
(On () ern
£1,350.00
£3,995.00
ASK

Tesserac Tala Pre
Audio Research LS25 mk II
Unison Research Mystery One Pre
Audio Research LS7
Mark Levinson 380 S
Krell KRC HR
Audio Research LS2
Boulder LSAE Pre Amp
Klein 7LX 3.5B
Audio Research LS3
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre x-dern
Conrad Johnson PV I
4L
Audio Flight Pre
Musical Fidelity NuVista
YBA 2a Line
Tom Evans The Vibe Pre
Chord DSC 1600E ( dac/pre)
Boulder 1012 ( pre amp/ 24.96 dad Phono)
YBA Passion Pre ( inc Phono)
Boulder 2010 Pre
Plinius I6L " new"
C.A.T. ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono " new"

fa\

-

L2,995.00
L395.00
L395.00
L195.00
£195.00

amplifiers

Krell Showcase 5
Tesserac TAM 60 Monoblocks
Muse Model 300 Monoblocks
Plinius SA 250 ink IV
Unison Research SMART 845 Monoblocks
ART VT60
Grolle SAI00 evo
Krell FPB 250m Monoblocks
Gamut D200 mk 11 " Hi Fi Choice Product of the Year
Melos 402 Gold Tiode Plus Monoblocks 400wpc
Krell FPB 600
Bryston 4BSST
Conrad Johnson Premier 140 SA
Krell KSA 80B
Mark Levinson 383 Integrated
Naim Nuit 3
Cary 805 C Monoblocks"new"
Bel Canto Evo 4
Cary SLA 70 ink 11 Silver
Conrad Johnson MF2500
YBA Passion Monoblocks
Audia Flight 100
Audia Flight One Integrated
Linn Klirnax 500 Solo (4)
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300
Boulder 500 AE
ES Lab DX- S4
Roksan Caspian Integrated
Roksan Caspian Power
Krell FPB 700cx
E.S. Lab DX- S8
Plinius 8200P
Plinius SA 102 new
Bryston 4BSST
Jadis Defy 7mk III
Linn Bass Active Card
Krell MDA 300
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver
Boulder 1060 Power " new"
Primare 30.1 mk II Integrated
YBA Passion Stereo "new"
Plinius 250 mk IV " new"

Pr- e

INSTALL

thismonth

eNne

hi-fi

M U LT IROO M

sale items

ClaraVox Magnifica ( Final Offer)
McCormak Line Drive
Audio Refinement Pre S" new"
Quad 33/ 303
Rogers LS55 " new"
Reduced this month

Choice

HOME
CINEMA

FI

8392

C21.500.00
£7,600.00
£4,400.00
L9,999.00
£9,000.00
£2,500.00
£900.00
L -

095.00
0,495.00
£4,995.00
L695.00
ASK
£3,000.00
L4,995.00
£6,995.00
(9,995.00
ASK
0,495.00
£495.00
£3,750.00
L9,995.00
L1,750.00
LI , I50.00
£795.00
(2,995.00
£1,595.00
(On Dern
LOn Deny
(On Dern
(On Dem
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
£225.00
£625.00
£4 I5.00
LOn Dem
ASK
LOn Dent

Linn Kielihds (+ Active Cards)
Talon Chorus X mk II ( Upgrade)
Wilson ACT 2 ( Upgrade)
JM Lab Sib & Cub ( 5.1 spk sys)
JM Lab Micro Utopia BE
JM Lab Mezzo Utopia
Audio Physic Avanti
Wilson Audio System 5.1
Avante Garde Trio
jr1 Lab Nova Utopia
Revel Ultima Studio
ATC SCM 10 Passive Black
Wilson Witt mk 1
JM Lab Utopia
Reference 3A
Audio Physic Spark
Talon Kite Centre & Bracket
Aerial Acoustic SW12 Sub Woofer. Maple/remote
Mirage M3 si
Rel Q 200 E
Rol Q 150 E
Audio Physic Luna Sub (wood)
Audio Physic Tara
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Vienna Acoustics Mozart
Vienna Acoustics 5.1
Cabasse io 5.1
Blue Room Minipod (White)
Blue Room Minipod + Sub ( Blue)
Blue Room Minipod Sub
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Audio Physic Virgo Ill "new,"
Audio Physic Tempo Ill

C..1>player- s.

bles

(6.500.00
L4.400.00
L4,500.00
£1.200.00
£5,000.00
£7.500.00
C £2.950.00
L9.900.00
L2.200.00
L2.890.00
L8.000.00
L2.500.00
L9,000.00
L9,600.00
£6.500.00
£1.295.00
£6,500.00
C12,000.00
L6,500.00
LIzooeca
L1.500.00
L995.00
L500.00
£5.500.00
£2.200.00
L1.600.00
£1.000.00
£4.500.00

£4,500.00
L3,795.00
ASK
£895.00
(1,695.00
0,995.00
L1,195.00
ASK
L4,000.00
L1,395.00
L1,995.00
L2,795.00
£95.00
£,750.00
£,995.00
L2,750.00
C495.00
(On Dem
L7,995.00
(On Dem
(On Deny
£595.00
(On Dem
(295.00
0,995.00
(On Dem
L750.00
£750.00
(On Dem
(On Dern
LP.O.A
£I,995.00
(On Dem

ci.000.00

£24.000.00
£4.000.00
CI,195.00

c..analoque

Nottingham Analogue "The Analogue" 12" arm and deck
Oxford Crystal Reference/ Air Tangent
Fanfare FT' Tuner
Tara Labs 10m Bal The 2Interconnect
Tara Labs FG5 ( Mono) pair
Tara Labs The 2Speaker Cable 4ft
Roksan Xerxes 10/DSI.5/ Anemia/ Jubilee
Ortofon Jubilee
Roksan Caspian Phono se
SME 20/2A
Roksan TMS2/ Anemia
Michell Orbe/VC/ RB300
Project RPM 6 "new"
Project RPM9/ arm
VPI TNT mk IV/ Rockport 60001 Flywheel/VPI Stand/
Clearauudio Accurate/ Pump etc. ( New)
Roksan Radius 5 ( Acrylic)/ Nima arm ( New)
Lorricraft record cleaning machine
Earmax Pro
SME 30/2 A "new"
Moth Record Cleaning Sc
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 " new"
Ortofon Rohmann
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b "new"
Michell Gyro SE/ RB300 "new"
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq rmn/mc
SME Series VArm "new"
Pink Triangle PT Eat psu
Plinius 14 Phono " new"
Nackamichi DR 3
Tom Evans - The Groove "new"
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X-demo
Clear Audio Symphono phono stage X-demo MM/MC

AN/

£1,000.00
£14,000.00
L9.000.00
£859.00
L4.400.00
L7.899.00
L7.800.00
L19,000.00
£17.000.00
£21,500.00
L13,000.00
L1,100.00
£9,000.00
L18.000,00
£2,250.00
L1,795.00
£1.750.00
£5.200.00
L4,100.00
L650.00
£500.00
L1,799.00
£999.00
L6,000.00
£1,700.00
L3.500.00
L2.170.00
£298.99
£749.00
£468.99
£750.00
£4.000.00
L2,000.00

DACS

Mark Levinson 3905
Acuphase DP67
Audia Flight CD 1
Orelle CO 100
PS Audio Lambda Transp/ dac
Wadia 860 o
Theta Data Pro Prime 11
Gamut CD I
R mk II
Mark Levinson 31 Transport
Audio Synthesis DAX
Acoustic Arts Drive 1
LAD DSP9000 Pro Series III
Micromega Classic Solo
Wadia No 27 Dac
Mark Levinson 31.5 Transport
Chord SPM 1600E Dad Pre
Theta Pro Geny
Acoustic Arts Drive I
/ Dac 1mk 11
Linn Sondee CD I
2
Linn UNIDISK 1.1
Linn CDI2
Linn Numerik
Roksan Caspian CD
Trichord PD- S503
YBA CD IDelta (Twin psu)
YBA CD 3Delta
Audiomeca Damnation CD Transport
Primare V20 DVD/CD
Audio Aero 32/192 Capitole CD (Ver. 4)
Primare V25 CD/DVD
Boulder 2020 dac
Theta Data Il Transport AT u ink
YBA CD Integre " new"

L4,495.00
0,995.00
L595.00
£2,000.00
(500.00
LI,300.00
ASK
ASK
(On Dem
(On Dem
(On Dern
ASK
LOn Dore
(On Dore

£8.000.00
L L1.500.00
L5.000.00
L1.000.00
£3,000.00
£4.500.00
£1.500.00
£950.00
£5.273.53
L8.500.00
L2,350.00
£500.00
£1.000.00

£8,500.00
(On Dem
(On Deny
(On Dem
L10,495.00
L395.00
£245.00
(On Dem
(On Den)
ASK
L495.00
£1,350.00
L495.00
(On Dem
LI 95.00
ASK
L1,695.00
L640.00

L16.000.00
£850.00
£1,100.00
L425.00
L12,289.00
L £325.00

(1.05000

000.00/1750.00
1.100.00
L
L1,650.00
L £2,750.00
£400.00
£1,795.00
£2.065.00
£740.00

components

Parasound AS I - 5Channel
Lexicon MCI
Lexicon MC8/ MC8B
Lexicon RTIO DVD Player
SIM 2HT 300
Primare P30 Processor
Linn Klassik OVO
Lexicon MCI2 / MC 1
2B
Parasound C2
PLASMAS/ LCD/PROJECTORS
From NEC/ Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp
Electrograph Delphi/Seleco/Sony/Sanyo
Panasonic TH 42 PWD6 " new"

1 9 5 9 c`7 020

1994

BUY/SELL

ASK
£ 3.500.00
L1 , 995 . 00
£ 5,500.00
ASK L5000.00/L5750.00
ASK
L2.300.00
L7,500.00
L9.000.00
(1,295.00
L2,000.00
(On Devi
£ 2.000.00
ASK CEI I
00.00/ L8900.00
ASK
£ 3.500.00
from £ 4000.00

8392

(4,400.00

19 6 3

-oinfoechoice-hifi.com

10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment
lbject to status

POA
POA

SOUND & VISION
STORAGE

definitive audio
Dtetal,vee AmIlu cré,ttes . 1quality ot nn,sàcal

HX,Y,11.,111n

t1,1 is HrfesIstoble.

We achieve this using some of the world's most splendid contraptions and by
employing a value system that places musical considerations above all
others.
Our inventory includes the tantalising KSL Kondo amplifiers from Japan. We
ltave the M7 Line. M7 Phono. M77 Ongaku, the Neiro Integrated and of
course the extraordinary Gakuoh. We also have a range of single minded

,
gge
4e4.e

amplifier designs from, amongst others. Border Patrol, Art Audio and Sugden
Our Aladdin's cave of analogue treasures includes 12 choices of moving coil
cartridge. the Kuzma Airline, Triplanar 6, and SME Series V tonearrns.
Keeping this company is an enviable selection of turntables including the
Scheu range and the unequivocal SME Model 30 and Kuzma Stabi Reference.
We have the complete range of Living Voice loudspeakers including the
internationally celebrated Avatar OBX-R2
More importantly we have an attitude and an intent that breathes new life,
interest and fascination into your relationship with music.
Call us for an informal chat or to arrange an appointment.

Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem items

Sale

New

Merlin Music Systems VSM/M louspeaker system in dark gloss blue. See
www.merlinmusic.corn for this acclaimed US speaker - 4weeks old - spotless
-boxed - not even run in - includes BAM active bass e.q. module - men only £3750 $9000
Alois PST 11.01i Hi-end 2box pre-amp - Italian style - slick and snazzy. One
lady driver. 12 months old - boxed - perfect. Well reviewed - see HiFi+

£ 1900 £2800

Pro Ac Studio 200 - yew - nice - vgc
£ 1000 £2150
Rega RB900 tonearm. Boxed - unused - no offers
£ 500 £650
Lavardin IS power amp. As new - 11 months - boxed - as good as new
Musical Fidelity M3 NuVista - 18 months - boxed

£ 750 £ 1400

£ 1900 £ 3000

Musical Fidelity NuVista CD player - 18 months - boxed
£ 1900 £3000
Roksann Xerxes Cognescenti. SME cutout. Needs service - take it away £ 300
Hovland Sapphire • unwanted gift - giveaway - no offers
£3000 £ 7500

Tidy away your collection of CDs, Videos, DVDs,, Audio tapes, LPs,
ivIDs or Talking books into one of our range of lovely cabinets. Styles
from taadizionall to contemporary, achoice of wood finishes and sizes
to suit the modest and serious collector alike. For abrochure please
phone (24hrs) write or email to
JOHN

AUSTIN FURNITURE LTD.

Greatworth Part, Banbury, Oxon OX17 2HB

Ter: 01295 760017 Fax: 01295 760177
infogjohn-austin-furnioure.co.uk
www.john-austin-furniture.co.uk

ATC SCM50 monitors, Oak - vgc

£ 1700

Tom Evans Groove moving magnet phone stage - bargain
Linn Kelidh loudspeaker. Good condition - giveaway

£ 1200 £ 1800
£ 300

Snell K. JO, Ell cabinets. Lovely finish but perished drive units • per pair £ 100
Canary Audio superb pre-amps and power amps - various - ring for details
Border Patrol 30013 SE - ash - asteal

£2250

SJS Modell Arcadia pre-amp

£600

Epos ES30 loudspeakers - cherry
Ruark Crusaders - cherry - near perfect - bargain

£900
£800 £ 1900

SME M2 tonearm

£580

Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

PAM

THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST
ESL 57 N

LE 1

SPARES & REPAIRS

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE 1
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr, 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel + 49-261-38824 • Fax +49-261-38172
guad.ger@t-online de

- cthcs Acoustics -.
sic One is one cf the
tilest sounding amps Ihcve ever heard, of any
er-3, frc-n anywhere..."
Sam TeHig - Stereo phile, Nov 2003

OKI)
UKD Ltd
23 Richings Way, Iver, Bucks
Tel: 01753 652669
www.ukd.co.uk
post@ukd.co.uk
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WILMSLOW AUDIO
LOUDSPEAKER

SPECIALISTS

• Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Volt, Vifa-Scanspeak,
Peerless. Morel etc. for use in AR, Gale, Heybrook, IMF. KEF, Mission,
ProAc, Rogers, TDL plus many others.
• Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Supersound. SCR & Hovland Musicap), cables, damping and grille materials
• UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.
Phone today for your FREE FULL COLOUR catalogue or check out our website.

u.

•V‘,,ILMSLO WALLLIK)
50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website• www.wilmslowaudio.com

www.hifinews.co.uk

Connoisseur ,44tctio

VISA1

GUARANTEE
• TO BEAT ANY GENUINE PART EXCHANGE OFFER YOU HAVE BEEN MADE
• Minimum 24 Months WARRANTY ON ALL NEW EQUIPMENT

Tel: 0845-166-1249

6MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT

Email: sales@connoisseuraudio.co.uk

•

&LI

GF:144lebtF

FULL RANGE OF NEW EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FROM:
AUDIO ANALOGUE , AUDIO PHYSIC, ANALYSIS-PLUS, BEL CANTO, BLUENOTE, CROFT, DYNAVECTOR, EAR/YOSHINO, ECOSSE
FINAL, GRAAF, LYRA, OPERA, ORIGIN LIVE, ORACLE, ORTOFON, PATHOS ACOUSTICS, PLINIUS, PS AUDIO, SUMIKO STAX, TRIANGLE
UNISON RESEARCH and others ALL WITH GREAT PART EXCHANGE DEALS!

âmilmon
ccdd

www.connoisseuraudio.co.uk
SELECTION FROM PRE-OWNED and EX-DEM EQUIPMENT
Please Phone or Email For Full Details/Prices
Selected Ex-Dem Equipment: Audio Physic Virgo 3, Avanti & Spark3 - Audio Analogue Maestro CD - Bel Canto DAC2 - Bluenote T/Tables & Stibbert CD - Chord Phono
£875 - Clearlight RDC Racks - Croft CGI Twinstar - EAR 509 Jubilee LE Monoblocs XLR - Ecosse Legend SE XLR - Diapason Adamantes - Lyra Argo - Opera VQuinta - Triangle
various - Pathos Logos-Classic t- Sumiko Bluepoint Spec. - Triangle Celius 202 - PS Audio P500 £2200 - Unison Research Hybrid Amp & New TEAC Mechanism Unico CD Unison Research S2k
Selected Pre-Owned t_Arrem FMJ CD23 £525 - Audio Analogue Maestro CD Processor £ 1275 - Audio Physic Virgo 2 - £ 1400 - Cary 300SEI LX-20 New Valves £2200 - Croft
Epoch Pre plus Twinstar Power £2599 - Diapason Adamantes & Stands Walnut - £3499 EAR V20 Int. £2495 - EAR 834 Chrome Deluxe £699 - Graaf GM2o OTL £2799 - Opera
SP2 £ 1075 - ProAc Response 1.5 Yew £999 - Pathos Classic I£ 1175 - Roksan Kandy Mkill Twin Amps £699 - Sonus Faber Musics Amp £ 1250 - Triangle Ventis £ 1949 - Unison
Research S6 £ 1249 - UR Smart 845's £2799- Unison Research Hybrid Amp £799 - YBA2 Pre & Power £ 1499 - Tag McLaren DAC2o £550 - Musical Fidelity A3.2 Cd £525 - Roksan
Caspian Amp £375 - Philosophy Cables XLR Interconnects £ 175 - Tara Labs Dig. RSC Decade XLR £375

Full Range Audio Physic, Analysis Plus, Audio Analogue, Bluenote, Bel Canto, Croft, Diapason, Dynavector, EAR/Yoshino, Final, GRAAF,
Lyra, Opera, STAX, Sumiko, Triangle, Pathos, Unison Research - Call For Great Part_Exchange Proposals

ELECTROCOMPANIET
If music really matters...
FULL RANGE ON DEMONSTRATION
audio note // accuphase // nagra // dcs // bel,canto // spectral // Focal-JMIab // peak consult
siltech // densen // sme // qt.qid // orelle // electrocompaniet // halcro //
vpi //

r,rnheus

labs // penn 1 audio // stereovox // ecs // leema acoustics //
IIII

(01563) 574185
v www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

lavardin // avi
roksan

-mom
ummun

.. ....
kEVIn....
.

galloway
,
U
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AUDUSA EUPEN CSA 2.5 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE
GNLM 05/04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) Cable with
FERRITE TECHNOLOGY - A polymer material mixed with
a considerable quantity of homogeneously fine high quality
ferrite powder is extruded around the copper conductors. As a
ferromagnetic material, it will go through hysteresis loops
whenever it is under influence of an alternating magnetic
field. Consecutively magnetizing and demagnetizing the
material will cause considerable losses of high frequency energy.
This energy is absorbed in the ferrite grains and converted into
heat.The GNLM cables which in addition to the above described ferrite
technology is further protected with a foil shield and a drain wire and
specifically manufactured for High End audio use. Said by some to be the
most neutral sounding audio ac mains cable on the market.
Fitted with IEC ( Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug Cable
can be supplied fitted to our all steel 4, 6 and 8 way distribution blocks. We can rewire the distribution blocks with
Eupen cable as an extra cost option. Refer to our web site
for details.
11V1 5ilverlink OCC balanced
- stranded, silver on OFHC plus
three strands of OCC ( Ohno Continous Casting - single crystal copper) for improved bass performance.
Mylar infill and with designed in protection against
RF and EMI. conductor of 3mm diameter (approx 8
gauge). Cable Overall Dimension: 14.72 mm.

GNLM 05/2.5 ( C5A2.5)
£48 for 1.0m, £ 58 for 1.5m,
£68 for 2.0m. Off the reel £ 30 for
1st meter, £ 20 per m thereafter.
Eupen GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5)
shown with Marinco IEC 320 will
be fitted at extra cost.
GNLM 05/04
£58 for 1.0m, £72 for 1.5m,
£86 for 2.0m. Also available
of the reel.
Both GNLM cables are available
for export.

SILVER SILVER - upgrade the cable with silver plated contacts on IEC and and MK plug for £6. AUDUSA
-Eupen and LAT AC- 2 mains cable available with 16 amp IEC (
for certain models of amps by Krell, MF, Levinson etc), Mahnco/Wattgate IEC 320, Figure of eight, Bulgin, Hubble,European
Schuko,French, Australian, Swiss, Danish,Neutrik and other plugs
see our web site for IEC's,MK plugs RCA and Banana
connectors with silver plate contacts and other audio and
ac mains connectors

LAT International AC- 2 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE

We have developed a cabling ( weaving) pattern along with

SILVER FUSE

an unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the

is a near alloy of silver
and copper. IT IS NOT SILVER PLATED OR SIL-

garbage that contaminates your components. The difference

VER CLAD. Plating ( or clad, which is the same thing
as plating) causes a dioding effect
when signal is passed through resulting
in brightness and distortion. The Silverfuse process starts with seven nines OFHC
copper wire with a diameter that is slightly

you hear with our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes

RECOMMENDED

advantage of silver in its design through use of our proprietary
Silverf use conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge and with
PTFE; the best insulation available. Fitted as standard with
IEC / MK Toughplug.. 60cm £62, 90cm £75, 1.2m £ 88, 1.5m
£101, 1.8m £ 112 etc Other lengths available and.off the reel.
4,6 and 8 way all steel mains distribution blocks fitted with
UK, Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested & approved mains

AC-2
Power cable compare
with products costing
ten times as much,
then decide

mime

larger than the required size. It is then pulled
through atrough of molten silver. The wire with asilver
deposit, is then forced through a compacting die
where it is subject to tremendous pressure. The silver
and the high purity copper are fused together into a
near alloy. The compacting fusion also reduces the wire
diameter to the desired size. No dioding subsequently occurs with this process. The result provides for the benefits of silver; which are excellent definition and clarity, with the high purity
copper benefits of warmth and mellowness.

distribution units manufactured of heavy gauge steel, finished
in black and fitted with high quality 13amp sockets. It has no
filters, circuit breakers, surge protection, transformers, resistors, capacitors, LED's, on/off switches, chokes, regulators,
just fitted with 1m of AC-2 mains cable.From £ 166 for 4
way. £ 198. 6 way, £229 for 8 way.

LAT INTERNATIONAL Inc USA - Analogue, Digital and Video interconnects and Speaker
cable better than most others at double the price.

SUNFIRE CORPORATION -

OBI

Snohomish USA

New for 2003 Sunfire Ultimate - world's most powerful home cinema
Receiver. 7 x 200 watts, Cinema Seven power amps, 7 x 200 and 7 x 400
Signature True SubWoofer 13 inch cube True Sub MKIV 11 inch cube and Junior Sub
Woofer 9 inch cube -all with two drivers, to as low as 16hz, 116 SPL and 360 cu ins of air
movement, 1200 or 2700 watt patented amp technology. Solid state power amps 2 channel (2 x300 and 2 x600) and 5 channel (5 x220 watts and 5 x430 watts patented amp
technology ( no heat sinks), Classic tube preamp and Theatre Grand Ill processor preamp

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

Untone Audio

LIST

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 OEJ
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page uwwhill-stereo.com

NEW THIS MONTH
MARK LEVINSON 390S CD PLAYER S/H

£3,795 £6,495

MARK LEVINSON 383 INTERGRATED AMP S/H £3,795 £5,995
AUDIONOTE AN- ESP SPEAKERS IN FULL
EBONY VENEER WITH AUDIONOTE STANDS

f1,395 £2,800

Main dealer for
Orchid Speakers Reference products

ARTEMIS EOS 2SIGNATURE SPEAKERS & EXTERNAL
CROSSOVERS SUBWOOFERS, ROSEWOOD, S/H £5,995 £ 15,000
KRELL KAV 250A POWER AMP, S/H
CELLO AMATI PRO SPEAKERS,
PIANO BLACK, S/H

£ 1,695 £3,698
£4,995 £ 16,500

CELLO STRADAVARI GRAND MASTERS
SPEAKERS,PIANO BLACK, STUNNING
AND AS CHEAP AS CHIPSOPRICE, S/H £12,995 £65,000
LUMLEY LMS 1000 SPEAKERS BEECH WOOD. S/H £3,500 £8,000
BURMESTER 808 MK3 PREAMP.
THIS FULLY MODULAR PREAMP INC MC PHONO

Full Nairn ranne on ciemonstr,ii

Naim Audio in the North of England
A small selection of some of our used items
Advantage PI/A30 pre / power amps
Arcam Alpha 7tuner

CELLO ENCORE 1MEG LINE PREAMP, S/H £3,995 £ 10,000
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREAMP BLACK. S/H £2,500 £5,690

£200.00
£450.00

Arcam DT81 DAB tuner

£679.00

Arcam CD92I ex dem
Arcam CD82T ex dem

£19.00

ATC 10 loudspeakers

AUDIO RESEARCH CD1 CD PLAYER BLACK, S/H £ 1,295 £3,290

Audio Research SP9/2 pre amp black

AUDIO RESEARCH V140 VALVE MONO AMPS
BLACK S/H
£2,995 £8,800

Castle Winchester loudspeakers

PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS BLACK, E/D £2,795 £5,875
WADIA 2000 TRANSPORT + DAC + OPTICAL INTERFACE.
ALL UPGRADES DONE, 6BOXES IN ALL
3,500 17,000

Cyrus Smart power amp silver

ACCUPHASE DF90 DF91 TRANSPORT
+DAC SUPERB

20,000

3,995

12,300

EXCELLENT
CONRAD JOHNSON DR1 TRANSPORT + DA2,

2,395

4,995

DAC SUPERB OPEN SOUND BARGAIN
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT
KRELL MD10 SIGNATURE TRANSPORT.RARE

1,695
995
2,995

3,800
2038
9,000

AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX2 DAC
UPGRADEAVAILABLE

895

2200

PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 1307 CHIP
MERIDIAN 566 20BIT DAC BALANCED

395
395

950
1095

ARCAM BLACK BOX DAC5

150

450

GRADO SIGNATURE TONE ARM VERY RARE

495

1795

power

£200.00

Exposure CD player
Krell KAV300i integrated amplifier

£300.00
£1400.00

Krell KSA200s power amp

£3995.00

Lumley Lampros 100 speakers oak, ex dem
Martin Logan Scenario loudspeakers

£1500.00

Martin Logan Prodigy loudspeakers

£595.00
f395.00
£795.00
£900.00

Meridian 562v.2 digital pre

£ 2200.00

Meridian 598AP DVD player

£ 2000.00

HOVLAND MP100 VALVE PREAMP SUPER
LOOK - SOUND

3,295

5,750

AUDIO RESEARCH LS33 REMOTE CONTROL
PREAMP

1,395

3,125

Naim CDS CD player ex demo
Naim CDX sealed box, never used

795

1,695

Naim NAC32/ NAP90 pre / power
Nairn NAC92/NAP90.3 power

695
1,295
595

1,750
2,109
1,797

AUDIO RESEARCH CASE INTEGRATED
REMOTE CONTROL AMPLIFIER JUST SERVICED

1,895

3,945

KRELL KAV300i INTEGRATED AMP
REMOTE CONTROL

1,395

2,790

VTL 85 VALVE INTEGRATED LATEST
REMOTE CONTROL

1,295

2,400

MICHELL 150 HERA PHONE STATE

250

600

MICHELL ARGL LINE PRE + SUPPLY

295

866

495

1,650

KRELL FBP 200C CAST POWER AMP
KRELL FBP 300 POWER AMP
JADIS JA80 MK3 MONO POWER AMPS

3,995
4,995
3,995

8,750
9,450
9,580

GRAAF GM200 OTL VALVE POWER AMPS
GAMMA AEON TRIODE VALVE MONO BARGAIN
CELLO PERFORMANCE 2MONO AMPS

1,895
1,795
8,995

3,300
6,995
27,500

GOLDMUND MINIMIS 2 POWER AMP

1,495

5,150

LEVINSON ML11 POWER AMP, BARGAIN

895

2,700

LEVINSON ML12A PRE AMP, GREAT COMBO
NAIM NAP 90 POWER AMP
NAIM NAP 180 POWER AMP

895
185
595

2,700
450
1,220

895

3.000

895
175

2,800
370

3,995

15,500

3,995

14,800

3,995

11,450

1,995

4,995

ELECTROCOMPANIET ANNIVERSARY

DUNLAVY SC4 SPEAKERS LTOAK
STERIOPHILE A
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO 2SPEAKERS
CHERRY BARGAIN

2,995

8,500

795

2,500

995
495
1,795

6,030
1,300
3500

WANTED QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT BEST PRICES PAID

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN

www.hifinews.co.uk

£895.00

Meridian 602/606 cd transport and Doc
Musical Fidelity A370 power amp

£ 1050.00
£700.00

Musical Fidelity A3.2 integrated amp

£700.00

Musical Fidelity A3.2cr power amp
NAD 414

tuner

Nairn NAC202 pre amp
Naim Nail 3 amplifier

ex

demo

Nairn NAP135 each
Nairn NAP180
Naim NBL passive loudspeakers ( cherry)
Nakamich ST2 Tuner
Pass Labs X150

£140.00
£850.00
£1500.00
£303.00
£500.00
£1100.00
£275.00

£1250.00
£700.00
£4995.00

£200.00
£2200.00
£295.00

PMC OBI Cherry

£995.00
£695.00
£400.00
£320.00
£250.00

PMC FBI Cherry. ex dem
Quad 22L loudspeakers Maple
Rego Mira 3amplifier
Rego Planet CD
Rego Radio 3
Roark Accolade loudspeakers ( walnut)
TEAC ABX7R amplifier

£1200.00
£195.00

TEAC ABX 10 amplifier ( balanced input)

£40.00
£250.00
£495.00
£85.00

TEAC V6030

3head

cassette deck

Thorens TIPI TTA pre power
Unison Research Unico amplifier. ex dem
Yamaha DSPAX Icinema amplifier

£595.00

See www.lintone.co.uk for latest stock
Mail order available

Atlas "Ichor" Sneaker cable £ 10.00 lin
The hest hi-wire cattle we ve heard........

WHARFDALE OPTION 1ACTIVE SPEAKERS
FLAGSHIP MODEL
ATC 10 SPEAKERS + STANDS, BLACK
PROAC FUTURE 5LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK

£595.00

Meridian 566-20 D/A converter
Meridian 568 digital processor

23.000

UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY
ONE VALVE PREAMP
NAIM 102 PREAMP WITH HICAP, 1WEEK OLD
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 LINE PREAMP

£1950.00
£7500.00

Meridian 500 cd transport
Meridian 501 pre amp
Meridian 508-20 cd player

46.000

MARTIN LOGAN OUEST ELECTROSTATIC OAK

£2000.00
£295.00

995

AVALON ACCENT 2SPEAKERS IN
BURR ASH WITH SEPERATE CROSSOVERS
PROAC FUTURE 2LOUDSPEAKERS
ROSEWOOD

£800.00

amplifier

DCS Purcell upsampler ( non 1394)

7,995

INCLUDES ROLAND BASS AMP ADJUSTABLE
TO ANY ROOM

£350.00
£450.00

Cyrus C07(silver)
Cyrus DVD8 DVD prayer black. ex dem

SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE STEAL
CELLO AUDIO SUITE PREAMP
VARIOUS MODULES + MASTER SUPPLY

POWER AMP
NAKAMICHI DRAGON CASSETTE
DARK CLASSIC
STAX LAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES
GENESIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD

£95.00

DPA Renaissance amplifier

STUNNING LOOKS
BOW TECHNOLOGIES MODEL 228 CD PLAYER,

ARAGON 24K IPS PRE AMP & SUPPLY PHONO

£650.00
£1600.03
£1100.00

Chord SPM800 power amp

Cyrus XPA
3,995

ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST

AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M
REMOTE PREAMP

£2200.00
£150.00

Arcam Alpha 8 CD player

BAL & S/E DESIGN. THE ULTIMATE PREAMP &
Bi AMPERS DREAM CHROME FINISH. RARE, S/H £3,995 £9,000

Heatherdale
.audio limited

Inca "
Katana"

Upgraciable CD player
Stunning build and sound for ably c' ,(
1
0 00

Arcam,Atlas,Bowers & Wilkins,Cyrus,Castle
Creek,DCS,KEF,Marantz,Meridian,NAD,
Naim,Monitor Audio,Musical Fidelity,
Nautilus 800, Rega,Quad and more

Lintone Audio
Gateshead NE8
www.lintone.co.uk
info@lintone.co.uk
Tel. UK 0191 4774167

7- 11 Park Lane

3.IW

THE MARIO LEVINSON LISTENING
LOUNGE NOW OPEN
SPEAKERS
Revel F50 Speakers ( new)
£4,495
1149 801 Nautilus Speakers
£5.750
Wartedele Diamond II Speakers
£ 60
Elba Floor Standing Liberty 5. Speakers
£ 140
Orchid LWO Speakers Ex demo
£2,495
Mission 782 ( Stand Mount Model)
(Black Ash)
Just Reduced From £250
£150
Audio Physics tempo speaker
£995
Revel LEI Sub Amp Plus 2Sub 15's
£ 5,995
Elias Symphony floor standing speakers
£ 99
B.W CDMI Speakers
£ 350
Revel Salon Speakers Piano Black with aluminium side panels £12,995
Acoustic Research 338 Stand Mount Speakers
£275
PIlL.1.111PS
Burmester 808 Mk3 Pre Amp
£3.495
Sony 1000 ESD Digital Pre Amp
£ 150
Mark Levinson ML25s Phono Stage
£2,995
Proceed PAV Pre Amp
£ 1,395
Nalm NAC 92 Pre Amp
£350
Conrad Johnson PV14L Pre Amp
£1,595
Exposure 11 812 Pre Amp &
Power Supply
Just Reduced from £900 £650
Adcom GTP 450 Tuner/Pre-Amp
£350
Conrad Johnson 16LS Pre Amp
£ 3.995
.IMPL/FIERS
Haller DH- 200 Amp
£ 125
Michell Alecto Amplifier
£695
Mark Levinson 333 Power Amp
£3.850
Mark Levinson 20.5 Ref Mono Blocks, superb condition
£ 4.995
Audio Research 0200 Power Amp
£ 1,695
Mark Levinson 383 integrated amp
£ 4.495
Boulder 102 AE Power Amp
£ 1,595
Chord 1200 Mono Blocks
£ 2,995
Conrad Johnson MF 2500A Amp
£ 1.595
Revel LEI Sub Amp Plus 2Sub 15'S
£5.995
Adcom GFA 5300 Power Amp
f350
Audionote Neiro Mono Amps
£ 5.995
Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amps
with MF3A Pre Amp & PSU
£695
Rolm NAP 90/3 Power Amp
£350
Mark Levinson 334 Power Amp
£3.395
Mark Levinson 431 Power Amp
(our demonstrator) list price £5995
our price £4495
Heybrook Signature System, Pre Amp, Power Amp & CO Player .... £795
Yamaha CA1010 Int Amp
f395
Accuphase E307 Int Amp Unused
£2,295
co PLAYERS 6 TRANSPORTS
Mark Levinson Ref CD Transport & DAC
£9,250
Mark Levinson 37 cd Transport
£2,750
Accuphase DP55V CO Player Unused
£2,095
Accuphase DP67 CD Player Unused
£2,995
Mark Levinson 36s Dac
Pink Triangle Ordinal Dac
CEC DX51 Mk2 DAC with CEC TL51 Transport

£1.399955
£
NEW £ 1,995

DVD PLAYERS
Yamaha DVD - S795
.
Pioneer Elite DVD/CD Player. Region 1DVD
HISC.ELLANEOUS

f6
£
1495
5

Hitachi AM-FM Radio Tuner FT- 5500 Mle2
£65
Sony Stereo Cassette Deck TC-R502ES
150
Sennheiser T80 Headphones
£60
££
Lecktropacks CDM-820 Multisystem Converter
25
Nordost Solar Wind Bi Wire single run 4mtr
£ 75
Shunyata Ex Demo 1m Aries rca interconnects
with locking connectors normal retail £650 our price
£425
Shunyata Ex Demo 1.5 Aries rca interconnects
with locking connectors normal retail £800 our price
£495
Shunyata ex Demo 3m Lyra Speaker C/W Spades
with locking connectors normal retail £ 1500 our price
£995
Transparent 1/2mtr digital interconnect195
£
Nakamichl 1000 Cassette Deck
395
Stax SR007 omega ref ( SR117 head phone &
££
SRM007t dual triode)
Normal Retail £2995
99 5
Audio Note ( Kondo) 3mtr pair SPZ speaker cable .. £ 1,995
Anillo Note ( Kondo) KSLL-LP Silver Litz interconnect
£850
1mtr pair
Max 40/40 Headphones
normal price £2000.. ££0
95
90
5
1mtr amide (SL LP interconnect
Yamaha CT-810 AM/FM Tuner
125
£
£ 195
NakamIchl BX2 Cassette Deck
Audio Note ( Kondo) Digital Silver Litz cable 1mtr,
price new £ 700 our price
475
£
Zen Acoustics Hologram II 18tt Bi Wire Pair ( new)
normal price £ 1600 our price
Deltaic Black Slink Cable
£
£75
1.200
Selection of high quality dentak Audio Cables, blamed end single ended
TURNTA BLES, CARTRIDGES 6. FOREARMS
Rope Planar 3Turntable
Michell Gyrodeck Turntable with Linn Ittok-LVII Arm
Koetsu Urushi Gold unused bargain
Koetsu Red unused bargain
Verdier Ebony Wood arm board
Normal Retail £800
Michell Gyrodeck wIth OC Power Supply
Selection ot brand new discounted cartridges

f
£
1
,
90
9A
5
£P0A
£
£
P
4
°
2
A
5
£995

WE NOW OFFER 0°. FINANCE' (* subject to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH • MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

Tel: 01903 872288 or
VISA
Evenings 07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
Email: heatherdaleClhifi-stereo.com
AUGUST 2004
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Ata .
Castl
Cyru
KEF
Linn
mEoar
Meehan'
Mine'
Mission
Mordtor Au
NAD
No•clost .
Orin Live
Ortoton
Pathos .
FIckaring
Pritrare
Pro- Ac
Project

Award Winning Retailers...

kers Hi- Fi
The North of England Hi Fi Specialists
Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000
Widest choice in the area

Independent advice

IConsumers Choice Gold Award Winners
Over 35yrs experience. IQualified staff

aueo

Comfortable dem rooms

REL
Fte!isms •
Slanting
SME
Sperdor
Sugpen
TAG McL
Tannoy
TEAC
Tnctiord
Unison Fie
Van Del
W'Iartedale•
Yamaha
& lots more.

Main road location

Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby

Insurance estimates

Service Dept.

Up to 3years Interest Free Credit*

only 20% deposit

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit) *

subject to status

Delivery & installation

Part Exchange

Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

6days: Mon. to Sat.

1Visa, Access, Switch etc.

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7E0
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

lists in high fidelity sijund reproduction - since 1967

cd players & dacs

ARO.M RAJ i
iD 23. very vent tweaked
600
AUDIDIA OAMNATION transport ... 1000 .
AUDOMECA 1EPHISTO IIX brand new
3500
AUDIO INNOVATIONS alto cd player chroire
150
AUDIDLAE BOri0CDM & 8000 SAC
900
AUDIONOiT CAC ONE
100
AUDIO RESEARCH DEC 120 bit
KO
AUDIO SelTHESIS DEC ultra analogue chP
800
AVI keOnec REF CD PLAYER
600
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS d15 cd player,
ben: ed ehd voth volume control
700
HEART valve al player
400
JADIE icE.4 ', import/ player,
wrth vclurec co. trol
1100
KNELL Ki-',i25t. board iest serviced
25000
9000
KRELL DT'.' 0tr import
1000
3000
KNELL REVERENCE 64 dec.
best yore.,
18000
3500
LINN FARIVIL.MERIK old but nice & boxed
900
MERIDIAN 502'606 transport/ dac
1000
MERIDIAN 508 24 brt
1350
MERIDIAN 556 DAD/CD boxe
1250
MERIDIAN 100203
550
MERIDIAN :06
100
MORCH er, 24karat gold plated front.
.
,
',.J sde Internals
2500 . 800
' 'irAMICHi DRAGON CD AND DEC.
i2aye. bread
10803
3400
'.4 TRIA.GLE DA CAPO 24 BR
800
'.EER Meted plamr
450
.
.Etill PD73cd player
300
T1:410 LAMBDA transportelock 3. boxed
1000
d . ' 7CV PLAYER, carbon (BUSS)
350
•
dLING CD1100 crazy valve cd player.
-DSK
1650
d'.UNG (a + 00 USED
1250
.DEN CD 4051 TRANSPORT
500
-, EN OMIA cd
350
dC: CI der
300
ewer'
800
375
i
,VRDS 10 CD PLAYER BOXED
. 'AGEN VA
ZOO
:-ADEll v
1800
.- TA REARLPITIOGENIE transport& dac
1XO
'HONG PUIJAR ONE DAG, HCCD& mans . 450
:4 i2 OZ. Mlaneed
600
'ions rikpl, DIGITAL E0,
,CR SYRTESI CORRECTION
1500
2250

turntcbses/arms/cartridges
1250
200
250
350
400
500
200
700

11,
E:r(J ,1 ;) ,
,
2CX eco
DYNAVECTOR XX1L boxed
EAR MCd' ,besad
ERA turrnabevele ame 3009 arm
GARRAR) MI in Aphelion pleb
GARRARD 401 enice old plinlh
with sme 30GIARM, AND
TRANSCRIPTOR BRUSHES'
100
GRAHAM SLEE PRONOSTAGES IN srcot
AND AVAiLAWE FOR HOME DEMO
¡OC MC- -10o
My up transformer
90

KUZMA STAB' S/ STOG: S
':i LP12 LINGO MC< LVIIN18

with PARAGON arm, and Tracer 3cuttings
ORIGIN LIVE ARMS ANOTURNTABLEd

AUGUST 2004

1050

200
100
750
400
2000

IN STOCK
decent bade ris giten
ORIGIN LIVE
RESOLUTION AIEVHIC
turntable , , , ... on deco
ORTOFON
KONTRAPUNKT
al ne« boxed

350500/500750

ORTOFON ROHMAN NEW BOXED
CANCEUED ORDER

750

ORTOFON JUBILEE boxed
750
REGA COUNTERWEIGHT MODIFICATNIN KR
in brass
50
ROCKPORT SIRIUS 2 16,000
RO(SAN RADIUS, acrylc witl.arm.
650
ROKSAN TABRIX ZI arm
225
SHURE VIS xmr estcck PfEW BOXED . ... ..... 275
140
SME 3009 Improved. ford headshell boxed
STRATOSPHERE clek kb or gin live dc
motor upgrade and 7air pods.
2500
THORENS TD121 /sme 3099 in SOLID
pint roll acrylic la
600
TOM EVANS merogrocrve NEW
AVAILABLE FOR HOME DOM

Transistor
ALCHEMIST GEANTSSmonoblocks
750
ARCAM ALPHA 10 integrated amp ,remole, boxed... 400
AUDIOLAB 8000S with remote
375
AUDIOLAB 8000C preamp Li 8000P
825
power amp, black par, boxed
01.010 RESEARCH a9/ D130
prepower amperver
2000
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE
7750
pow amp
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE power amp, bored , 900
AVI INTEGRATED AMP, boxed
500

VPI FfiV16.5 RECORD cleareg machine
. newe Mew 475/420

Tuners, Couette Decks, Reel-to-Reel,
Headphones etc
BEYER DT 931 hemeones boxed
80
GRAHAM SLEE SOLO headdlene amp ... 400
LEAK TROUGHLINE III STEREO)
legendary tuner, sewed
120
LUXMAN st510 reference turer
200
NAKAMICHI RX202 auto rewrse deck . . 350
N/KAMICHI BX300E dual c-pmen 3head
300
NAKAMICHI 582 dual capstan 3mad
lots ol buttons and sketches ' IKE machine
250
PIONEER CT 91 cassette, SERVICED
QUAD FM) excellent
QUAD FM4 GREY
SENNHEISER 580 headphores
SONY TC 766-2 2track reel :orel

OCl/
rr
t
ra.br
LAND CS
890
A8
:integra
:: ted

,

player takes IlY spools
SONY TC 765 4track REEL -0REEL
TRAC 6030s cassette dolby s, back, et
zeystems Mel , DIGITAL EO

100
70

175
200
250
1500

bared

: ,::

500

CYHUS TWO with PSX excellent
boxed. pa, 350
Mal 2preamp. metal cased but 3boards, mc100
850
MIA 505 ()moonier. «eh cables
QINAVECTOR L200 pm voth mc phono ex demo.. 1250
E_ECTROCOMPANIET class Apm & poweranb,
aoprer 25 years old soots Nott
400
KRELL KSP 78 prearre, rust serviced
1000
LS 1.51 " ne preamp
400
UDRAO power arm
300
LINN CAIRN with phono
650
MARANTZ PM17 MK2 KI SIGNATURE,
net bowed
MARANTZ SM 17 power amp,
1503
900
mint poked 2available
MERIDIAN 201 voth 605 monoblocks
1100
VERDIAN 201 with 205 rrenobloda
750
MeTAXAS CHARISMA PREAMR chrome finish175
1110ALECTO
MONOBLOCKS
MOE EL
SQUAD
kne dore
mum pre,mk2
Wed
MI SrCAL FIDELITY PRE 3A
MUSICAL FIDELITY X-Al

MUSICAL FIDELITY NU VISION I/3
MLS/O FIRST AUDIO PASSIVE
MAGNETIC pre (NC)
NA1M.NAP 180 power amp boxed
NA3A 102 remoie pre wrth c'apar peu
NAN NAP 250 very old style
NA.MAVI 4channel surround processor
PASS LABS ALEPH 330 watt class A.
0eit mtband
PASS LABS 0monoblocks class A
sinsle
ended
watts
PRIMARE
02075amp
PRIME DESIGN TOO watt Integrated arnp

OUAD33303
:quad M/Im3 105 1all nee volh leads
300 00/031/336 with manual excellent
25°

750
300

AV' 2000 pre/power
CAIRN ARIA HE rntegrated boxed

TRICHORD SINO mm/mc pore stage, ex den
250
TRICHONS DELPHINI voth never connect
e
dpsu
MUSICAL FIDELITY A100 Air
AVAILABLE FOR HOME OEM MUSICAL FIDELITY A3 AMP
V00000 ISOLATION TABLES,
MUSiCAL FIDELITY A32 PRE/A3.
recommended 3poet Stepaar in version ex dim... 150 2powER b
oxed

EMPORIUM
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550

. "IAXIS, with bask arm
1
,1 ,T CORE MANTRA wth =read
'c0 & dynavector 10/2
miCHEL GYRO SE & TECHNO Aaware/
IN STOCK new decent traie 11 grven
MICHELGYRO SE ex darn
NIFTY GRITTY RECORD
CLEANING MACHINE ne« ,
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE MENTOR

OUAD 77 PRE, carbon voth remote
OURD33/105 MK1 100 watts dpower
SUDDEN el new estork
SUGDEN C51/A51 pre power Mg model
SUCCEN CI28/P128 pre/power combo
120 warts per channel
TALK ELECTRONICS HURRICANE
2power amp

1200 pair
200
125
375
275
500
1250
1850
1500
750
600
500
1700 . 500
1200
3300
325
300
160
330
400
100
240
400
350
600 . . 300

TECHNICS SU C3000 pre, battery powered 1500 .... 600
THRESHOLD CAS 2 100 watt power amp, boxed
500
XTC pm One
1100 .
450

Loudspeakers

APOGEE DUETTA SIGS
re DEC 3actos crosscver
ATC 12, cherry. excellent boxed
AUDIO CLASSICS lea cexcellent voth calms
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO mg verskon,black,
with Essex dcu
AUDIO PHYSICS SPARK boxed
7500
1850

re r
uwith 15» golds
4000
TDL studio 2 upgraded tweeters, rewired
300
WISDOM AUDIO ADRENALINE
75
RIBBONS AND SUBS. NICE
27500 .. 10000

Valve Amps

AR TIGHT ATM-280 watts kt88 amp
3000
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS MODULUS 3a
we stepped atlenuator controls.
600 mm phone boxed
1100
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 pre
50
9
0?
) voth 2nd Aude MONO6LOCKS, BOXED
1800
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 800C preamp
200
AURUM CANTUS leisure 2se,
AUDIO RESEARCH 0050 boxed POWER arm . 1750
avaalble or home dem
AUDIO RESEARCH REFERENCE 600
ATC 12 months old boxed mint, chary. 1000
600 monos mk2, boxed
12000
AuDiomAsTER Ls3,5A
bared
600
AUDIO RESEARCH 1St boxed
AUDIO RESEARCH LSO nal hne pre .
600
15 ohm In teak excellent
850
AVANTGARDE DUOS white, elver wired
5500 black front boxed
AVALON AVATAR maple
AUDIO RESEARCH LS15
300
remoteehoice oh black or elver
1600
BSW 805 HNE granite stands
AUDIO RESEARCH LS25 mkl, black It,
BSW 605 2speakers. bladtboxed
1100
70C,emotanced
2600
BOSE 901 saes 2voth equalizers
300
AUDIO RESEARCH SP8, wilh phono, boxed
900
CASTLE HARLECHS.walnut. neat floorstanders500
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 upgraded 13 WO, bored.. 1100
CELESTION Al, cherry boxed, tat stands
150 AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 mkt
800
700 .
350
CELESTION 5000 boxed wth stands
150 AUDION STIRLING phono stage
CHARIO ACADEMY 1, excellent
1100 . 800 CANARY 601 mk2 PREAMR boxed
2100 ... 1200
CHARIO ACADEMY 2with stands
1250 CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 7pre,
800 .
2
1taert uwa
to 7b
DIAPASON CARIS voth stands. boxed
"°
1003 , : : 2
.450
"
300/pair L'uri
JœNSON PV1OAL
EPOS ESII & 14 each
CONRAD JOHNSON PV6 pre with phono.. 450
EPOS M12 with stands
350 CONRAD JOHNSON PV12A pre with phOno2600 .. 1250
HALES TRANSCENDANCE 8,
1000
MMUS speaker
KEF REF 2walnut
IMO
1,
-50
- C°NRA
COPLA N
DO
eCT
HA
N
10
S°N
lin1P
e
0
gra
12ted
inyabie
wilh amp
ph'n°
900 «Alden° 30 watts
850
KEF REF 22 black ash Boxed
2200
1000 CR DEVELOPMENTS CALYPSO
350
CEP
105
4
par
CHARMA CERAMIOUE CE3.0
500 CROFT
12 watts SU
eV RMICO
led ampblack, tweaked
375
dampagn fersh, etelleM
4550 CROFT SUPERMICRO A « BOXED
350
200 CROFT SERIES Ms POWER AMP, JUST SERVICED 650
URN CANS teak mkt
700
UNN ISOBARIKS DAS older but rice
600
CROFT APPARITION OTL
EAR 020 integrated amp
1100
LOWTHER ACOUSTAS war pea
400 par EAR 802 pre with nim plena
klISSION 773 black boxed
200
EAR 980 stereo power ampler reld
2000 .1500
850
MISSION 753 rose/rood boxed
350
GAMMA AEON meted% single
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 20 se black ash2500
800 ended 211 VALVES
MONITOR AUDIO REFERENCE 10 GOLD
SCCO
2000
GAMMA
ERA IA825
pm .
100
500 ICON
AUDIO
hen INTROS
boxed Wrack
MAIM
7e0 , 320 with law months use 300b pp
2(00
1200
NEAT PETITE mk3 & subwoolers cheny,
LFJ« STEREO 20 fully sewed
100
boxed
2350
1250 LECTRON JH50 beautiful amp
1250
PROAC STUDIO 125 floorstanders
500
LUXMAN 1188 amp modified
800
PSB IIIE SUBWOOFER
700 . 350 with carbon fibre chases, senora
,,,,,,,, QUAD II pas with k166 VALVES
700
QUAD ESL63 nice old par, with stands
"r". ROGUE AUDIO 99 PREAMP
veith phono, rernote and boxed
QUAD ESL 57 serali21000
excellent bah wenung per
QUAD ESL 57 excellent per
serviced by One Theo
REHDEKO ACT IS black
REL 0-BASS subwcoler

2500

600

600
750

ROGUE AUDIO M120 monoblocks 3500 me.
ex dem, full oxee
ROGUE AUDK) TEMPEST INTEGRATED BOXED

1501)

200
50)

Sm.
a
HANN
LING
raw
INTE1GRA
300 aa
TElyDrA
ra
M
dabia
P- la, ham. arra

ROGERS BBC MONITORS LS3/6 ( LIKE BOIS)
RUARK PALADINS Mixed
1200
RUARK PRELUDE REFERENCE
bond
RUARK ACCOLADES
SONUS FABER STONE WOOD stands
1/ANNOY 103 maple
ANNOY cheviots MK1, poor cabinets
ANNOY GRF cabarets repro parr in

200
500
400
100

SONIC FF*NTIERS 5F540
UNISON SIMPLY 4Weigrated amp
UNISON RESEARCH S6 cancelled order, new..
UNISON RESEARCH FEATHER ONE/POWER 35

300

100
350

1"

2033
1100
800
650
1500

=1
015based
- the best in the world from 8to 20 watts 1200
prices 1000 and up
WELBOURNE LABS APOLLO 110 25 watts SE . 2600 par
See Website for full listings

USED HIFI SPECIALIST, MAIL ORDER AND EXPORT EMAIL emporium@despammed.com
WEBSITE www.emporium.dircon.co.uk Telephone 01379 870873. Demos by appointment
www.hifinews.co.uk

HICAM

WAS

NOW

ALOIA PST 11.01 PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL
2565
ALOIA ST15.01 POWER AMP 60 WPC
2600
ALPHASON AKROS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED MINT
60
30
AUDIONOTE OTO SE INT AMP LINE LEVEL NEW
1599
1400
AURUM CANTOS MUSIC GODDESS
2500
AURUM CANTOS LEISURE 2SE SPEAKERS NEW
900
AUDIONOTE CD2 TRANSPORT
2250
2100
AUDIONOTE M2 LINE PRE AMP
1499
1399
AUDIONOTE ANVX 1METRE PAIR NEVER USED TERMINATED
574
475
AUDIONOTE DAC 2.1X 24/96
1599
1400
AUDIONOTE ME1SHU LINE INT AMP
3300
3000
AUDIONOTE OTO PHONO INT AMP
1899
1700
AUDIONOTE ARM 3 WINCH TONE ARM NEW
599
599
ACCUSSTICS ARTS PRE AMP 1INC REMOTE
2350
ACCUSTICS ARTS POWER 1INTERGRATED AMP 130 WPC
3690
ACCUSTICS ARTS PLAYER 124/96
2895
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
POA
AVI LAB SERIES CD PLAYER SUPERB NEW
1399
1299
AVI BIGGATRONS CHERRY NEW
599
450
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC NEW STUNNING
1499
1399
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1MTR PR INTERCONNECTS
95
70
BLACK RHODIUM HARMONY 1MTR PAIR NEW
60
37
BLACK RHODIIUM ORATORIO 1METRE PAIR NEW
597
375
BLACK RHODIUM REQUIEM 1 1METRE PAIR NEW
1247
800
DENSON D30 POWER AMP 200WPC04 OHMS STUNNING
1500
800
BLACK RHOIUM ORATORIO 1METRE DIGITAL NEW
297
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION TURNTABLE
810
CLEARAUDIO MATRIX RECORD CLEANER MACHINE
1490
CLEARAUDIO MICRO BASIC PHONO STAGE MM/MC
230
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
2400
poa
EAR 509 ANNIVERSARY MONO BLOCKS GOLD OR CHROME
poa
EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED 3MONTHS OLD
2440
poa
EAR 834P CHROME DELUXE MM/MC PHONO AS NEW
975
Poa
EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE EX DEM
715
poa
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A EX DEM
3075
Poa
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
3250
poa
EAR 8L6 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
2690
Poa
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 EX DEM
2275
Pea
EAR 864 PRE EX DEM
1850
EAR 834L PRE AMP USED
655
ELAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUBWOOFER NEW
799
ELAC 555 CENTRE 3WAY CENTR SPK CHERRY FINISH
599
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
2499
ELAC F20 CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDING/GLASS BASE
499
GAMUT C2 R PRE AMP BALANCED
1950
GAMUT 0200 POWER AMP NEW
3990
GAMUT M200 MONOBLOCKS 200 WPC
6100
HALCRO DM8 PRE AMP /RCA/BALANCED
9480
HALCRO DM 38 STEREO AMP 180WPC
13550
LYRA ARGO MC CARTRIDGE NEW
849
800
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
1249
LYRA DORIAN MC CARTRIDGE NEW
495
MICHELL OC PSU NEW
440
399
MICHELL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS USED
2100
900
MICHELL GYRO SE/RB300 ARM
1083
950
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD EX DEM
2298
1950
MICHELL ORCA PRE AMP + LARGE PSU USED
1600
700
MICHELL TECNODEC WITH RB 300 ARM NEW
700
MICHELL ISO MERA MC PHONO STAGE
600
300
MICROMEGA DUO 3.1/PRO2 TRANSPORT/DAC/BOXED
3000
700
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA MC CARTRIDGE 0.36 MV
690
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER MC CARTRIDGE 0.38 MV
2250
MICHELL GYRODECK PLATTER+RECORD CLAMP NO SPINDLE
125
50
STELLOP200 PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED
1195
STELLO A1320 INTERGRATED AMP
1685
STELLO DP 200 DAC/PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED
1495
STELLO S200 STEREO POWER AMP 200WPC
1495
NAIM SBL ROSEWOOD FINISH
650
NAIM 32.5 PRE INC PHONO BOARDS
150
NAIM HICAP OLD STYLE
275
NAIM 135 MONOBLOCKS OLD STYLE BOXED
1000
ORELLECA100/SP100 PRE POWER NEW
1998
POA
ORELLE S5 SPEAKER SYSTEM + SUB NEW
975
POA
ORELLE 100 EVO CO PLAYER NEW
1499
POA
ORELLE SA 100EVO INT AMP 80WPC R/C NEW
1199
POA
ORIGIN LIVE AURORA GOLD TURNTABLE NEW
1470
1470
ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE ARM NEW
970
970
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS TONE ARM NEW
1570
1570
ORIGIN LIVE RESOLUTION TURNTABLE NEW
1970
1970
PLINUS 9100 INT AMP 240WPCO4OHMS NEW
1700
PLINIUS P8 POWER AMP 200WPCO8OHMS
2250
PLINIUS M8 PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL
2250
PRIMARE A10 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
275
PSB ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUB WOOFER AS NEW
500
225
RUARK PROLOUGE ONE SPK R/W FINISH BOXED
995
575
RUARK VITA 1005.1 SPK SYSTEM INC RUARK ACTIVE SUB
1695
750
RUARK VITA 120 5.1 SYSTEM NEW
1695
1500
RUARK PRELUDE 11 NEW
900
800
QED FULL RANGE
POA
RUARK PROLOGUE 11 LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
1250
SENNHEISER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
159
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
2643
2643
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
1126
1000
SME SERIES V ARM NEVER USED MINT
1615
1400
SME 20/2A TURNTABLE INC SERIES V ARM
5273
4700
WIREWORLD ECLIPSE REFFERENCE INT 1MTR NEW
499
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
POA
STAX SR 007+SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
2995
2700
STAX SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS
449
375
STAX SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
995
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
595
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
279
250
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 51MTR INTERCONNECT NEW
69
WIREWORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING CABLES
WIREWORLD STARLIGHT 5 HDMI 1MTR CABLE
199
TRICHORD 1000 POWERBLOCK NEW
475
425
TRICHORD DELPHINI MK2/NEVER CONNECTED PSU NEW
1270
TRICHORD DINO PSU
NEW
299
TRICHORD REASEARCH 500 POWERBLOCK NEW
315
285
TRICORD RESEARCH DELPHINI MK2 PHONO+ LARGE PSU NEW
995
900
TUBE TECHNOLOGY PROHET PRE AMP
1400
550
VDH PB5 . 8MTR INTERCONNECT NEW
35
20
VOH THE SOURCE HE 0.8 METRE NEW
65
35
VIVANACO DX 400 HEADPHONES NEW
29
20
VIVANCO FMH8080 FM HEADPHONES NEW ....... ................... .... 99
69
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5SPK CABLE AWARD WINNER
14).97 PER MONO MTR
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5 INTERCONNECT 1MTR PR
219
WIREWORLD RAINBOW 5 INTERCONNECT
149

AUDIO REFLEU')NS
AUDIONET
AUDIO SYNTHESIS
ATC
AVI

NEW PRODUCTS ON DEM

AYRE
8RYSTON
CHORD

AUDIO SYNTHESIS - NEW DAX Discrete

CLEARAUDIO

LEXICON - RT10 and MC8

GAMUT

AVI - Latxwatory Series Amp and New CD
TOM [ VANS - Pulse

LEXICON

New p/s for Vibe

LYRA

CHORD - new Choral system

NORDOST

ATC - SCM35

PRIMARE
PMC

f)/-_LE - EX DEM.

RED ROSE
ROE
REVEL

GAMUT - 0200

SME

PS AUDIO - liCA9

STAX

TAG AV30

TAG

95D..X

AREN %‘.

TOM
NS
TR ANSF1GUR AT
Akie

eg

DISCOUNT GIVEN TO MOST NEW PRODUCTS
AGENTS FOR
EAR. TRICHORD, AUDIONOTE, MICHELL,MYRYAD. AVI, STAX, LAT. ELAC. RUARK. SME.
PLINIUS, BLACK RHODIUM. LYRA. SUMIKO. OED. GAMUT. ORIGIN LIVE
ORELLE, WIREWORLD, TRANSFIGURATION, AURUM CANTUS, ACCUSTICS ARTS.
HALCRO, STELLO. CLEARAUDIO. ALOIA. SHUN MOOK
PHONE FOR BEST PRICES

CASH WAITING FOR THE FOLLOWING BRANDS

11141111111
411......,

4111

Y(
LEEDS) 0113_204 •

TEL JOHN BL
E-MAIL

info ,)audioreflections.,..

FAX : 0113 2533098 ----CHORAL

BRYSTON 14

ALDO SYNTHESIS DA

11E".

SME. MICHELL, AUDIO RESEARCH

Open Mon- Sun 9am - 6pm

VISA Switch - Mastercard - Amex

Now in Northampton 2minutes off A508
For further details
Tel/Fax 01604 842379 Mobile 07973 233380
Website HICAM.CO.UK
www.hifinews.co.uk

co

and AMP

AI
•.11
•.• •

Hazlemere Audio
dCS
Metronome
Opus 21 (
new
from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle
Amplification
Chapter Audio
DNM
Lamm
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral
Pom-er
ppl
Accuphase
Isotek
Jaya
Loricraft

Avid
Garrard
Oracle
Speakers
ART
Talon
Verity Audio
REF 3A
Cables
Nirvana
Siltech
Spectral
Support.,
Clearlight
Kinabalu

it,.mvalue the best
(rather than just the most expensive)
For an appointment (day or evening)

NAIM.MERIDIAN. KRELL. WADIA. SONLIS FABER, MARTIN LOGAN
MARK LEVINSON. COPLAND, QUAD. EAR. AUDIONOTE

AVI

Call High Wycombe

(01 40(1

865829)

art
'
oudspeakers
Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare
Gamut • Harmonic Technology • Ortofon • Piega
Reference 3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle
AUGUST 2004
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THE MIDLANDS
BEST USED
EQUIPMENT
SPECIALIST

DUALITY USED
EQUIPMENT,
BOUGHT, SOLD,
PART EXCHANGED
Also agents for
•Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•B AT • Boulder • Burmester
•Egleston • Hovland • Kharma
•Lumley • Pass labs • SME
•Sound lab • VTL • Vincent

Tel/Fax 0121 747 4246

1=1

CURRENT INVENTORY
ACCUPHASE DP77 CD/SACD
ACCUPHASE DP55V
ACOUSTIC ARTS DRIVE 1
ADVANTAGE Si CD
ADVANTAGE S100 INTEGRATED AMP
ALLOIA P 11.01 WITH PHONO
ATC SCM 10-2
ATC SCM 20-2 PIANO BLACK
ATC C2 SUB 2AVAILABLE
AUDIO LAB CDM/ DAX
AUDIO NOTE M3 LINE PRE
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 MK2
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7
AUDIO RESEARC VT60
AUDIO RESEARCH D130
AUDIO RESEARCH VT130 SE
AVANTEGARDE SOLO SILVER
AYRE K-5X PRE
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC PHONO
BRYSTON 4BSST
CARDAS GOLDEN REFERENCE 2.5 MTR BIWIRE
CLEARAUDIO REFERENCE,TQ1 ARM
CLEARAUDIO S1NATURE M/C LOW HOURS
CLEARAUDIO SIXSTREAM 1.5 MTR PHONO CABLE
CLEARAUDIO MAXIMUM SOLUTION, TO1 LINEAR ARM
CONRAD JOHNSON EV1 VALVE PHONO
COPLAND CSA 14
DENSEN BX340 NEW
DENSEN B400XS NEW
DENSEN B200 NEW
DYNAUDIO 2.8 CHERRY
HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY MD1 DIGITAL RCA IMTR
HOVLAND HP- 100 + M/C PHONO NEW SEALED BOX
HOVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP NEW SEALED BOX
JM LABS MICRO UTOPIA + STANDS
KRELL KRC-HR KPE PHONO
KRELL KPS 28C
KRELL FPB 600C
LINN KAN 2 BLACK WITH CORNFLAKE STANDS
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
McINTOSH MC7100 POWER AMP BALANCED
MARANTZ SC12SI SACD DVD CD EX DEM
MERIDIAN 502
MERIDIAN 562 WITH PHONO BOARDS
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 60 PIANO ROSEWOOD
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO CENTRE PIANO ROSEWOOD
NAIM 282
NAIM 52 SCAP
NAIM CDS 2 HEAD UNIT
NAIM CDX
NAIM 175
NAIM 112
NAIM HICAP 2
NAIM 92
NAIM CDI MK2
NAIM INTRO 2 BLACK ASH
NAIM CDS MK1
NAIM 250 OLIVE SERVICED
NAIM FLASH 2 NEW
NAIM SNAIC BLACK 5 PIN
NAIM BURNDY BLACK
NAIM 140
NAIM 72
NORDOST VALHALLA IMTR BALANCED
PATHOS LOGOS
PRIMARE A30.1 INTEGRATED
PROAC TABLETE REF 8 CHERRY
PROAC 1SC LIGHT OAK TARGET R4 STANDS
QUAD 66 FM TUNER
QUAD 66 PRE
QUAD 606 MK1
QUAD 99 POWER
SHANLING CDT 100
SILVER ARROW IMTR BALANCED SILVER INTERCONNECT
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3 NEW SEALED CRATES
SONUS FABER CONCERTO WITH IRONWOOD STANDS
SPECTRAL DMA 100S BRAND NEW UNUSED
SPECTRAL MIT770 SPKR CABLE 10FT
SPECTRAL MH750 SPEAKER CABLE 8FT
STAX OMEGA 11 SR007 + SRM T1S
TAG MCLAREN CD2OR
TANNOY DIMENSION 8
THETA PROGENY
WADIA 860X
WILSON BENESCH ACT 2

RRP
8000
3000
2800
3150
2550
2765
1650
2950
1650
N/A
3700
5500
1400
2000
2000
8500
4700
3000
1250
2400
2000
6020
1755
505
7575
1700
1500
1850
2500
1000
3200
400
5750
7000
3500
7639
9000
15000
N/A
N/A
1500
3500
1500
900
5000
2000
2830
6500
4300
2500
1270
660
925
N/A
N/A
860
4000
1910
350
70
260
750
N/A
2300
2700
1500
750
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
550
1600
1200
8295
1300
4600
3000
900
N/A
1400
4000
1100
7000
9000

NOW
5495
2295
1795
1495
1295
1095
795
1795
995
1095
1995
1995
695
895
995
2995
2395
1795
7995
1595
1295
3495
895
295
995
895
595
1250
1795
695
1195
195
3495
3995
1595
3295
3995
5995
295
150
795
1995
795
395
1995
795
2195
3495
2095
1395
895
495
750
195
695
450
1795
895
250
40
150
350
295
1395
1795
795
395
795
350
395
295
395
995
495
3995
795
2995
495
395
1495
495
2495
395
3495
3995

STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA • McINTOSH
ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc
PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING

6

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk
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Hi-FiNews

Hi Fi Choice

June ' 04

They go on to say

"The sound has alovely spacious and airy quality with plenty of depth.
The music flows well with agood sense of purpose, and attractive
interplay between different instruments...The

KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XLO • MICHELL • SME • ATC

TE r\L:
L
AT&9E1?1 97/4427cN4-12m4,

"One might expect this Stereo 401
to cost in the region of £2,000..."
trenuencv response

exhibited extended bass below 10Hz and fell by only . 0.3% at 20
Kliz"..."Stunning styling and an impressive spec at avery sharp price"

Awarded 111F1 News Editors Choice 2003'
"Icon Audio offers sensible, well sorted valve amps, with
adequate power for most users and built to agood
standard. Valve amplifier ownership without tears"

Stereo 44:01

EL34 integrated 40+40w (or 19+19 Triode)

Fi News Feb 04 said... "Iwas impressed not only by the
almost tangible three-dimensionality of performers but the
depth and width of the soundstage."..."ample, deep, rhythmic,
tuneful bass, underpinning alucid and effortless midrange and
treble "..."lliked the impeccable finish and feeling of bombproof solidarity as well some of the most natural sounding
music that Ihave heard at home". Tony Bolton
Do you suffer from listening fatigue? Harsh clinical sound?
No emotion in your music? Tried fancy interconnects?
Sorry, but only valve amplifiers can give you that smooth
musical, full bodied sound that you are missing.

To find out more, ask for an illustrated leaflet
Features include: All Triode front end. Hand built ' Point to Point wiring.
Tape monitor circuit. ALPS Volume control. No printed circuit board. All
gold

plated

terminals.

Audiophile

components.

4 &

8ohm

speaker

matching. Stainless steel & lOmm alloy plate construction. Soft start.
Stainless steel

& Plexiglas

LA3 pre amp

valve cage included. Upgrade options.

MB25 Mono Blocks

EL84 15watts integrated

£649.95*

IStereab 401

EL34 40watts integrated

£899.95*

a
ME& 25

Triode Line Level pre amp
£649.95*
300B PP 28w Mono blocks ( pr) £ 1999.95

ISterec)

O

New limited editions available with all European valves
from Mullard & Electro Harmonix at no extra cost! (
UK only)
*Try for 30 days, refund if not delighted! ( UK only, conditions apply)
Subsidised International Shipping Available, ask for details

Want to trade in your old equipment? Call us for more information
Beware cheap imitations! Icon Audio amplifiers exclusively use our
own circuits developed and tested in Leicester UK.

Visit our new website at vnvw.iconaudio.co.uk
Auditions by appointment Dealer inquiries welcome
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
;cow_

£472.411cr—

Visa and MasterCard accepted

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
CE marked

www hifinews co.uk

>cartridges
dnm
goldring
lyra

Real
hi-fi

ortofon
sumiko
>cables
chord company
dnm
nordost

nailm

-headphones

beyer
grado
stax

rkordo

>stands
something solid
soundstyle
stands' unique
hardware
atc

Audio Analogue, Beauhorn, Rent Micro,

nea'

(Lin er

d».
«MP

epos

Clearaudio, Diapason, EAR/ Yoshino, Final,

harbeth
Emerge

a, Momio, Nordost, Nottingham Analogue,

in focus

Opera, Pathos Acoustics, Rogue Audio,

lexicon

Transfiguration, SME, Shun Mook,

michell

Unison Research

naim audio

hi- ti for grown ups

%W

e

neat acoustics

Demonstrations by appointment

parasound

Alternative
AUDIO

primare
pure digital
sme
tannoy
trichord

ipswi ch ( 0 14 7 3 )
)6 172

t: 01984 624242

6 55

55
email:enq@signals.uk.com
fax ( 0 14 7 3
signals
b LI cklesham
ipswich
suffolk
IPio oDY
sign
a
I s.0
k .
c c
m
W
W
W

Brompton Ralph, Taunton, Somersei

HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL: 01992-653999 MOBILE
SDECIAL
GAMUT D-200 POWER AMP (E3950)
BRAND NEW/BOXED . £2995
AUDIO RESEARCH 106.2(£2600?)
BRAND NEW BOXED. f1995
AUDIO RESEARCH VT-50 (f3650 RETAIL)
BRAND NEW/BOXED . £2750
ROGUE AUDIO TEMPEST (NEW SPEC f2600?) . BRAND NEW/BOXED . .L1750
£5995
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM3 (£93001BRAND
NEW/BOXED
PERP. TECH PA-3/PA-1SIG-2 & MODRIGHT PSU BRAND NEW BOXED .0995
£275
SOUNDSTYLE ST-1051ST310
BRAND NEW/BOXED
£250
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 100
BRAND NEW/BOXED
£195
SOUNDSTYLE ST-95 MIDI RACK
BRAND NEW/BOXED
£225
SOUNDSTYLE XS-105/S -310
BRAND NEW/BOXED
CELESTION A-2 0500+)
BRAND NEW/BOXED £1150
PRIMARE PRE-30 8A-30.2 PRE/
POWER AMPS (E2700?)
EX.DISPLAY/BOXED .0750
£450
PRIMARE A-20 INT. AMP
EX.DISPLAY/BOXED
PRIMARE D-20 CD PLAYER
EX.DISPLAWBOXED
£525
£695
PRIMARE V-25 DVD (£1000)
EX DISPLAY/BOXED
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE ( RETAL £650?)
BRAND NEW/BOXED
£450
£250
TALK BREEZE PHONO STAGE MM/MC
NEW
ALL THE ABOVE CARRY MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY
'SUMMER SALE MANY ITEMS REDUCED'
VALVE AMPS
£1275
UNISON RESEARCH S-6
EX OEM
f795
GRAAF GRAFFiti (f22501
REDUCED
£650
GOLDEN TUBE SE1- 50 MK.11
MINT/BOXED
£475
AUDIO INV.SERIES 500 INT
BOXED
£3250
JADIS DEFY-7POWER AMP
EXCLT
£1650
AUDIO RESEARCH D-115
EXCLT
£895
V.R.R. ADUR MONOBLOCS
REDUCED
£650
AUDIONOTE P2-SE
MINT
£3450
JADIS JPS-2
(WAS f8000
£2795
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-22
MINT/BOXED
£995
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-9MKII
MINT/BOXED
£495
CONRAD JOHNSON PV-4
EXCLT
£395
OAKLEY IMAGE SIX PRE
REDUCED
£595
UNISON RESEARCH C5P PRE
REDUCED
£350
AUDIO SYN. PASSON PRE
MINT/BOXED
£2250
SOLID STATE KRELL HTS PRE/PRO. (£7000)
REDUCED
£2795
MARK LEVINSON. NO 23.
EACH
£2250
MARK LEVINSON NO.27
MINT/BOXED
£895
COUNTERPOINT SA-20
REDUCED
£850
DENON POA-6600 MONOS
MINT/BOXED
£795
AVI-2000 MONOS
MINT/BOXED
£1000
ROTEL RB-993 THX AMP
MINT

www.hifinews.co.uk

07860 511111 E-MAIL ADDRESS: Heathcot€Aucho©aol.co

MARANTZ SC-22/ MA-22
REDUCD £1100
CONRAD JOHNSON PF1
REDUCED £995
ROKSAN LS-2PRE AMP
EXCLT £ 75
ORELLE SA-100R AMP
REDUCED
£375
CYRUS STRAIGHTLINE
MINT
£275
PINK TRIANGLE INTEGRAL
REDUCED
£2495
PIONEER C-73/M-73 AMPS
MINT BOXED £795
QUAD 606 POWER AMP
£325
COMPACT DISCS
PEAR TECH SIG-2PA-3/PA-1 /MOD PSU
WADIA WT-3200/ DM X-32 DAC
ACCUPHASE DP-80T/D-81 DAC
TECHNICS SL-Z1000/SH-X1000
THETA CARMAN CD/DVD TRAN.
THETA PEARL TRANSPORT
MARANTZ CDA-94 TRANAT&T
ADIONOTE CDT ZERO TRANS
AUDIONOTE DAC-1X SIG.
THETA DS PRO GEN III AT&T
THETA DS PRO BASIC- 11 DAC
MONRIO 188 DAC 8 PSU
MSB LINK DAC-3 24/96 ETC
ROTEL RCD-991
PIONEER PD-91

BRAND-NEW
f1995
MINT/BOXED £ 1795
REDUCED
£ 2250
REDUCED £1995
MINT/BOXED £ 1795
REDUCED £795
REDUCED
£575
MINT/BOXED
1375
MINT/BOXED £595
REDUCED
£1995
MINT/BOXED £1275
REDUCED
£395
MINT/BOXED £ 75
MINT
£495
REDUCED
£375

virm
CONRAD JOHNSON EF-1
DENSER DRIVE MC.
DENSEN DRIVE M.0 XSPSU

MINT130XED £1095
MINT
£275
MINT
£325

LOUDSPEAKERS
YAMAHA NS-1000M/STANDS
WILSON 5.1 BLACK
BKS 107 MK ll SUPREME
M. LOGAN CLS11Z 8SUE
KLIPSCHORNS
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS i
ALON 11
LVOICE AUDATORIUM
CELESTION A-2
REGA XEL (WALNUT)
KELLY KT-3 (95 DB)
INFINITY KAPPA-8
SNELL CMK- IV
EPOS ES- 14/ STANDS

MIN?
P850
CRATED £6995
REDUCED
£ 275
REDUCED
£5450
FANTASTIC'
£3750
MINT/BOXED £1250
REDUCED
£995
REDUCED
f1075
REDUCED
£595
REDUCED
£550
MINT/BOXED £750
REDUCED
£1095
Ere
£1350
MINT
£375

CASTLE HOWARD-2
CASTLE AVON
A. EASW FB110 SUB
REL STORM-1SUB

EXCLT
REDUCED
AS NEW
VGC

£695
£395
£
350
£
4511

LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
XLO 7.' SIG.7 FT PAIR X2BRAND NEW PACKAGED/EACH PAIR) £1200
PS.AUDIO X-STREAM 3METRE BI-WIRE
£795
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET 81-WIRE
£795
DIAMOND HI SILVER CABLES 2X 3METRES
Ex OIS
MIT MH-753 12 FT.PAIR BI-WIRE
REDUCED
£ 795
NIRVANA SI- 2.3 METRE
EX OEM
f525
VD1I. REVELATION 2METRE
EX.DEM
£ 550
VON. REVELATION 2METRE
£ 00
QED GENESIS 3METRE.AIRLOCS
£295
OLD REFERENCE 6FT. PAIR
f275
AUDIONOTE AN-SP 2METRE
£325
AUDiONOTE AN-L4METRE
£225
AUDIONOTE AN-L3METRE
£225
M/FID.NU-VISTA 2METRE
£200
InTERCOnECT
HARMONIC TECH MAG.LINK-1
REDUCED
£595
SiLVER ARROW 1METRE nil (£1200)
EX DEM
£595
ACOUSTIN ZEN SILVER SIGNATURE
£495
XLO 3METRE PAIR
EX.DEM
£225
MUS FID NU VISTA 2.4 METRE
BRAND NEW
£250
AUDICIMST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
f450
VAN DEN HUL 0.8 MC GOLD XLR
BOXED
£ 00
NORDOST RED DAWN 1METRE
BOXED
£195 EACH
NORDOST RED DAWN 2METRE XLR
BOXED
£325
NEOTECH PROFESSIONAL CABLE 0.5 METRE .A/NEW £225
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 0.5 METRE/1 METRE ..BRAND NEW .....
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO 0.5/1 METRE
BRAND NEW
£
80/1M
BLACK RHODIUM ORA7ORIA
BRAND NEW
PLEASE RING
DICITAL
MADRIGAL MDC-1 AES-E8U 1METRE
BRAND NEW/BOXED £225
TARA LABS CS AIR REFERENCE AES-EBU
BRAND NEW/BOXED
USO
XLO 4.1 BRAND NEW ONE METRE-£175 2METRE
£225
NIRVAPP1 1.5 METRE NEW
£ 225
MOST EQUIPMENT STOCKED IS ONE OWNER MINT/BE XED,
SIMILAR QUALITY VINTAGE AND MODERN EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
FOR IMMEDIATE CASH PURCHASE. PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 1O-GPM.
AUGUST 2004
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MANTRA AUDIO
MAIL ORDER HI FI ACCESSORIES

TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

> ATC

GRADO HEADPHONE SPECIAL OFFERS

CARTRIDGES

Prestige

£ 75

Audio

SR- 80

£ 90

Technica AT OC 9ML

SR- 125

£ 140

Goldring

SR- 225
SR- 325

SR- 60

Reference RS- 1

AT 110E

£28

STYLUS

> AUDAX

N/A

> ETON

£280

EX

N/A

> FOSTEX

£76

£62

GEX

£52

> LPG

£ 175

1012 GX

£95

£76

GEX £ 67

£ 265

1022 GX

£124

£100

GEX £ 86

1042

£143

£114

GEX £ 100

Eroica LX/H

£133

£109

GEX

N/A

Elite

£232

£190

GEX

N/A

OED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
Full range of QED Switch Boxes,
Cables & Interconnects available

Ortofon

See website for details.
CARTRIDGES

STYLUS

510

£34

N/A

>

MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

>

PEERLESS

> SCAN- SPEAK

> VIFA

> VISATON

£22

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND

MC 15 Super II

£130

£110

EX

N/A

MC 25 FL

£227

£193

EX

N/A

MC 10 Supreme

£304

£258

EX

N/A

LOUDSPEAKER

MC 30 Supreme

£452

£385

EX

N/A

MANUFACTURERS.

INDUCTORS

- USED BY THE

MOST DISCRIMINATING

£79

N/A

Kontrapunkt a

£412

£351

EX

N/A

HARDWARE

N/A

Kontrapunkt h

£530

£451

EX

N/A

HOW TO BOOKS

DL 304

£210

N/A

Kontrapunkt b

£643

£548

EX

N/A

£40

£27

Kontrapunkt c

£824

£700

EX

N/A

Rohmann

£837

£742

EX

N/A

Blue Point Special

£265

£237

EX

N/A

Shure

M97 XE

Prestige Gold

£110

£73

£ 98

V 15 VxMR

£ 58

£304

£213

V 15 VMR

N/A £ 158

V 15 III MR

N/A £ 112

Sumiko

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

AND UP TO £ 15 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £ 50

SSta e

07802 483698

CLIMIFY

Chelinsfor , Essex
PRE-OWNED EQUIPM1 \ I
ARCAM ALPHA 7SE CI) PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£249
ARCAM ALPHA 8TUNER NO REMOTE AND MARKED HENCE
£ 149
ATC SCM50A ACTIVE WALNUT WITH STANDS- BUYER COLLECTS- IMMACULATE ... £3495
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4- BOX VALVE PRE/POWER
£ 1495
CASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS
£649
COUNTERPOINT SA 100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£649
CYRUS PRE PRE AMP NO REMOTE
£299
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY PRO SUB 80
£249
DENON AVC-AISE BLACK BOXED SUPERB WITH LEARNING REMOTE
£ 1395
DENON DVD1000 BLACK MULTI REGION DVD PLAYER AS NEW
£279
DENON DVD3300 BLACK AND SUPERB-CURRENT MODEL-£ 1000 NEW
£595
EPOS E512 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
ICEF 104/2 WALNUT CLASSIC FLOORSTANDERS
£595
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND £695
LINN SONDEK LPI2 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB
LOEWE ACONDA 32" FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND
£ 1495
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVELY CONDITION £399
MERIDIAN 200 TRANSPORT + 209 PANEL REMOTE CONTROL-SUPERB
£349
MERIDIAN 605 MONO BLOCKS BLACK
£995
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£349
NAIM NAP 200 POWER AMP 3MONTHS OLD IMMACULATE AND BOXED
£ 1095
NAIM HI CAP 2JUST A FEW MONTHS OLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
f795
NAIM NAP 150 POWER AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE 2YRS OLD
£629
NAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
NAIM NAC 112 PRE AMP BOXED AND IMMACULATE 2YRS OLD
£495
NAKAMICHI 10002XL ROSEWOOD CHEEKS WITH DOLBY STANDALONE UNIT
£995
ONIX 0A35/0A1200 PRE/POWER AMP BLACK LOVELY
£795
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 22 BIT BLACK MINT AND BOXED
£349
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER
£595
QUAD 77CD BUS/77 PRE/77 TUNER CARBON BOXED AND 114MACUALATE
REGA RADIO R REMOTE READY TUNER BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
L2-09
REGA CURSA LINE LEVEL PRE AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £299
REGA MAIA POWER AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
REGA XEL WALNUT FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS-OVER £ 1K NEW
£449
REGA JURA FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS CHERRY
£299
ROKSAN CASPIAN TUNER BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB
£395
ROKSAN DP I/ATTESSA DA2/ATTESSA DS5 3- BOX TOP LOADING CD PLAYER £ 1295
ROKSAN XERXES ROSEWOOD TABRIZ ZI ORTOFON MC20 SUPREME
£995
ROKSAN LI.5/DS 1.5/S 1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK
£2495
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS D.C. VDH MODDED
£ 1595
RUARK SCEPTRE NATURAL OAK BOXED AND MINT
£349
SONY SCD-XE670 SACD MINT BOXED JUST A FEW MONTHS OLD
£ 179
TRIO KT 917 TUNER
£599
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS
£995
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk
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30 years of Excellence

Sony

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: ( 01) 2889449/2888477
Open:

Sat 10 am to 6 pm. Thur. Fr, 10 am to 9 pm
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PO Box 30429, London, NW6 7GY
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Loud

Too Loud

Its a common problem.

0

Way too Loud

The usable range on the

volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems

of

excess

gain

and

bring

sonic

benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
The cost is only £39 per pan delivered. To order, call

Rothwellz.01204 366133 or
www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
See the excellent reviews in HiFi Choice, HiFi World.
Hi ri Plus and on the web at www tnt-audio.corn

•
lockwood Audio
VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the TANICYLCones
Hotline at
www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk
Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
+44(0) 20 8864 8008

\..
7
1

or Fax + 44(0) 20 8864 3064
mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

Power and transparency,
muscle with finesse: don't
miss Martin Colloms' lab test
on Conrad-Johnson's Premier
350 power amp. Plus:
GRAAF's beautiful, affordable
valve amp and a statement
digital amp from Yamaha,
Focal-JMIab's latest ` 13&Wbeater' the Diva, Acoustic
Energy's updated AE1 versus
five baby- speaker rivals,
Pro-Ject's latest turntables
and much more...

unuillillEM Essential reading!
Don't miss HiFi News, September issue, on sale Friday, 6 August
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Opinion

Ken
Kessler
I

fany musician deserves to be branded an incorrigible ' early
adopter', it's Todd Rundgren. More often than not, this has
worked against him because his CV is littered with odd,

experimental ventures that just didn't prove quite as satisfying
as the albums where the music was the indisputable priority.
An even more disconcerting part of his techno-savvy nature is
the ever-present sense of detachment that accompanies a
Rundgren recording: as with so many cerebral rock musicians,
from Andy Partridge to Steely Dan to Frank Zappa, the listener
sometimes wonders if what's playing isn't simply an intellectual
exercise. It's as if the artist is sitting back, bemused,
wondering what he can get away with this time. It's no
surprise, then, that Rundgren is

In the era of the LP,
Rundgren included
audio tricks as part of
the albjms, and he's
one of the few who
made the-transition to
the world of the
computer

as well-known as aproducer as
he is an artist in his own right.
Way back in the era of the
LP, Rundgren included audio
tricks as part of the albums,
and he's one of the few who cut
his teeth in the days of pure
analogue who's made the
transition to the world of the
computer, the internet and —
finally — surround sound. He's
done this not just with ease but
with innovation and authority.
His track record includes what
was probably the first

aren't even consistent in their choice of surround format,
although they do, as the blurb purports, show ' three different
sides of live performance from this fascinating, chameleon- like
artist.' Live in Japan features Rundgren with a 12- piece band,
while Live in San Francisco will please his hard-core rock
following as it's TR backed by bass and drums in a ' power trio'
line-up. The third DVD, The Desktop Collection and 2nd Wind
Live Recording Sessions, is the most ' Rundgren-y', because it
consists of Todd recording alive album session in front of an
invited audience. And yet one of the discs is strictly Dolby
Stereo, one is Dolby Digital 5.1 or Stereo, and only one adds
DTS. I'd have figured 6.1 DTS-ES and Dolby EX at the least.
Given that Rundgren is totally hands-on, it's surprising that
the surround element of the three DVDs is so, well, low key.
Moreover, TR devotees would have expected overkill in the
extras department. Yet aside from ahalf- dozen videos on The
Desktop Collection and 2nd Wind Live Recording Sessions, the
sets are straightforward concert DVDs.

interactive television concert,
back in 1978, where the
audience got to choose the songs through an early electronic
voting system. Ayear later, he produced the first demonstration

But the San Francisco gig includes an unplugged version of
'Bang On The Drum all Day' and anote- perfect remake of the
Nazz killer, ' Open My Eyes'. Which brings us back to Liars.

material for an ill-fated RCA video disc format; he was

technology, hardware, software — what have you — he is first

However much Rundgren is distracted by new gadgets, formats,

releasing pop videos in the early 1980s and won the first-ever

and foremost apeerless musician. Liars harks back to classic

Grammy award for Best Short Form Video in 1982.

TR releases of some 30 years ago, such as Something/

What makes him apioneer of the silver disc and audio/video/
computer convergence, though, was his work as far back as
1992 with interactive CDs and, in 1994, the first full-length

Anything?, in which he delivered aside on which he plays and
sings everything. So, too, does Liars consist of Todd, the whole
Todd and nothing but the Todd. ( And : fhe were British, he

Enhanced CD, The Individualist. Along the way, there have
been other innovative moves for computer users, not least

could have titled it On My Todd.) It reminds you that, studio

being his creation, in 1998, of the world's first direct artist
subscription and digital delivery service from his own web site.

from fuzz- drenched heavy metal to blue-eyed soul worthy of
Hall & Oates. His brilliance as amusician is agiven. His

He doesn't wait for the technology to become the status quo.

genius twiddling the knobs is beyond question. That's why I

Which is what's so strange about Liars, his first studio album
in — what? Five years? Although the review copy is a
conventional CD, at the time of writing Rundgren is mixing it
for a5.1 format. Whether SACD or DVD-A, I'm not sure, but
one thing's for certain: it will be of ' demonstration' standard if
the two-channel mix is any indication.
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Ironically, there's aspecially priced triple disc Todd Rundgren
Collectors' Deluxe Edition DVD Box Set ( BMG) issued around
the same time as Liars that betrays no particular penchant for
multi-channel playback. Of varying vintage, the three discs
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wizardry notwithstanding, this is aperformer who can move

can't wait to get my mitts on the 5.1 version of Liars.
And his latest wheeze? His 2004 tour involves no amplifiers
—the guitars, bass and keyboards will be plugged into notebook
computers fed directly to the PA system — and the first-ever
usage of an all- LED lighting system for the stage lighting.
Guess the boy just can't leave the toys alone. •

www.hifinews.co.uk

symmetry

A new name

proven pe igree

A

Symmetry may be a new namr . 1hi-end audio
distribution but it's acompany with an impressive
heritage. Founded by the driving force behind the
highly esteemed Path Premier', Symmetry brings to
the market 16 years of specialist experience in
distribution, technical support and customer service.
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We share your passion for the world's leading
audio products. We're equally passionate about
applying our insight and expertise to ensure you
get the very best from your system. Whether you're
seeking assistance with components, installation,
system matching or simply some advice, our expert
opinion is always on hand. Symmetry - a new
name, built upon sound principles.

STAX
o

t: 01727 865488

THIEL

e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk
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Transparent Cables are created through aunique process combining the best of laboratory
technology and critical listening tests by music lovers. Hand-assembled by Maine craftspeople with
years of specialized training, Transparent Cables are the only in the world to have their networks
optimized for each length of cable. With every increase in performance level, the selection, physical
placement and electrical matching of the cable components becomes more critical. It is these
touches and attention to detail that make Transparent Cables rise above the competition, producing
asound unrivalled by others.
Transparent Audio, providing performance and complete audio and AV solutions since 1979, from
entry level prices, to money-no-object ultimate high-end.
Absolute Sounds, leader of high-end audio imports, have built up knowledge and respect for the
cables they distribute. As with all their imports, extraordinary quality and design are prerequisites of
Transparent Cables. Absolute Sounds invite you to contact them for your nearest Transparent Cable
centre.
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absolute sounds ltd
r.

Road. London SW.
89 71 39 09 F: + 44 pj2LJ bb , 9 79 62
ww.absolutesounds.corn info@absolutesounds.com
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